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THERE FOLLOWS THE DRAFT EXECUTIVE ORDER AND PROCLAMATION PREPARED
BY RAMSEY CLARKE, CLEARED BY DEFENSE, AND APPROVED BY WHITE.
BEGIN EXECUTIVE ORDER:

EXECUTIVE ORDER

PROVIDING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

WHEREAS, ON AUGUST 1965, I ISSUED A PROCLAMATION EN-
TITLED "PROVIDING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA"
PURSUANT IN PART TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 334 OF TITLE
10 OF THE UNITED STATE CODE; AND

WHEREAS THE INSURRECTION, AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE REFERRED
TO IN THAT PROCLAMATION CONTINUE:

NOW, THEREFORE, BY VIRTUE OF THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME
BY THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES, INCLUDING
CHAPTER 15 OF TITLE 10 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE, PARTICULARLY
SECTIONS 331 AND 334 THEREOF, AND SECTION 301 OF TITLE 3 OF
THE UNITED STATES CODE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1. THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE IS AUTHORIZED AND
DIRECTED TO TAKE ALL APPROPRIATE STEPS TO SUPPRESS THE INSURRECTION,
AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE NOW IN PROGRESS IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

SECTION 2. IN FURTHERANCE OF THE AUTHORIZATION AND
DIRECTION CONTAINED IN SECTION 1 HEREOF, THE SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE IS AUTHORIZED TO USE SUCH OF THE ARMED FORCES OF THE
UNITED STATES AS HE MAY DEEM NECESSARY.

SECTION 3. I HEREBY AUTHORIZE AND DIRECT THE SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE TO CALL INTO THE ACTIVE MILITARY SERVICE OF
THE UNITED STATES, AS HE MAY DEEM APPROPRIATE TO CARRY OUT
THE PURPOSES OF THIS ORDER, ANY OR ALL THE UNITS OF THE ARMY
NATIONAL GUARD AND OF THE AIR NATIONAL GUARD OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA TO SERVE IN THE ACTIVE MILITARY SERVICE OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD AND UNTIL RELIEVED BY
APPROPRIATE ORDERS. IN CARRYING OUT THE PROVISIONS OF SECTIONAiG 0 1965THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE IS AUTHORIZED TO USE THE UNITS, _
AND MEMBERS OF THE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AND OF THE AIR NATIONAL ~
GUARD OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA CALLED INTO THE ACTIVE
MILITARY SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION
OR OTHERWISE.

SECTION 4. THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE IS AUTHORIZED TO DELEGATE
THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY OR THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE,
OR BOTH ANY OF THE AUTHORITY CONFERRED UPON HIM BY THIS ORDER.

LYNDON B. JOHNSON



AUGUST , 1965

END EXECUTIVE ORDER

BEGIN PROCLAMATION

PROVIDING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS DIVERSE PERSONS IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
INDIVIDUALLY AND IN UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLAGE, HAVE BEEN AND ARE NOW
ENGAGING IN WIDESPREAD ACTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN AN OPEN
INSURRECTION AGAINST THE AUTHORITY OF THE DULY ESTABLISHED
GOVERNMENT OF THAT STATE; AND

WHEREAS THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA HAS REQUESTED
ME TO MAKE SUCH USE OF THE ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES OR
OF THE MILITIA OF THE SEVERAL STATES AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO
SUPPRESS THE INSURRECTION:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, LYNDON B. JOHNSON, PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES, UNDER AND BY VIRTUE OF THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN
ME BY THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES, INCLUDING
CHAPTER 15 OF TITLE 10 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE, PARTICULARLY
SECTIONS 331 AND 334 THEROF, DO COMMAND ALLL PERSONS ENGAGED
IN SUCH INSURRECTION, AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TO CEASE AND
DESIST THEREFROM AND TO DISPERSE AND RETIRE PEACEABLY FORTHWITH.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND CAUSED
THE SEAL OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TO BE AFFIXED.

DONE AT THIS DAY OF ,
IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-FIVE,
AND OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THE
ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-NINTH.

BY THE PRESIDENT:

SECRETARY OF STATE.

END PROCLAMATION

DTG 150504Z AUGUST 1965
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EXECUTIVE ORDER

PROVIDING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA /

WHEREAS, on August 1965, I issued a proclamation en-

titled "Providing Federal Assistance in the State of California" pursuant

in part to the provisions of Section 334 of Title 10 of the United States

Code; and

WHEREAS the insurrection domestic violence,.wnd-w-+mawful

combinations and -conspira4e's& referred to in that proclamation continue:

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me by

the Constitution and laws of the United States, including Chapter 15

of Title 10 of the United States Code, particularly Sections 331 and

334 thereof, and Section 301 of Title 3 of the United States Code, it is

hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. The Secretary of Defense is authorized and directed

to take all appropriate steps to suppress the insurrectionA domestic

violence and-+miaw~td comrbinations and-con-spira-cse now in progress in

the State of California.

Section 2. In furtherance of the authorization and direction

contained in Section 1 hereof, the Secretary of Defense is authorized

to use such of the Armed Forces of the United States as he may deem

necessary.

Section 3. I hereby authorize and direct the Secretary of Defense

to call into the active military service of the United States, as he may



deem appropriate to carry out the purposes of this order, any or all

of the units of the Army National Guard and of the Air National

Guard of the State of California to serve in the active military service

of the United States for an indefinite period and until relieved by

appropriate orders. In carrying out the provisions of Section 1, the

Secretary of Defense is authorized to use the units, and members

of the State of California called into the active military service of the

United States pursuant to this section or otherwise.

Section 4. The Secretary of Defense is authorized to delegate

to the Secretary of the Army or the Secretary of the Air Force, or both,

any of the authority conferred upon him by this order.

Lyndon B. Johnson

August. 1965
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PROVIDING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS diverse persons in the State of California,

individually and in unlawful assemblage, m

have been and are now engaging in widespread acts of domestic violence

in an open insurrection against the authority of the duly established

government of that State; and

EREAS such insurrection, domestic violence, unlawful

combinations an conspiracies so hinder the execution o fthe laws of

that State, and of the ited States within that Stal e, that a part or

class of its people is depriv of ariglit, privilege, immunity, or

protection named in the-Constituti and secured by law, and the

constituted authorities of that State are u le to protect that right,

pyivilege or immunity or to give that protection;

WHEREAS the Governor of the State of California has requested

me to make such use of the armed forces of the United States or of

the militia of the several States as may be necessary to suppress the

insurr ection:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, LYNDON B. JOHNSON, President

of the United States, under and by virtue of the authority vested in



me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, including

Chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United States Code, particularly

sections 331, and 334 thereof, do command all persons

engaged in such insurrection \domestic violencer..atrd-nie-whl

momrbi-na-tio-ns- -and-eonspi-raie s to cease and desist therefrom and

to disperse and retire peaceably forthwith.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hve hereunto set my hand and

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at this day of

in the year

of our Lord

nineteen hundred

and sixty-five,

and of the Inde-

pendence of the

United States of

America the one

hundr ed and eighty-

ninth.

By the President:

Secretary of State.



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

H ASHINGTON

August 14, 1965
6:25 pm

FOR THE PRESIDENT

From: Jack Valenti \/) (

Subject: Los Angeles riots

At 6:20 pm Texas time, Secret ary McNamara talked to Joe
Califano and strongly recommended that the President send
C-13-'s or comparable aircraft to transport California National
Guardsmen from northern California to LA. This, in response
to a request made by General Hill, commander of the California
National Guard. This request was also concurred in by General
Abrams, Vice Chief of the Army. Request, on receipt of
recommendation of McNamara, was given approval.

Secretary McNamara also recommends that someone from
Justice and Defense should be on the spot to assess, first-hand,
the situation -- to stay close to Brown and give advi ce. Most
of all to be the President's eyes and ears on the ground. McNamara
thinks Ramsey Clark plus someone from Defense should be sent
there.



8/14/1 3:05 pm

To: Mr. Califano
From Deke DeLoach

Pentagon has approximately same figures
Killed Injured

LA police 1 38

Firemen 1 9

Military 0 2

Civilians 14 308

Law enforcement strength: 914

Deputies 250

Highway Patrol 65

Reserves 300

..... ... .. .- I ..........



Latest situation report:

Time: 5:00 p.rn. August 14, 1965

1. No additional casualty figures, however, information is fragmentary
and there may be additional casualties.

2. Army has added by way of support:

12 one-quarter trucks

2 radio Vfa l and a generator On it
10, 000 C rations
15, 000 A rations

K

3. Riots are picking up in tempo. No information on specific incidents
such as seige of the police station and Napalm factory



7:45 Aug 14

Mr Leinbaugh said it has been reported but not verified thatthere is looting at the Bank of America located at the cornerof Washington and Vermont.

Also report b. police that they unable to guarantee anyone'ssafety in area! of 45 sq mi surrounding Watts area.



Only in America

THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS

Harry Golden

All of us concerned with the struggle for Negro civil

rights will feel a compulsion to discuss the riots in Los

Angeles.

Many authorities have already expressed the theory that

the rioting and the pillaging are in a direct way influenced

by the Civil Rights and Voting Bills passed by the Johnson

administration.

These laws have filled Negroes with more hope, - and

because they have more hope they see their daily lives as that

much more futile.

And in truth history tells us that insurrections start

only where the dispossessed and the marginal people find their

lives made a little easier, - when they have a little more

comfort and therefore that much more desire. We have at least

twenty brands of toothpaste in this affluent society; a man

living in a slum ghetto comprehends this and one day that

affluence which he does not share, arouses his wrath and he

explodes.

more
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2.

This is offered not as an excuse but as an explanation

for the riots.

Oscar Handlin, in an interview with the Times, said the

summer outbreaks in the Los Angeles ghetto should not legitimately

be called race riots since whites are not seeking retaliation.

This is true in the main, but the whites in Los Angeles are

buying guns today. Why the police or the gov rnor did not close

down the gun stores is beyond me. California is a tinderbox

of prejudice. Depriving the community of its constitutional

right to bear arms for a few days is well worth the price.

Down here in Monroe, North Carolina, they showed greater wisdom.

When Robert Williams was expelled from the NAACP because he

said, "....the time has come to use guns," the Monroe authorities

shut down the gun stores.

In effect the Los Angeles riots constitute a blow against

property. For the marginal of the world property has a symbolic

value: it is property, they believe, which holds them in bondage.

While the form of the riots is new, its purpose is not.

The hoodlums roamed the Los Angeles Watts area, burning,

sniping, and looting and out of the same compulsion that led poor

Southern whites to form lynch parties. (There were over 5,000

lynchings from 1891 to 1939).

Lynching was always more than taking some poor wretch's

life. Lynching w as also a blow against property for after the

more
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(Offirr ofie r Attnr rrn nrat .

August 17, 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT /

I am attaching a memorandum prepared by the Bureau
summarizing the Los Angeles situation.

While the memorandum does not indicate much in the way of
evidence as to subversive involvement, I am going to ask
the Bureau to investigate this aspect directly themselves.
I don't, however, believe that the Federal Government should
conduct the general investigation through the FBI of other

aspects of the riot.

1. Do you approve this limited investigation?

Yes No

2. Do you wish a more extensive investigation?

YesNo

Respectfully,

Attorney General

attachment



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

tle No. August 17, 1965

RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

This composite summary is based on information
received from a variety of sources and is not the result of
an FBI investigation.

Development of the Riot, August 11, 1965

On Wednesday, August 11, 1965, at 7:10 p.m., a
white California Highway Patrolman, who was attempting to
arrest a Negro for drunken driving in the predominantly Nogro
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, called for assistance
when the Negro resisted. He was joined within a few minutes
by a fellow officer, also white, and the 21-year-old Negro
driver, Marquette D. Frye, who failed an on-the-scene sobriety
test, was placed under arrest along with his brother, Ronald,
aged 22, a passenger in Marquette's automobile. As the
officers were executing the arrests, the mother of the two
Negroes, who lived in the immediate vicinity, attacked one of
the officers. A call for further assistance made by the
officers was answered by the Los Angeles Police Department and
additional units of the California Highway Patrol. Within
minutes, a crowd of nearly 150 Negro spectators had gathered
at the scene.

Shortly after the two brothers and their mother,
who was also arrested for interfering with an officer, were
removed from the scene, the crowd of spectators, which had
increased to between three and four thousand Negroes, became
unruly. Violence which began with the throwing of bricks and
bottles at the departing police cars, grew in intensity as the
night progressed. The crowd stoned, looted and set fire to
various buildings and beat and harassed white motorists. There
were no fatalities at the end of this first night of rioting
but property damage was estimated at six to seven million dollars.



RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Escalation of Riot Upon Withdrawal of Police

During the night Negro leaders of the community
were in contact with Los Angeles Chief of Police William H.
Parker and upon their request Chief Parker agreed to pull his
men from the scene of the rioting on the basis of the
recommendation and assurance of the Negro leaders that this
action would result in the abating of the riot. This plan
backfired for instead of the rioting subsiding, it became much
worse and by the end of the second day, it had escalated into
an uncontrollable riot. It became completely out of hand,
according to public statements made by the police.

On Friday morning, August 13, 1965, after two nights
of rioting, Acting Governor Glenn Anderson, in the absence of
Governor Edmund G. Brown who was vacationing in Europe, was
requested by Chief Parker to call out the National Guard. At
approximately 5 p.m., August 13, 1965, Anderson ordered the
mobilization of the National Guard and the first units arrived
on the scene shortly before midnight. It was speculated in the
public press that Acting Governor Anderson would not or could
not call out the Guard until he had cleared the matter with
Governor Brown. When the National Guard arrived at the scene,
they did not have the authority to load their weapons with live
ammunition and were not authorized to do so until after they
had been attacked by members of the mob.

The rioting throughout Friday night and early Saturday
morning brought even greater destruction and a number of deaths.
Acts of pilfering of buildings ran into the thousands and
hundreds of buildings were set afire. National Guardsmen
surrounded the area of approximately twenty-one square miles
but were unable to enter the immediate rioting area because of
the violence of the mob of roughly seven thousand people. During
the looting of the buildings, the mob obtained quantities of
guns and ammunition from pawnshops and other stores. The rioters
were in complete control and made false reports by telephone
to the police and fire departments with the view of enticing
white firemen and policemen into the area where they could shoot
at them and beat them or destroy their vehicles.

The lawlessness and violence overflowed into other
areas of greater metropolitan Los Angeles with roving bands
of looters and arsonists appearing in such outlying communities
as Long Beach, Pacoima, Santa Monica, Venice and Pasadena and
rumors were received that such gangs were moving toward other

-2 -



RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

near-by towns for the purpose of invading stores and gunshops
to obtain guns. Police were attacked in several of the
above-mentioned communities and there was evidence of looting,
shootings and the throwing of Molotov cocktails, Although
these disturbances were quickly brought under control, the
local authorities anticipated further outbreaks of violence.

Riot Subsides, August 15, 1965

On Saturday, August 14, 1965, Acting Governor Anderson
issued a proclamation setting an eight o'clock curfew for an
area of forty square miles including, of course, the riot area.
This had a salutory effect since it enabled law enforcement
officers and National Guardsmen to arrest on sight anyone on
the street after the curfew hour. According to National Guard
officials, there are now 14,500 National Guardsmen on the scene
assisting the local police. On August 15, 1965, Chief Parker
stated that local law enforcement officers and the National
Guardsmen were then on top of the situation and the violence had
subsided, although some shooting by snipers and miscellaneous
looting by small bands of roving hoodlums were continuing.

The riotous activity of the Negroes since the beginning
of the violence August 11, 1965, has resulted in more than
thirty deaths, including that of a Deputy Sheriff and one
Los Angeles fireman. Injuries to approximately 800 persons,
including a large number of police officers and city firemen
and several National Guardsmen, have been reported. Property
damage has been estimated as high as 175 million dollars, and
the number of arrests has reached almost 3,000, including over
300 juveniles.

Causes of the Riot and Its Continuation

Community leaders are in disagreement as to the cause
of the riot. Certain Negro leaders seek to explain it on the
grounds of "police brutality" and "police preferential treatment"
of different inhabitants of the Watts area. Others refer to
evidence of a growing hatred of white people and a steadily mounting
disrespect for law and order and duly constituted authority
necessary to a stable community; that'the riot was a means of
demonstrating this fact. Still others point out the cause as
being a combination of apathy relative to progress, wanton acts
of criminals and a breakdown of family life. Lastly, some refer
to general unsatisfactory social and economic conditions as the
,cause of the riot, Chief of Police Parker insists that it is

-3-



RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

not a race riot but is civil disobedience caused by general
disrespect for the law, and he attributes much of the problem
to roving thugs and hoodlums, He has blamed much of the unrest
on politicians who have told the Negro element that they are
being abused and the Negro element, therefore, responded
accordingly. Chief Parker has publicly criticized the Negro
leaders of the community for failure to control the Negroes
in the Watts area. Mayor Samuel W, Yorty described the
situation as anarchy.

The Watts area of Los Angeles is 99 per cent Negro and
holds approximately one sixth of the Los Angeles area Negro
population of approximately 600,000 people with Negro represen-
tation participating in municipal affairs. The shops and
businesses are predominantly Negro owned and operated. It is an
area of the city with a 30 per cent unemployment rate. There are
large numbers of school dropouts, a high percentage of broken homes,
a high illegitimacy rate, and a high incidence of crime in this area.

At its inception the rioters consisted of Negro males
and females of all age groups. Subsequently, it is reported that
a hard-core group of approximately 300 to 400 Negro males seemed
to take over as instigators of additional rioting. This group
was joined by onlookers and residents of the area, According to
the Los Angeles Police Department, the looting, burning and sniping
activities, into which the riot developed, was the action of roving
neighborhood gangs who are described as the criminal element of
the community. During the height of the riot, Negroes were
attacking white passers-by and motorists. Great animosity was
shown for law enforcement regardless of the race of the police
officers. The scene of the most intense rioting occurred in a
21-square mile area.

Delay in Police Action

Some sources have charged the escalation of the riot to
the withdrawal of the police from the riot area during the first
night. During that night, Wednesday, August 11, 1965, the Negro
leaders of the community were in contact with Chief of Police
William H. Parker and other officials of the Los Angeles Police
Department. They prevailed upon him *to abstain from using a "get
tough" policy and requested that he pull his men from the immediate
scene of the rioting on the belief that the Negroes would quit
rioting. Chief Parker, on the other hand, has publicly and
severely criticized the Negro leaders of the community for failure
to control the situation in the Watts area and blamed those

'leaders for misleading him resulting in his withdrawal of the
police from the riot scene.

-4-



RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In contrast, when a potential riotous situation
developed in San Diego, California, on August 15, 1965, police
officials refused a request from civil rights leaders to ease
the policing in the troubled area. The civil rights leaders
were advised by the San Diego Chief of Police and his Deputy
that police would maintain patrols necessary to preserve law
and order, No riot developed in San Diego.

Delay in Calling the National Guard

Another factor alleged to have contributed to the
development of the riot to its extremes was a delay in the use
of the National Guard to assist the law enforcement agencies
in Los Angeles. The Los Angeles Police Department at 10:00 p~m.,
on the night of August 12, 1965, estimated the situation in the
riot area was deteriorating and a police official speculated
that the National Guard might have to be called. As previously
indicated, a request for the assistance of the National Guard
was not made until the morning after the second night of rioting
and it was not actually called out until 5:00 p.m. that day,
August 13, 1965, with the first contingent arriving on the scene
shortly before midnight.

Chief Parker and Mayor Yorty of Los Angeles have
severely criticized Governor Brown and Acting Governor Anderson
for the delay in calling out the National Guard.

Activities of Negro Leadership

Efforts of Negro leadership, including officials of
civil rights and neighborhood groups, clergymen and others proved
ineffective in bringing the riot to a halt and in restoring peace
to the community, according to accounts of their activities
which have been made public.

Reverend Joe D. Hardwicke and Reverend H. Lrtford
Brookins, ministers of two leading Negro churches in Los Angeles,
were reported to have spearheaded a community movement effort
to restore peace to the embattled area and other ,egro ministers,
including Reverend Bobby Newman of the 103rd Street Baptist Church
and Reverend Henry W. Murph, pastor of the Grant African methodist
Episcopal Church pleaded from their pulpits for church members
to make every effort to restore law and order. One of the
proposals offered by Reverend Brookins to ease the situation in
the riot area was for the police to remain inconspicuous and that
only Negro officers remain in the area. Robert Hall,Co-Chairman

-of the Non-Violent Action Committee, a civil rights group, and
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RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

California State Assemblyman Mervyn Dymally, Los Angeles
County, were also reported as having suggested that the police
withdraw from the riot area. Reverend Hardwicke, who is also
Director of the Westminster Neighborhood Association,
Incorporated, a community action agency, was reported to have
stated that his organization was trying to set up a mass
meeting with the police department to build some sort of
understanding and better communication between the police and
the people of the community.

Another Los Angeles Negro leader, Don Smith, Chairman
of the Congress of Racial Equality, accompanied Negro comedian
Dick Gregory into the riot area where Gregory made an unsuccessful
attempt to quiet the mob, being rewarded for his efforts only
by a bullet wound from a gun of a Negro sniper.

Reports of Subversive Involvement

Communist Party U. S. A.

No information has been received to date showing
that the riot was instigated, controlled or dominated by the
Communist Party, U. S. A. However, the Communist Party can be
expected to take all measures possible to divide, confuse,
inflame and capitalize upon the aftermath of the riot.

For example, a source advised that a leading member
of the Communist Party in Los Angeles has been instructed to
prepare articles for immediate publication in "The Worker,"
east coast communist newspaper, with the articles to be slanted
in an effort to place the blame for the riot on Los Angeles
Mayor Samuel W. Yorty, Chief of Police William H. Parker, and
County Supervisor Kenneth Hahn, and to emphaq;ize the "police
brutality" angle. Instructions were likewise issued to Party
members assembled at a meeting held on August 15, 1965, to contact
as many other Communist Party and "left-wing" groups as possible
in efforts to pack meetings of the Los Angeles City Council
and the County Board of Supervisors scheduled to be held on
August 16, 1965. Attendees were to be instructed to attempt
to take the floor at both meetings to raise the issue of police
brutality. Their plans were called to the attention of local
authorities by this Bureau. The City Council met briefly with
one communist known to have been in attendance. The meeting of
the County Board of Supervisors was cancelled.

-. 6-



RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of America

Members of the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs, a communist
youth organization, and the Socialist Workers Party, cited
as subversive under Executive Order 10450, participated in
a minor demonstration on Saturday, August 14, 1965, at the
Police Administration Building, primarily alleging police
brutality, Also, on Monday, August 16, 1965, the members of
the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs started circulation of leaflets calling
for expulsion of Chief of Police Parker and the establishment of
a police review board. An emergency meeting of the Los Angeles
W.E.B. DuBois Club was held on August 15, 1965, and about 50
persons were present. The area coordinator of the Club advised
that the Congress of Unrepresented People is planning a
demonstration concerning the riots to take place August 21,
1965, at the Police Administration Building, and DuBois Club
members are to take part0 The DuBois Club also made plans to
canvass for food and solicit funds for the riot's victims in
Southern Los Angeles. A leaflet committee was formed to prepare
a leaflet for distribution concerning the situation in the Watts
area.

At the meeting on August 15, 1965, the DuBois Club
members also made plans to be at the City Council meeting
August 17, 1965, as they were unable to get into the City Council
meeting on August 16, 19650 They planned to get into the
City Council meeting as representatives of the Congress of
Unrepresented People. All of the above information concerning
the plans and activities of the Los Angeles DuBois Club has
been called to the attention of the local authorities by this
Bureau.

Provisional Organizing Committee for a
Marxist-Leninist Communist Party

This Committee is steadily attacking the Government's
policy in Vietnam and has cooperated with various communist
groups and pro-Chinese communist splinter groups in this
activity. A source reported that on August 15, 1965, a member
of the Provisional Organizing Committee for a Marxist-Leninist
Communist Party in Los Angeles, who has acted in leadership
capacity, stated he was contemplating violating national
Provisional Organizing Committee orders not to attempt to
exploit the Los Angeles riot. This individual stated he believed
members of the Los Angeles Provisional Organizing Committee, as
Marxists, should give physical leadership to rioters, specifically
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RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

stating that members of the Los Angeles Provisional Organizing
Committee should provide inspired scientific leadership in
sniping, looting and setting of fires. This individual called
a conference of other Provisional Organizing Committee members
to discuss his proposal. This information was furnished to
local authorities by this Bureau.

Nation of Islam
(Black Muslims)

A source of this Bureau advised that at a meeting
of the Nation of Islam on August 13, 1965, those present were
instructed not to become involved in the riot,

It has been rumored that at a meeting of the Nation
of Islam on August 15, 1965, members were claiming credit for
the riot in Los Angeles and stated, in effect, that this was
the best planned war effort they have had. However, this
Bureau's source, who furnished the information concerning the
meeting on August 13, 1965, advised that at the meeting of the
Nation of Islam on August 15, 1965, Marquette Frye, whose arrest
set off the riot, was the guest speaker. The minister of the
temple, John Shabazz, attempted to give the impression that the
members of the Nation of Islam were involved in the riot, but
did not mention any specific participation in the riot, Source
advised that Frye claimed not to be a member of the Nation of
Islam but planned to attend its meetings in the future. The
source further advised that he was in the riot area on the night
of August 12, 1965, and did not see any Nation of Islam members.
Shabazz has publicly denied any Nation of Islam involvement in
the riot,

This Bureau is continuing to check1 through its
sources and informants concerning the possible relationship
of the Nation of Islam to the riot.

Absence of Organized Planning

No information has been received indicating that the
riot was organized by any particular group nor has evidence
been submitted tending to establish advanced planning by any
group for the riot. However, as noted above, certain groups
were quick in seeking to take advantage of the riot situation,

- 8- -



RACIAL RIOT
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In this connection, it is noted that a number of
citizens reported to the Emergency Control Center in Los Angeles
of seeing automobile riders with red arm bands in the riot area;
however, neither National Guardsmen nor law enforcement officers
reported any such information.

No Investigation by FBI

Since the outbreak of the riot the FBI has maintained
close liaison with all civilian and military agencies involved
in the handling of the riot situation to keep abreast of
developments. Information developed by this Bureau's sources
and informants has been immediately disseminated to pertinent
civilian and military authorities.

The material reported herein represents a composite
picture of the riot received from local, state, military, public
sources and related individuals and agencies, as well as sources
and confidential informants of this Bureau, but is not the
result of investigation conducted by the FBI.

-9-
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WHITE HOUSE

lASHINGTON
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August 18, 1965
7:4 2 p. m. (

Mr. President:

For your information.

Should you decide that you want to have
Los Angeles designated as a disaster
area, according to Eugene Foley's memo
it can be done.

Marvin

N

r v r-I j I I I



SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20416

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

August 18, 1965

MEMORANDUM TO: Honorable Marvin Watson
Special Assistant to the President

FROM: Eugene P. Foley
Administrator

SUBJECT: Los Angeles Riot Area

I have not made a declaration of disaster with respect
to the Los Angeles riot area for two reasons:

1. There is some question regarding our legal
authority.

Ordinarily we declare only an area suffering from
natural disaster. We have made a disaster declaration in cir-
cumstances where fires or explosions resulted from negligence;
for instance, the Texas City disaster. We have never made a
declaration where the disaster resulted from man-made origins
but, under a liberal interpretation of the term "catastrophe,"
we could extend the disaster declaration to the Los Angeles
area. By so doing we would make the owners of business places
and homes eligible for 20-year loans at 3% interest.

2. The insurance companies have not made a commit-
ment to date as to whether they intend to pay on casualty and
fire policies within the riot area.

I am afraid if we make an early declaration that the

insurance companies might seize this as an opportunity not to
pay off on their policies. Therefore, I recommend, in any
event, that we hold off until the insurance companies make a
commitment.

cc: Mr. Bill Moyers
Mr. Lawrence O'Brien
Mr. Lee White
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Message sent to the Regional Representative in San Francisco

8/18/65

In response to Mr. Maguire's telephone inquiry of August 16 of

Mr. Gordon as to how the Los Angeles Title V Project might be used

in emergency clean up work and repair of property damaged in the

recent Los Angeles riots. Dr. Winston has authorized the California

State Agency to take the following action in the area affected by the riots:

1. Suitable participants under the approved Title V Project for

Los Angeles County may be assigned to emergency clean up work

through September 30, 1965, provided there is no expenditure

project funds other than those already approved. Such work may

be performed --

a. on Public property

b. on Private property if necessary for public health purposes.

Participants also may be assigned to the packaging in family size

quantities and the distribution of surplus commodities through

September 30, 1965. Priority in assigning participants to this

work would be given to residents of the area affected.

2. When suitable participants may also be assigned to repair

homes owned by public assistance and general assistance recipients

within the scope of the approved project budget which allows $25, 000

for material on ameadment for additional or amendment for additional

funds will be considered. The limit of cost of material is $500 per

home. Priority in assigning participants to repair work should be given

to residents of the Watts area.



Page Two

3. If the Agency wishes to assign participants to the repair

other than clean up of public building an amendment to the Project

will be necessary but cost of material, supplies and equipment

except necessary small amounts for hand tools cannot be approved.

4. If the Agency wishes to go beyond the approved Project for other

types of work than those mentioned above, an application for a

project amendment should be submitted.

5. Weekly reports on Monday will be necessary as to the number of

participants assigned to clean up work. The participants are also

assigned to the repair of recipient's own home. It will be necessary

to keep a record of the number of persons assigned to such work,

the number of damaged homes that are repaired and the dates when

this work is completed.

6. The final report of experience in utilizing Title V participants

will be appreciated.

This wire was sent by

Fred Steininger, Director
Bureau of Family Services

Teleconversation between Joe Califano and Dr. Ellen Winston of HEW
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August 19, 1965 / 2- f

14ORAN$D TO: Bill Moyers

FRO: Neal Hardy
New York City Rent and Rehabilitation Administration

SUBJECT: Reconstruction in the Watts Area

Reconstruction of damaged and destroyed buildings in the Watts
Area of Los Angeles could well become a demonstration of how the
Federal Government can assist Negro businessmen and Negro con-
struction workers to participate on a fair basis in the building
business.

The device for accomplishing this is very simple--make it possible
for local Negro construction firms to bid on competitive terms

with their white competitors.

We have learned in our experimental rehabilitation projects in
New York that there are a number of Negro electrical, plumbing,
carpentry, plastering, etc. firms which are experienced and
competent. They are, however, typically small businesses whose
limited working capital and limited bonding capacity make it
difficult - if not impossible - for them to bid on jobs of any
reasonable size.

If non-interest bearing working capital loans could be made to
similar firms in the Los Angeles area, and business owners
could be influenced to select Negro firms, the visible and
immediate results in terms of business profits and increased
Negro employment would be an obvious and meaningful answer to
at least some of the charges as to why the Watts area exploded.

This proposal would not cost anything except loss of interest,
since the loans would be repayable upon completion of construction.

I have written this note since our experience in New York has
already proved that a similar approach is necessary if we are
to involve the Harlem business community in direct participation
in the physical upgrading of that area.

Finally, all American cities have an experienced reservoir of
skilled artisans within the Negro community. They are resentful
that large white firms are " squeezing them outu. W~hy not make
it possible to utilize a real resource such as this - not just
in Los Angeles or New York but throughout the country?

Neal Hardy
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/
Bill Moyers

Neal Har4dy1
New York City Rent and Rehabilitation Administration

SUBJECT: Reonstrantion in the 1atts Area

Renonstruation of damaged and destroyed buildings in the Watts
Area of Los Angeles could well become a demonstration of how the
Federal Government can assist Negro businessmen ari Negro eot-
struetion workers to participate on a fair basis in the building
business.

The d*evite for aocomplishing this is very simple-.wmake it possible
for Roal Negro construction firms to bid an ecapetitive terms
with their white competitors.

We have learned in our experimental rehabilitation projects in
New York that there are a number of Negro electrical, plumbing,
carpentry, plastering, etc. firms which are experienced and
competent. They are, however, typically small businessseswhose
limited working capital and limited bonding capacity make it
difficult - if not impossible - for them to bid on jobs of any
reasonable size.

If nonwinterest bearing working eapital loans could be made to
similar firms in the Los Angeles area, and business owners
could be influenced to select Negro firms, the visible and
immediate results in terms of business profits and increased
Negro employment would be an obvious and meaningful answer to
at least some of the charges as to why the Watts area exploded.

This proposal would not cost anything except loss of interest,
since the loans veuld be repayable upon compb tion of construction.

I have written this note since our experience in New York has
already proved that a similar approach is necessary if we are
to involve the Harlem business community in direct participation
in the physical upgrading of that area.

Finally, all American cities have an experienced reservoir of
skilled artisans within the Negto community. They are resentful
that large white fims are "squeezing them out". Why not make
it possible to utilize a real resource such as this- not just
in Los Angeles or New York but throughout the country?

Neal ardy
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O P Ei LETTER TO JOHNSON

MOSCOW TASS INTERNATIONAL SERVICE IN20

4 (TEXT) MOSCOW, 21 AUGUST--UNDER THE HEADING "WE ACCUSE,
PRAVDA TODAY PUBLISHES AN OPEN LETTER FROM DISTINGUPED SOVIET
SCIENTISTS AND PUBLIC FIGURES TO U.S. PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON.
THE LETTER READS:

MR. PRESIDENT: THERE ARE MOMENTS WHEN ONE CANNOT KEEP SILENT.
SHOCKED TO THE DEPTHS OF THE SOUL BY THE MONSTROUS MASSACRE OF
THE POPULATION OF THE NEGRO GHETTO IN LOS ANGELES, WE ARE
ADDRESSING THESE WORDS TO EXPRESS SENTIMENTS OF INDIGNATION,
SORROW, AND PAIN.

HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN? WHAT YARDSTICK CAN ONE USE TO MEASURE
THE DEPTH OF THE MORAL DEGRADATION OF A SOCIETY WHERE SUCH ACTS
OF SAVAGE BRUTALITY BY THE POLICE, THE ARMY, AND THE AUTHORITIES
HAVE BECOME POSSIBLE?

ALL, OR ALMOST ALL OF US, hAVE VISITED YOUR COUNTRY AT VARIOUS
TIMES AND HAVE MET WITH AMERICANS BOTH IN THE UNITED STATES
AND HERE IN THE SOVIET UNION. HOW CAN ONE UNDERSTAND? HOW CAN ONE
6QUAR'k THE GLORIOUS DEMOCRATIC TRADITIONS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE,
WHO GAVE JLFFERSON, LINCOLN, EDISON, AD LONGFELLOW TO THE WORLD,
WITH THE ABOMINABLE REALITY, WITH THE COLD-3LOODED SHOOTING OF
CIVILIANS WHO WEHE BROUGHT TO DESPAIR BY POVERTY AND LACK OF RIGHTS?
OR HAVE THE FIST, TuE TRUNCHEON, AND THE BURST OF MACHINEGUN FIRE
BECOME THE MOST POPULAR RESPONSE IN THE UNITED STATES TO A CALL
FOR HELP, TO THE JUST DEMANDS OF THE DOWN-AND-OUT AND-INSULTED?

WE SAY THIS BECAUSE WE FLEL AND SEEL THAT THE CAHNAGE IN LOS ANGELES
IS NO ISOLATED EVENT. ThiS DISGRACEFUL TRAiL OF VIOLENCE
AGAINST THE NEGRO POPULATION IS COMING LONGrn EVERY YEAR.
AND THE MAIN THING IS ThAT THERr1 S1 NO END IN SIGHT. hOW LONG WILL
THIS GO ON? WHAT "GREAT SUCILTY" IS ThIS WHERE PEOPLE ARE BROUGHT TO
DESPAIR AND THEN, IN FULL DAYLIGHT, BEFORE, THE EYES OF THE WhOLE
WORLD, SHOT WITH AUTOMATIC i-dVLib AND PIACHINEGUNS?

WE READ AND HEAR THAT INFLUENTIAL FORCES IN THE UNITED
STATES ARE INCLINED TO INTERPHEI THE LOS ANGELEb EVENTS IN
THEIR USUAL MANNER, ACCUSING THE NEGROES OF ENCOUACHING ON
ESTABLISHED CUSTOMS, HABITS, AND AUThoRiTY, IN ONE. WOr .D:
ON "LAW AND ORDER." IS TIS NOT HYPOCRICY (zLVLrAL WORDS INDISTINCT)
AT LAW AND ORDER CAN ONE SPEAK IF THEY COVER UP (WORDS INDISTINCT)
OF VIOLENCE, OPPRESSION, AND HUMILIATION. NO, HEHE--AS TmL SAYING
HAS IF--ONE REAPS WHAT ONE SOWS. AND ONE. CANNOT DISCLAIM
RESPONSIBILITY AND WASH AWAY THE DiSGRACE BY DECLARING, LIKE AN
AMERICAN INFLUENTIAL NEWSPAPER DID, THAT THEY CANNOT BEAR FROM
CENTURY TO CENTURY THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE EVIL TAIR ANCESTORS
HAD INFLICTED UPON THE NEGROid. THIS EVIL IS EING DAILY
AND HOURLY INFLICTED NOW AS WELL. AND IN ORDL!R NOT TO BEAR
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IT, ONE MUST ERADICATE IT.

THE EVENTS IN LOS ANGELES CAN ONLY BE ASSOCIATED IN THE wIND
OF THE PEOPLE WITH THE BARBAHUUb ACTION b OF TH AwERICAN SOLDIERS
IN VIETNAM AND THE DOMINICAN t-PUBLIC. iN THE HUMBLE OF THL BLOCKS
TUMBLING DOWN IN LOS ANGELES Wr. HEAR THE ECHO uF THE WALLS OF THE
ANCIENT TOWN OF SANTO DOPIINGO BREAKING DOWN UNDER THL PRnabdRE OF
TANKS. THE FLAPPE FLARING UP OVax- THE NEGRO GHETTO RECALLS THE
BURNING TOWNS AND VILLAGES OF VIETNAtM. iN THE FACES OF THE hAAAAN DL ED
AND MUTILATED NEGROES, WE SEE ThE SAME PAIN AND SUFFERI&G zaS IN
THE EYES OF THE VIETNAMESL. CHILDREN 3URNED BY NAPALM.

(MORE)

CCC: GRAPH ONE LINE. 2 t4AKE READ XX X Kh0iiM DISTINGUISHED SOVIET XXX

21 AUG 0207Z COZ/hri
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FIRST ADD 10 LLT1Lrki 10 J0i-UA

XXX BU D IBY WAPAL.rl

(TLAT) LA&KIND HiAS THiIGHT TU .JAY AT The TOP OF ITb VCICL
TO YOU, OR. PHESIDLNT: LOOK Af Lob AA6LLbd. HENE YOU rnAVE.. TH1 l

"FLKDOi" WhICn Int. Ui1iisD ZilA L.z Wl TO 'FO j UPOi OTriLR
PLOPLES THOUGH 3AYO4ETS ML\D 80i. AL YOU H AV Thi "HLSP2CT
FOR JOiAN IOMi{IS" MERiiCANI L EP PtT0TIVED Ah T LAIG 00

LLGULATLY AYD riUCH AO.uT FR,0i THL IlOSTinUs OF TiL UNITED ATIQ.
HLRL YOU i-hAvL Au DLio ILLD OF wro\ FOR 5TATL N AND
LEGISLATOR WHO An HY 1nIICALLY CiARIAu uh fL uoOD OF

" tCAr3TIVATED NATION."

THE LCb AuAiLD T Y a0LLDY riAo ILCOMh IN Afrw LYL OF THi-L PiOPL L
A vYl 80L OF T HE 08b CUiA '!iVi AAD FOULNAbo iANJKI $GJD I bInlV IN\1
TO GLT RID OF. Tril TihOUGITb AND HiANDS OF EU CENIUnY

i'AN~ Ci-iAfL WO N~DL1FUL JiACiilWae AND rwibAndBIlLe~ W~OrKS Or bihT. EL
AhL jRiUU thAT IN IE iLLIFLTItL uP OU ULi nAION %AA FOR fhL FIn'ST

TI3iL H-A oPPLD oUlI o T-tr BoUNDL- DiLPTaib OF Th UNIVEitrS'L
WITH LeiuliuW'UDii% b ADAdLL 0 ULAUn INrndii31lAmT uF OUR PLLTAhT,

W: LUOGlDJ AT I iL PhOlUb OF ±Gno±unt J-HLAVlWLY LsODiS.8 SENT OVER
IN1RE-D ILE DISTANAb LY PArP- olAT1U Ab LuNA- TuL , Z.UND- Thi .,
AND MARINE-FOJr?. AN nfrm IVJiL; IJL hLOP-I;ZCb CU PR)Y OC1NCL

IS OLNIN UP 10 TML PLUPLz, fnL iun LAOUliLY Wi FLLL TJ1JL
INCOMPATIBILITY OF TrL. FLOUlo b UF LLLhNTAkY hUAi IlGHTS.

iUCKEzjRY OF Th PnINCIPLi: oF HUAIIlY, AJU ICL, MD NOALb
(iNUST) u BTOPPLL, A0 ualJ0n M ln 1 MPPLin--iu VIjfA~l,

THE DOiIN ICAA RLP UL10, Ol Lob [AGLv

WAP1, AT ONL WITH ALL bOVIL rLOPLi, Joo0LulkLY LLna 0
AN zLD ft fHL OUh;ALS. lljS Ib Th wLhAnfLL LIliMj u PiLL
PZOPLAtS. i'ANKIr4D'o alND, PHO'JR, A'VL CJbtA.'L..l Uciuiu AT nLCONCILL

ITSLLP TO THiE Di CfuL 6311 ( .)P- Of [it nT- 8i AbunLSSUNb.

21 AUG 021Z, CLEAn

IV
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jcoID AND L 5o' ADD lu (PLN LITfL TO J jnblOiN)

X A AACISTS ANS D AGGAL5-Uf,,.

(TKXT) TH-l. LLTThR WA; 01uNLD BY: i.V. KxELDYzH, ACADiUMiICIAN
AD P~i~b!DLT OF -hL USSEi ACADLPIY OF zCILNCES; oN.N. LOKhli,

JbLID &T OI, Th. UST-Ir ACADilY OF v DIiCML oCINCiiL; M.D.
MILLLION.HCHIK0V, AC-ADKNO!ICIN AND VICL P lDN2f OF Tri UbER
ACADENY U uuco .cmNOV, ACAUthvlCIAi, VIC PhtID
OF T-IL U AC[AL Y UP SCIiXNC , AiL OBLL Plk WI Lh;

P.W4. lLDUZ"Y±V, ACADilICIAA ANb VICL PlD1T u ThL Jurt-

\CMULkY OF CIDC D.V. DO0LLT;Y , A-CADLiiCIAN C D ChAIINWlA
OF TH. Id TJATIOdAL Ldld PalZL CuPITTEL FAU THL PRUlOTION

QF PLACE STILILd 10)Z; V.. V JLA.d, M iAL1ICIA MUJ ACMDEI

diC A Fh JLY OF THEA JCLL[A P PYzlu DLPADA1INi F I±L Uz, 6 AC-,DiAY
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P '2 ff' SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ' 2
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20416

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 7)

August 22, 1Y65

MEMORANDUM FOR: Honorable Joseph Califann
Special Assistanc to the President

FROM: Eugene P. Foley
,Admin ist ra tar 

5
SUBJECT: Possible Steps To Be Taken In

The Los Anyeles Riot Area

Among other approaches you may wish to consider regarding the
Los Angeles riot area are the new programs we have developed at the Small
Business Administration. Among these possibilities are the following:

1. Creation of a Small Business DevelpmetCter SBDC).

As you know, these centers are designed to recruit, screen and
train prospecLive smalIl busriessinen in poverty areas as well as people
already in business. Liberal loans up to $25,000 in 15 years can be made.
The proposal for a Los Angeles SBDC has been before OEO For some time aind
could be approved immediately if it were rn-ught time were of 'he essence.
Amnrng other advantages to this is the fact that it would involve immediate
action with Fairly immediate results. In cLher words, we could start mak-
ing loans at once to businessmen who either don't need management training
or whom we feel could get it following the loan. 1We have done this bef-re.
This, of course, cnuld apply t-, whites and Negroes as well as to those whose
businesses were damaged and to those whose businesses were not.

Perhaps an even more valuable Lutcome oF the creation oF an SBDC
would be the organization of a high level inter-racial committee that could
take uron itself not only the creation of che SBDC but the responsibi cities
of a citizens' advisory committee For the fuller development oF the riot-
torn areas. In other words, when we oran i ze an SBDC, we also inst i tute
a business advisory council to the SBDC. Members of this council are made
up oF highly successful businessmen, white and Negrn, From the Los Angeles
area. It seems to me awfully important that inter-racial contacts be es -
tablished immediately and since ic was a business section destroyed, this
could be as good an opportunity and reason as any cther.



2. Service Corps of retired Executives (SCORE).

This is the program we have begun under which we utilize the
talents of retired businessmen to advise smalI busi nesses on their manage-
ment problems. The businessmen whose business D1ces have been burned
down r badly damaged will 1 be in great need oF some type management ,ui dance.
We Piesently have 106 enrolled SCORE volunteers in the Los Pngeles area.
T1ey could be assigned E ths project immediately.

3. Inter---Racial ommi ttee oar BusinessOpjpt, ::rtun ltCB0)

This is a non-governimental group organized by the Urban League
and the \merican Jewish Congress and financed b the Ford Foundation to
orovide management counseling to Negro businessmen already in business.
Rodman Rockefeller is very orominent in this group. They have been
operating in New York and have been considering instituting a program in
Los Angeles. Consequently, they have recruited a large number of very
prominent businessmen, mostly white, some Negro, 'aho could easily fit
into the activities of either our SBDC and/or our SCORE program, or
operate ndependently f for some reason that were considered a better
onnroach . They ore fer to o operate ,ndenendently bit nevertheless should
,e kept very much in mind if any effot t is made in these direct ions.

Looking at this cype of orbtem longer range,
itional (onsiderations. I have just orveted
the history oF the 'Negro bus inressmar. It wl 1

r in Daedalus 1agcazine as part f an issue on t
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2. Development of high risk casualty and theft insurance
policies or institutions by the major insurance companies similar to
high risk automobile collision insurance policies. (Most casualty com-
panies have not insured in Negro areas; I suspect those few who now are
insuring to a limited extent will cancel altogether.)

3. The rehabilitation of Negro-owned homes through liberal
Federal financing with the requirement that Negro contractors and Negro

long term unemployed be given preference in performing the work.

4. Crash rehabilitation of public buildings in the ghettoes;

e.g., schools, libraries, fire houses, etc. again giving the ghetto

dwelling contractors and long term unemployed preference.

5. Creation of new retail installment credit institutions either
by private Financial organizations or by the Federal Government. The
problem presently lies in the fact that stores, Negro and white, in ghetto
areas have difficulty getting credit Frni banks and other credit institu-
tions using Negrc consumer's installment purchases as security. They are
thus forced into the hands of disreputable high interest installment
operators.

6. Adoption of a determined and aggressive program by banks to
make loans to Negro businessmen since most of them will qualify under
Title IV of the Econcmic Opportunity Act and thereFore be eligible for 100%
guarantees by the Federal Government.

7. Proliferation of Negro-owned and operated Franchise stores and
units operating under the franchise system and special encouragement by

ranchisors of the more successful Negro Franchisees to enter non-Negro
business neighborhoods. The Federal Government through the Commerce
Department and the Small Business Administration has already started such
a program but it is barely ofF the ground.

0. Creation of local and effective Negro business associations
to give the Negro businessman a sense of identity, a channel of communication
for success stories, an organization tr represent the individual Negro
merchants on rent-gouging, licensing, traffic-routing, zoning, and the many
day to day problems any merchant has; and a vehicle for expressing the
Negro merchant's interests in the anti-poverty program, City-Hell and Civil
Rights.



August 23, 1965 1  1

TO: Honorable LeRoy Collins 7
Under Secretary of Commerce
Sheraton West Hotel
Los Angeles, California

A t 1
The agreement on a new community action agency for Los Angeles #/

and Los Angeles County outlined in your telegram to me meet s

the requirements of the Office of Economic Opportunity. Implicit

in this approval is the obligation imposed on OEO by Congress to

review from time to time the adequacy of representation from the

neighborhoods to be served. The provision for expansion of the

new agency is considered of recognition of this principle by the

Joint Powers. OEO is prepared to process pending applications

as soon as we receive the necessary notifications of the transfer

from YOB to the new agency (EYOA) as outlined in your telegram

to me.

(signed)

Sargent Shriver
Director, OEO



8:20 - Mon

Aug 2 3 !

Mr. Califano:

Original plus one copy has been delivered

at 8:20 a. m. , Monday, Aug 23 to Jack Conway and

was read to Jack Conway by John Perry last night.

Ev

TO: Honorable Sargent Shriver

Director, Office of Economic O1portunity

After consultation vwith appropriate public and private parties

concerned with iimolementing the Anti-Poverty program in the Cityand County of

Los Angeles, the following statement of agreement is submitted for OELD

approval:

L. To assure rnaxiinum feasible earticioation by the Door

comprising the groups and areas to be served by the A.nti-Poverty program,

and to resolve past conflicts and assure harmonious future Progress, a new

local agency to adrrinister QEC funds, to be known as the Economic and

Youth Onportunities Agency (E YX), will be established, succeeding and

incorporating the existing Youth Qpportunities Board (YOB)), which has

heretofore administered such funds. Formal instruments establishing the

new agency will be submitted to the Joint Powers (the City of Los Angeles;

the County of Los -A-geles; the Los Angeles Unified school District of Los

Angeles County and the Los Angeles City Junior College En.trict of

Angeles County, and the County Superintecldeint o' -hoo of oS angeles

County) at the earliest possible time, and ful and oroipt anroval is

Cie etctde

. s agreed, the ne% L kA will cons1-r of' 25 members (2 of whom

w ill be non-voting) as follows:

-- l2 public agency members (3 from> each of the Joint Powers,

to be selected by the respective Joint Powel s agencie s),



-- 7 community representatives, who shall be residents

of the areas to be served by the agency and who have

shown an interest in the problems of poverty and economic

opportunity and who have been selected by a cemocratic

process to be developed by the American -abitracion

Association. The 7 community representatives shall

include 4 persons who are residents of the City of Los

Angeles and 3 per sons who are residents of the Counity

of Los Angeles but not of the City of Los -igeles.

-- 6 members, one each from the L cited ay, lac. ; the Los

Fngeles E'ederation o Labor (:It- CIC); the welfare

Planning Council, Lob ogeles Region, ace the Los

Angeles County Fedeai on of Coordinating CouncILs,

each to be voting romnb e-s, nc the Los r.Ce-es Ckam1 ber

of Commerce and the league ol Cities, o ogeles County

Division, each to be non-voting e-coerY.

3. One yerar after the s3'oatin- of th- t co cu:ut ree :eseitative

ne tnbers who have been selecteC 1i at* orJ~. wit r> ocedures

developey y the :unerIcain Adtration - asociatio :, Ic :oac. based uoon

a ye 0r of o eating experience, m :in the aoroval o I the Joint z-oxwers

increase its ulernbershin by adding b voting n eues fro the foloVx in

cnt eg 03:%:ies

C~it~gO04of



One additional mernber from each of the 4 Joint

Powers;

- - 3 additional community repres entaUve u'enbers,

2 of whom shall be residents of the City of ios ungeles

one of whom shall be a resident of the County of Los

Angeles but not of the City of Los Angeles, and

-- one additional member representing a private agency.

The selection process and the terms of service

of each of the 3 categories of additional coemboi s of the

3oard if found to be practicable shall be the same as those

for the corresponding category of useenbers who have sat

for the immediately preceding yeai .

4. It is recognized that the procedure prescribed for the

selection of community representative members of the Board may require

several months to be made fully effective and that an arrangement should

be made for the earliest practicable qualification of interim members

to act only until permanent mxiembers are duly selected.

It has been agreed, therefore, that to flfill such jit erim

period only, 4 cie mbers of said Board, residents of the City o: Los Angeles,

shall be avoointed by the Mayor of Los ageles subject to confirmation of

the City Council from a group of 8 to be nominated as hereafter provided

and 3 nmenbers of said Board, residents of the County of Los Angeles outside



the City of Los Angeles, shall be an-pointed by the County Board of

Supervisors of Los Angeles County fromi a group of 6 to be nominated

as hereafter provided.

Nominations of 8 and 6 persons, respectively, shall

be made to the Mayor and Board of supervisors by an agreed uporn

conunittee of outstanding citizens com-oosed of 5 N\4egroes, 5 Muexican

nericans, 1 Anglo American and a non-voting convener of the committee.

All such nominees for interim annointrnent shall meet

the same qualifications (except selection process) required for permanent

community representatives and shall have incomes not exceeding $4, 000

a year. They shall serve with all the powers and duties of permanent

members but shall not be eligible for selection or election to succeed

themselves.

5. It is understood by ' ED Lhat i k win take cou ac

to transfer all of its pendinZ aolication for ror funds ow before

OEO to the new E fOA and that all subseuent gr nts will b uIedc lo EY2.

o. 0,E.) will treat ening0 progmi: ro2cel as having been

submitted by EPO -. Particular attention is caled ro Vchot Erograms

which urgently equire prontat action because cf he tuninnence of the

fall school te cco.



Should ratification of E YOA'. not yet be completed by

the Joint Powers in time for funding of the school orograrns prior to

the beginning of the school term, OEO willmake such grants to EYOA

but will certify the present YOUB as fiscal agent and charnneJ those

funds through it until such time as the new Joint p owers agre em.ent

is ratified. It is understood, however, rhat such ratificatio- will take

la ce without undue delay.

Please advise promrptlyr by telegraph if this agreement

also meets with your approval and if GEO is prepared to inwplem1erit its

responsibilities thereunder.

(S igned)

Le52o, Collins

august 23, 1965

2 :: ~ gk
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC

OPI )LJNITY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

August 23, 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR HONORABLE JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, JR.
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

The attached memorandum on the Los Angeles situation is unsigned
because your 9:00 a.m. deadline made it necessary to transmit it
before Mr. Shriver got back into town. Its contents, however,
have been discussed with Mr. Shriver, with Mr. Conway, and with
people in CAP and can be considered to represent the OEO position.

Lisle C. Carter, Jr.
Assistant Director

Attachment



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

August 23, 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR HONORABLE JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, JR.
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

This is in response to your request for suggestions as to what OEO might
do to aid the areas that were the center of the disturbances in Los Angeles.

COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS

Of the direct OEO programs, the Community Action Program appears most
relevant. The Los Angeles Community has now resolved its problem of es-
tablishing a Community Action Agency that would include representatives of
public and private agencies and of the areas to be served. With this reso-
lution, OEO can move promptly to do the following:

1. Approve immediately, grants totaling $2,579,000. These grants would
include remedial education in Los Angeles County schools, a Small
Business Development Center, medical examinations for Neighborhood
Youth Corps enrollees, and a legal aid program.

2. Review and act upon--(a) Within one week, miscellaneous proposals in
Washington totaling $3 Million which would probably be reduced by
$800,000 in review to a total grant of $2,200,000;
(b) Within two weeks, proposals in the San Francisco Regional Office
totaling $8,200,000 for the re-funding of ongoing Community Agency
projects.

Thus, based on pending proposals, grants amounting to $12,979,000 could
be made in two weeks. Only part of these funded projects would concentrate
on the riot affected areas. An additional $7,200,000 of mostly educational
projects would remain pending in the regional office.

The outside figure assigned to Los Angeles for Community Action projects
under 1966 budget estimates is $25 Million. As noted above, $8.2 Million
is earmarked for the re-funding of ongoing activities. Accordingly, if the
decision were made to put aside other pending projects, as much as $17 Million
could be available for priority allocation to Watts and related tension areas
in Los Angeles.
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PRIORITY NEEDS

Now that a Community Action Agency has been agreed to, we believe that we
should allow that organization to describe the priority needs of the affected
areas in Los Angeles and to make proposals to meet those needs. We would
certainly press them to accomplish this as soon as possible.

The principal need that has been identified to us to date is for work
programs for youths and adults. These could be supported by a reprogramming,
and possible addition, of Neighborhood Youth Corps and Work-Experience funds.
Where necessary or desirable, Community Action monies could be used to
supplement the fund of these other programs. Such work programs could include
an omnibus cleanup and reconstruction effort involving a construction and
labor task force. Neighborhood Youth Corps and Work-Experience projects have
been limited to public and non-profit organizations. Accordingly, if it is
decided to undertake rehabilitation of the business area using area residents,
Community Action money would be particularly necessary. We assume that on-
the-job training funds under MDTA would also be available for this purpose.

$800,000 to $1 Million is needed by Los Angeles to contract for the razing
of burned-out hazardous structures. A combination of Urban Renewal and CAP
funds could be used to accomplish this purpose with the involvement of the
residents of the area.

Another need that has been identified in the area is provision for the care
of children who may be suffering from serious neglect as a result of family
disruption in the wake of the riots. CAP funds could be combined with funds
available under the Work-Experience program to provide emergency child-care
services for both the children of those who will be working on projects and
for those who for other reasons might be absent from the home.

IMPLEMENTATION

Mounting emergency efforts in Los Angeles will require the presence on the
spot of a Federal inLeragency Task Force capable of working closely with
local agencies and groups and cutting red tape and delay to an absolute
minimum. The members of such Task Force should be delegated the authority to
commit agency funds even where all the final details of agreed upon proposals
have not been worked out.

We would like to suggest Jack Conway for such a Task Force. He has been
working over the last several days with Los Angeles leadership and necessarily
has developed rapport with them. He is very familiar with the programs of
three of the principal agencies that would be involved; Labor, HHFA, and OEO.
Finally, he would have at his disposal the program with the most flexibly
available funds that could be used where necessary to fill in the gap between
what other Federal agencies can provide and what the people at the local level
see as their needs. Other persons who could participate for OEO in such a
Federal Task Force are:
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Richard W. Boone, Former Assoc. Director for Program, Policy of
the Community Action Program, who could be brought in as a
consultant.

William Downs, Acting Deputy Regional Director of OEO Chicago
Regional Office.

Maurice Dawkins, Special Assistant to the Director of the VISTA
Program who has also been a minister of a congregation in Los Angeles.

Ralph Guzman, who is on the Faculty at UCLA and is familiar both with
OEO programs and the Los Angeles area also could be used as a
consultant.

Sargent Shriver
Director
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august 23, 1965Lis~le C. C, rter

C

Bob Walter

Los Angeles

This is a list of Components directed wholly or particially at the
Watts area of Los Angeles, and where noted towards other riot areas.

a) Resident Participation and Program Development, $47,000, general
benefit to all riot areas.

b) Operation Escape String, $132,000, Watts area is a specific target
area.

c) Operation Beacon Light, $65,000, this i for the Avalon area.

d) Neighborhood Participation in Service to Girls, $198,000, for ten
target areas some of which are riot areas.

e) Willowbrook Community Center, $59,000,

f) Reading Programs for Jutdnile Court Wards, $134,000, general impact
only.

g) Strengthening Comminication Skills, $927,000, general impact only.

h) City Schools Program, 50% approximately is directed at the "Curfew
Area." (The request was for $11,000,000 and we-are recommending at this time 0 3
$3,500,000 in total, This means $5,500,000 requested and $1,750,000 recom-
mended for this area.)

CEO
xEop
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230

August 23, 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR

Honorable Joseph Califano
Special Assistant to the President

/ / 7

~ [f/ /i)-

Subject: Watts Area, Los Angeles

After this morning's meeting, I can see that a central need
to overall effectiveness of any federal program in Watts is
cooperation of the local leadership in Los Angeles. Since
the businessman is probably the most powerful factor in the
local community structure, I can see that mobilizing local
business cooperation and support for both acceptance and
implementation of the variety of programs which may be
adopted may well be the first and most useful contribution of
the Department of Commerce. We are more likely to be able
to talk effectively to the business leaders than others less
directly associated with their prime activities. We might
do this by direct approaches to businessmen through the
Secretary, or by working with local chambers of commerce
and industrial and trade associations.

Lawrenge-C, McQuade
Assistant to the Secretary
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY

WASHINGTON 25, DC.

*2

August 23, 1965

MEM\ORAPNDUM4 TO:

FROM:

Honorable Joe Califano
Special Assistant to the President

John A. Schnittker
Under Secretary of Agriculture

I am attaching the "shopping list" of programs administered
by the Department of Agriculture which might be useful in
helping stabilize the Los Angeles situation.

They are:

1. USDA food programs available to Los Angeles.

2. Extension education programs -- particularly
home economics.

3. Forest Service programs, including regular
forest work, special projects and Job Corps
camps.

Aal't

(~jK

4/ > j

Attachments

Growth Through Agricultural Progress
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August 22, 1965

A USDA Food Programs Available to*Los Angeles."

1. National School Lunch Program, which can provide cash and food assist-
ance for child-feeding programs in schools.

2. Special Milk Program, which provides cash subsidy to furnish milk at
reduced cost in schools, summer camps, and child-care centers, and free
to children in needy schools.

3. Commodity Distribution Program, which provides a variety of surplus
foods free for distribution to schools, institutions, and needy families.

4. Food Stamp Program, designed to increase food-purchasing power of
needy persons and to improve their nutrition.

B Uses Made of USDA FoodPrograms in Los Angeles

School Lunch -

1. While an extensive school food service program is in operation in
the area, the city does not participate in the National School Lunch
Program and thus does not share in Federal financial and food assist-
ance.

2. Surplus foods made available by the Department are being used and
constitute about 6.0 cents per meai-in value.

3. Reported current meal prices, per child, run from 30 to 35 cents.
Only limited free meals are being provided.

4. National School Lunch funds are allocated to States by a formula
in the law. Any participation by Los Angeles would be financed within
funds now apportioned to the State. State has latitude to distribute
funds within the State.

Special Milk Program -

1. All schools in Los Angeles reportedly participate.

2. Federal subsidy rate to schools averages about three cents per one-
half pint of milk.

3. State has latitude to approve milk programs for needy ,schools
providing up to full cost of milk for needy children. This has not
been done.

4. Program also is in operation for children in child-care centers,
summer camps, and institutions at a subsidy rate of two cents per half
pint.

It



Commodity Distribution Program -

1. Los Angeles County and the State have excellent storage facilities
for handling surplus foods and are presently making them available to
schools, and to county, city, and private charitable institutions.

2. Surplus foods not currently being made available to needy families.

3. County made USDA food available to the Red Cross and to the
Salvation Army for emergency use following recent riot.

4. Department has strongly encouraged State and local government to
inaugurate family food distribution programs since 1961 but no local
interest reflected.

5. Variety of 12 different foods now available, having a retail value
of $5.70 per person, per month.

Food Stamp Program -

1. Available to Los Angeles but city has not requested State Welfare
Agency for program.

C Suggested Actions Possible Under Presei~t Food Programs

National School Lunch Program

1. Funds apportioned to the State could be made available for reimburse-
ment at an average of about 3.5 cents per meal, and thus schools would be
able to serve more meals free or at reduced cost.

2. Foods bought specifically for schools in the National School Lunch
Program would lower the cost and help schools serve more free meals.

3. Especially needy schools would be eligible for reimbursement of up
to 15 cents per meal, thus enabling schools to serve lunches at a
possible price of 20 cents to children able to pay something and free
to children unable to pay.

Special Milk Program -

1. Make milk available more often during day.

2. Make milk available at no cost to needy children in designated needy
schools.

3. Extend program to additional, organized child-care centers not now
participating.

61
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Establish Breakfast Program

1. Milk under the Special Milk Program and surplus commodities could be
made available to provide major portion of the food required in a break-
fast program for children.

Commodity Distribution to Needy Families

1. Inaugurate direct distribution of foods to needy households. rc. s
currently available include canned beef; peanut butter; butter; lard;
nonfat dried milk; dry beans; rice; corn meal and grits; wheat flour;
bulgur, and rolled wheat.

2. Local costs of program operation can partially be met through OEO
programs such as Neighborhood Youth Corps, work experience training,
or community action projects.

Food Stamp Program

1. With an expression of local interest and a request by Los Angeles
city officials to the State Department of Social Welfare, arrangements
for participation by Los Angeles could be readily developed. This
program would be in lieu of commodity distribution to needy families.

D Additional Food Assistance, Disregarding Existing Operating Procedures,
Regulations, and Agreements

1. Develop additional programs in cooperation with State and local
agencies, OEO, HEW, and any other interested Federal agencies to
provide group-feeding programs for after school, weekend and other
non-school periods for needy children, for pre-school children, and
for adult education activities.

2. If State, county, or city authorities are unable or refuse to
cooperate in implementing these programs, USDA could enter into direct
agreement with local private agencies (Council of Social Agencies, or
individual agencies such as private family agency, Salvation Army,
Red Cross, etc.) with all or part of local costs borne by the Federal
government -- USDA funds supplemented, as necessary, with OEO and HEW
funds.

3. USDA could, with possible assistance of OEO, HEW, and other
Federal agencies, carry out all of the above programs directly to the
recipients using Federal employees, facilities, and funds.

4. Make surplus foods available to other Federal agencies requiring
foods in the conduct of their programs.
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4. The Federal Extension Service does not have the resources to
undertake work of the magnitude of the Watts area.

5. Financial arrangements to absorb the county share of costs would
need to be made.

6. California has had experience working with low income, poorly
motivated Mexican, Negro and other transient type families who had
made their home in the areas where they work.

7. Securing State Land-Grant College Extension Service cooperation
to the fullest extent of resources available in emergencies has never
been a problem in the past.

For the short run we propose that if it is determined that the Cooper-
ative Extension Service can contribute to the solution of some of the
Watts section of Los Angeles problems, we recommend that:

1. The State Director of Extension be contacted and the problems
shared with him.

2. The Director be urged to develop a plan to use home economics
agents to assist families in using donated or other available foods to
prepare appetizing and nutritious meals.

3. The Director be asked to suggest ways to assist the area to resolve
sanitation problems by printing of understandable literature and by direct
assistance to groups and individuals.

4. The Director be asked to indicate what can be done in the above
areas within the framework of his present budget and staff and what he
could do with additional resources.

5. Ways and means be explored to make home economists working in
other States available to California to work on the Watts section problem.

For the longer run an intensive educational program can contribute
greatly to the stability of the area. This program would need a separate
budget and be of sufficient size to permit effective work, primarily with
mothers and children. This educational work should be directed to
family relationships, proper nutrition for the family, parents of pre-
school children, and better use of family financial resources. The
work should be designated to obtain confidence of people--stimulate their
desire to want to do better themselves, and for their children in order
that homemaking skills, and other essential skills can be taught. This
program should be developed to run no Iss than 7-10 years.



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ,

WASHfNGTON

August 22, 1965

Forest Service Programs for the Los Angeles Area

1. If additional funds can be allocated to current budgets,
Forest Service can employ on already planned, but unfunded projects,
1000 men in the first week; 2000 men in the second week; 3000 men
in the third week; and 5000 men in the fourth and succeeding weeks.
600 of these could be accommodated as comuters by bus; the remainder
would be quartered in national forest fire camps.

a. The cost is estimated as about $700 per man month, including
materials, supplies, equipment, board and room, and wages. Overhead
costs would be absorbed by current appropriations.

b. Work would consist of roadside beautification, construction
of fuel breaks for fire prevention, other fire prevention and pro-
tection measures, work on campgrounds and other outdoor recreation
facilities.

c. The men employed would work on the Angeles, San Bernadino,
Cleveland, and Los Padres National Forests.

d. The current established rate of pay is $2.20 per hour.
However, in this situation it would appear best to establish a
rate of pay with room and board so that the workers would not have
to be charged for their board and room, as a separate transaction.

e. The currently established employment rules require a
police record check; under the circumstances, this requirement
should probably be waived.

f. Arrangements will have to be made with local law enforce-
ment officials in employment and camp areas to provide for law
enforcement and discipline.

2. In addition, Forest Service runs the Job Corps Conservation
Centers for OEO in the National Forests. On a proportional basis
there are already "too many" of these camps in California. But
if OEO wants to put some more there, Forest Service could find
useful work and facilities for them.

)



THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230

August 23, 1965

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Joseph Califano
Special Assistant to the President

FROM: Lawrence McQuade
Assistant to the Secretary

SUBJECT: Rehabilitation of Watts Area, Los Angeles

The following list of activities are those which various elements
of the Department of Commerce might undertake should there be
a decision to apply federal resources to the rehabilitation of the
Watts District of Los Angeles. Where appropriate, I have also
identified (1) private groups in Los Angeles with which we have
been working and (2) some imaginative, qualified people upon
whom the federal government might wish to draw in order to get
things going.

Area Redevelopment Administration

Activities permissible under current authority and which could be
carried forward after the New Public Works and Economic Develop-
ment Act is enacted are confined chiefly to technical assistance.
There is no authorization to expend funds for "brick and mortar'
rebuilding. Examples:

1. Job Training Programs:

ARA staff personnel or consultants could be sent to the Watts
area to organize job training programs. ARA can pay the cost for
such technical assistance in the formative stages, and, if a program
were developed, then ARA might be able to pay the administrative
costs of staffing the program as well as the rental of appropriate
facilities to house the program. The costs of equipment, faculty
and the like could be financed by the Department of Labor under
the MDTA.
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2. Small Business Development Centers (SBDC's):

ARA alone, or in conjunction with SBA, could begin to develop
immediately SBDC's to give technical assistance to businesses in
the Watts area. SBA could make available loans up to $25, 000
under Title IV of the Economic Opportunity Act. There must be
a great need for such specialized assistance to small businesses
in the wake of the rioting, and it might be possible to mount such
a program without waiting for the local Youth Opportunity Board
question to be settled. The job of rebuilding the ghetto could be
undertaken by Negro artisans who are resident in the Watts ghetto--
through small Negro construction firms--if these firms had the
technical know-how to expand their operations and the working
capital to operate.

3. Public Facilities Grants:

If the President decided that a major effort should be made
to assist the Watts area, one of the most dramatic ways for him
to announce such a program, and to implement it, would be to
sign the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 and

request of Congress that Title I, Public Facility Grants, be
amended to include urban areas such as Watts. Rep. Farbstein
(Dem. -N. Y.) had originally inserted such an amendment but it

was removed in the early stages of the bill. At the present time,

the bill has passed both houses and is at the White House for

signature. Should such an amendment be incorporated at this

time--and an appropriate amount of funds added--a large number
of projects could be undertaken which would materially affect

ghetto life. Examples include: child day care centers, health

facilities and medical clinics, cultural centers, recreational

facilities, etc. Some of these public facilities would contribute

importantly to the development of community organization within

the area.

Local connections. ARA has an area office in the Watts district

which has been operating up to now in the field of technical

assistance. The building in which it is located was not among

those razed during the course of the riots although almost the
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entire block around the ARA office was demolished. ARA has
been working with the Los Angeles Area Redevelopment Agency
for the Watts District. Its Executive Director and some, but
not all, of its other directors are from the local area itself.

People. Of possible use in on-the-scene activities are: (1) Ann
Gould of the ARA Washington staff - particularly knowledgeable
at starting training programs, (2) Leon Sullivan, a Negro from
Philadelphia who is a highly effective community organizer among
alienated Negroes and a specialist in job training; (3) James Jordan,
a Negro of ability in these problems who currently heads the ARA
office in Pittsburgh.

Census

In Washington, the Census Bureau could make the following
contributions, if it were desirable:

(1) Write a statistical profile of the area on the basis
of data collected in the 1960 census. It would give detailed
figures on the degree of crowding, racial constitution, age of
housing, etc.

(2) Assemble a special report on the retail, wholesale and
service businesses in the District by drawing together information
from the 1963 business census. This could be done in about a
week or 10 days from request.

In Los Angeles, the Census Bureau could do the following:

(1) Organize and conduct a special up-to-date census of

the District, covering such things as education, employment, etc.
By using existing forms and emergency maps, this could be
organized and functioning in about one month. Its cost would vary

from as low as 25 per head to 750 per head depending upon the

comprehensiveness of the census, which could range from a sample
survey to a full coverage. The more complete survey would
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employ about one person per 1, 000 population for a period of
a few weeks, at most 300 to 400 jobs. The proportion of
people qualified to conduct a census has historically been low
in districts like Watts, but this pattern would not preclude
hiring the bulk of the personnel from Watts.

(2) Conduct a special census in the area to identify the
measure and location of facilities damaged beyond utilization.
This sort of thing is frequently done after bombing raids or
tornadoes. Experts would be sent to instruct local people in
the conduct of this survey. However, its primary merit would

be informational, not employment.

Local connections. Census has a regional office in Los Angeles.
Its director, Leonard Isley, is an experienced hand and would be
quite useful in any planning activities in the area.

Business and Defense Services Administration

This part of the Department of Commerce includes a pool of
people knowledgeable about particular business and industry
problems. It could play an attendant role in counseling local
businesses, both in support of ARA and, if appropriate, in
support of SBA or other activities. This could be done within
its regular program.

State Technical Services

The State Technical Services bill is currently awaiting a rule

before it moves forward in the legislative mill. We expect it to

be enacted. It will create an "extension service" for use of

science and technology to develop industry, similar to that which
Agriculture supplies to farmers. With this authority in hand, we

believe it would take us about six weeks to get underway an

intelligent program for promoting industry in the area through

technological assistance. Specifically, we would plan to draw on

experts from Cal Tech and UCLA. The latter has a first-rate

i0s
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set of experts who know how to involve local people in building
small scale business and industry using a labor force of
relatively low skills. The cost of such a program might be
about $3 million or $4 million. The statute will require
permission from the State authorities before these funds can be
allocated to such a project.

Local connections. Establishment of a local council is contem-
plated under the proposed set-up.

People. Of possible use in on-the-scene activities are: (1)
Professor Azimow of UCLA - an extraordinarily knowledgeable
person on the means of stimulating small industry; (2) John Rubel
of Litton Industries - a former Assistant Secretary of Defense
who has know-how in this area.

Community Relations Service

A separate memorandum will be supplied by CRS.
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U S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE
WASH I NGTON, DC. 20230

August 23, 1965
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Joseph Califano
Special Assistant to the President

FROM: alvin Kytle
/ Acting Director

SUBJECT: Los Angeles

In response to your request, I am attaching a statement
in several parts: 1) a definition of this agency's role in
the federal program to assist Los Angeles in its rehabili-
tation efforts; 2) a projection of specific CRS activities in
the Los Angeles community, developed from requests for
assistance received from individuals and organizations in
the crisis area; 3) a list of "imaginative" CRS staff
members recommended for assignment in Los Angeles;
and 4) a partial list of public-spirited private organiza-
tions whose support might be effectively mobilized.

I have tried to keep this short and to the point but I fear
that in the interest of brevity I may have erred in the
direction of over-simplification. In particular, I would
welcome the chance to flesh out the background and working
approach to the six tasks which we identify as appropriately
ours. I would also be happy to give you a report on our
involvement in the crisis to date.

We're ready to proceed.

Attachment
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AFTER THE RIOTS: What the Community Relations Service
Should and Could Do in Los Angeles

CRS's role in post-riot activities in Los Angeles is based on
the following assumptions:

1. The first priority in Los Angeles is for action programs,
addressed to rehabilitation and reform, which will have
immediate and tangible impact. These programs are readily
identifiable, focusing as they must on food, employment,
education, housing, the restoration of commercial property,
the preservation of law and order, and all the activities we
usually lump together under 'social welfare''.

2. The implications of the riots touch on virtually every
institution through which Americans organize to get things
done -- this is, (1) agencies both public and private; (2)
agencies that span the spectrum in their social, economic,
religious, and political functions; (3) agencies which operate
differently at local, state, and federal levels. In the job
ahead, each has a legitimate role to play and a meaningful
contribution to make.

3. The most serious deterrent to the launching and effective
administration of needed action programs is the prevalent
atmosphere of scapegoating, factionalism, and recrimination
among local authorities and agencies. The Negro community --

from the most inarticulate, alienated member of the ghetto to
the most sophisticated spokesman of the most respected civil-
rights organization -- continues to be frustrated in its appeal
for intelligent understanding of grievances. The elected leader-
ship is defensive; the white majority is frightened, psycho-
logically hurt, indifferent, or of a mind to punish the Negroes
and be done with it. From all reports, Los Angeles -- rightly
regarded for years as America's most fragmented city -- appears
to have been polarized by the tragic events of the past two weeks.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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4. As the 'higher authority, " as the traditional unifier of
all the people -- particularly if it can make its presence
felt as a welcome, non-threatening symbol of objectivity,
neutrality, and compassion -- the federal government must
assume a larger-than-usual role in the community's efforts
to rehabilitate and reshape itself. Of necessity, most of
the substantive programs mounted to deal with the aftermath
will be stimulated or financed by agencies of the federal
government. Indeed, there is increasing demandfor federal
assistance from local Los Angeles organizations -- private,
public, and quasi-public. The federal government is obliged
to respond dramatically and concertedly. For it to do other-
wise might seriously impair the future of Los Angeles as a
viable community and raise disturbing questions of public
policy with respect to federal involvement in urban affairs
g enerally.

5. The proper role of the federal government in post-riot
activities in Los Angeles is that of (1) conciliation and (2)
coordination, within the context of cooperation with all the
constructive forces at work in the local community.

6. As one of several federal agencies concerned with resolving
the problems of Los Angeles, the Community Relations Service

is uniquely suited to aid

1) In establishing or re-establishing communications
between and among the disputing groups; and

2) In bringing to the total effort a consciousness of

the human factors as they affect and inter-connect
with the administration of specific programs at all

levels of administration.

Within the limits of our present competence, we therefore submit

the following ideas and recommendations:

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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PRIORITIES FOR CRS ACTION

From an assessment of request and complaints received by
the agency during the past ten days, CRS has identified six
priority tasks:

1. Seek out indigenous leaders in the Watts area and in similar
socio-economic areas in LA. Determine their views of the area
in general, the recent disturbances, their roles in the structure
of the community, and steps to be taken. Get them into a
direct communications relationship with metropolitan officials
and leaders, civil rights organizations, assistance groups, and
so on.

2. Meet and confer with representatives of national civil rights
groups, their LA area affiliates, the LA United Civil Rights
Committee, and local independent civil rights groups. Learn
their immediate and long-range plans, discuss and advise on
their role and ours, and attempt to improve their relationships
with the LA official power structure.

3. Urge the LA City Council to support and strengthen the LA
County Human Relations Commission. Seek financial support and
strength from the city and encourage the County officials to give
the Commission broader powers of investigation, subpoena,

conciliation, research and assistance. Enlist immediate support

from leading white and Negro citizens.

4. Establish a means for research coordination. Encourage one

of the California universities (UCLA's Urban Observatory would be

a logical facility) to act as a clearing house for the great number

of researchers who are in or will be coming into the area.

5. Encourage police-human relations training programs and the

strengthening of existing police-community relations programs.

Aid in the analysis of police-minority relations in metropolitan

LA. Help evaluate the validity of claims made by local residents

that police attitudes, police conduct, and police use of excessive

force were underlying causes of the Watts area riots.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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6. Work with local representatives of the press and broadcast
media in developing clearer guidelines for responsible reporting
of race and minority-group relations. Help evaluate charges that
reportorial and editorial techniques used during the riots tended
to enlarge and intensify the disorder, as well as to increase
prejudice and hostility between the races.

Through these and related activities, CRS would hope to address
itself to at least three immediate general needs in Los Angeles:
(1) conciliation of the current crisis in the Watts community to
secure the peace and order which has been established: (2)
prevention of the spread of rioting and conflict to other potential
trouble spots, and (3) prevention of retaliation by individuals,
mobs and/or organized hate groups.

PERSONNEL

CRS activities in Los Angeles will be conducted by an integrated

three-man team of senior staff members, each of whom qualifies

as both "imaginative" and experienced.

A. M. Secrest -- Field Coordinator (GS-16). In man hours,

Secrest is our oldest conciliator, a veteran of Selma. He has the

additonal virtue of being a newspaper editor whose professional
competence won him a Nieman fellowship to Harvard. He will

direct the CRS team.

George Roberts -- Field Conciliator (GS-16). Roberts came to us
after seven years as deputy director of the Chicago Commission on
Human Relations. He is among the handful in this country who
have earned professional stature in inter-group relations.

Ben Holman -- Director of Media Relations (GS-17). Holman is a
former reporter for the Chicago Daily News and a former editor
and reporter for CBS-TV.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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PRIVATE ORGANIZATION RESOURCES

CRS maintains working liaison with all civil-rights organizations
of any consequence. Its staff has also developed techniques for
reaching the leaders of indigenous organizations in the ghettos.

In addition, CRS works with a host of private organizations not
exclusively concerned with civil rights but which have programs
and facilities that could be useful in resolving problems in Los
Angeles. Among the more important of these are:

American Federation of Labor - Congress of Industrial
Organizations and Affiliates

American Federation of Teachers

American Friends Service Committee

The American Jewish Committee

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith

Boy Scouts of America
U. S. Chamber of Commerce and affiliates

Cooperative League of the U. S. A.
Commission on Religion and Race of the National

Council of Churches

Jewish Community Relations Council
League of Women Voters
National Association of Intergroup Relations Officials
National Association of Manufacturers
National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice
National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing
National Conference of Christians and Jews
National Council of Catholic Men
National Council of Catholic Women
National Council of Jewish Women
National Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers
United Church Women
Service and Fraternal Organizations. General and Negro
Young Mens Christian Association

Young Womens Christian Association

Council of Social Agencies
Protestant Denominational Groups

OFFICIAL USE ONLY



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE i F
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATORTJNI Y GENERAL

WA'qHINGTON. D G 70530 ,$/4

August: 23, 1L965

fI OA10ANIDU T0: Jmosph A. Calarano, Jr.
Oneint Lf in L)n t to Ie Lrct

FROJ: Bare coot Sacnders
Assistant Deputy Attorney Gneral

R: .PossibIe Post-1iot Assis1tance rorams
L DepiartmenL of Justice 2or Los Ango)les

1UM/VdlY

This Deparomant has no financial programs availale
2or post-riot assistance to the w7ats area, and similar

area, in Los Ange7s. The AtLornev General's rerosenta-
thive to the 'rociCdent's Comittoe on Juvenile DOlinquency
avises th Lt he OLrice of u DelinjuencyI he op-r, :

ing arm OE tt5 Committe, fuectioning under the Department
o0 HIeal0h, education an( 1e4lla;, IIas projects -,n o00raLin
inWai Lts area and ay have programs ava L Lable corpus L-rim
aSSistLance.

Property and personal cri mes cc) imnittccl during h
rLot arc subject to stato jurisdiction. Los Angeles has
a public 0fendor :;ys;m to assure leal representation
of the dLeelandants. Lo,. Angles has a Legal Aid Sociery
to furnish civil (non-cr -Lminal) loal assistance to th1-

cho need it and are unable to may for it.

Wve recommend ains t any federall efforts at thi1s L
Assist in prosecution or representation of deandantz.
f:mergency legal aid in non-criminal matters. H iear

do HEU with respect to possible assistance from th Ofi c
oc Juvenile Delinuciency.



CRIMINAL CHARGES

Approximately 3000 people are charged with offenses
connected with the riot. About 300 are juveniles. About
2000 are in jail. Most are charged with felonies, but
about 80 per cent of these will likely be reduced to
misdemeanors. Bail was set high initially and is being
reduced at preliminary hearings which are being held at
the rate of 200 per day. Even after reduction few
defendants make bail--10 out of 200 on August 19.

Los Angeles County has the largest public defender
office-in the United States consisting of Public Defender
Hovden and about 100 assistants. Affidavits of indigency
are not required before appointment of a public defender.
The public defender is assigned by the court to all who
say they cannot afford a lawyer. The public defender's
office appears in the Suprior Court (felonies) and in the
Municipal Court (preliminary hearings and misdemeanors).

In addition, the Court has a panel of attorneys who
can be appointed where the public defender's office is not
available. Persons appointed from this panel are paid by
the county according to the bar schedule. About 200 names
are on this panel.

Further, lawyers from the American Civil Liberties
Union, the Langston Club (an organization of Negro attorneys ,
and many individual attorneys have been offering their services
at prelininary hearings in the riot cases.

There are approximately 185 prosecutors available to
handle these cases.

California law provides that all defendants must be
tried within 60 days after they are charged or the charges
dismissed. The regular criminal court judges in Los Angeles
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS / ,WASHINGTON, D.C. 20315

IN REPLY REFER TO

ENGCW 23 August 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR: Honorable Joseph A. Califano, Jr.
Special Assistant to the President
The White House

SUBJECT: White House Meeting on Los Angeles Situation

1. Reference the subject meeting held 21 August, the emergency
roles authorized the Corps of Engineers in connection with natural
disasters fall under one of two laws. P.L. 99, a "flood-fighting"
statute which authorizes the Corps to protect life and property and
restore flood structures, is clearly not applicable in this case.
P.L. 875, the statute under which the Corps has frequently supported
the Office of Emergency Planning in restoration of facilities follow-
ing disasters, cannot be invoked in the absence of a Federal disaster
area declaration.

2. Even if authority existed, it would be difficult at this
stage, several days after the disturbances, to pin-point an appropriate
role for the Corps of Engineers in restoration of facilities, because
of progress already made by state and local authorities. Our repre-
sentatives last checked the Watts area on Saturday 21 August, and
report all utilities functioning and streets and sidewalks clear.
Pedestrian traffic is normal, vehicular traffic heavy due to sight-
seers. Police and National Guard activity is unobtrusive. While
scattered over a considerable area, the burned out stores, filling
stations, and other buildings add to the equivalent of about 4 blocks
of complete destruction.

3. For about 30 years, the Corps of Engineers has been engaged
in a Congressionally-authorized $400 million flood control program on
the Los Angeles River and tributaries. It consists of reservoirs,
debris basins, and hundreds of miles of lined channel. The program
is now about 90 percent complete and will be completed in FY 1968.
The FY 1966 requirement is about $15 million. Two contracts totaling
$7,215,300 are now under way, on the San Gabriel River and Coyote
Creek, about 10 to 15 miles east southeast of the Watts area. They
are behind schedule due to a recent strike and are already being



ENGCW 23 August 1965
SUBJECT: White House Meeting on Los Angeles Situation

expedited to insure that the work is completed this working season. Their
relationship to the recent disturbances is minimal and no further action

is indicated.

FOR THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS:

Director of Civil Works



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PLANNING

WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

August 23, 1965

MEMORANDUM TO JOE CALIFANO

SUBJECT: Federal Aid Through OEP for
Los Angeles.

As the Governor has explained to the President,
OEP is without authority to expend any funds
in Los Angeles without a disaster declaration
being issued. Last week we held our Regional
Director, George Grace, in Los Angeles in
the event a declaration was made and during

this time he was in communication with the
various Federal and State agencies in purely

an advisory and unofficial capacity.

Attached is a brief resume of the Federal

Disaster Assistance possible under PL81-875

when declared and a list of the types of

assistance which can be furnished by other

Federal agencies without a National Disaster

Declaration by the President, which I hope

will be helpful to you.

Franklin B. Dryden

Deputy Director
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THE WHITE HOUSE /c;/

WASHINGTON

August 24, 1965

MEMORANDUMFOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM Joe Califano and Lee White

SUBJECT: Possible Los Angeles Emergency Program

We have worked with appropriate agency people on a restoration
and job program for the Watts area, on the assumption that there will
be no request for a disaster declaration (Governor Collins says this
assumption is correct). We recommend the program outlined below.
It could be announced at your press conference tomorrow. You have
condemned the rioters. We think it appropriate that you help the victims
and do what we can to remove some of the causes. This should be done
in such a way as to avoid the appearance of rewarding the rioters and
as to distinguish Los Angeles from other cities such as Chicago and
Springfield.

Our recommendations focus on existing programs that can be
speeded up without additional funds, but with some reprogramming.

I. Send a Federal Team to Los Angeles -- A high level coordi-
nator, together with a small team of specialists should tie the program
together. We recommend Jack Conway, who is familiar with the Los
Angeles situation, holds a high level position and knows how to handle
people. He should have at least one representative from HEW, Housing,
Agriculture, Labor, perhaps SBA and Commerce.

II. Program Content -- The following have been selected from
20 to 30 agency proposals. Any or all of them could comprise the
package.

A. OEO --

1. Grants of $2. 5 million are immediately available

for approval for the entire Los Angeles area for:



Remedial Education

Small Business Development Center

Medical Examinations for Neighborhood Youth

Corps Enrollees

Legal Aid Program

2. Within 10 days, OEO could (with the cooperation of

the new Community Board) approve an additional $2. 2 million for

similar proposals.

3. Within 2 weeks, an additional $8. 2 million for

refinancing on-going projects could be committed.

4. Programs that could be financed with OEO money

include the razing of burned out or hazardous structures, work programs

for youths and adults, including clean-up and reconstruction efforts,

and child care, especially for those families disrupted by the riots.

B. Labor - -

1. Neighborhood Youth Groups -- Los Angeles has

1500 existing vacancies and a special team could go into Watts to put

the young people (both in and out of school) to work immediately on

restoration work. In addition, existing projects scheduled to end on

September 30 could be extended.

2. On The Job Training -- Up to a thousand unemployed

could be fitted into training programs under existing contracts with the

Urban League and the Poverty's Youth Opportunities Board within the

next two or three weeks.

3. Tomato Harvest -- The harvest begins on September 1.

Ordinarily 400 would have been recruited from the Watts area; this can

be boosted to about a thousand. U. S. Employment Service Agencies

in the area need only a word from Secretary Wirtz to accomplish this.



C. HEW - -

1. Single Stop Service -- Working with local, state and
private organizations, HEW could provide money to finance "one stop"
operations where individuals could come and be exposed to all Federal,
state and local programs. This would not require a continuing Federal
contribution, once in being, state and local financing can support it.

2. Surplus Federal Property -- HEW could cut red tape
and make this property available for schools and medical clinics.
(In Eastern Kentucky in the winter of 1963-64, mobile buildings, building
materials, vehicles, medical equipment, clothing, food service equip-
ment, furniture and construction equipment were made available. )

3. Health and Medical Service for Children -- Such
service could be provided under the 1965 Social Security amendments.
Funds are expected to be appropriated in about 3 weeks and $1 million
could be channelled to the Watts area during the first year.

4. Child Care Centers - - A pilot program could be
established in Watts to serve as a training facility and provide care for
children; thus freeing mothers for training and employment opportunities.

5. Back to School Program -- HEW can run a vigorous
back to school campaign.

D. Housing and Home Finance Agency -- These programs,
require city government initiative. Although not fast-starting they would
provide encouragement and hope.

1. 500 Public Housing Units -- The city housing authority
has already made application; they can be stepped up and the units
located to benefit the Watts area.

2. Low Income Housing -- Private builders could be

encouraged immediately to start low-income housing with the under-

standing that it would be leased by the local housing authority thus ensuring
housing for additional residents of the Watts area.



3. Rent Supplements -- Although regulations are not
yet issued, FHA can begin to negotiate immediately with potential
sponsors, especially home builders who could begin building at once.

4. Neighborhood Facilities -- Although long range,
these 2/3 Federal grants for community centers, health centers and
other small public facilities could enter the planning stage thereby
giving hope to the community that there is a brighter future.

E. Agriculture --

1. Surplus Food -- Much surplus food has already

gone into Watts, but this can be increased further. A food stamp

program is also available to Los Angeles if we can inspire the City
to participate. More milk and food could be made available for school

lunch (and breakfast) programs. Such programs could be extended to

organized child care centers not now participating. We could initiate

direct distribution of foods to needy families, including corned beef,

peanut butter, butter, lard, non-fat dry milk, dried beans, rice,

corn meal and grits, wheat flour, bulgur and rolled wheat.

2. National Forest Employment -- Up to 5, 000 young

men could be put to work in 4 weeks in the national forests in the area,

where people could be picked up in the morning and brought home at

night.

We recommend that you dispatch a Federal team under Jack

Conway to Los Angeles to work with state and local officials and to put

the program outlined above into effect. You could announce the program
at your news conference tomorrow. Governor Collins can return from
Los Angeles shortly after Conway arrives.

DisapprovedApproved_



TO HELP THE CITIZENS OF THE WATTS AREA TO HELP THEMSELVES
AND WITH THE FULL COOPERATION OF LOCAL CITY AND STATE
OFFICIALS THE FOLLOWING NINE POINT FEDERAL PROGRAM IS
UNDER CONSIDERATION:

1. Food -- Expand direct distribution of surplus food to needy families
and increase the school breakfast and lunch programs.

2. Supplies and Shelter -- Expedite the distribution of surplus property
such as mobile buildings, clothing, vehicles and medical

equipment.

'3. Health & Medical Scervices -- A program for children under HEW
auspices; a long range plan for construction of health centers;
and medical examinations for neighborhood youth.

4. Training, Employment and Rebuilding -- Up to 4, 000 can be put to work

in national forests in the area; 1, 000 can be used in the tomato
harvest; scores of others can start on restoration work thru
Neighborhood Youth Groups; up to 1, 000 can go into Urban League
and Youth Opportunity Board programs.

5. Back to School -- a vigorous program to be undertaken; remedial education
will be emphasized0

6. Child Care -- Pilot program to be established to care for needy children,
freeing their mothers for training and employment opportunities,

7. Restoring Business -- Establishing Small Business Development Centers.

8. Neighborhood Facilities -- Accelerate the planning of community centers
health facilities and small public buildings through Federal grants.

9. Housing: -- Over 500 new public housing units to be located in the Watts
area; private builders will be encouraged to start additional
low-income units; a prograpn of rent supplements will be stepped up.



I

THE WATTS AREA

-- minimum family income is less that $5, 000

-- seventy-five percent or more of the population
is Negro

it is an area of maximum population density of
10, 000 or more persons per square mile

-- it is a maximum school drop-out area

-- it is a maximum drime rate area (25 or more

per 1, 000 total population.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

August 24, 1965

TO JOE CALIFANO

FROM: Bill Moyers

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

man~OPPOR1"mI JNFY
August 21, 1965

MEMORANDUM

TO: Bill D. Moyers
The White House

FROM: Lisle C. Carter
Assistant Director for Interagency Relations

SUBJECT: OEO Community Action Applications from Los Angeles

For the past few months, OEO has delayed funding grants to the Youth

Opportunities Board, the original Los Angeles community action

agency, until an agreed-on new agency could be created. We have,

however, funded a number of projects (such as Head Start) by making

grants to independent agencies.

Attached is a list of the projects we have already funded in Los

Angeles and a description of the principal efforts made to develop

an acceptable community action agency. Grants made to Los Angeles

to date total $6.7 million.

Also attached is a listing of the Los Angeles applications pending

in OEO Headquarters and in the OEO San Francisco Regional Office.

These are for Community Action Program aid, under Title II-A of

the Economic Opportunity Act.

The first group of applications -- pending in Washington -- could be

processed within the next week. These would include about $4.8 million

in grants.

The second group -- pending in the Region -- could be processed just

as fast, since it is largely a re-funding of projects already under

way. The amount of grant involved is another $8.2 million.

The third item attached was prepared by a task force set up by

Governor Brown to develop possible projects that might be funded by

OEO to attach Los Angeles problems in the riot-torn areas on an

emergency basis. The estimated total cost of these proposals that

might be eligible for funding by OEO under the Community Action

Program is $9,8 million. Emergency action could be taken by OEO to

fund these proposals within two weeks.
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A summary of applications pending and proposed by Governor Brown's
task force is:

$4.8 million
8.2 million

9.8 million

$22.8 million

now pending in Washington
in re-funding of existing projects now
pending in San Francisco Regional Office
in proposals suggested by the Governor's
task force
total that might be funded within the
next few weeks. (Many, but by no means all,
of these projects are concentrated in the
riot-torn areas of Los Angeles.)

Based on the Administration's request to Congress for OEO funds during
Fiscal Year 1966, this figure is within the total of $25 million that
the Los Angeles area might anticipate receiving from OEO Lhis year.

In our discussion with Los Angeles we are taking the position that
the total funds to be made available will be consistent with the amount
that would ordinarily be available to Los Angeles through OEO and will
not be increased significantly because of the riot.

Enclosures (3)
1. Memo to Jack Conway listing approved projects

and applications pending in Washington, plus a
chronology of events in Los Angeles

2. Memo to Sargent Shriver listing all Los Angeles
applications now pending, both in Washington and
in the OEO Regional Office

3. Material prepared by Governor Brown's task force,
proposing additional emergency projects for
OEO to fund
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC

0PPORTULJNITY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

August 21, 1965

PROPOSALS BY GOVERNOR BROWN'S TASK FORCE

I $400,000 Resident Jobs 35

A centralized integrated recovery "Command Post" providing one stop
emergency services.

III $1,950,000 Resident Jobs 2500

Anomnibus clean-up and reconstruction program utilizing monies from
several agencies and requiring OEO Funding as well. It includes
a housing reconstruction and planning task force, which will among
other funcLions, implements the establishment of six neighborhood
based multi-service centers. OEO funds will be provided for a
construction and labor task force, to identify and develop a community
based contracting and construction capability and a generalized job
market.

IV $1,000,000 Resident Jobs 132

Emergency money for legal services for hardship cases.

VI $95,000 Resident Jobs 35

An intensive inter-community relations program

VII $243,500 Residence Jobs 35

InLensive community directed welfare services utilizing an OEO funded
ad hoc emergency structure.

VIII $5,090,000 Resident Jobs 5,100

A massive child care program involving a crash care program immediately
and the development of a meaningful long term program.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

August 24, 1965

Mr. Pr sident:

Thought you might enjoy reading the

report fro~n Louis Martin on his

trip to Los 4ngeles.
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EXECUTIVE

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE
1730 K STREET N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. C 20006

LOUIS MARTIN August 23 1965 TLKPHONK

DLOUTY CHAIRMAN DEAL 3-750

NEMRANDUM

To: Mr. John Bailey
Mr. Cliff Carter

From: Louis Martin

Subject: Los Angeles Riot

This memorandum is divided into three parts: tour of
the riot area, meetings with public officials, and finally, general
observations.

I* Tour of the Area

Immediately upon arrival on Tuesday noon, August 17, we
were escorted through the riot area. Chuck Roche went with me.

We were surprised by the extent of the damage and the size
of the area covered. The damage was confined to shops and consumer-
type businesses, principally food and liquor stores. One branch bank
on 103rd Street, the principal Watts business artery, stood untouched
in a sea of debris. Six Safeway stores were reported hit and we saw
the ruins of several still smoking.

A few shops with scrawled signs indicating Negro ownership,
"A Blood Brother" etc., were spared bythe rioters.

No residences were hit and only a few automobiles were
destroyed.

Food centers had been opened that morning and we saw long
lines of obviously dejected men and women waiting patiently and quietly
for their turn. National guardsmen were standing watch. Indeed, the
guardsmen were well deployed all over the Watts area, some manning
barriers, directing traffic at intersections where the traffic lights
were dead and others patrolling the business streets in jeeps.

Glo
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We saw two incidents involving Negroes and police. A patrol
car stopped a couple of Negroes in an auto, ordered them out with drawn
guns, frisked them and finding nothing, ordered them to the sidewalk
while they searched the car. Nothing was found and after a little dis-
cussion with the Negroes who began to smile, the police let them go.
Guardsmen in a jeep had stopped to watch the incident.

A little later we saw a similar situation where police were
questioning Negroes who had been ordered out of their car. In both
cases the police seemed to have been doing their job efficiently but
they obviously were taking no chances.

We were struck by the neatness of the residential area, well
tended little lawns separating hundreds of small one-story houses which
were painted in bright attractive colors, Only a few multiple dwellings
are in the area and these were run down in the slum tradition.

II. Meetings with Officials

At 5 o'clock that afternoon the elected Negro public officials
whom we had called arrived for a four-hour meeting in our room at the
Statler Hilton. They were: Rep. Augustus Hawkins and his aide Bill
Williams, State Rep. F. D. Ferrell, State Rep. Merwyn Dymally and his aide,
Miss Louise Ridgle, City Councilman Gilbert Lindsay, City Councilman
Billy Mills, and Maurice Weiner, deputy for Councilman Thomas Bradley,
who is in Europe. In addition to these Los Angeles officials there
were present three Compton officials, Councilman Lionel Code and Douglas
Dollarhide and city clerk Doris A. Davis. Nonpolitical persons present
part of the time were: John A. Boggs, of the County Human Relations
Board, Charles Knox of the Youth Board and William T. WhiteJr. of the
HRFA Region.

A general discussion of the causes of the riot and plans for
the future took place. Here are a few points:

1. Most agreed that Police Chief Parker and the police
force constituted a provocative force in the general unrest which erupted
into a riot. Councilman Billy Mills seemed not to share the general
feeling aboti- Parker and refused to agree to suggestions that all join
in asking for Parker's removal. All, however, agreed that more Negroes
in the police force were greatly needed,

2. All agreed that unemployment, particularly among young

Negro males, was a major factor in the riot. They felt economic problems
were the basic causes of unrest. They saw no quick solution to this.
Several reported that unfulfilled promises of help from anti-poverty funds
and other sources had proved a serious blunder leading to great frustration.
most blamed lack of anti-poverty funds on the political conflicts among
public officials with some accusing Mayor Yorty of major blame.
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3. The most interesting revelation at the meeting was the
fact that State Rep. Ferrell who lives in Watts was threatened by the
rioters. He reported phone threats and one attempt by rioters to get
into his backyard. He and his sons stood an armed watch around the clock.
Rep. Ferrell won the district on a racist appeal just four years ago.
Up until that time the Watts area was represented by a veteran white
assemblyman. Earlier the press carried the fact that Councilman Billy
Mills had been threatened by the rioters. The rioters had no love for
"upper class" Negroes.

4. Those present said this was the first such meeting of Negro
officials and thatthere was great need for more coordination of their work
and more cooperation among them. Rep. Hawkins agreed to call everyone
together again on his next trip back from Washington. His leadership was
generally acknowledged by the other officials. Hawkins asked each one
to come up with some constructive proposals that seemed politically
practical and upon which all could agree.

5. On Wednesday morning, August 18, we had breakfast with
Fred Burns, representing Jesse Unruh, who had gone to Sacramento. Burns
was very critical of Governor Brown and deplored the fact that the Governor
was proposing a commission to investigate the riots, He said Brown would
not run for Governor, He felt that Yorty would. According to Burns almost
anyone could beat Brown and he cited several polls to support his view.

6. At noon Wednesday, August 18, we met with Governor Brown
in his hotel suite. He was very enthusiastic about the commission he
proposed to study the riotsituation. He said he had just ended a con-
ference with Police Chief Parker who apparently wanted the governor to
defend him against the criticism of police brutality. The Governor said
he did not believe Parker was a real bigot but that he was hypersensitive
about his police department, The Governor asked for all the details of
the meeting of Negro office holders and he seemed pleased that we had
tried to bring some unity among them.

When the question of Jesse Unruh came up, the Governor
charged that Jesse was still fighting him and that his boys were spreading
the rumor that he was not going to run for re-election. When it was
suggested by Roche that the Governor let Jesse give him some candidates
for membership on the riot commission the Govenor acted promptly. This was
to be an act of good faith and the Governor asked an aide to get Jesse on
the phone. Jesse could not be reached while we were there. The Governor
said that he would try to be cooperative but he was not going to let any-
body run over him. He did not think Mayor Yorty would run for governor.

He did not reveal his plans either. The Governor seemed to be in full,

control of the riot situation and rather eager to announce his commission
and the crash program for the area.

7. We had a late lunch with Joe Cerrell (f Gene Wyman's staff

and later visited Carmen Warshaw in the hospital. They both repeated

much of what we had heard before. Mrs. Warshaw criticized the Negro
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politicians and indicated that had they exercised real leadership in the
community the riots could have been averted.

III. General Observations

1. Police Chief Parker seems to be adored like Edgar Hoover
by the whites in power but hated by many Negroes. His public statements
are insulting to Negroes and at times almost incendiary. Suggestions
for a police review board and an increase in Negroes on the police force
seem worthwhile. It was reported that on a force of 5,000 there are
about 200 Negroes. Parker, however, does not seem open to suggestions.

2. Mayor Yorty is not supported by white liberals nor the
majority of Negroes. He won'with conservative support and although
he once campaigned against Chief Parker, he 4s now squarely cn >is
corner. Conservatives seem on the rise in Los Angeles, including
the Birch crowd who helped Goldwater beat Rockefeller. Yorty was blamed
by Negroes for the failure of the city to get anti-poverty help from
Washington. There is no city-operated human relations commission. The
Negro councilmen may try to get this with Yorty's support.

3. There seems to be a serious weakness also in the religiou,
leadership of Los Angeles. The head of the powerful Catholic Church group
is ultra-conservative. The Cardinal had little to say about the riot and
he is known for his opposition to civil rights activities. None of the
church groups seem to be giving strong civic leadership in Los Angeles.

4. The prospects of the state and local Democratic Party
are not encouraging. Mayor Yorty is a maverick who knows how to divide
and rule the various groups and communities that make up Los Angeles.

Most Democrats are caught up in che fLece rivalry fr
power between the camps of Jesse Unruh and Governor Brown. This rivalry
is probably more intense among the lieutenants than between the principals.

Negro politicians are tied, like most citizens, to various
strong personalities rather than to the Democratic Party. As long as the
white wheels are divided it will be difficult to get any unity among the
Negro Democratic leaders.

5, I believe that the chaotic state of Democratic Party
affairs in California require the serious and immediate attention of
the national party leadership. Republicans are bound to gain from the
divided Democratic leadership which appears to be on a suicidal course.

The Watts riot in Los Angeles seems to be just another rock
upon which the leaders are determined to dash their heads. Perhaps
an outside force can shake them up and finally start building a good
political team.
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE.,-

WASHINGTON

Wednesday

Auo gu mt1,(196-
6,00 P. M.

/"/ew$~
I'

TO: THE PRESIDENT

FROM: JOE CALIFANO

G ernor 011ins is returning from Los Angeles tonight
and will be in to see me tomorrow. Do you want to see him?

Yes No

If yes, do you want it on the record with a possible picture?
I would recommend against On the Record because the poverty agreement
is a tenuous one and the political situation is so explosive out there
that it could fall apart.

Yes No

If no, do you want to send Collins a note
phone himj u?

I v

? Tele-



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE /

WASHINGTON Wednesday

August 25, 1965 8:30 p.m.

TO:

FROM:

THE PRESIDENT

JOE CALIFANO

/

Attached is a draft statement on the Los Angeles riots
for issuance in your name tomorrow. I have marked the section

which can be deleted if you would like to shorten it. If we delete
the section, I will include it in my oral briefing of the Press
at 11 a. m. tomorrow morning.

I met this evening with representatives from all interested
Federal agencies and made clear to them that Ramsey Clark
was your representative, that all activities in the area would have
to be coordinated with him on the scene and that he was the only
voice of the Federal Government in Los Angeles in discussions
with the Mayor, the Governor and the press.

Recommend your approval of the attached statement.

Approved Disapproved

kt)~ ~
A

--
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We have all felt a deep sense of shock and dismay at the riots

last week in Los Angeles. I have expressed my conviction that there

is no greater wrong in our democracy than violent or willful disregard

of law.

At the same time, we cannot let the actions of three or four

thousand rioters stay our compassion for the hundreds of thousands

of people in the City of Los Angeles -- of every race and color --

who neither participated in nor condoned the riots. Many suffered

at the hands of the rioters. Many are in need of help.

We must eliminate the deep seated causes of riots such as those

we witnessed. Recent studies paint a stark picture. The Watts

district is in the center of an area in Los Angeles marked by:

-- the largest number of school drop-outs.

-- the highest crime rate.

-- the highest population density.

-- the lowest median family income.

There are complex problems and the solutions are neither quick nor

easy. Long-term answers must and will be found. The White House Ad.

Conference iNoy~.wber should help us. The work of Governor Brown's

Special Commission should help us.

iiml



But now is a time for immediate action.

There are men and women without work.

There are children without homes.

There are hundreds upon hundreds of school drop-outs.

There are citizens whose businesses have been destroyed and

must be rebuilt.

I am today sending a team of Federal officials under the leader-

ship of Ramsey Clark, the Deputy Attorney General, to Los Angeles

to develop with Governor Brown, Mayor Yorty and other officials a

combined program to restore and rehabilitate the damaged areas of

Los Angeles. This program will be aimed at helping those citizens

affected by the riots to help themselves. In short, the team's charter

is to make available the best programs now-known to-theFederal'

Government to wipe out the causes of such violent outbursts.

Among the matters to be dis-cs&ed with Governor Brown and

Maye-r -Yorty, are:

An expanded surplus food distribution program.

An expedited program for placing surplus property such as

clothing, medical equipment and mobile buildings in these stricken

areas,

Increased health and medical service -- emphasizing the

children.

A vigorous back to school program.



I. Establishment of a Small Business Development Center to

aid business in the area.

9. A special employment program with emphasis on work in

the devastated areas.

. Stepped up south training programs.

3. -Te establishment of pilot Child Care Centers, to provide

care for parentless children and to give needy mothers training and

employment opportunities.

9. Setting up more neighborhood facilities.

10. Accelerating planning and construction of -hour-rdag-units

Mr. Clark will be accompanied by Jack Conway, Deputy Director

of the War Against Poverty and Andrew Brimmer, Assistant Secretary

of Commerce. Other Federal Agencies, including the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, the Housing and Home Finance

Agency and the Small Business Administration, will be represented

on the team.



L'AFT - Aug 24, 1965

He have all felt a deep sense of shock and dismay at the

riots last week in Los Angeles. I have expressed my conviction

that there is no greater wrong in our democracy than violent or

willful disregard of law.

At the same time, we cannot let the actions of three or four

thousand rioters stem our compassion for the hundreds of thousands

oi people in the City of Los Angeles -- of every race and color --

who neither participated in nor condoned the riots. Iviany suffered

at the nands of the rioters. vany are in need of help.

There are men and women without work.

There are children without homes.

There are hundreds upon hundreds of school dro-pouts.

There are citizens whose businesses iave b-een destroyed

and must be rebuilt.

I arn,therefore, today sending aa action lean of edC-era-I

officials under the leadership of Bamnsey Clark, the Oeputy attorney

General, to Los Angeles to develop with (rave enor Jrown, Mayor

Yorty and other officials a combined prograrn to restore and rehabilitate

the damaged areas of Loi Angeles and to inake available, at an

.ccele ated crate, the best programs now known to the Federal
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government to eradicate the causes of such violent outbursts.

Air. Clark will be accompanied by Jack Conway, Leputy Director

of the a Against Poverty ard Andrew Brimmer, As sistant

secretary of Commerce. Other Federal agencies, including the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Housing

and home Finance Agency and the Small Business Administration,

will be represented on the team.



Robert G. Lewis
August 25, 1965

A Proposal for "Opportunity homesteads"

The tragedy that occurred in the slums of Los Angeles this month began as

depression on the farm. Fundamentally it was not a "race riot"--but rather an

explosion growing out of the poverty and despair of rural people lost in an urban

slum existence that had eroded away whatever social capability and discipline they

had at the start. It was infused with the complicating and aggravating tensions

of racial conflict only by the coincidence that these poor are segregated and

concentrated on the basis of their race.

This has been noted by a number of perceptive reporters on the scene. The

Wall Street Journal and the Washington Post nave spotlighted this fact with

particular clarity.

Chalmers M. Roberts, writing in the Wasnington Post of August 18, describes

the origins and the anatomy of the Los Angeles riots, as follows:

"The story of the Los Angeles riots is the story of the American
Negro's revolution of rising expectations--not of its successes,
however, but of its failures.

"It is the story of expectations frustrated, of hopes denied,
denied specifically to the rural and small-town Southern Negro
caught in an urban world he does not understand and whose fruits
he cannot share.

"And it is the story of men, women and children who feel hemmed in
by a city police force they see as no different from the white man's
exercise of authority they knew back home where they came from in
the South.

"It is most emphatically not the story of all Negroes here in
Los Angeles, certainly not of these many thousands who have
achieved, who have made it. Rather it is tne story of the other
Negro community, here as elsewhere in the big cities; the community,
as Theodore H. White has described it, 'that is threatened with
collapse of all human values, all dignity, all functions.'. . .
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"First, take a look at the area which exploded. The urban ghetto
known as Watts (it was a small town annexed to the city in 1926)
has long been considered 'the port of entry' for Negroes coming
to Southern California. Unlike the big Northern industrial
cities, Los Angeles did not attract the Negro before World War II.
Only during the wartime labor shortage did this golden horizon
first beckon. The Urban League estimates the influx now is about
1000 a month to the city.

"Today a sixth of the county's Negroes live in Watts and adjacent
downtown and near-downtown areas have become, in words of a
University of Southern California study, 'a convenient dumping ground
for the problems which the community has failed to solve and which
the comfortable suburbanites would rather ignore.'

"In Watts 65 per cent came from the South, the rural and small-town
Soutn. Today Mississippi and Alabama natives represent the most
numerous arrivals, whereas earlier it was Texas and Louisiana.

"Here the newly arrived Negro family lives in crowded quarters and
pays high rents, if it can pay at all. . . .

"In the UCLA study of Los Angeles' poverty problem, just over 13 per
cent of the 341,000 studied were rated as functional illiterates;
that is, they had less than five years of education.

"The disparity in schooling is most marked among those Negroes who
came here from the Deep South.

"These, then, are the people ill-prepared to find a livelihood here
in Los Angeles. The city's Negro unemployment rate is now 9.6 per
cent and probably double that in Watts. Negro Congressman Augustus F.
Hawkins from Los Angeles says that 48 per cent of the area's youth
are out of jobs.

"The unskilled predominate, of course, in an industrial society
calling for more and more skills. Yet so cut off from the mainstream
are these people that the U.C.L.A. study found half tne unemployed
saying they had never neard of any of the Federal-state retraining
programs.

"Furthermore, industrial decentralization away from the central city
here makes joD hunting more and more difficult.

"Given all these counts against them, it is no wonder that Dr. harold W.
Jones, a Negro psychiatrist who heads a mental health clinic in the
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riot area, stresses the disappointment of those who come here from
the Deep South, seeing their great expectations die for reasons
often beyond their control. . . .

". . . the breakdown of the Negro family structure is a principal
reason for a lack of respect for authority.

"The psychiatrists point out that the typical Negro father in low-
income areas is a nonentity with few work opportunities who is
degraded in the eyes of his youngsters, by the women in his family,
by the law and by white men in general.

"'It's far easier for the Negro woman to get a job as a domestic
than it is for a Negro man to get a job,' they say. 'When the
children go to school, they see fathers depicted in books as men
who wear white shirts and a tie and drive a car, and they know this
isn't their father.

"'Then they see him sitting around the kitchen drinking beer with
his buddies while the mother is out working. Too often he has little
to show the family that he is in charge.

"'This absence of a figure whose function it is to set limits and
establish controls leaves the children lacking in an essential part
of upbringing -- respect for loving authority -- that will enable

them to take on a meaningful role in society when they grow up.

"'They grow up fighting authority, which usually for them is in the
form of a police officer.'"

The central fact that stands out in this account is that this migration does

not conform either to the economic interests or the humanitarian goals of our

society. Most of these rural poor are not needed, nor as things now stand, are

they even usable in tne economy of the cities. They benefit neither society nor

themselves by their migration.

As a corallary to this fact, the argument emerges with convincing force:

It is a positive dis-service both to themselves, and to society generally, for

them to have moved from their rural origins.
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If it were possible to appraise and deal with this massive problem and the

choices open to us on a cost-effectiveness basis, there is little doubt that tne

national decision would conform to the judgment of the leading editorial in the

Washington Post of August 22:

The plain fact is that the cities have been getting more un-
trained rural labor than they can absorb. And the larger fact is that
millions of these people could be provided jobs and homes in rural
areas with less economic and social strain than they can be furnished
a decent life in the crowded cities. Our urban society now is finding
that the rural labor surplus is the most formidable of all farm
surpluses. It might have been cheaper if we had dealt with rural
poverty in the countryside instead of moving it into the cities and
transforming it into urban poverty. It might be easier to attack
rural misery where it is rather than just to move it to town. We
need now, tardily, to undertake a vast program of rural betterment
for the economic and the social nealth of the whole country."

The purpose of this paper is to propose that it is not only possible, but

altogether necessary, "to undertake a vast program of rural betterment for the

economic and the social health of the whole country."

Moreover, through the proposals set forth here:

1. The truly stupendous prospective money costs to the Nation's

taxpayers for "relief" outlays over a generation or more

could be greatly reduced;

2. A staggering cost in human misery, property destruction, and

social disruption can be in large part avoided;

3. The lives of millions of people whose futures now are pointed

toward burdening society can be transformed into careers of

usefulness to society, personal growth, family stability, and
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progress toward participation as self-supporting citizens in

the mainstream of American life.

In short, it is, indeed, "cheaper (to deal) with rural poverty in the country-

side instead of moving it into the cities and transforming it into urban poverty."

This proposal calls for doing just that -- to stop the senseless, desperate

migration of the rural poor, botn Negro and White, from their familiar rural

environment, where they still possess some degree of potentially useful social

capability even after being stripped of even minimal economic opportunity, into a

strange, hostile, and destructive slum environment that quickly destroys their

very humanity. It would provide a respite to the burgeoning cities while they

struggle to catch up and to assimilate those already there. And it might well

afford an opportunity for some already lost in the city slums to return to the

countryside, there to prepare themselves and their children for useful lives

wherever real opportunity someday might lead them.

The "Homestead" Precedent

There is important meaning for finding a solution to this Droblem in the

aphorism, "Heroes are made, not born."

The quality and character of a people is very much a product of the insti-

tutional setting into which they are born and reared and live their lives. The

principal explanation for the differences that occur between the levels of

performance of different population groups often lies in the differences between

their institutions. Differing sets of institutions stamp widely varying

character traits upon the people whose lives they mould. It is the differing
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effects of differing sets of institutions that account primarily for differences

between one group of people and another in such characteristics as work habits,

motivations and goals, readiness to work with others for mutual interests,

capability to look ahead, and the capability and will to provide for the future.

When we survey the institutions that dominated American life in the past and

played a paramount role in the formation of the American character, the fact

stands out that they were predominantly rural. In fact, it was a rural frontier

setting. It was marked by three principal and, for that time, substantially

unique features:

First, cheaD and abundant land was available almost for anyone, and

especially after passage of the Homestead Act in 1862, it was free for many. This

provided an impressive measure of economic opportunity that was most unusual in

the world at that time or any other, even though it was an opportunity that could

be seized only with great effort and sacrifice.

Secondly, local self-government was the right and the ooligation of all

citizens. This fact afforded to the frontier settlers the exceptional right to

levy taxes upon themselves in order to provide essential public services,

principally schools, roads, and bridges. This was fully as important as the right

to private property in forming the oasis for the exceptional enterprise of the

American society.

Thirdly, the American settlers enjoyed an unprecedented right to associate

voluntarily together, for an almost infinite variety of private purposes. Tnis

fundamental principle of the American institutional setting may have developed

in large part as a consequence of the great diversity in religious beliefs among
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the population, combined with an exceptional freedom of religious practice. A

multiplicity of voluntary religious associations were launched, and they waxed

or waned with little official governmental interference or attention.

In much the same way, voluntary private associations were formed to provide

mutual benefits to their members in a multitude of different ways and for

endlessly varied purposes, including economic, social, cultural, political,

vocational, trade, hobby interests, and, of course, business. As a result, the

American people are the "most organized" in the world. The true significance of

this characteristic is that Americans respond quickly to almost any kind of

need or interest that they share with almost any number, whether large or small,

of their fellow citizens, by "starting an organization" to pursue shared goals

by common agreement and mutual effort. The widespread exercise of this freedom

also contributed greatly to American enterprise and progress.

In constructing a program to prepare the poor to take their place in American

society, a workable model is provided by the principal features of the

institutional setting that so importantly influenced the formation of our American

character.

Such a program can be designed; and it can be carried out at a cost that is

comparable to that of the present "relief" and "welfare" programs whose failure

has become apparent. It can be done, in short, by using resources that are now

being expended merely to sustain the poor in perpetual poverty, to provide a

"homestead" for poor families to enable them to help themselves, and tnereby to

achieve a stake in the life, the hopes, and the future of tneir country.
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"Opportunity Homesteads"

The elements of the proposed program are as follows:

A chance to secure an "Opportunity Homestead" should be offered to any

American family that undertakes to satisfy specified requirements for improvement

of the property, subsistence farming to support the family, and participation by

all adult members of the family in vocational, home management, and general edu-

cational training programs.

The homestead should be offered through a combination of a long-term loan on

liberal terms, and a conditional grant related in amount to the size of the

family. The loan and grant together would cover the full value of the property.

Equity in the grant component would be transferred to the homesteading

family in periodic increments, but only if the prescribed improvements in the

property were made and the prescribed training and educational courses were com-

pleted satisfactorily. If the family failed in any period to satisfy all require-

ments, the regular transfer for such a period would not be made, but the total

period for transfer of equities might be extended accordingly so as to allow

"a second chance." Full transfer of the grant equity would be extended over a

period of aDout ten years. Some provision for earlier full transfer might be made

on the condition that prescribed requirements were completed ahead of schedule.

The period Defore the first grant equity transfer is made should be about two

years, so as to discourage excessive "in and out" movement.

Once transferred in whole or in part, these equities, as well as equities

represented by repayments on the loan, would become irrevocably the property of
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the homesteader, subject only to a prior claim for satisfaction of the unpaid

balance of the loan and the remainder of the grant equity reserved by the

Government. The homesteader could sell the property at any time subject to

satisfying those claims. This would reinforce the homesteader's sense of

property rights and values, and also allow flexibility and mobility in the

family's economic planning. For example, if a better job opportunity should arise,

the homesteader could take it and move, without sacrificing the equity he had

earned.

The opportunity for a homestead should be offered, nominally at least, to

"any citizen," in order to accord maximum dignity to prospective applicants.

Restrictions that apply any degree of an overt "means test" should be severely

minimized. The requirements for "proving up" a homestead would be such that

persons who enjoy adequate other opportunities would not have an incentive to

"stake out" a homestead -- just as was the case in tne homestead program a century

ago.

Families possessing some assets would not be barred from participating, and

in fact could "homestead" on their present farms. Very careful attention should

be given to the design of the eligibility aspects of the program, so as to

exclude individuals who are not genuinely needy, yet encourage participation

without sacrifice of self-respect by anyone who (a) faces a life prospect of

poverty unless he receives special assistance, and (b) has reasonable prospects

of succeeding in the program.

The scale of homesteads would be such as to provide subsistence for the

family, while allowing sufficient labor time during the "proving up" period for
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completion of the prescribed property improvements and the training courses.

Homesteaders would be eligible for the subsistence payments provided under

regular training programs. In addition, to the extent necessary, provision would

be made under the long-term mortgage loan on the property for financing work per-

formed by the homesteader to improve the property, thus providing income for

current living expenses.

The prescribed schedule of training should stress, in sequence, (a) farm

and home management and basic general literacy training; (b) general work skills,

and (c) specialized skills conforming to the individual's aptitudes and

prospective employment opportunities.

Regularized training programs would be supplemented with intensive home and

farm and general vocational counseling and guidance.

The size of the homesteads would usually contemplate a part-time farming

operation, with the family's needs for shelter and most of its food provided on

the farm, to be supplemented by earnings from off-farm employment. Generally, the

earlier stages of the "proving up" period would be devoted principally to im-

proving the property, getting the farming operations started, and training in

home management and farming skills. Later, when suitable nonfarming skills had

been learned, off-farm jobs could be performed along with the part-time and

subsistence farming activities.

But the homesteader would be free to enlarge his farming operation to full

commercial scale after completing the specified requirements, if he wished and had

the capability to do so. Or, he could develop suitable intensive farming enter-

prises, tnus providing full employment on the original farm.



The programrl wioWld reoniire the development of extensive additional off-, -rm

employment opportiunities in the rural community, probably including work in

public conservation, forestry, and eputiftcation programs, in additi on to

publicly-encouraged development of employment opportunities in private business.

This would reonuire substntial Governmental outlays, but unlike expenditures for

"1relierl", there youtld o investments with real and lasting public value, instead

of onc-ciot Spcla(LL1 to Forestall ]rrimmedlate starvation and social disintergrationi.

In any event, these outlays over a vioderLe period of time could be kept well

"below the alternative costs of'rja ntainn people on relief.

Auxiliary Program Components

A bold, adeately-supported, and effective public program to stimulate

economic development and creation of em)Loyret opportunities in rural communiLies

is needed as a accompaniment to the "Opportuni ty Homes teesi?" program. Sufficient

jobs cannot he provided in our modern ngr iculiure even for all of, the people now

living on farms, without measures which woid sacrifice e _ffi ciency at a serious

cost to the national interest. But there is no need for the arti fic al creation

of unneeded jobs in agriculture. There _s plenty of wor to do that would serve

the real public interest, and it woulcibe a ser ous mistake to waste unneeded

labor in agriculture instead of 1recbine iL to usefCul taks.

Manny new jbS can be created in the private sector o1 the economy in ru l

Preas through vigorous promoti onal efforts and incenLives, ioto IL scr Li ci1 ng

true economic and social. efficiency.

Dut the total supply of rural labor having only a low level of skills, and

not having a high potential for development of sophisticated s lls, probably 1s

substantially greater Lh]'n the private sector can '7arb in the near future.

Useful work needs to be found Lo itilae thi s Ibor surpply. The-ce is a enorou
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backlog of needed work requiring relatively low levels of skill in the public

sector, including, soil, wa ter, and wildlife conservation, forestry, outdoor

recreation development, nd benutification of the countryside and highways. There

is a backlog of needed work in the national forests alone valued at $ 9 billion.

and requiring 1,200,000 man-years of labor. A massive program of public works

should be developed to fully absorb the available supply of labor that lacks

opportune ties for private employment. Idleness of this labor is a dead loss to

the national economy. Most of the useful work that can be performed by the rural

unemployed and underemployed is adjacent to rural communities, and could readily

be carried out in conjunction with "Opportunity Homestead" subsistence farming

operations.

£ greatly expanded effort to provide traninin;- and development of si-]ll for

off-farm work is needed in rurpl arens for rural people who canot find full

eaployyment in agriculture.

Mssive efforts to improve the nuliy of public education and health care

in rural cormimnnt ies are needed also, to insure thpt the child dren who Live there

will enjoy "paratt of opportunity" with others of their generablon, and to pro-

tect the public interest against -the loss or impairment of the rprodulctive nad

social potential which this important segment of the future hedlt population

represents.

P disproportionate share of the nation's )ier citzeas live in rurl areas,

particularly on Tarms. Special concerted measures are needed in order to provide

comfort and decency to these elder citizens.

The needed level oF increasea public expenditures -or a11 o- these rural

development purposes wel], in theiiselves create a sost'lnt11 increase ia

employment opportuitics particularly n construction, ser vac Lrades, amn,, an

local business.
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Many farm families vbo possess Cully adeouate skills and managerial capability

for efficient, full-time commercial farming, are subjected to serious economic

hardship and risk of economic failure. Their most serious handicap is uqsnelyI" the

lack of adequate capital resources to establish efficient farming operations on

terms that allow for adequate levels for family Iiving. More concerted and

comprehensive help needs to be furnishedd to these farmers. Measures are needed

particularly to relieve agriculture of the obliation, unuiaue among our sjar

industries, to refinance itselfV every generation.

Advantages oP the Rural Environment for Human Resource Development

The rural environment has many advantages for the development andi mprove-

ment or human capabilities, particularly of rural people.

The principal advantage is that the rurel scene is famiilri -to the rural

people. Disadvantaged rural people can start tue ir ef Ports to advance themselves

with considerably better prospects in the familiar rural environment than they

can in the alien and hostile cit slums. Goals are visible and unlerstandebl,

and the way to achieve success in the rural siLuation is at least partial under-

stood. There are usually "success models" close at hand in the rural conlunirty,

within the view and hen of the poor. In contrast, the caty Slu , ai> r 'wny of the

poor from rural origins furnishes no "success models" that are -Losc enough to

their understanding to seem undertndable or rcabozable.

Even the poor in rura1 coImunios almost lays have some contact wito and

sore func ton-in place in the rurl community,. This provides on i portent bese

on which to build c]self respect, soial _loyalties and dscpine, and Lhe ioti va-

tion to strive constructively or recon ti on, sia-tus, and revard.

The rural ins titutmonal sett:g ct assimilteb the poor more read ly then

the city into Full prrticpntioni in co mmut; life ae they advance. Frequently



they already fit into the picture, until driven out of the rural community

altogether by economic failure as farmers, miners, timber workers, and other

vocations in which opportunities are declining through no fault of the working

people concerned.

Furthermore, the rural environment readily accommodates the fairly simple

group activities through whicn capable citizenship can oe learned. These include

mutual-belp cooperariyves, ow comm unityo organizations, I-HI clulDs, and Future

Farmers of !merice and other youth uctivti es, anu local governments, all of

which should be encouraged end promoLed in the interest of helping rur] people

to overcome Lheir aLsadvanages and to improve their capalities.

Of great importance in the stability anJ security of faily lie, and in the

development of psychological and morpl obtrengLh arong groin children, is the

tact that rural life, particularly farm Ife, allows visible strong and respect-

fe d 7 es
erning role 'or the Dather. This overc'auiuee one 01 the most destructive o the

slum existence.

These advantahes of the rural environment cua-not overcome the perveasve

blight engendered by economic deprivation, out they do aFford a uostantial base

upon which can ue added a modest effort to pro-vIe economic oppor-uiiites, cn

thus provide good prospects For success in helpi n head antaged people Uo nelp

themselves and to gavance toward sel--supporting and useful ci t zenchip.

The "Homestead" and Motivation

The "Opportuni ty Homestenu" proposal vould take *Iful adventages of the rural

environment and add to i t the element of economic opportuni ty and iotivat ion which

t now aeil, to -rovide Par mdllions.

It would set up, in inieciite "ier ad v within the c ornreoenr- on n0 reach o

di sadvanta-ed People, the gor Iorpprooert ownership.
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The requirements for attaining the goal of property ownership would be self-

rewarding, providing built in incentives along the way to success. They would

furnish readily recognized rewards in the form of improved living conditions, the

development of personal and vocational skills, and a growing sense of personal

worth.

The principal thrust of the program would be liberal. It would not offer

"something for nothing;" the requirements for qualifying for a "proved up" home-

stead should be enforced fairly strictly. But the participant would risk

nothing but his own time and effort, which he would otherwise waste in idleness

and despair, and he would have before him an appealing reward to gain. Thus the

program would provide incentives, rewards and gratification, and prospects for

continuing advance and enlarging security, which could be expected to furnish the

sustained motivational drive that is essential to success and happiness in any

career.

Impact on Aricultural Adjustment

The "Opportunity Homesteads" program could be successful without importantly

affecting overall national agricultural adjustment policy and goals.

The land devoted to opportunity homesteads, for the most part, would be

otherwise used for agricultural production by other owners. The gross output for

market of the present large number of small farms represents a very small

proportion of the total. Because of the emphasis on producing for family sub-

sistence, the output for the market of the land used for "Opportunity homesteads"

probably would be less than if it were operated as part of a full scale commercial

farming operation.
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During the "proving up" period of five to 10 years, requirements could be

maintained to prevent impairment of national farm policy goals. It would

probably be unwise to provide "special" allotments for surplus crops, but crop

allotments already attached to the particular land acquired for a homestead could

remain in force. In some circumstances, it might be advantageous to provide an

extra "bonus" to the homesteader for diverting cropland from surplus crops to

producing food for family subsistence.

Most "Opportunity Homesteads" would not be able to produce most commodities

for the market competitively with commercial farms, except for certain products

requiring a high intensity of labor input. For the most part, the economic

justification for such an operation would be that it provides an outlet for

otherwise unmarketable labor, for the purposes not alone of producing food raw

materials, but also for the processing, storing, and "marketing" of the finished

food products for use by the family.

The Alternative Cost of "Relief" and "Welfare"

It is hard to size up the cost of public and private welfare efforts because

they are so fragmented, diverse, and uncoordinated. For the same reasons, it is

difficult also to establish order, consistency, and overall efficiency and

effectiveness in these efforts.

Writing in the August 1965 Fortune, Charles E. SilDerman asserts that:

"Government welfare expenditures have risen to perhaps 30 billion
dollars a year, but scarcely anyone Delieves today that these vast
sums do much to reduce poverty."

Silberman's estimate does not count the outlays of private charities for

"relief" and welfare purposes, which amount to additional billions.
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Some 33 million people in the U. S., according to the new Government measures

which relate income to size of family and place of residence, are "poor" today.

This means that the annual cash outlay by the rest of the population to support

the poor through conventional welfare efforts averages at least $1,000 per person.

This does not take account of the contributions of poverty to the negative

costs of crime, general hazards to the health and safety of the general population,

"lost" production resulting from unemployment and lack of skills, and expenditures

for schools, training programs, and other services that are wasted because people

under poverty conditions cannot absorb their benefits efficiently. Public policy

makers should appraise these costs and take them into account; but it is not

possible to attempt to do so here. Suffice it to say that the present "social

budget" for poverty amounts to substantially more than the $1,000--plus per person

per year minimum direct cash outlay--probaily several times as mucn.

This furnishes a very rough approximation of the minimum resources we should

be able to count as "available" for more efficient and effective measures for

coping with poverty and its consequences.

But it is an extremely conservative approximation of what the nation could

afford for a truly effective "cure" for poverty. The present programs have

merely maintained the poor population; they have not cured their poverty, and the

poor continue to breed new generations even less able to escape from the poverty

circle than their parents. An effective break in the poverty circle would be

worth incalculably more than measures which merely sustain the poor and perpetuate

their kind.
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And a substantial portion of the immediate outlay needed for this proposal

could be made in the form of loans, eventually to be repaid.

In view of the immeasurably greater cost of failing to cure poverty, the

opportunity to achieve a permanent cure for a large number of families should not

be jeopardized by an overly-penurious restriction on the resources made available

for the task.

The late Senator Robert Kerr's parable comes to mind of the stingy life-

guard who threw only 25 feet of rope to the drowning man 30 feet from shore.

But there are limitations that must be respected on the amount of resources

that can be made available currently, whatever the prospect for long-run gains.

And of course public expenditures for any purpose should never De greater than

necessary to accomplish it.

Measured against that standard, it seems safe to say that this proposal could

be carried out successfully at an annual outlay per person or per family which,

if averaged over a five or ten year period, would not exceed and might be less than

the alternative cash cost of merely sustaining the family under the present pattern

of welfare, with little or no progress toward an escape from the poverty circle.

It seems almost certain that this proposal would cost far less than any other

measures that might be undertaken to achieve an effective "cure" for poverty after

the rural poor have migrated into the city slums.

After the initial five or ten years, the cost of public outlays for families

on "Opportunity homesteads" might well decline to the vanishing point for many

participating families.

kSl
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And in contrast to what their prospects would be in the present slum environ-

ment, a high proportion of the rural poor children who might thus be spared from

migrating to the urban slums would have good prospects of entering upon adulthood

as productive, self-supporting citizens.

KM FQM Ma" -amZE""'W'Sk PON , AMP



RURAL LIFE

The Setting

The average rural resident has a greater chance of being poor

than the average urban resident. Rural people have a greater chance

of living in poor communities or areas than urban people. In a special

way rural poverty is self-generating. The key reason is the continued

relative decline in employment opportunities in rural areas, particularly

in farming.

As younger rural adults leave in search of employment, children and

senior citizens become an increasingly higher proportion of the local

population. The need for special services for them becomes more urgent

but they are precisely the ones least able to provide the financial

support for the needed services. Rural communities and entire rural

areas experience stagnation and then decay.

Many mature rural citizens are boxed into poverty -- they are too

old to retrain, yet too young to retire. They have too few assets to

finance anew residence or to establish a new business. They lack the

resources to escape from poverty. Without special attention to increase

the dignity of their lives, their children are particularly prone to

prepetuate their way of life.

The Gaps

The dynamic force of change have created serious gaps between rural

and urban people and between rural and urban areas. The rural human and
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area, problems created as a product of the growth process have been in

the making for decades. The major gaps are in:

-- Education and training

-- Income and jobs

-- Housing and health

-- Community and area development

The Programs

Education and Training

The new Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the recent Vocational

Education, National Defense Education, Manpower Development and Training

and Economic Opportunity Acts are making available an impressive quantity

of funds to rural America for education and training. Our limited

experience under these programs indicates:

1. The funds available to rural America are not being obtained

in the amount needed to close the education and training gap.

Actually, there are indications the gap may actually widen

instead of close unless rural people are given assistance

in requesting and formulating plans for the effective use

of funds now available. Special funding for USDA to work

with the Office of Education to help rural people make full

use of the resources available should be provided.

2. The funds available to rural children and youth for basic,

vocational and college education are far more adequate

relative to need than are funds for occupational training.

Not more than 10 percent of those in rural America who could

benefit from training are being reached. Additional funds

are needed.
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Income and Jobs

Present programs will do relatively little to close the income

and job gap of rural families who are boxed-in. The number of jobs

being created in rural America under programs authorized by Economic

Opportunity, Public Works and Economic Development, and Appalachia

Acts together with those administered by USDA agencies is insignificant

relative to the needs of nearly 3,000,000 low-income families headed by

a person 45 years of age or over. Including the unemployed equivalent

of economic underemployment, about 1.5 million rural adults 45-64 years

of age are unemployed.

But there is work these people can do in their home area to make

rural America more prosperous and attractive. There is a reservoir of

productive work projects on National Forests alone equivalent to 1,200,000

man-years. Reforestation, timber stand improvement, construction of

outdoor recreation facilities, watershed protection, wildlife and fish

habitat improvement, forest roads and trails, and similar improvements

can provide diversified training opportunities while building the resource

base for economic expansion. Recommendations are:

1. Additional funds should be appropriated to give boxed-in

people the opportunity to work on these projects.

2. Present legislation should be amended so all boxed-in rural

people can obtain work under these programs even though they

are not technically unemployed.

3. New legislative authority, amendments or administrative actions

are needed to enable boxed-in rural families to obtain loans

or grants for expanding small farm or nonfarm enterprises.
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Housing and Health

Federal financial assistance for housing through the Housing and

Home Finance Agency and to a. smaller extent the Farmers Home Administration

has been substantial. The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965

contains new approaches, including the rent subsidy program, and additional

funds available to both agencies to meet the Nation's housing needs. But

the rural housing gap -- 4,000,000 units in need of replacement or major

repair in 1960 -- is too large to be closed unless concerted efforts are

made to insure a much greater proportion of the available assistance

reaches into rural America.

The relative lack of medical services and facilities in rural

America continues even though a significant flow of funds are available

to expand services and construct facilities under the Hill-Burton and

other programs.

Recommendations are:

1. The rent subsidy concept should be modified as necessary to

assist capital improvements of homes which are owned and

dispersed as in rural areas.

2. Further administrative efforts and possible amendments to

current legislation are needed to enable HHEA's sizeable

insured loan resources to make a larger contribution in rural

America.

3. Additional outreach efforts, an increase in appropriations and

legislative changes likely are necessary to close the health gap.
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Community and Area Development

The human and economic development programs administered by the

Office of Economic Opportunity, the Urban Renewal Administration,

Community Facilities Administration, various USDA agencies and the

new Economic Development Administration will provide the opportunity

for many rural communities, areas, districts, and regions to plan

and achieve orderly growth. At present, rural communities are not

getting their share of the available funds. For the future,

additional funds will be required to close existing gaps. Recommendations

are:

1. Further administrative efforts are needed to coordinate the

programs from the various sources, particularly at the local

level.

2. The possibility of set-asides of authorized funds for rural

communities should be given serious consideration.



Areas of Exploration for 1966 Legislative Proposals on Rural Life

1. School District Consolidation

Although the number of school districts has decreased substan-
tially during the past 10 years (from 55,000 to 25,000),
continuing progress in this direction will require some form
of financial incentives for States and local districts. The
concentration of a large number of such districts is mostly
in the Mid-Western States; the extreme is Nebraska, with 2,335.

2. Facilitating Relocation of Selected Rural Workers Completing
Approved Training

The expansion of training activities through Vocational Education
and MDTA programs into rural areas will sharpen the problem of
mobility of workers and their families, since job opportunities
will often be available in other communities or States. To
facilitate his migration and to minimize the risks for the worker
and his family of moving to a strange community, two kinds of
incentives would need to be provided. First, a moving and main-
tenance allowance should be furnished for a limited period of
time (e.g., one month). Second, the waiver of residence require-
ments by the public assistance agency if he becomes unemployed
during the first year in the new community with 100 percent
Federal matching.

3. Extension of Child Welfare Services to Rural Areas

Although the Public Welfare Amendments of 1962 call for the
provision of Child Welfare services in every county by July 1975,
this objective could be achieved earlier if greater incentives
were provided. At present, there are an estimated 600 rural
counties (a~s contrasted with 100 urban counties) which have no
full time public child welfare workers. Therefore, any new
legislation which would encourage more rapid expansion would
tend to reach a substantial number of rural counties.



. Increasing Health Services in Rural Areas

Various studies, including that done under Rural Development

Committee auspice, show that the rural population need more

health services. A legislative proposal which extends beyond

the provision in the Appalachian Regional Development Act of

1965 should be considered. Such proposal would recommend

(1) expanded demonstration activities not only to assist in

the costs of facilities (centers and hospitals) and services,

but also to provide, if necessary, the manpower for their

operation with Federal and local personnel; (2) finance pro-

grams to attract physicians and other health personnel to

work in rural areas through such steps as subsidizing offices

and clinics, training of local people, and the promotion of

group practice.



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHING ON

August 25, 1965

FOR THE RECORD:

I spoke at 11 a. m. to Mayor Yorty for approximately

five minutes. I informed him that we had planned to make a

more formal announcement tomorrow on the dispatch of

Ramsey Clark to Los Angeles, and to consult with him and

Governor Brown in advance of the announcement. However,

a question came up at the Press Conference and the President

naturally had to answer. Mayor Yorty said that he was

interested in a Disaster Declaration by the President and he

believed that was the help they needed - that they needed such

a Declaration to clean up the City and the damage that had been

done. I told him I thought we could be of help to him and to

Governor Brown without a Disaster Declaration, advised that

there might be legal problems with a Disaster Declaration in

this type of situation and said Ramsey Clark would consult with

him to get the job done out there. He reminded me that Los

Angeles was "his City" and Governor Brown was in Sacramento.

I told him that Ramsey Clark was under instructions to consult

with him as soon as he arrives in Los Angeles as well as with

Governor Brown.

He thanked me for the phone call.

Jo e A. alifaan, Jr.
Special istant to the President

Ulk



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Executive Office of the President
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PLANNING

M memorandum Washington 25, D.C.

August 25, 1965
12:10 P. M.

/A-

Mr. Dryden:

X
George Grace called with the following information.

"Late yesterday afternoon I was informed by the Los Angeles
County Administrator's office that they had been advised by
the California Disaster Office that the Governor was not
formally requesting 875 disaster assistance. The Governor

further advised that the Presidentrs office did not see PL 875
as being applicable. The Governor suggested that the county
and city contact Governor Collins for further assistance with
their problem. The County Administrator's office then advised
me that they immediately called Governor Collins and talked

to him for 20 minutes. As a result, a county meeting was set

up with Governor Collins and the County Supervisor for 9:30
this morning. The county further requested action by way of
court orders to instruct private owners to abate those

nuisances resulting from the riots. These orders will be

effective in approximately 48 hours. This, however, affects

only the damaged areas that are unincorporated county territory.
It is believed to be a minor portion of the entire area affected

by the riots. The proportion in number of blocks is being
checked and we will so advise. "

Mr. Grace is on vacation and can be contacted through his

office or at home.

Glenda Temple

AAll
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HONORABLE RA.,iSEY iiL.ARt§

JOE CALIFANO0

x

Attached is the latest information from; George Grace

of the OEP Office in California. It came to me last evening.

Enclosure

1'
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from the desk of--
Buford Eiington

8/z5/65

Joe:

Here is the latest information
from our George Grace in
Califo rnia.
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THE YHITE HOUSE

THE FOLLOWING IS BACKGROUND FOR? THE PRESIDENT FOP HIS
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Larry O'Brien DATE: August 30, 1965

FROM : Gillis Long ( - L

SUBJECT: Background material for the President's meeting with Congressman Hawkins

1. BACKGROUND ON PROBLEMS IN LOS ANGELES

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Tvs t 5I T e e'o >&2~

~YCX~~h ''e' r A 12 P

OEO made its first grant November 23, 1964, to a ten-member Youth

Opportunities Board, with two representatives from the state, the
city, the county and the city and county schools. The Board was

set up to administer the program to combat juvenile delinquency,
and did not have the broad representation required to meet sub-
sequently issued OEO requirements.

A coalition of Negroes and Mexican American groups known as the
Los Angeles Community Anti-Poverty Committee supported by Congressmen
Hawkins and Roosevelt was formed. OEO asked Y.O.B. to broaden its
membership to include representation of private agencies, minority
groups and the poverty neighborhoods.

The city under Mayor Yorty has insisted that to participate, the
Community Action Agency must reflect the "Joint Powers Concept"
of control by public agencies. Since spring, there has been a
power struggle, centered around the issue of representation and
the means of allowing protesting groups to have a part in agency
policy-making. This matter had not been resolved when the riots
took place.

Shortly before the date of the riots, Governor Brown withdrew from
participating in compromise proposals on the grounds he did not
wish to be part of setting up an agency whose applications he might
later be asked to veto.

2. THE SETTLEMENT

Agreement on a structure for the Los Angeles Community Action Agency
was announced by Governor Collins August 23. All four local public
agencies (city, county, and city and county school systems) have
agreed to the proposal. It has been accepted by Sargent Shriver.

This solution involved a 25 member board of directors:

12 from the four public agencies (3 each)

7 from community areas, interim members to be drawn from a
list of 14 selected by a panel of leading citizens. Full
term community representatives will be selected according
to a method to be devised by the American Arbitration
Association.
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4 from private groups, such as organized labor and private
welfare agencies

2 non-voting members from Chamber of Commerce and League of
Municipalities.

25 Total

The compromise solution provides for the possible expansion of the
board after one year to add:

4 -- one additional member from each of four joint powers

3 -- additional community representatives

1 -- additional member representing a private agency

Some groups continued to express dissatisfaction on representation.

The settlement may not be all that wold be desired but it was
apparently thought to be imperative by Governor Collins and others
that the issue of the Comimunity Action Agency be resolved if there
was to be movement in dealing with the overall problems in Los
Angeles. This was the best solution that could be got at the time
if the city was to be included.

Copies of Governor Collins proposal and of Mr. Shriver's acceptance
are attached.

3. CONGRESSMAN HAWKINS'S POSITION

The Congressman has been a leader in the fight to obtain greater
representation for Negroes and Mexican American groups on the Board
of Directors. This has brought him into a direct confrontation with
Mayor Yorty, whose position on this issue is even more rigid than
those of the County Executive or of the two school systems. All
public agencies, however, have refused to accept any structure which
does not give them a clear majority of the board.

Congressman Hawkins met with CAP Director Theodore M. Berry following
the announcement of the compromise solution.

The Congressman xwas disturbed by the announcement and protested failure
of OEO to ignore the "Public body" concept of a Community Action
Program (CAP) and to direct the substitution of a private non-profit
agency dividing control among three equal groups: public (1/3),
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private and minority groups (1/3) and representation from target
areas (1/3). A copy of the Congressman's proposal "Los Angeles
Program for Maximum Mobilization" is attached This was presented
for the first time after the compromise announcement.

He felt a public agency controlled by governmental powers, and which
did not have adequate representation from private agencies and all
of the target areas to be served by the program, was inadequate and
did not meet the requirements of the law.

4. THE PRESENT SITUATION

A. The situation in Los Angeles with respect to opposition to the
settlement seems to be easing. Jack Conway indicates that
supporters of Congressman Hawkins appear to be moving in the
direction of setting up a non-profit corporation that would
develop programs within Los Angeles County for most of the
curfew area within the city and adjacent county areas (Compton,
Willow Brook and Enterprise). This new organization would pre-
sumably seek funding first through the overall Community Action
Agency and only appeal directly to Washington if approaches to
the Los Angeles Community Action Agency were unsuccessful. There
is still a lot of bitterness, but most of it is directed at Yorty.

B. OEO is giving highest priority to Los Angeles proposals. Some
are in Washington under intensive review, others are nearing
completion in our regional offices. A list of these pending
projects, as well as previous approvals, is attached. OEO will
act on these proposals in accordance with the guidance of the
Task Force led by Ramsey Clark.

If you have any questions, feel free to call Lisle Carter,
Code 128, Extension 6631.

----- -- ---
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AFTER CONSULTATION WITH APPROPRIATE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTIES

CONCERNED WITH IMPLEMENTING THE ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAM IN THE

CITY AND COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, THE FOLLOWING ATATEMENT OF

AGREEMENT IS SUBMITTED FOR 0EO APPROVAL:

1. TO ASSURE MAXIMUM FEASIBLE PARTICIPATION BY THE POOR

COMPRISING THE GROUPS AND AREAS TO BE SERVED BY THE ANTI-POVERTY

RROGRAM, AND TO REVOLVE PAST CONFLICTS AND ASSURE HARMONIOUS

FUTURE PROGRESS, A NEW LOCAL AGENCY TO ADMINISTER 0EO FUNDS,

TO BE, KNOWN AS THE ECONOMIC AND YOUTH OPPORTUNITIES AGENCY

(EYOS), WILL BE ESTABLISHED, SUCCEEDING AND INCORPORATING

THE EXISTING YOUTH OPPORTUNITIES BOARD (YOB), WHICH HAS HERETOFORE

ADMINISTERED SUCH FUNDS. FORMAL INSTRUMENTS ESTABLISHING THE
WUSF1201(R2-65)
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NEW AGENCY WILL BW SUBMITTED TO THE JOINT POWgRS (THE CITY
OF LOS ANGELES; THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES; THE LOS ANGELES
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY AND THE LOS ANGELES
CITY JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY, AND THE

COLNT't SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY) AT

THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE-TIME, AND FULL AND PROMPT APPROVAL IS

EXPECTED.

2, AS AGREED, THE NEW EYOA WILL CONSIST OF 25 MEMBERS (TWO

OF WHOM WILL BE NON-VOTING) AS FOLLOWS

-- TWELVE PUBLIC AGENCY MEMBERS (THREE FROM EACH OF THE FOUR

JOINT POWERS, TO BE SELECTED SY THE RESPECTIVE JOINT POWERS

AGENCIES);

-- SEVEN COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES, WHO SHALL BE RESIDENTS

OF THE AREAS TO BE SERVED BY THE AGENCY AND WHO HAVE SHOWN
WUSFICO1(R2-65)
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.AN INTEREST IN THE PROBLEMS OF POVERTY AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
AND WHO HAVE BEEN SELECTED BY A DEMOCRATIC PROCESS TO BE DEVELOPED
BY THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION. THE SEVEN COMMUNITY

REPRESENTATIVES SHALL INCLUDE FOUR PERSONS WHO ARE RESIDENTS

OF THE CITY FOS LOS ANGELES AND THREE PERSONS WHO ARE RESIDENTS

OF THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES BUT NOT OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES.

-- SIX MEMBERS, ONE EACH FROM iTHE UNITED WAY, INC.; THE LOS
ANGELES FEDERATION OF LABOR (AFL-CIO); THE WELFARE PLANNING

COUNCIL, LOS ANGELES REGION, AND THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY FEDERATION

OF COORDINATING COUNCILS, EACH TO BE VOTING MEMBER'S, AND THE

LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE LEAGUE OF CITIES, THE

LOS ANGELES COUNTY DIVISION, EACH TO BE NON-VOTING-MEMBERS.

$. ONE YEAR AFTER THE SEATING OF THE SEVEN COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIV

E MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN SELECTED IN
WUSF1201(R2-635)
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DEVELOPED BY THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION, THE BOARD,

BASED UPON A YEAR OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE, MAY WITH THE APPROVAL

CF THE JOINT POWERS INCREASE ITS MEMBERSHIP BY ADDING EIGHT

VOTING MEMBERS FROM THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

-- ONE ADDITIONAL MEMBER FROM EACH OF THE FOUR JOINT POWERS;

-- THREE ADDITIONAL COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE MEMBERS, TWO

F WHOM SHALL BE RESIDENTS OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES AND ONE

OF WHOM SHALL BE A RESIDENT OF THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES BUT

NOT OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, AND

-- ONE ADDITIONAL MEMBER REPRESENTING A PRIVATE AGENCY.

THE SELECTION PROCESS AND THE TERMS OF SERVICE OF EACH OF

THE THREE CATEGORIES OF ADDITIONAL MEMBERS OF THE BOARD IF

FOUND TO BE PRACTICABLE SHALL BE THE SAME AS THOSE FOR THE

CORRESPONDING CATEGORY OF
WUSF12012(R2-65)
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PRECEDING YEAR.

4. IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT THE PROCEDURE PRESCRIBED FOR THE

SELECTION OF COMMUNITY-REPRESENTATIVE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

MAY REQUIRE SEVERAL MONTHS TO BE MADE FULLY AFFECTIVE AND THAT

AN ARRANGEMENT OF INTERIM MEMBERS TO ACT ONLY UNTIL PERMANENT

MEMBERS ARE DULY SELECTED.

IT HAS BEEN AGREED, THEREFORE, THAT TO FILL SUCH INTERIM

PERIOD ONLY, FOUR MEMBERS OF SAID BOARD, RESIDENTS OF THE CITY

OF LOS ANGELES, SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE MAYOR OF LOS ANGELES

SUBJECT TO CONFIRMATION OF THE CITY COUNCIL FROM A'GROUP OF

EIGHT TO BE NOMINATED AS HEREAFTER PROVIDED AND THREE MEMBERS

OF SAID BOARD, RESIDENTS OF THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES OUTSIDE

THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE COUNTY

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF LOS
WUSF1201(R2-65)

ANGELES COUNTY FROM A GROUP OF
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e

SIX TO BE NOMINATED AS HEREAFTER PROVIDED. .

NOMINATIONS O0F EIGHT AND SIX PERSONS,- RESPECT IV ELY, SHALL
BE MADE TO THE MAYOR AND BOARD OF.SUPERVISORS BY AN AGREED-UPON

COMMITTEE OF OUTSTANDING CITIZENS COMPOSED OF FIVE NEGROES,

FIVE MEXICAN-AMERICANS, ONE ANGLO-AMERICAN AND A NON-VOTING

CONVENER OF THE COMMITTEE.

ALL SUCH NOMINEES FOR INTERIM APPOINTMENT SHALL MEET THE

SAME QUALIFICATIONS (EXCEPT SELECTION PROCESS) REQUIRED FOR

PERMANENT COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES AND SHALL HAVE INCOMES

NOT EXCEEDING $4,000 A YEAR. THEY SHALL SERVE WITH ALL THE

POWERS AND DUTIES OF PERMANENT MEMBERS BUT SHALL NOT BE ELIGIBLE

FOR SELECTION OR ELECTION TO SUCCEED THEMSELVES.

5. IT IS UNDERSTOOD BY OEO AND Y OB WILL TAKE PROMPT ACTION

TO TRANSFER ALL OF ITS PENDING APPLICATIONS FOR PROGRAM FUNDS
WUSF1201(R2 5)
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NOW BEFORE 0EO TO THE NEW EYOA AND THAT ALL SUBSEQUENT GRANTS r

WILL BE MADE BY EYOA,

6. EO WILL TREAT PENDING PROGRAM PROPOSALS AS HAVING BEEN
SUBMITTED BY EYOA. PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO SCHOOL

PROGRAMS WHICH URGENTLY REQUIRE PROMPT ACTION BECAUSE OF THE

IMMINENCE OF THE FALL SCHOOL TERM.

SHOULD RATIFICATION OF EYOA NOT YET BE COMPLETED BY THE

JOINT POWERS IN TIME FOR FUNDING OF THE SCHOOL PROGRAMS PRIOR

TO THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL TERM, EO WILL' MAKE SUCH GRANTS

TO EYOA BUT WILL CERTIFY THE PRESENT YOB AS FISCAL AGENT AND

CHANNEL THOSE FUNDS THROUGH IT UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE NEW JOINT

POWERS AGREEMENT IS RATIFIED.' IT IS UNDERSTOOD, HOWEVER, THAT

SUCH RATIFICATION WILL TAKE PLACE WITHOUT UNDUE DELAY.

PLEASE ADVISE PROMPTLY BY TELEGRAPH' IF THIS AGREEMENT ALSO
VUSF1201 (R2-6- 7-
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MEETS WITH YOUR APPRO/AL-.AND1F5EOL. 5REPARFDTO IMPLEMENT

ITS RESPONSIBILITIES THEREUNDER

LEROY COLLINS.

AAM$l
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STATUS OF GRANTS TO THE
GREATER LOS ANGELES AREA

Previously Funded

Commencing November 23, 1964, the Office of Economic Opportunity
has made six grants for the Los Angeles area:

1. November 23, 1964 - to Youth Opportunity Board
(Y.O.B.) for Neighborhood Adult Participation
Program (NAPP), city and county schools and
miscellaneous projects. $2,72

2. April 21, 1965 - to Y.O.B. Neumeyer Foundation 10-

3. June 9, 1965 - to Los Angeles City Schools 1,97'

4. June 30, 1965 - to Y.O.B. for VISTA Volunteers 2

5. July 28, 1965 - to Federation of Settlements and
Neighborhood Centers (Summer Teen Program) 80

6. Head Start Grants 1,07

TOTAL PREVIOUSLY FUNDED............................$6,71Z

9,683

3,262

6,506

'4 ,726

1, 161

99058

.4396



Pending in Washington 8/30/65

Under Active Review

Los Angeles City Schools $4,241,000
Los Angeles County Schools 1,750,000
Legal Aid 333,000
Small Business Development Center 260,000
Medical Exams for N.Y.C. Youths 77,000
State of California Department of Youth
Authority 286,000
On the job training program for 182 aides and
trainees

Miscellaneous Projects outlying city regions 1,800,000*
Miscellaneous projects 13200,000

Sub-total under active review 10,006,000
Probable reduction in review -1,000,000

Probable grant amount 9,006,000

Projects Under Preliminary Review

Los Angeles Area Economic Development Agency
Demonstration Job Shop Small Business Complex $274,000

West Coast Trade Schools, Inc.
Job Oriented Vocational Training Center no dollar amount

Refunding 0.M.A.T. Education and Demonstration
Program -- two employment centers, located in
E. Los Angeles and in south central Los
Angeles, plus a supporting skill center 2,500,000

San Fernando State College
Training program for Sub-Professionals 196,000

University of California-Social Welfare Extensions
Training on 600 sub-professionals and leaders 98,000

Pending in Region

Refunding for Y.O.B. headquarters $1,138,298
Administrative Expense

Refunding Y.0.B. miscellaneous programs
including program to combat juvenille
delinquency 2,985,819

Compton-Willowbrook-Enterprise 24,194

*Includes Program Development requests for Long Beach ($24,600)
and Pasadena ($40,000).
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2 ShouldC he memierq :sm any of tne above sectors not wviish to
participate, un opoI tunity will ve lef op n' for tee to do so
at a later dote, however , tae operat ion of t:e praograw vi l not
be delayed from taeir not participating in accordance with the
statement of policy of toe Office of Economic Opporctunicy on rAis
matter (Ma~y 12, 1965, also restated in e Comimictee's report)..

'the reluctance of public agencies to participate in
a broadly ,based program or their ididrawal from
participation in any on-going program will not make
it impossibic for private agencies and groups to be
funaad.

. rovisin voo ill be made for a 15-memer exe.cc'tive committee, five
membe s of w -ica 1 ill be selected from each of t,e foregoing
sectors.

4. The procedure for too election of members cy t.e residents of tuie
area and members of t-.e groups served sLuall e as follows:

The youth board acting as the u::ban ecmanity action
agency has developed me..inery for representation
from tae poveity areas tuLrough distries conventions.
Tuese represencacives will ,L selected from the l
poverty areas, and two represencacives at large
chOosen from all poverty areas until an eve*n more
democratic process can be evolved, utiliing t:e
same election machinery as tuat for the election of
pubIlc offic4as

5, Single purpose agencies (including the existin, Youtu Opportunitaes
Board) should not be excluded from Title II-a funding on account of
tae operation of tihis program.
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/September 1, 1965
3:10 p. m.

Mr. Califano:

Mr. Friesen called from Los Angeles with the following

statement. He would like you to look at it and then call them

back today sometime. Their recommendation is that it be

released from the White House and it would need for their purposes

to be released by tomorrow morning at the regular session with

the press. This is because it involves some things that would

need to be started right away.

Text follows:

The President's task force studying the Los Angeles rioting

has expedited projects and the projects grants totaling

dollars for the greater Los Angeles war on poverty. The

projects represent existing Federal programs which will help

meet the immediate needs of the area.

The projects are sponsored by and coordinated through

state, county and city governments, school districts and private

community action gr oups. They are broadly based to involve all

elements of public and private interest and responsibility.



EMPLOYMENT

1. Employment Service Office in Watts District.

On August 27, 1965, the California Department of Employment opened

a special employment office at 10223 South Central Avenue to provide a

more convenient point of service for job development and placement for

residents of the South Central area of Los Angeles. A staff of 12

placement interviewers was assigned to this office by transferring

personnel from other offices in Los Angeles. It is anticipated that

the staffing of this office will be doubled within the next several

weeks at an additional cost of $150,000 which will be paid through

a grant from the United States Department of Labor.

EXPANDED MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAM
2.

2. Currently there are 78 manpower development training classes

operating in Los Angeles for a total of 1,568 trainees at a cost of

approximately $2,054,000 for training allowances and instructional costs.
will be

An additional nine projects for 1,337 trainees have-been approved by

mid-September for an estimated cost of $2,630,000

3. YOUTH OPPORTUNITY CENTERS

On August 26, 1965, the Department of Labor made an advance grant of

$2,475,000 to the California Department of Employment for the purpose of

accelerating the opening of Youth Opportunity Centers in Los Angeles. These

Centers are designed to provide intensive job counseling and placement

assistance as well as screening and referral to Job Corps, Neighborhood

Youth Corps, and Manpower training for unemployed youth. These Centers

are planned for south-central Los Angeles with a total staff of 97

counselors, placement interviewers and youth advisors. The target date for

opening is October 2, 1965.



4. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

Youths and adults lacking skills being sought by employers suffer

high levels of unemployment. There exists the need to match available

manpower resources with available jobs and to utilize training to bring

about the match. To achieve this objective for disadvantaged youth and

adults of the Los Angeles area, the Manpower Administration of the

U.S. Department of Labor has contracted with the Los Angeles Urban

League to carry on a job development and placement activity designed

to uncover unfilled jobs, recruit trainees and work out on-the-job

training arrangements with employers to develop the needed skills of

the new employees. Through a staff employed for this purpose the

Los Angeles Urban League in conjunction with additional staff supplied

on a reimbursable basis by the California Division of Apprenticeship

Standards a total of 600 trainees will be placed at an estimated

contract cost of $365,826.

Ernest Friesen, Assistant Deputy Attoryey General, Department of Justice,
Los Angeles, Calif.



Roger Wilkins - Los Angeles

Projects to Aleviate Education Needs in Poverty Areas - Los Angeles County

1. The Los Angeles School System will hire 305 additonal teachers and

will provide some 2440 substitute teacher days to eliminate elementary
~--remedial

double sessions, establish / 135'reading classes, and open 80 new

kindergarten classes. This will substantially improve the academic

achievement of pupils in all sections of the poverty areas of Los

Angeles County. The cost of these activities will be $2,400,000.

2. The Los Angeles School System will hire 15 elementqry school counselors

and 15 indigenous aides to service the pupils in disadvantaged areas

and thereby double the present counseling services. Improved attendance

and performance will result. This project will cost $200,000.

3. The LiLos School System will recall to duty secondary school counselors

in disadvantaged areas to initiate contacts of potential student drop

out and to encourage their return to school on opening day. This

project will cost $60,000.

4. The Los Angeles School System will hire 1100 teacher aides to relives

teachers of non-professinal duties. Persons selected will be non-

certified personnel recruited from project areas thus providing local

e employment to adults who have children in the schools. This will peemit

teachers to concentrate on learning problems and on efforts to increase

student achievement. This activity will cost $3,300,000.
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5. The Los Angeles School System will hire 32 additonal community coor-

dinators and 32 new neighborhood aides to initiate a joint project

of school-comminity cooperation to determine both school and home

related problems of poor pupil attendance and performance. Coordinators

will be certificated personnel. Neighborhood aides will be adults from

local neighborhoods. This project will cost $560,000.

6. The Los Angeles Schol System will expand one existing child care

center and will open four new centers now and eight new centers

later in the year to accomodate a total of 1500 additional children

of pre-school and primary age and will hire some 150 new aides to

man the centers. This will enable some 1000 parents to hold full or

part-time jobs and will provide pre-school learning experience to

deprived children whose early formal education will not be substantially

advanced and improved. This project will cost $2,000,000.

7. The Los Angelss School System will hire 38 child welfare and attendance

supervisors and 38 indigeneous aides to work with volunteers and other

community agencies in "Changing Neighborhoods" to alert shcools and agencies

to pending and emerging problems and to produce solutions in terms of

school-community cooperation. The cost of this activity is $519.00

8. Thw Los Angeles School System will establish an in=service training

program in cooperation with local universities to orient teachers in

problems of racial understanding and to enrich their knowledge and

their preparation for teaching about minority cultures and histories.

This will facilitate the incorporation of new textual materials in

the school curriculum of poverty areas. This project will cost

$100,000.
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9. The Los Angeles School System will hiee 55 nurses, 55 nurses aides,

and 23 doctors to conduct regular and special health examinations

of children in deprived areas!. This will enable the schools to

detect medical and health needs and to provide a basis for early

correction of defects. It should also provide a basis for improved

pupul performance. This project will cost $870,000.

10. The Los Angeles School System will sponsor a one-day (Sept. 8th.)

orientation seminar for 7,000 school teachers in deprived areas to

acquaint them with facts and scientific information about racial

problems and tensions. This project will 4q/ facilitate the normal
The

resumption of school programs on Sept. l3th.'\ IPrograms will be

conducted by the local ETV Channel and will be transmitted to

selected school auditoriums. Teachers will be encouraged to attend

at stipend rates of $15. The cost of this project is $150,000.

11. The Los Angeles School Systemwill construct some 80 new kindergartem

class rooms and some 80 new secondary class roomsin order to initiate

new programs a finstruction in poverty areas, thereby adding to the

educator opporunities of educationally deprived children. This

ae-, '-F 2twill cost $4,800,000.

12. The Los Angeles School System will initiate a variety of adult

education projects involving the extension of higher education programs

into poverty areas for both evening and day classes. This project

will also enable the system to initiate or expand some 10 skills

training and counseling centers which will improve job capabilities

of unemployed adults. The centers will conduct employment surveys

to create feed-back for educational preparation for secondary and

adult students.
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12.(Cont.) These Ajq# activities will cost $1.3 million dollars.

13. The Los Angeles School System will augment existing arrangements for

college work-study programs and will expand opportunity for off-

campus employment to permit college attendance by some 200 or more

students from poverty ageas who need such employment to permit idlf4l/

Aff id#// theAto attend college. Seven Junior Colleges will

participate. This project will cost $200,000.

13 PROJECTS - $15,940,519
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EXECUTIVE

ieptenber 6, 1965

2(5:
Ie Il eputy attorney General

special ~-,ssistant to the Presideni

I thought you eightt he interested in including
som e of the ido rtion in the attached mneooorandutiAx I-in

your report to the <;resident on Los Angeles.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON

August 25, 1965

1MIORANDUMI

To: The President
The White House

From: Orville L. Freeman
Secretary of Agricu E

Subject: Report on USDA Food Donations in Los Angeles Riot

1. A total of 231,000 pounds of USDA-donated food was distributed in
Los Angeles to aid victims during the recent rioting there. After
the Watts district was declared a disaster area, I immediately
made foods available to local authorities from stocks already on
hand in the Los Angeles area. Twelve thousand family-sized parcels
of food were distributed through six distribution centers on
Tuesday and Wednesday, August 17 and 18. Parcels were sized for
families of five, providing for approximately 60,000 people in the
46-square-mile area who were without food because many stores had
been burned, looted, or closed.

2. The U. S. Department of Agriculture food assistance was made avail-
able to disaster officials. The Salvation Army and other church and
volunteer groups assisted in distribution, working all night Monday,
August 16, to package foods into the family-sized portions. Foods
distributed were canned beef and chopped meat, dry milk, margarine,
lard, corn meal, flour, rLce, dry beans, dry peas, peanut butter,
and fresh plums.

3. The food vas available in the Los Angeles area through the food
distribution program in which USDA's Consumer and Marketing Service
cooperates with State agencies. Such donated foods -- regardless of
the distribution for which they were specifically intended -- are
immediately released for assistance in the event of floods, hurri-
canes, and other disasters.

4. Distribution in Los Angeles ended after the "disaster" declaration
was lifted, but Agriculture Department officials are now working with
local authorities to see -that all assistance possible through Govern-
ment consumer food programs is made available to help to deal with
the situation there.



Summary Shows 231,000 lbs. USDA-Donated Foods Helped Victims of Los
Angeles Riot:

President Lyndon B. Johnson said today that 231,000 pounds of

donated food was distributed in Los Angeles during the recent rioting

from stocks supplied by the Department of Agriculture.

ie said a report from Secretary Freeman shows 12,000 family-sized

parcels of food were distributed through six distribution centers over a

two day period, Aug. 17 and 13. The parcels, designed for families of

five, provided food for approximately 60,00o people in the 4L6-square-mile

area where food stores were burned, looted, or closed.

The Salvation Army and other church and volunteer groups assisted

State disaster officials in the distribution and worked a whole night to

package foods into the family-sized portions. Foods distributed were canned

beef and chopped meat, dry milk, margarine, lard, corn meal, flour, rice,

dry beans, dry peas, peanut butter, and fresh plums.

The food was made available in the Los Angeles area through an

emergency food distribution program in which USDA food stocks -- regardless

of the distribution for which they were specifically intended -- are imme-

diately released for assistance in the event of floods, hurricanes, and

other disasters.

Distribution in Los Angeles ended after the "disaster" declaration

was lifted, but USDA officials are now working with local authorities to

insure that all assistance possible through Government consumer food

programs is made available in the current situation.



MEMORANDUM

FOR TH PEIDEINTI

THE WHITE HOUSE '
1VASHINGTON

10:35 a.m., Saturday

September 11, 1965
FOR. THE PRESIDENT

FROM Joe Califano r< .

The attached memorandum from Governor Collins reports on his 6 day Presiden-
tial mission to Los Angeles in the wake of the riots there. Its highlights follow:

Collins averted a request from Governor Brown for a Presidential declaration

of Los Angeles as a disaster area.

. The problem here was Yorty, whose insistence on a disaster declaration kept
brown under constant pressure. Y orty fired off a number of telegrams to you both dur-

-ag and after the riot demanding a disaster proclamation. Brown, with Collins' help,

held firm, with the net result that a disaster request from the Governor never came in.

Collins made some progress bringing the local warring factors together so that

Los Angeles could begin to take actions to blot out the causes of the riots.

. Collins' biggest step forward was the resolution of the anti-poverty community

action program squabble. The issue holding up the flow of federal funds for 6 months

prior to Collins' arrival was whether and how the poor would be represented on the local

community board set up to administer the program.

. Collins conceived of a 'special citizens committee' to designate representatives

for the poor. This turned out to be acceptable to the local groups, and freed the funds.

Whether it will really work in practice remains to be seen.

Again Yorty was the stumbling block. It took all of Collins skill and finally

discussions with Jesse Unruh (Yortyls man behind the scene) to bring the parties together.

. Collins admits that he should have gone immediately to the Watts area rather

than wait until the eve of his departure. That 11th hour appearance resulted in a furious

outburst against the white man in general. If this steam had been released earlier in the

week, more progress might have been made.

Collins feels the outlook for the future is cloudy.

. Collins has an "uneasy feeling" that things are far from settled in Los Angeles.

The Negro community still feels alienated and "out of it". It may continue to risk riots

until it achieves a sense of participation in things.

The cuy is politically fragmented. Until there is political settlement, there is

little possibility of a cessation of unr est.

Iv
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.Th. major problem is how can Federal local programs be effectively
implemented when the community government is unwilling or unable to participate?
This points up the larger problem of the need for a coordinated Federal approach
to the cities.

I recommend that the report be filed and closely held because of its candid
comments about the personalities and problems in Los Angeles.
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. President:

Attached is a report on the mission you assigned to
me in Los Angeles. I am sharing this report only
with Secretary Connor.

I want you to know that I appreciated this
opportunity to try to be of service to you and the
country.

And I cannot express too strongly my gratitude for
the splendid support given me by your staff.
Mr. Califano participated with remarkable dedication
and competence.

Respectfully yours,

LeRoy Collins

Attachment



THE UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

From: LeRoy Collins

Subject: Report on Los Angeles Mission

I. SUMMARY

On Tuesday afternoon, August 17, you assigned to me
a special mission to Los Angeles with two objectives:

1. An immediate assignment to try to avert a
request from the Governor of California for a
Presidential declaration of a "major disaster"
in Los Angeles under Public Law 875 (the
Federal Disaster Act), and

2. An overall assignment to be of any
assistance I could, on behalf of the Federal
government, in resolving the difficulties
arising from the recent rioting in Los Angeles.

The assignment was supported by a request from
Governor Brown in which Mayor Yorty concurred.

I was assisted in my work in Los Angeles by my own
Deputy, John L. Perry, and Roger Wilkins, Head of the
Community Action Division of the Community Relations
Service.

As of my return to Washington on August 24, after six
days of negotiation, the first assignment had been accom-
plished and some considerable progress made toward
accomplishing the second.

In addition to averting a formal request from the
Governor for a Presidential disaster declaration, the
major achievement toward quieting the post-riot difficul-
ties consisted of a resolution of the long-standing disa-
greement over how the Federal anti-poverty program is to
be administered in Los Angeles.
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Following is a narration of steps taken on this
mission, along with some conclusions drawn from it.

TI. NARRATION OF MISSION

After receiving the assignment the afternoon of
August 17, the next morning I conferred with Mr. Joe
Califano and Mr. Lee White in the White House. There
the nature of the mission was established.

Two major reasons were given by the White House
staff for wanting to avoid a disaster declaration:

First, nothing in the law makes it clear that a
disaster includes a man-made disaster like the Los
Angeles rioting. It was hoped that the flexibility of
the President's discretionary powers under the law could
be kept intact by avoiding the necessity of the President
having either to turn down or comply with such a request.

Second, because of potential riot situations in
other major cities, the White House wanted to avoid
establishing precedent that disaster relief could be
expected on the heels of rioting.

Before leaving, I also conferred with Governor
Buford Ellington on the provisions of the Federal Disaster
Act, so as to be better informed when I encountered Gover-
nor Brown, who had been under heavy pressure from Mayor
Yorty to request a declaration.

Mr. Califano made it clear that I had authority to
coordinate the various Federal activities in Los Angeles,
in part for the purpose of being able to assure city and
state officials that a disaster proclamation would not be
needed since the Federal government would be making a
concerted effort to assist in the riot area through its
regularly available programs.

From the outset I took the position, both publicly
and privately, that my role was not one of intervention
on behalf of the Federal government but one of support of
those public and private parties in California seeking to
resolve difficulties. In line with this, I telephoned
ahead to Governor Brown and to the office of Mayor Yorty
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(who was unavailable) to tell them I was making no public
announcements of my arrival time or plans, leaving this
up to them to handle in the manner they considered most
appropriate.

I also had a long telephone conversation with
Senator Kuchel the night before leaving in which I volun-
teered little and sought much in the way of information
and counsel. I tried to reach Senator Murphy, whom I was
unable to locate until later when I had lunch with him
in Los Angeles.

I had no preliminary discussions with Congressmen
Hawkins or Roosevelt because I feared that their positions
vis a vis local leaders was so fixed I might be handi-
capped rather than helped by their advice in advance.

When I landed in Los Angeles shortly after noon on
Wednesday, August 18, the air was more filled with ten-
sion than smog. Everyone was criticising and blaming
everyone else. Even reporters at the airport were abra-
sive in their questioning. No one had a good word to say
for anyone -- except about you, for having "done something"
about what was obviously a worsening situation in which
no cohesive leadership in Los Angeles was emerging.

My comments to the press consisted of, essentially,
"I'm here because President Johnson, on behalf of the
Americans everywhere, is deeply concerned and wants to be
of help," and "I'm not here to rake through yesterday's
ashes and rehash old quarrels but to look ahead to tomorrow
and what we can all do, working together, to get this city
living and breathing once again".

This seemed to be a rather effective tonic; at least,
it was something different to be hearing in Los Angeles.

At Governor Brown's suggestion, I set up headquarters
in the Sheraton West Hotel, where he also was staying.
After checking in with Mr. Joe Califano, I conferred with
the Governor.

He was down on Mayor Yorty, saying his intransigence
had held up the anti-poverty program for months and probably
contributed tn the resentment which fed the riots, coupled
with the massive resentment among Negroes against the Los
Angeles police as epitomized by Chief Parker, who had made
some very ill-advised comments (about "monkeys in the zoo,"
for example).
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I took this opportunity to obtain the Governor's
promise that he would not honor the request from the
Mayor for a disaster declaration, without checking this
out with me. (The Mayor, contrary to procedures in the
law, had been firing off telegrams to Washington urging
a Presidential declaration.) The Governor then and
there in fact instructed his Attorney General, present in
the room, to have ready, just in case, a legal opinion
saying there was no legal basis upon which the Governor
could request such a declaration since the law clearly
contemplated a natural rather than man-made disaster.

There was no doubt in my mind that the Governor would
stand by his position, but I nonetheless promised him I
would do what I could with the Mayor to keep additional
pressures from building up for an official city request to
the Governor to ask for a Presidential declaration.

The press, which had live television cameras set up
in the hotel, was clamoring for some kind of conference.
I had tried to get the Mayor and the Governor to appear
with me on a joint conference, but they get along like the
gingham dog and calico cat. So, finally, when the Mayor
kept being tied up, I went on the air with the Governor
limiting my statements to the general line I had taken
upon arriving in Los Angeles.

(What I said must have been sufficiently generalized,
for among the flood of telephone calls after the conference
was one from a little old lady -- no doubt in tennis shoes --

who told me she agreed completely with everything I said
and then proceeded to unwind a line of Goldwater philosophy
which would have unnerved Goldwater, himself.)

Although, in his conversations with me over the phone,
Mayor Yorty could not have been more cooperative, he was
issuing statements to the press that it was Governor Brown
and not he who had asked for my presence in California, that
I was good only for civil rights and he doubted what purpose
I would be able to serve there (a doubt I was to entertain
more than once myself before leaving his city.)

By the end of that first day, two things were clear:
(1) We had averted the immediate possibility of the Governor
requesting a Presidential disaster declaration, and (2) No
general progress could be made toward restoring calm in that
city until the anti-poverty squabble was resolved.
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Mayor Yorty and Sargent Shriver continued to swap
transcontinental insults; the Governor was gigging the
Mayor about being a dog in the manger regarding the
anti-poverty program; the two Congressmen were prodding
Shriver to get tougher on the Mayor, and a militant group
of Negroes in the Watts area was lambasting Negro Council-
man Billy Mills for "selling out" to the Mayor.

We concentrated our whole attention to the problem
of bringing the warring factions in agreement on a county-
wide board to oversee and administer those anti-poverty
programs in which the local governments would participate.
Numerous of these programs were being held up to the
communities disgust.

Central in the dispute was representation of the poor
as contemplated by regulation and national policy.

And this is where I made a mistake. I should have
gone straight out to the Watts area and listened and let
the people know that someone (in this ins.tance, their
President) wanted to know what was hurting them and cared
about them.

I did do this -- the night before I left -- but by
then it was a little late. For nearly two hours I met
with a large number of those people in the Watts area
while they tore my hide off, pouring out all the fury of
their resentment against the white man and his officials.
They were not mad at you, nor were they mad at me
personally. They were just letting me know how they felt --
mostly about the Mayor and the Chief of Police and some of the
Negro politicians who work with the city officials.

If I had endured this experience early in the mission,
I would have been better equipped to answer some of the
local officials' adamant contentions that they alone are
properly able to represent the poor.

I will not bother you with all the who-struck-John
of the four days of negotiation which took place. But I
contacted every source I felt appropriate. (See list of
names attached.)

Among these persons contacted was the publisher of
the Los Angeles Times and his key staff members. As you
doubtless know, the Times is undergoing a major trans-
formation and my guess is that it is on its way to becoming
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a paper of major national influence. Certainly, its new
crew, headed by the young Chandler, is genuinely con-
cerned about exercising leadership to straighten out the
sorry state of affairs politically in which Los Angeles
finds itself.

Let me give you a brief picture of the negotiations
framework in which we were working:

The decision had been made by OEO -- and I recall
hearing Vice President Humphrey and Sarge Shriver under-
score this point at a conference of mayors -- to run most
of the anti-poverty community action programs through the
local governments. This meant, unless the local officials
were otherwise willing, that the majority control of the
board would have to be in the hands of the public bodies.

For nearly six months no agreement had been reached
on how the representatives of the poor were to be selected
for membership on the board. Thanks to some earlier
negotiating by Mr. Theodore Berry, head of OEO's community
action division, we were able to get the city and county
officials to agree with Rev. Brookins' militant group that
the American Arbitration Association could determine the
methods by which these representatives would be "democrat-
ically selected."

But this procedure will take several months to complete.
Obviously, we could not allow the anti-poverty program to
be delayed that much longer. So, we sought an acceptable
arrangement for selecting representatives of the poor
during this interim period.

Because Rev. Brookins' anti-poverty committee was the
largest political reality of its kind in the picture, I
tried -- to no avail -- to get it worked into this interim
selection process.

Failing that, I proposed a committee of respected
citizens, agreeable to both sides, who would select the
interim representatives of the poor. We hung up on this, too.

Then it was that it became overwhelmingly apparent that
some force was blocking any settlement. Like a mouse in a
maze, every avenue we ran down was a dead-end. One by one
these dead-ends led us to the probability of Jesse Unruh.
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Mayor Yorty had delegated his negotiation respon-
sibilities to a Negro city councilman, Billy Mills. We
discovered that Mills' deputy, Willard Murray, had been
placed as Mills' campaign manager by Unruh and that
Mills was taking his cue from Murray, who in turn was
taking his from Unruh. It was upon Murray that every
possibility of compromise seemed to hang up.

So, I turned to one of Unruh's friends, Mrs. Carman
Warschaw, the Democratic national chairman from Southern
California and a very helpful person in our CRS work as
a member of your nationwide Citizens Committee. Actually,
it was she who contacted me. I found her in the hospital,
in traction with a back ailment, but no other noticeable
handicap.

I let her know I was on the point of packing up and
leaving, which seemed to alarm her. (I do not think the
Unruh plan was ever to scuttle this mission). I mentioned
my idea of a special citizens' committee, and she came up
with a list of names (a few of which we used).

Later, she sent word that Unruh happened to be in
town and would like to pay his respects. I told her I
would be happy to see him and would appreciate any help
she could provide.

I met with Unruh, and we had a pleasant discussion,
in which I outlined our frustrations and our hopes for
resolving them. He made no promises and neither did I.

Within an hour after our conversation, Mills was
ready to accept our plan and so was the Mayor. From then
on it was just a matter of ironing out minor details, like
agreeing on this name or that.

I would not assume that Mayor Yorty is in Unruh's hand.
It just happens that political circumstances bring them
into temporary and perhaps uneasy alliance. Once Council-
man Mills was turned around, Mayor Yorty had no reason --
or excuse -- to remain adamant. He would have been recog-
nized, and condemned, by all as a dog in the manger.

Contributing to -- but not controlling -- the stale-
mate had been the left-over hostilities from the Roosevelt-
Yorty mayoralty campaign.
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Enclosed are copies of the names of the citizens'
committee we worked out and the exchange of telegrams
between Mr. Shriver and myself in which the general
settlement is outlined. It is a good settlement I feel
and will afford a framework of authority and sponsor-
ship which will expedite the poverty program.

I was guided, so far as the anti-poverty program was
concerned, by Mr. Jack Conway, Mr. Shriver's deputy; by
the expressions I had received from Shriver and the Vice
President at the conference of mayors, and by my frequent
phone conversations with Califano.

I hope there are no hard feelings in OEO over the
fact that Ted Berry was replaced on the scene by Jack
Conway. Berry was highly informative and provided con-
siderable help to us. But, as I tried to explain to him,
there are times when a negotiator reaches the end of his
usefulness and a fresh face is necessary. He had reached
the point where, as he volunteered, he was physically
exhausted. While I would have liked to keep Berry's
knowledge around, as it turned out Conway was just what
the doctor ordered. (One of the breaks we got was when
Jack observed to the city officials that if it had to
the Federal government could fund directly to private
organizations -- a suggestion they had been hoping they
would not hear.) So, in Berry's departure from Los
Angeles no one should read any affront to OEO or any
effort to move it off the scene.

Our settlement provided for the maximum feasible
participation by the poor if the term "feasibility" takes
into account the political realities of the environment
involved.

After the settlement was reached, I took a call from
Congressman Hawkins, who, as you know, was unhappy. I
told him, as I told Rev. Brookins, upon whom the Congress-
man was relying, that I believed we had the best attainable
plan and that it would work if they gave it a chance.

Rev. Brookins told the press the plan was acceptable
to him, which got him into all kinds of hot water with
his people in the Watts area. At the time I went into the
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area to meet with him and his people he was on the verge
of resigning his position of leadership because the heat
was so great. Later, I learned, things began to turn
the other way and he intends to stay.

When I got back from Los Angeles, I had a long
personal talk with Congressman Hawkins and his reaction
was surprisingly cooperative. He said he would not carry
on any battle against the new board. Perhaps the Times
editorial (copy attached) had some influence on his
disposition change.

Pressures from the Mayor for a disaster declaration
persisted the whole time, but we were able to keep them
from breaking out into embarrassing demands upon Governor
Brown by continually reassuring Mayor Yorty's people that
the Federal government would do its best under existing
programs to meet the needs in the Watts area. I endeavored
not to be specific about which programs or about dollar
figures. Unfortunately, but understandably, the local
officials felt impelled to elaborate on this in their state-
ments to the press.

Like so many others, I found the Mayor a most difficult
man. Perhaps it is because he accurately reflects the con-
fusing condition of Los Angeles and its people. In any
event, he is harder to work with than a tomato seed on a
wet plate.

Governor Brown and his people could not have been more
cooperative and reasonable.

And, despite all I heard to the contrary about him
from the Mayor and his friends, I found Rev. Brookins to
be a calm and reliable voice of reason. I would hate to
see him ground under.

I have an uneasy feeling that things are far from
settled in Los Angeles.

While we reached an agreement which made it possible
to get the anti-poverty program off the ground, the struggle
over who is to represent the poor in that program will, in
my opinion, continue.

The day may come when we will have to consider dealing
with the county only, in the administration of the anti-
poverty program, if the city cannot come to a lasting
accommodation with the grass-roots spokesmen for the poor.
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It even may be necessary to fund the program through a
single area-wide private agency -- as we do here in the
National Capital area -- or through a number of private
agencies servicing smaller segments of the sprawling Los
Angeles complex. I would prefer to see us work through
the local officials, but not if the price is the blocking
of adequate direct participation by the poor or the
continuation of hassling over control of the program.

Although the rioting has ended, the underlying
causes remain. The poverty program will help get at these
causes. So will some of the Federal "task force" programs.
But the biggest and most dangerous ingredient is a feeling
on the part of the Negro community in Los Angeles that
they are "out of it." They will continue to risk riots,
in my opinion, until some means are found for giving those
people a genuine sense of participation in the affairs of
the community at large.

And, what is even more sobering, this problem to one
degree or another is multiplied in every city in this
country.

Finally, I see little possibility of a cessation of
unrest in the Los Angeles area until it finds itself
politically. Until there is a decisive political settle-
ment there -- and one which lasts for a while -- every
lesser component right down to the last neighborhood will
continue to reflect this up-in-the-air mentality.

It was this fragmented divisiveness which made possible
-- indeed, which welcomed -- successful intervention by
the national government.

I can appreciate your concern, so far as the country
as a whole may feel, about appearing to overplay the
Federal hand in any city. For this reason, you might want
to give some thought to making a quiet but effective inquiry
as to how Federal local programs can be developed with
maximum feasible coordination with, and cooperation of, local
governments but with direct action with the people them-
selves when their community government is unwilling or unable
adequately to participate.

I think it is true also that a coordinating group from
the Federal level could serve well nationwide in assisting
communities to take full advantage of available Federal
assistance.
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This could have two advantages:

-- It would tend to lessen the criticism
that Los Angeles rioters are being rewarded,
and

-- It would help to get more effectively at
the root causes of racial strife in the
urban centers before such strife breaks out.

We already have the beginnings of such an effort in
the form of the Task Force on Urban Problems of the
President's Council on Equal Opportunity, although this
has been a low-visibility, summer-oriented project.

Actually, a coordinated Federal approach to the cities
is little more than what the urban residents should have
any way. It is terribly difficult for local citizens,
even local officials, to pick their way through the catalog
of Federal programs and to know how to employ them most
effectively in relation to each other.

These programs are going on any how. I know you would
like to see the country get the most mileage out of them,
in terms of the benefits they produce for the people.



ATTACHMENT A

PERSONS WITH WHOM DISCUSSIONS WERE HELD
REGARDING LOS ANGELES

Governor Edmund G. Brown

State Attorney General Tom Lynch

Hale Champion, Director of the Department of Finance,
State of California

Winslow Christian, Executive Secretary to Governor Brown

Charles Rickershauser, Jr., Commissioner, Department of
Corporations, State of California

U. S. Senator Thomas Kuchel

U. S. Senator George Murphy

Mayor Samuel W. Yorty

Robert Goe, Executive Assistant to Mayor Yorty

Raymond G. Parker, Executive Assistant to Mayor Yorty

Police Chief William Parker

Police Inspector Edward Walker

Jack Brown, Assistant to Mayor Yorty

City Councilman Gilbert W. Lindsay

City Councilman Billy G. Mills

Willard H. Murray, Deputy to Councilman Mills

County Supervisor Ernest E. Debbs

Sam Hamerman, Chairman, Youth Opportunities Board
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Jesse M. Unruh, Speaker, California State Assembly

Donald D. Weddle, Administrative Assistant to Speaker Unruh

Congressman Gus Hawkins

Rev. H. H. Brookins, Chairman of the United Civil Rights
Committee

Rev. Casper I. Glenn, Pastor, Bell-Vue Community Church

Spencer Wiley w/ Brookins

R. Sargent Shriver, Director, Office of Economic
Opportunity

Jack Conway, Deputy Director, Office of Economic
Opportunity

Theodore Berry, Assistant Director for Community Action,
Office of Economic Opportunity

Governor Buford Ellington, Director, Office of Emergency
Planning

Joseph Califano, Special Assistant to the President

Lee White, Special Counsel to the President

George Grace, Regional Director, Office of Emergency
Planning

Alvin Meyers, Regional Director, Small Business Administration

Col. John A. B. Dillard, District Engineer, U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers

Dr. Stanley Crook, Director, Los Angeles Field Office,
U. S. Department of Commerce

Mrs. Carmen Warschaw, National Democratic Committeewoman
from Southern California
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Dick Gregory, Author and entertainer

Otis Chandler, Publisher, Los Angeles Times

Edwin A. Weegar, Jr., Assistant Managing Editor,
Los Angeles Times

Edwin 0. Guthman, National Editor, Los Angeles Times

William Thomas, City Editor, Los Angeles Times



ATTACHMENT B

The following is a copy of a telegram sent by Under Secretary

of Commerce LeRoy Collins to R. Sargent Shriver, Director

of the Office of Economic Opportunity, on Sunday, August 22,

1965:

Hon. R. Sargent Shriver
Director
Office of Economic Opportunity
Washington, D. C.

"After consultation with appropriate public and

private parties concerned with implementing the anti-

poverty program in the City and County of Los Angeles,

the following statement of agreement is submitted for

OEO approval:

"l. To assure maximum feasible participation by the

poor comprising the groups and areas to be served by the

anti-poverty program, and to resolve past conflicts and

assure harmonious future progress, a new local agency to

administer OEO funds, to be known as the Economic and

Youth Opportunities Agency (EYOA), will be established,

succeeding and incorporating the existing Youth Oppor-

tunities Board (YOB), which has heretofore administered

such funds. Formal instruments establishing the new

agency will be submitted to the Joint Powers (the City of



Copy of Collins telegram to Shriver - 2

Los Angeles; the County of Los Angeles; the Los Angeles

Unified School District of Los Angeles County and the

Los Angeles City Junior College District of Los Angeles

County, and the County Superintendent of Schools of

Los Angeles County) at the earliest possible time, and

full and prompt approval is expected.

"2. As agreed, the new EYOA will consist of 25

members (two of whom will be non-voting) as follows:

"-- Twelve public agency members (three from each of

the four Joint Powers, to be selected by the respective

Joint Powers agencies).

-- Seven community representatives, who shall be

residents of the areas to be served by the agency and who

have shown an interest in the problems of poverty and

economic opportunity and who have been selected by a

democratic process to be developed by the American Arbi-

tration Association. The seven community representatives

shall include four persons who are residents of the City

of Los Angeles and three persons who are residents of the

County of Los Angeles but not of the City of Los Angeles.
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-- Six members, one each from the United Way, Inc.;

the Los Angeles Federation of Labor (AFL-CIO); the Welfare

Planning Council, Los Angeles Region, and the Los Angeles

County Federation of Coordinating Councils, each to be

voting members, and the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

and the League of Cities, Los Angeles County Division,

each to be non-voting members.

"3. One year after the seating of the seven community

representative members who have been selected in accordance

with the procedures developed by the American Arbitration

Association, the board, based upon a year of operating

experience, may with the approval of the Joint Powers

increase its membership by adding eight voting members

from the following categories:

"-- One additional member from each of the four Joint

Powers;

-- Three additional community representative members,

two of whom shall be residents of the City of Los Angeles

and one of whom shall be a resident of the County of

Los Angeles but not of the City of Los Angeles, and

-- One additional member representing a private

agency.
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"The selection process and the terms of service of

each of the three categories of additional members of

the board, if found to be practicable, shall be the same

as those for the corresponding category of members who

have sat for the immediaLely preceding year.

"4. It is recognized that the procedure prescribed

for the selection of community-representative members of

the board may require several months to be made fully

effective and that an arrangement should be made for the

earliest practicable qualification of interim members to

act only until permanent members are duly selected.

"It has been agreed, therefore, that to fill such

interim period only, four members of said board, residents

of the City of Los Angeles, shall be appointed by the Mayor

of Los Angeles, subject to confirmation of the City Council,

from a group of eight to be nominated as hereafter provided

and three members of said board, residents of the County

of Los Angeles outside the City of Los Angeles, shall be

appointed by the County Board of Supervisors of Los Angeles

County from a group of six to be nominated as hereafter

provided.
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"Nominations of eight and six persons, respectively,

shall be made to the Mayor and Board of Supervisors by an

agreed-upon committee of outstanding citizens composed of

five Negroes, five Mexican-Americans, one Anglo-American

and a non-voting convener of the committee.

"All such nominees for interim appointment shall meet

the same qualifications (except selection process) required

for permanent community representatives and shall have

incomes not exceeding $4,000 a year. They shall serve

with all the powers and duties of permanent members but

shall not be eligible for selection or election to succeed

themselves.

"5. It is understood by OEO that YOB will take prompt

action to transfer all of its pending applications for

program funds now before OEO to the new EYOA and that all

subsequent grants will be made to EYOA.

"6. OEO will treat pending program proposals as having

been submitted by EYOA. Particular attention is called to

school programs which urgently require prompt action

because of the imminence of the fall school term.
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"Should ratification of EYOA not yet be completed by

the Joint Powers in time for funding of the school programs

prior to the beginning of the school term, OEO will make

such grants to EYOA but will certify the present YOD as

fiscal agent and channel those funds through it until such

time as the new Joint Powers agreement is ratified. It is

understood, however, that such ratification will take place

without undue delay.

"Please advise promptly by telegraph if this agreement

also meets with your approval and if OEO is prepared to

implement its responsibilities thereunder."

LeRoy Collins



ATTACHMENT C

Copy of Shriver Telegram to Collins

August 23, 1965

Honorable LeRoy Collins
Under Secretary of Commerce
Sheraton-West Hotel
Los Angeles, California

The agreement on a new Community Action Agency for

Los Angeles and Los Angeles County outlined in your tele-

gram to me meets the requirements of the Office of Economic

Opportunity. Implicit in this approval is the obligation

imposed on OEO by Congress to review from time to time the

adequacy of representation from the neighborhoods to be

served. The provision for expansion of the membership of

the Board of the new agency is considered a recognition

of this principle by the joint powers.

OEO is prepared to process pending applications as

soon as we receive the necessary notifications of transfer

from YOB to the new agency (EYOA) as outlined in your

telegram to me.

Sargent Shriver, Director
Office of Economic Opportunity



ATTACHMENT D

COMMITTEE TO SELECT NOMINEES FOR INTERIM
BOARD MEMBERS FROM POVERTY AREAS

John A. Buggs -- Executive Director, Los Angeles County
Human Relations Commission (to serve as
non-voting convener of the committee)

R. J. Carreon, Jr., M.D.

Norman 0. Houston -- President, Golden State Mutual Life
Insurance Company

H. Claude Hudson, D.D.S. -- Member, National Board of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People

Mrs. Thelma Thomas Mahoney -- Member, Los Angeles County
Civil Service Commission,
and Coordinator of the
Committee on Political
Education, Los Angeles
County Federation of Labor
(AFL-CIO)

Philip Montez -- Staff member, San Fernando Valley State
College

Rev. A. A. Peters -- Pastor, Victory Baptist Church

Arthur Rendon -- Architect

Richard Rubio -- Vice Chairman, Los Angeles County Human
Relations Commission

Carlos Teran -- Judge, Superior Court

Mrs. Helen Thomas -- Chairman, Women's Advisory Council,
California State Fair Employment
Practices Commission

Rev. L. L. White -- President, Los Angeles Council of
Churches and Pastor, Holman Methodist
Church
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September 14, 1966 H y

STATEMENT FOR THE PRESIDENT
ON LOS ANGELES FEDERAL TASK FORCE REPORT

9*0coo/At-
The recent riot in the city of Los Angeles was

both a tragedy and a source of bewilderment to many

Americans, Why would a minor traffic incident

trigger such a violent outbreak? Why the high

cost in lives, property? How could such an

explosion occur in one of our most rapidly

growing cities in one of our most prosperous

states?

I think that we have really felt in our

hearts that the answer to these questions lies

beyond the immediate reactions to a single arrest.

I think we sensed the estrangement of many Negroes

from society. But I also think that we have

exaggerated the real progress being made by many

of our Negro citizens, and we have concluded too

readily that the gains are being widely shared.

We have failed to see that a substantial proportion

of the Negro community is living in another nation --

deprived of learning, skills, jobs, goals, and hope.

And while we were asking "Why?", the members

of this alienated minority might well have been
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asking "Why not?"

What we have known in our hearts, however, we

can now know in our minds. The Special Presidential

Task Force I sent to Los Angeles -- Deputy Attorney General

Ramsey Clark, Assistant Secretary of Commerce

Andrew F. Brimmer, and Deputy Director of the

Office of Economic Opportunity Jack T. Conway --

has now submitted to me an exceptional report,

filled with grim facts, humane insights, and

over 80 general and specific recommendations

for action by the American people.

Those of us who are comfortable -- in ambitions

just as much as in lack of hunger -- recognize that

where there is no order, there is no society. This

report is partially a story of people who have almost

no stake in society and thus little stake in preserving,

order, But it is also a story of a still hopeful

group questing for a chance to participate fully

in the mainstream of society.

What does it mean to have no stake in society?

This Task Force report answers with clarity -- but

also with compassion. Through the course of life,

for a resident of the riot area it means:



-That 40 percent more of the babies borni

along with - you are likely to die as an infant than

anywhere else in the city;

-- That as you grow up, you are twice and

even three times as likely to contract rheur-atic

fever, whooping cough, food poisoning, or a long

list of other diseases;j

_N" That the school you attend, so vital

when so much is missing in a home th-at is

, typically broken, is so overcrowded that split

sessions are necessary and t1.hat dropout rates

are amvonc the highest in the city;

-- That, most important and most urgent, if

you are a male, you face extreme difficulty in

finding work. In sections of Watts, it is

seven times harder to find work than the average;,

-- That even if you find work, it is likely

wome, hieal -ie maehas tyhm

tomind t s youde gro up, Neyo aresticen ad
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"The f athe rs of our fam-ilies n1eed thje first jobs.

Family life is breaking down because th1-be father

is not the bread winner;"

-- That you are far more likely to become the

Victim Of cime;P four times as much in police funds,

must be spent per square rmile in your area than in.1

the rest of the city;

-- That, in a land famed for sunshine and

leisure, you live in a world of trash-strewn uliness.

SIn the words of the report, "The sun, sand, surf and

the view fromt the hills make up no part of life i*n

-- And finally it means that% haIngndre

through a life of hardship, the death rate in your

neighborhood is 22 percent h'ligher than elsewhere in

the city.

We cannot as Americans -- as civilized men --

permt ou felow enour eigbors tobe boke

on the whe4fdsars h otpoutv

socity n th hitor of anwe ave he owe

to brn apns ndhp oterlves

e fahesof that famcityeo need Aneleist jobs

not bae sti re.T pproblemenou arole thaten
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wobility, a rushing JUL 'oodio ar rtirtal life to

all, citt; a tide of people nuy
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andg skills requiredA for urbPa living.
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and the tmcential Oifficultils of cther cities --

constitutte ~ a nttional t0robleh.

As thejo Tak Worce repo-rt shitowsa, th r'e is t"uc h

the feeal 21.governnent can &o and x7wt do -- and

tw0ll t*o Ihanvalreaady announced aro in

involving $fO2Vv,00i0o0 i 9C Ieder2 assaitaace

Project for bos An&eles, and there are already

35 addt4onal rotct$ and trojaec't grants in

pre T ration

111m Task Force hasw necoW ( en44e01 a ser itsu

o uitional taps to
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reduce crie and deliuency

prevent rtoting

make public adm iiatration ore rsnr sive
to the needs of the too
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involve the poor in full participation in
the life of the community

better every man's treatment of his fellow man,

The task ahead is a great and difficult one. I

will bend all my resolve and power to its achievement.

But the task is not one for the Covernmnnts clone,

federal, state, or local. It is a task to which

each citizen must devote his life, /ror "Justice

in the life and conduct of the state is possible only

as first it resides in the hearts and souls of the.

citizens." So I ask each of you to look into your

heart and soul to see for yourself whether you do

treat your fellow man justly, as a man, and as you

would have him treat you.

- 6 -
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20230

September 15, 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE JOSEPH CALIFANO /

SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

Enclosed is a summary illustrating the types of projects which are still
being expedited as a result of the Task Force's efforts. Ramsey Clark
feels that we should avoid giving a detailed listing of the projects at
this time because several important ones are still under discussion.
The most critical of these is the proposal by the Department of
Agriculture relating to forestry work. This proposal could result in
a significant number of jobs, and this would require a large amount
of money (perhaps as much as $15 - $20 million)0 However, a number
of critical policy issues remain to be resolved.

The extension of school lunches to needy children in Los Angeles County
is a project the Task Force would like to see expedited. About 30,000
very needy children attending 126 City schools and schools in 18 County
districts are involved. In 44 of the 126 schools in the Los Angeles
school district and in several schools in the County district, there
are no facilities to handle a school lunch program. Thus, it would be
necessary to undertake a significant amount of new construction. It
is estimated that during the first two years, the cost of constructing
facilities and acquiring kitchen equipment would amount to about $2
million. The annual cost of the free meals for the 30,000 children would
be about $1 million. Thus, the program would involve an annual outlay
of about $3 million.

The State of California and the Los Angeles County and City governments
have stated that they have no funds to meet any part of the $3 million
which would be required. On the basis of the formula contained in the
National School Lunch Act, the State of California got an apportionment
of over $6 million of school lunch program funds for 1964-65. They
feel that no portion of this amount could be allocated to Los Angeles
County.

Thus, we believe that the forestry program and the school lunch program
are two projects which could be of considerable assistance to poor
families in the Los Angeles area.
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We suggest that the President cite the projects illustrated in the
attached memorandum and indicate that these and other proposals will
be released in the normal course of program development.

Andrew F. ,r1 mmer

Enclosure

cc: Honorable Ramsey Clark
Mr. Jack Conway

U, ~



ADDITIONAL PROJECTS RECOMMENDED BY
PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE ON THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS

September 15, 1965

More than 20 projects are being recommended by the Task Force in
addition to the 49 projects approved by the President on September 2, 1965,
The total amount of money involved in the projects is still being estimated,
and the detailed descriptions are still being worked out. The following
are illustrative of the types of projects involved:

1) Food Stamp Program. The launching of a food stamp program
is under active discussion by the Department of Agriculture and Los Angeles
County officials, and there is good reason to expect that a program will
be inaugurated in the County. It is estimated that such a program would
provide substantial food purchasing assistance to over 100,000 needy
persons and would provide them with an annual Federal food subsidy of about
$8 million. A decision on this progam should be forthcoming within the
inext Teweeks,

2) Health Care for Low Income Families. Comprehensive health
services for pre-school children and school-age youths from low income
families and health care for mothers from low income families will be
provided. These projects will promote better health and reduce infant
mortality among poor people in the City and County of Los Angeles. The
annual cost will be about $2 million.

3) Social Security District Offices. A new Social Security
District Office will be opened in the Watts area within three weeks. This

unit will make the expanded services of Social Security available to

thousands of beneficiaries wo live in the area. Another new office will

be established to serve the East Los Angeles area. The necessary personnel

and operating funds will be provided.

4) Vocational Rehabilitation. The living standard of several
thousand families in the Los Angeles area will be improved by the vocational
rehabilitation of disabled people. An intensive program, using community
aides from the poverty area for neighborhood work will enroll approximately
5,000 persons in the new program, which is designed to serve both the
mentally and physically disabled0
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5) Multi-Service Center for New Urban Residents. A multi-
service center will be established in central Los Angeles to provide
information and counseling in employment, housing, educational
opportunities, health services, and family problems. The center will
concentrate on serving families which are new to urban living, and it
will emphasize the development of indigenous leadership in community
organizations.

6) Training of Professionals in Community Organization. A
grant will be made to a private foundation and to a State College to
train professionals in community organization. In addition, over
1500 people in the Los Angeles area will be trained for sub-pro-
fessional positions, especially in service activities.

7) Day-Care Facilities in Pasadena. To enlarge day-care
facilities in Pasadena and to develop other programs in that area,
two projects will be approved.

8) Assistance for East Los Angeles. To assist the residents
of East Los Angeles, projects such as family counseling and community
development will be undertaken. Three community centers and a child
development center will also be established.

how
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9:00 p.rm., Monday

September 27, 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 7

FROM Joe Califano

One of the things mentioned by civil rights leaders when we called them
on the civil rights reorganization, in addition to the VRhite House conference,
was the issuance of Ramsey Clark's report on Los Angeles. In your statement
of September 2, 1965, you said that a "comprehensive report is expected
from the Task Force shortly. "

I believe the Ramsey Clark report is now in shape to be issued and I
have a technique to insulate you from any problem that might arise while still
getting the full benefit of the report. It is bound to be a very popular document
with the civil rights leaders. Abe Fortas considers it an outstanding and
penetrating story. I recommend the following procedure:

1. That Ramsey Clark issue the report from his place at Justice.

2. That you issue the attached statement at the same time that Riamsey
issues his report. In the statement, you approve the recortmmendations:

a. A Bureau of Census analytical study be made on Los
Angeles in coordination with Governor Brown's Commission (Governor Brown,
John McCone, et al want this very badly);

b. That the Justice Departmeint prepare a first-rate riot
control training course for metropolitan police; and

c. That the ideas and suggestions discussed under various
topics in the report be refereed to the Brown Commission and the appropriate
Federal agencies (this is a compromise I worked out with McCone). Your
statement refers to Charlie Schultze for study by his Task Force on Inter-
Governmental Relations (an outside group of experts that Charlie has convened
that has been meeting for several weeks) the recommendation that a principal
Federal officer be appointed in the Los Angeles area. This gives you further
consideration by experts of your proposal and the option to decide later

Nothing else sent to
Central Files as of



after we have had some reaction from people like Brown and Yorty --
whether to send a principal Federal officer into the Los Angeles area. It
also gives us time to find the right person to send into the area. Thus, if
within a couple of weeks, Brown and Yorty urge you to adopt this proposal
(McCone believes you should adopt the proposal), we will be able to find
the right guy who can act on it. On the other hand, there is no need for
you to make any decision until and unless we present this to you as part
of next year's program.

Bill Moyers concurs in this method of handling the report. If you
approve Ramsey will go with the report tomorrow afternoon and we will
release your statement at the 4:00 p.m. briefing. I recommend approval.

Disapprove
6..o

Approve.



DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL STATEMENT FOR RELEASE WITH THE FINAL
REPORT OF THE TASK FOR CE ON THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS

The final report of the Presidential Task Force on the Los Angeles

riots is both constructive and comprehensive. Filled with grim facts and

human insights, it is the story of today's despair but of tomorrow's hope.

As I said before, and want to stress again, the riots in the Watts area

flowed from a shattering breech of deep-seated American principles. There

is no greater wrong in our democracy than violent, willful disregard of law.

But to decry disorder is not enough. Wv e must strike at the unjust

conditions from which the disorder largely flows, lest our body politic be

poisoned and our democracy endangered.

And let us also remember that the actions of the three thousand rioters

must not stay our compassion for the tens of thousands of needy citizens

in the riot area -- of every race and color -. who neither participated in

nor condoned the riots.

The Task Force I sent to Los Angeles .- led by Ramsey Clark, with

Andrew Brimmer, Assistant Secretary of Commerce, and Jack Conway,

Deputy Director of, the VH ar on Poverty -- was instructed to develop with the

help of Governor Brown, Mayor Yorty and other state and local officials the

best programs known to wipe out the causes of such violent outbursts.



The Task Force has now admirably discharged these responsibilities.

Many of the programs it has recommended are already underway.

We must await the work of Governor 3rown's Commission for the

full account of the riots and their causes. But the Task Force report is

an important first step forward. It points the way for Federal, state and

local governments to proceed jointly to launch their attack now not only on

the immediate tensions which triggered the riots, but also on the deeper

underlying problems. It also will be a valuable document for the leaders

and citizens of our other major cities.

As a result of the Task Force's recommendations, I am taking the

following actions:

FrtI am approving a number of additional self-help programs

more than 30 at a cost of over $20 million -- to complement the 49 projects

totalling $29 million and approved on September 2, 1965. These projects,

tailored to local needs, will increase job opportunities, provide better

health care for the young and improve the quality of education. But they will

do more. They will give to those of our underprivileged citizens an equal

chance to share in the benefits of our society. As before, the projects fall

within already authorized programs and funding levels.

Second, I have asked the Census Bureau immediately to undertake a

detailed analysis of southern Los Angeles to collect economic and

sociological data, in coordination with Governor Brown's Commission.
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Such a study will provide decision makers with an intelligent and rational basis

for shaping the most effective, long-range community action programs.

Third, I have directed the Justice Department to prepare a series

of first-rate riot control training programs for metropolitan police.

Fourth, I am sending to Governor Brown's Commission and all interested

Federal agencies for consideration the wide range of suggestions for further

programs and progress in the Task Force report.

Fifth, I am asking the Director of the Budget to refer to the Task Force

on Inter- Governmental Relations the matter of appointing on an experimental

basis, a principal Federal officer for Los Angeles who would coordinate and

expedite all Federal programs in the area.

Finally, we are going to intensify our efforts to find new and imaginative

ways to come to grips with the problems of our cities so that the tragic events

in Los Angeles will never be repeated.

The task ahead is difficult. I believe we will meet and overcome these

challenges. But the task is not one for the Federal government alone or the

state and local governments alone. It is a task to which each citizen must

devote his efforts.

For "justice in life and the conduct of the state is possible only as it

resides in the hearts and souls of the citizens ". So, I ask each of you to look

into your heart and soul to see for yourselves whether you treat your fellow

man justly and as you would have him treat you.

V4
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We all owe a debt of gratitude to Ramsey Clark, to Jack Conway

and Andrew Brimmer, and to Governor Brown and Mayor Yorty. to

Senator Kuchel, Congressmen Hawkins and Poosevelt, as well as to the

many Federal, state and local officials, community groups and clergymen

who gave their unstinting support to the work of the Presidential Task

Force.

man&,
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INTRODUCTION

The Los Angeles riots shocked a disbelieving American

public. Again, we were forced to recognize calamitous conditions

existing in our urban slums peopled primarily by Negroes. This

time it became clear that national action is necessary. In a

statement on August 26, 1965, President Johnson said:

We have all felt a deep sense of shock and dismay at
the riots last week in Los Angeles. I have expressed
my conviction that there is no greater wrong in our
democracy than violent or willful disregard of the law.

The President emphasized the urgency of a comprehensive and

effective attack upon the problems of urban America. He emphasized

that as far as the rioting in Los Angeles is concerned:

..we cannot let the actions of three or four thousand
rioters stay our compassion for the hundreds of thousands
of people in the City of Los Angeles -- of every race and
color -- who neither participated in, nor condoned the
riots. Many suffered at the hands of the rioters, many
are in need of help.

To assist in providing this help, the President sent

a team of federal officials to Los Angeles. This Task Force

arrived in California on August 26, 1965, and remained until

September 3rd. The assignment given by the President was,

...to develop with Governor Brown, Mayor Yorty and
other officials, a combined program to restore and
rehabilitate the damaged areas of Los Angeles.

The President further stated:

This program will be aimed at helping these citizens
affected by the riot to help themselves. In short, the



team's charter is to make available the best programs
now known to wipe out the causes of such violent outbursts.

The assignment called for action, not study and

research. The main objective was to assist State and local

officials in their efforts to improve conditions in the City

and County of Los Angeles and to coordinate and expedite federal

programs to support this objective. To this end, the Task Force

acquainted itself as fully as possible with the economic and

social environment within which the riot occurred.

Starting with Governor Brown, other State officials,

and the Governor's Commission to investigate the causes of the

riot, the Task Force closely coordinated its efforts with County

and City government, affected school districts, State and local

agencies, elective officials and representatives of private

community service units.

7 kr
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Briefly, the preservation of law and order must be

assured at all times. Utilization of every known technique of

riot prevention and the ready availability of an adequate police

force to control any riot situation are essential.

The underlying causes of the riot are numerous,

complex, and profound. Just as there is no sole cause, there

is no sole solution. Steps must be taken in virtually every,
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aspect of our national life, for the problems are not those

of one city alone.

From our experience, four points emerge clearly:

-- The needs of the poor in the city are immense;

-- The needs are urgent;

-- The needs can be filled only by the all-out effort
of every component of government--local, State and
Federal; of every element of nongovernmental group
action; and of the individual citizens, particularly
those involved;

-- The most that can be done is to help the disadvantaged
t help himself _- ,-'- 1

(i 1  (70, O '7arJOwA?2Lto/v e p/$'An ie Pf4 6 c

On September 2, 196 , the President approved an interim

report recommending 49 programs and project grants tailored to

provide immediate assistance/to all sections of Los Angeles in

need of help. The Task Force has since worked on developing some

35 additional projects and project grants. This report sets forth

its further recommendations.

The major recommendations for immediate action are as follows:

1. The appointment on an experimental basis of
a principal federal officer for the Los Angeles
area and an inter-agency technical task
force. The principal federal officer would
be charged with the responsibility of coor-
dinating and expediting federal services in
the area, and he would coordinate these services
with the state and local governments to assure
them full federal support in performance of their
responsibilities, the primary governmental
responsibilities of the area. The inter-agency
technical task force would operate under his
supervision to expedite the implementation of
all federal programs and project grants in the
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Los Angeles area directed at urban problems and
poverty, commencing with the 49 projects authorized
by the President on September 2, 1965.

2. Preparation and refinement by the Department of
Justice of riot control training programs, inter-
jurisdictional police coordination techniques,
and military liaison systems for metropolitan
police departments. Stimulation of the develop-
ment and production of riot control equipment for
police utilization with training as needed. As
indicated, a national conference or series of
conferences among police officials for riot preven-
tion and control training.

3. A detailed Bureau of the Census statistical analy-
sis of the recent curfew area of Los Angeles
designed to elicit and correlate all relevant
demographic, economic, and sociological data, sup-
ported by scientific attitude sampling and coordi-
nated with Governor Brown's Commission.

A proper balance among diligent efforts of all of our

governments is essential--not only to get the job done, but to

prevent that distortion of the Federal system which will under-

mine government. This requires the initiative, the determination

and the coordination of all government leadership. Strong inter-

govetnn §Tt ipi5-thfor-the. work of Governor Brown's Commission

L--an-serve as -a-mod-6tr-

Ultimately, the problems which exploded into violence in

Los Angeles are problems of how human beings treat one another,

not only through the institutions of their society, but individually.

Hope for the future rests on the good will and hard work of all

our people.
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I

THE RIOT ENVIRONMENT

The focal point of the riot was the South Los Angeles area,

which is heavily populated by Negroes. South Los Angeles is not

homogeneous. Some of the worst slums in the city are located in

its eastern portion, most of which could be classified as a poverty

area, while a substantial part of Los Angeles' Negro middle class

residential area is located in sections of the western portion.

Most of the rioting, arson and looting occurred on streets

parallel to the Harbor Freeway, which runs north and south and

divides South Los Angeles roughly in half. Considerably more of

the damage occurred in that portion of the area east of the Freeway.

It was ultimately necessary to impose a curfew in an area of about

46 square miles, 34.4 square miles inthe City and 11.6 square miles

in the County of Los Angeles outside the City. (See attached map.)

Exact demographic data are not available on each of the

sections of the curfew area. However, some information is available

on the curfew area as a whole, and on Watts in particular, which should

be helpful in giving a broad-brush profile of the area. It should

be noted that while Watts is popularly identified as the area in
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which the rioting occurred, it is actually only a very small part

(2.1 square miles) of the eastern portion of the curfew area.

The curfew area is heavily populated by Negroes. As shown

in Table 1, the total population in the curfew area is roughly

576,000, of which 317,000 (or 55 per cent) are Negroes. In the

curfew area within the City limits, Negroes make up aslightly

higher proportion, with about three-fifths of the Negroes in the

City of Los Angeles living within the curfew boundaries. In

the Watts district, the total population is about 35,000, with

30,000 (or 85 per cent) Negroes.

The curfew area is also among the most densely populated

in the City. In the City as a whole, there are about 5,900 persons

per square mile, and outside the curfew area the density is roughly

5,300 per square mile. Within the curfew area as a whole, there

are 12,500 persons per square mile, and for the City component the

figure is 13,000 per square mile. In Watts, the density jumps to

16,400, a ratio almost one-quarter above that for the curfew area

as a whole and nearly three times that for the entire city.

The great land area of the City and the sparse settlement

in some sectors make density comparisons difficult. Yet in Watts
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the over-crowding indicated by the density figures is confirmed

by the figures on residents per house, especially when it is

realized that the houses in the area are quite small. As shown

in Table 2, in the ten census tracts constituting that district,

population per household ranged between 3.59 and 5.44 in 1960.

This range was well above that for even the rest of the curfew

area and substantially higher than for the rest of the City.

The housing conditions in the South Los Angeles area

vary greatly. Renting seems to have dominated in 1960, yet there

was a high degree of home-ownership, although the ratio of owners

to renters was considerably smaller than in the rest of the City.

Since 1960, the trend has probably been toward owner-occupancy.

This trend is evident even in Watts, despite the heavy concentration

of renters in large public housing projects.

In 1960, about half of the homes in five census
tracts were owner-occupied. In two other tracts,
public housing projects dominated, and over 90
per cent of the dwelling units were rented.

The homes tend to be among the oldest in the
City, but there has been a considerable amount
of new construction. Over three-quarters of
the housing in the curfew area was built before
1939; about three-fifths of the housing in
Watts was in this category. This lower age
partly reflects the building of new public
housing projects in Watts since World War II.
But the continued building of new, single-family
homes in the area is also evident.



The physical appearance of the Watts residential
area is extremely uneven. There are neat rows
of lawn-fringed, well-kept houses bordered by
streets lined with palm trees. There are clean
streets, and the varied color schemes of many
houses--in keeping with the Southern California
tradition--do impart something of an atmosphere
of light and vigor.

However, many of the tree-lined streets end in dirt
roads and junk yards. Garbage trucks are sometimes
parked in residential areas. Isolated patches of
minor industries are back-to-back with homes, schools,
and playgrounds.

Underlying this uneven physical appearance are the

social and economic characteristics of a disadvantaged community--

ignorance, unemployment, poverty.

In 1960, the Watts population 25 years of age
and over had completed about 9.5 years of
schooling. This is higher than the national
average for Negroes but below that for the
remainder of the curfew area. Moreover, about
two-thirds had less than a high school edu-
cation, and about one in eight was illiterate.
In 1960, the unemployment rate among Negro
men in Los Angeles was nine per cent. But
in Watts, the lowest rate was 9.8 per cent
in one census tract, and it was ten per cent
or more in all other census tracts. In a
census tract where the median family income
was $2,404, the unemployment rate among men
was 29.0 per cent.
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In 1960, the median family income of Negroes
in Los Angeles was the highest for any major
city in the nation at $5,163. In one Watts
census tract, where the median years of
school completed were 10.7, the median family
income was $5,400. But most residents of
Watts were far less well off. In a census
tract where the median years of school com-
pleted were 10.1, the median family income
was $2,404. In seven of the ten census tracts
in Watts, the median family income was $4,500
or less. Finally, in a city in which the
cost of living is among the highest in the nation,
about half the families have incomes below $4,000
per year. Coupling these low family incomes with
the fact that families in Watts tend to be larger
than the average for the City as a whole, it is
evident that the general condition in Watts is
that of poverty.

In Watts, social disorganization is visible in a number of

ways:

The divorce rate is about one-and-one-half
times that for the City as a whole.

The number of households headed by a female
is also well above the average for the City.

About one-quarter of the families in Watts
receive public assistance.

In 1960, over half the children under 18 years
of age lived in broken homes with only one
parent present.

The ugliness of social disorder shows in many other ways:

Delinquency and school drop-out rates are among the
highest in the City.
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Watts is a haven for narcotics pushers,
addicts, and alcoholics.

It is a red-light district where prostitution
is open.

Gambling is commonplace.

Crime rates among Negroes in Los Angeles are particularly

high in relation to the total population, of which they constitute

16 per cent. In 1964, Negroes were suspects

in nearly 60 per cent of the murder cases;

in over half the cases of forcible rape;

in two-thirds of the robberies; and

in over half of the cases of aggravated assaults.

And a significant proportion of the crimes committed in South Los

Angeles are committed against other Negroes. In 1964, of the

nearly 10,000 cases of violent crimes committed by Negroes in

Los Angeles, over three-fifths were committed against other

Negroes.

Of 88 Negroes murdered, 85 were killed by Negroes.

More than 90 per cent of the Negro victims of
felonious assault were attacked by other Negroes.

Three-fourths of the Negro women forcibly raped
were raped by Negroes.

Over 90 per cent of the Negroes robbed were
robbed by Negroes.
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This high incidence of crimes has led to a heavy concen-

tration of police in South Los Angeles. For example, during the

fiscal year 1964-65, annual police cost per capita inthe curfew

area was about $28, compared with $19 in the rest of the City.

Per square mile, such cost in each area was $401,552 and $99,451,

respectively. Translated into manpower, these budget figures

clearly imply a far greater presence of policemen in South Los

Angeles than in the rest of the City. They also imply that frequent

contact between police and residents of the community is a con-

tinuing feature of the environment.

The above demographic characteristics of South Los Angeles

are unmistakable indices of poverty, social disorganization, and

dependency. The economy of the area is equally dependent. In the

entire curfew area, there is only one major industrial plant. All

other sources of employment in the area, with the exception of some

small machine shops and needle trades establishments, are in retail

trade and to a lesser extent in services. There are few industrial

opportunities for the unskilled or semi-skilled worker in this

part of the City.

The real industrial growth of the last seven years has

centered primarily east of South Los Angeles, in the City of Industry,
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City of Commerce, and Orange County. If a resident of South Los

Angeles is to pursue such industrial opportunities, assuming that

he has or can obtain the skills to compete for the available jobs,

he must travel a considerable distance to work--perhaps as much

as 15 to 20 miles each way. Yet, in April, 1965, only about one-

quarter of the households in the curfew aone possessed at least one

automobile, and only nine per cent possessed two cars.

Consequently, the residents of the South Los Angeles area

must rely primarily on public transportation, and here they face a

particularly difficult situation. The Metropolitan Transit

Authority provides service in the central area of the City at a

basic rate. It also provides service in several zones beyond the

central area, but each new zone entails an increment in fare. In

much of the area south of the City--in which a great deal of the

area's industry is concentrated--three separate bus lines are in

operation, and there is no system of free transfers. Another

separate line operates to the east of the central area.

Moreover, the heavy traffic movement is the round-trip from

the suburbs to the central city and return, and the bus schedules

are designed to facilitate it. The service from South Los Angeles
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to both the central city and the suburbs is less

adequate, partly because of the smaller volume of

traffic. And because of inadequate public transporta-

tion, there is greater reliance on private automobiles,

which further lessens the effective demand for public

transportation.

This pattern is a striking illustration of how

a part of the population can be excluded from an economic

system by being too poor to pay their way into it. And

the pattern holds a number of important implications for

the residents of South Los Angeles who must rely on public

transportation: it means a long journey to work, in many

cases as much as two hours each way. It also means an

expensive journey; even within the central area, a round-

trip may cost as much as $1.78. These distances and

cost factors weigh particularly heavily on the most

disadvantaged residents of the City--the unemployed

seeking work, the aged seeking guidance, and public welfare

recipients seeking assistance.
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II

THE RIOT AFTERMATH

A detailed description of the events which led to

and constituted the Los Angeles riot will have to await the

work of Governor Brown's Commission, as will detailed infor-

mation on the people involved in and affected by the riot.

It was not the purpose of the Task Force to describe the riot

itself, but rather to help State and local officials alleviate

the suffering caused by it. Suffice it to say that between

August 11 and August 15, South Central Los Angeles was swept

by lawless and bloody rioting such as has not been seen in

this country in recent years--a national tragedy.

The extent of the riot can be gleaned from some of

the bare statistics--34 persons reported dead, 895 injured,

and about 4,000 arrested. In addition to this dreadful toll

in human lives and suffering, there was a staggering amount

of property damage. Two-hundred-nine buildings were destroyed,

536 damaged and about 150 looted.

The immediate consequences of the riot in terms of

hunger and housing were minimized by the response of public

and private welfare assistance. There appears to be no general

increase in the need for food and the housing in the area was

virtually undamaged.
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Surveys of the area report that there is no

substantial health hazard from the riot debris. Special-

ists have likewise reported no imminent danger to persons

from potential collapse of damaged structures. The burned-

out premises are a grim reminder of the violence which was

unleashed but offer no immediate hazard to the people living

in the area.

It is still too early to provide an estimate of

the full cost of the riot to the City of Los Angeles. However,

the preliminary estimate places property damage in the neighbor-

hood of $45 million--about $25 million in damage to structures and

about $20 million in damage to fixtures and inventories.

Within the immediate riot area, the most severe

impact was on local retail trade. Of the 200-odd buildings

destroyed, 42 were food markets, 23 were liquor stores, and

19 were furniture outlets. A substantial majority of the

commercial buildings destroyed were owned by absentee land-

lords. While most of the buildings were insured, a fairly

large percentage of the operations carried no insurance on

their fixtures and inventories.
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III

COMMUNITY ATTITUDES

The Negro Community remains tense. There is widespread

anger and bitterness. But there is also considerable hope and

dedication to the future of the community. A full evaluation of

the extent and depth of these feelings has not been possible.

However, several clear themes are evident in the mosaic of attitudes

in the Negro Community. These have been expressed with emotion,

urgency and eloquence--but in many instances, with simple harshness.

The best way to convey a sense of the Negro Community's

feelings is to set them forth as the people themselves expressed

them. The quotations set forth on the following pages reflect

attitudes which--whether justified or not--do much to explain

behavior in the community.

There is obviously great hostility toward the "white power

structure":

"The white power structure wants us to stay
in our place, to be kept in poverty, in ghettos,
uneducated, on relief."

"We're tired of the lies, false promises, and
shenanigans of the power structure."

"Everything is handed down to us by the power
structure. We are never permitted to partici-
pate in planning or in action."

"Welfare relief is rammed down our throats."
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A companion theme is the deep resentment of outsiders who are

viewed by the people as exploiting the community:

Everything in the slums is absentee: We
have absentee teachers, absentee business,
absentee landlords, absentee politicians,
and we even have absentee preachers."

"This is colonialism in America; the Negro
ghetto is just a colony.i

All money and success go out of the area
and leave misery behind."

The people of Watts compiled a catalogue of complaints

describing the burdens borne by those who live outside the circle

of today's prosperity, outside looking in. Typical among the

grievances:

"Watts is Los Angeles' dumping ground. We
carry the burden of poverty, crime, vice, the
immigration of poor and disadvantaged for the
entire city."

"We pay higher prices for poorer food. When
food spoils in whitey's store, it's brought
to Watts and the prices are raised. We pay
314 for a loaf of day old bread that they
didn't sell in Hollywood yesterday for 27e.

"We can't borrow money, buy homes, obtain
insurance.

They feel that their children are getting inferior educations.
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ghettoo education is a sham. Our kids learn
nothing. The teachers are afraid and don't
try to help. Our children are promoted to
get rid of them whether they've learned
anything or not.

"We get fewer certified teachers than the
rest of the city."

'They don't teach our kids the things they
need to know to get jobs. They don't do
enough for kids from bad homes to make up
for what they don't get in the home, like
an interest in books."

'Our schools don't get enough supplies.i

"They don't do anything to teach our kids
that Negroes are part of American history."

There is considerable bitterness toward public assistance.

A fairly large number of people looked on such assitance as an

excuse to avoid coming to grips with the fundamental problem of

unemployment.

"We resent crooked, twisted laws. Relief
has hurt many people."

Programs for welfare are mere shadows
helping few, hurting many.

"Our fathers and husbands have been driven
from our homes."

"We don't want relief. We want independence
that only good jobs can give.'
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In virtually every conversation, strong feelings about

police-community relations were registered. But there was also

an undertone of desire to improve such relations:

"The police brutalize the Negro. Many young
Negroes get police records which ruin their
chances for employment."

There is widespread fear and distrust: people
of people, police of people, and people of
police.

If
Negro crime hurts Negroes far more than whites
because most Negro crime is against Negroes.
We have to reduce Negro crime."

You have to obey the law to make progress.
We know that."

A sense of frustration, disillusionment, alienation,

depersonalization and hopelessness was expressed.

The people here are confused and disillusioned
because they came to California for a better
life. They hoped for more and expected more.
They were funneled into the slums as they
arrived and there is no way out."

"There is so little humaneness in our lives--
how can we have self-respect?I

We aren't treated as humans. They still call
us Boy. Boy lives in the jungle with Tarzan.
We've got names."

"I felt during the rioting and looting deep
inside that it just doesn't make any dif-
ference."
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"There is nothing to live for in the slums.
If I'm killed, there'll just be one less
bum on the streets."

These feelings have led some to make strident demands for change,

sometimes coupled with dire warnings. While such themes were

voiced primarily by young people, they were also expressed by

some older people, including a new kind of leadership responding

to the sense of frustration in the Negro community.

"This is a new day. The young Negro will
demand a better deal. We will no longer
turn the other cheek."

"A lot of us are beginning to feel that
riots are all they understand. This is
the only way to talk to downtown."

"There will be a holocaust if changes do
not come fast."

The one theme that emerged in every conversation was the

pressing need for jobs. Many believed jobs would solve most

problems, and their overriding importance was expressed with

persistence and urgency. The expansion of job opportunities

for men with limited skills was advanced as the single, most

vital quest of the Negro community:

"The Negro is the last hired and the first
fired."

"We are discriminated against in hiring, in
promotion, in all aspects of economic and
social activity."
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"We can get only menial jobs, common
labor, maids; even our college graduates
have trouble securing good jobs."

"Our problems are basically economic.
This is the have nots against the haves.
There is little racial hatred among
Negroes."

"We need employment. Give us jobs and
everything else will take care of itself.
Jobs first."

"We don't want any make-work or relief work.
We want real work that gives self-respect."

"The fathers of our families need the first
jobs. Family life is breaking down because
the father is not the bread winner."

And in the future, the people want to participate

in the decision-making process and to share in shaping their

own lives.

"If the people in the depressed areas can
participate in the planning and execution
of welfare and poverty programs, they will
be doing better."

"White people always survey us and experiment
on us. They get the grants. Let us experi-
ment on ourselves."

Despite the bitterness, the frustration, and the widespread

sense of hurt and disillusionment, there is hope and a commit-

ment to get on with the vital task of community reconstruction

and development. There is a desire for understanding and help.
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"There are many dedicated, hard-working
people in Watts who want to help it to a
better life. Remember that most of the
people in even the worst areas are law-
abiding, self-supporting people of good
will."

"We want beauty in our lives: good shopping
centers, good housing, clean homes and
streets."

"We must avoid haste in rebuilding and developing
to be sure of good planning and that we can
support and keep a decent area."

"We must help the people to help themselves.
Watts should be planned out, improved by
the people of Watts."

"We have got to establish communications with
the City and get to work. We've argued enough
about our problems and complaints. Now we've
got to build."

The white community has been deeply shocked by what it has

seen. It is far less sympathetic to and has greater difficulty

trying to understand the needs of the poverty areas than before

the riots. It is now concerned with safety and police prevention

of further rioting. The riots have generated strong support for

the Police Department as the representative of law and order.

Between August 13 and noon of August 27, the Office of the Chief

of Police received 17,864 letters and telegrams, more than 99.3

per cent of them commendatory.
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The prevalent attitude in the white community is to condemn

the lawlessness, the impatience, and the destruction. There is a

wide feeling that the Negro community lacks gratitude for recent

economic and civil rights advances and that its demands will grow.

Many feel that relief and welfare should be reduced and police

control tightened. Many see a close connection between peaceful

demonstrations for civil rights and the rioting. They fear a

breakdown in respect for the law. And many in the white community

have expressed a determination not to yield to demands related to

violence and feel that assistance to the riot areas rewards lawlessness.

On the other hand, strong efforts are underway or being

formulated by a variety of private groups in the white community,

working alone or in cooperation with Negroes, to develop and carry

out programs designed to remedy the problems of poverty and to

close the communications gap.

Quite clearly, the rioting has further separated the Negro and

white communities in Los Angeles. The Negro community has drawn

more to itself and feels a greater urgency about its plight. The

white community has focused on the public safety.

If real progress is to be made, it is imperative to build

bridges of understanding founded on mutual efforts to solve problems

affecting the whole of the Los Angeles community.
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IV

THE TASK AHEAD

The Los Angeles rioting is over. We must learn its hard

lessons and take the steps necessary to see that such a tragedy

never happens again. Its causes exist unchanged, and not only

in Los Angeles. Some of the tensions we can relieve immediately.

The forty-nine projects approved by the President on September 2,

1965, while striking at causes, should help ease tensions in

Los Angeles. The real challenge to our nation, of course, lies

not in relieving tension, but in eliminating causes. This is

the long-range task ahead. It will require patient, determined,

massive effort.

Adequate police protection must be assured to every com-

munity now. Rioting will not wait while its causes are eliminated.

Wherever necessary, police power must be supplemented until law

enforcement capability is clearly sufficient.

In the long run, however, we cannot solve the problems of

our slums by police power. To endeavor to do so would not only be

foreign to our ideals, it would betray a tragic misunderstanding

of the profound problems of the slum. It is no more possible to

suppress rioting where its causes are fermenting than it is to

hold the lid on a boiling pot.
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The task of eliminating poverty and rebuilding our slums

is immense. It can be accomplished only by the balanced and

diligent effort of all our governments--local, state, and

federal--of labor and business, and by the involvement and

concern of the people themselves.

A central factor is the concentration of unemployment

in the slum areas. When we generalize about the nation's

unemployment rates of four to six per cent of the labor force,

we ignore the impact of its concentration in areas such as

Watts, where it can reach one in three persons.

On the other hand, in considering slum areas we tend

to overlook the fact that most of the families and individuals

living within them are law-abiding, self-supporting people of

good will who contribute constructively to the welfare of the

area. That they are able to maintain hope and heart amidst

the ugliness, the vice and crime, the filth and hardship that

surround their daily lives is a tribute to their character

and strength.

The Negro is particularly afflicted by poverty, and,

despite appearances of advancement, it is quite possible that
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the gap between the poor Negro and the middle-class communities,

both Negro and white, is increasing. There is nothing new

about the plight of impoverished Negroes. It may be worsening.

As technology advances, as the need for technical skills

increases, as automation replaces labor, the unskilled are

more disadvantaged than ever before.

Essentially, the task is to provide for full participation

in our society by the poor, the uneducated, the minority.

While in Los Angeles, the Task Force discussed these

problems with State and local government leaders and representatives,

with church and other private groups working in slum areas, with

the people of the slums themselves. The Task Force learned much

from these meetings which can guide Los Angeles and other major

cities of the nation in attacking these problems. The following

sections attempt to describe and categorize these problems and

their possible solutions for study and action by all concerned

citizens.
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A. Employment

The most important and immediate task is to put people to

work and to make sure that opportunities are provided for people

with ability to be promoted on their merits. The high unemploy-

ment statistics and low income figures in the Watts and South

Los Angeles areas tell only part of the story. They do not tell

of the frustration felt by able-bodied men who have unsuccess-

fully sought employment time after time at employment offices,

union halls, and private businesses around the city. They do

not tell of the humiliation felt by men who stay at home with

their children while their wives support them because they them-

selves cannot find work. They do not tell of the despair of

men who feel themselves trapped in menial, low-paying jobs for

the rest of their lives or until the jobs disappear. They do

not tell of the destruction of the capability and the will to

work and the slow and difficult task of rehabilitation before

men can become productive. And they do not tell of the social

dynamite locked inside the clusters of angry unemployed men

seen on the streets of the slum, day after day and night after

night. These are the raw materials of riots.

Employment must be meaningful. It cannot be make-work.

It is necessarily closely related to education, to training

and to apprenticeship, particularly in areas where oppor-

tunities have been limited.
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Job opportunities can be expended directly in a number of ways.
Some of the ways to be considered are:

1. Greater participation by industry and business in
on-the-job training and development of unskilled
labor from deprived areas for the permanent work
force.

2. Liberalization by labor of its policies and standards
for unskilled labor, on-the-job training, and
apprenticeship.

3. Review and liberalization of rigid employment
standards by industry and civil service which
arbitrarily and permanently exclude otherwise
able men because of police records, mixed employ-
ment experience, and limited formal education and
training.

4. Greater efforts by business, labor, public and
private employment services and others to ease
and expedite bringing jobs and the unemployed
together.

5. Provision of more and better adapted training
programs, and grants from government, industry,
foundations, and other sources to build the skills
of the nation.

6. Work demonstration programs to provide work experience
and make subsequent employment possible.

7. Intensification of vocational training and rehab-
ilitation programs.

8. Establishment of training and job development
centers to coordinate and provide training and
placement activities.

9. Expansion of employment opportunities to meet the
manpower needs of federal agencies such as the
Forest Service.
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10. Encouragement or requirement by the Department of
Defense and other agencies that federal contractors
list all job needs with the United States Employ-
ment Service.

11. Reaching first those who need employment most --
father, the family head, and others.

12. By the combined efforts of churches, private enter-
prises, school system and other government efforts,
provision of nursery and child care centers for
thousands of mothers who have no place to leave
their children while they work.

13. Utilization of private trade school capacities
for slum youths.

Indirectly, job opportunities can also be increased through the stimula-
tion of new businesses and the expansion of existing firms. Among the
possibilities to be considered are:

1. Location of new industry and high employment
businesses in or near slum areas.

2. Provision of better loans and other aids to
small businesses and homeowners in slum areas.

3, Establishment of small business development
centers with the support of groups like a
chamber of commerce or merchants association.

4. Provision of local Negro business opportunity
and particularly that which has employment
potential to tie to community interests and
to keep more wealth in slum areas.

5. Provision of development loan funds for
technical assistance for slum areas.

6. Small Business Administration loans to
businesses in the area and for cleaning
up the area.
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Other basic improvements of the economic base of the slum
areas would also support greater employment opportunities.
Some suggestions to be considered are:

1. Study and improvement of public transporta-
tion in the slum areas to increase the range
of employment opportunities and reduce trans-
portation cost to the poor.

2. Better opportunity for reasonable, normal
risk, fire and casualty insurance to permit
business to compete and equitable automobile
insurance to promote mobility of the labor
force within the metropolitan area.
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B. Education

Second in immediate importance, and with vast long-

range importance, is education. It is inextricably related

both to employment and to the full involvement of all of our

people in all aspects of our life. If many of the problems

of urban areas are to be alleviated, the exclusion of great

numbers of our people from full participation in American life

must end. Education is the door through which the outsider

can walk in. It must be held wide open if we are not to consign

many in future generations to idleness, unproductiveness, and

perhaps destructiveness.

Los Angeles is still experiencing dramatic population

growth; the city school system must deal with a pupil popula-

tion growth of 30,000 annually. Despite rapid expansion of

physical facilities, this growth has required many split

sessions throughout the city, including the Watts and South

Los Angeles areas.

Compounding this problem is the fact that in-

coming population in the Watts and South Los Angeles areas

is made up largely of Negroes who have just moved from rural

areas in the South. The transition from rural to urban life

is very slow and is made even more difficult by poverty,
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unemployment, the quality of prior education, minimal contact

with the dominant culture of the city, breakdown in family

life, and despair. These factors present special challenges

to the city school system.

Significant efforts must be made to insure that the

quality of the education meets the area needs. Citizen

dissatisfaction with schools should be studied for action on

just complaints. Some matters to be considered are:

1. Increasing the number of classrooms and
other school facilities serving these
areas.

2. Training, hiring, and assigning highly
skilled, highly motivated personnel to
the schools in such areas.

a. Expanding the existing special
internship program for teacher
trainees in these areas.

b. Developing and implementing an in-
service training program for teachers
and counselors in both academic matters
and human relations.

c. Providing a system of premium pay for
highly skilled, highly motivated, and
effective teachers and counselors
working in depressed area schools.
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3. Insuring that the teaching materials and
the curricula are meeting the needs of
the community.

a. Providing English language
instruction at all levels for pupils
from homes where Spanish and other
foreign languages are spoken.

b. Developing teaching materials which
give Negro, Mexican American and
other ethnic minority youngsters a
sense of being a part of the past,
present and future of America.

c. Equipping and designing vocational
training courses to meet the needs
of depressed communities.

d. Developing special cultural enrichment
activities and curricula to fill needs
which are not met within many of the
homes of the area.

e. Placing remedial programs under
scrutiny to ensure that they are
achieving the ends for which they
were designed.

4. Developing closer ties to the community.

a. Regular meetings of the school board
and the top administrators of the
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system with parents and involved
members of these communities in
order to learn more about their
perceptions of the school system
and to explain school programs to
them. Teachers and counselors
should become more deeply involved
in the life of the communities their
schools serve.

b. Placing greater emphasis on drawing
parents and active community leaders
into school activities, and drawing
school aides from the community more
and more frequently.

c. Developing close ties between
counselors and employers, both
within and outside the areas in
which such schools are located.

d. Considering utilization of depressed
area schools as community centers
after school hours so that a number
of additional community needs can be

met.

5. Increasing the number and scope of pre-school

programs to minimize learning handicaps of

the underprivileged.

6. Full implementation of Operation Head Start

on a year-round basis.

7. Utilizing recreational activities to increase

the school-orientation of pupils in depressed

areas.
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8. Developing special back-to-school programs
and making efforts to reduce the number of
dropouts using, where possible, local
people who have excelled in their professions.

9. Using high school vocational facilities at
night for imparting needed skills to
unemployed adults.

10. Increase of programs by which the poor can
work while obtaining advanced education.
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C. Health

The incidence of ill health among the population of

the South Los Angeles area is the highest in the city. This

holds true whether one looks at minor childhood diseases,

major debilitating illnesses of adulthood, or at death rate

statistics. In 1960, what is roughly the curfew area had

about 18 per cent of the city's totalpopulation, but the

reported incidence of some of the serious diseases was as

follows:

Disease Per cent Disease Per cent

Measles 26 Encephalitis 22

Mumps 26 Hepatitis Infections 25

Rheumatic Fever 43 Streptococcal Infec-
tions 27

Meningitis 23 Tuberculosis 28

Whooping Cough 45 Venereal Infections 46

Food Poisoning 42

In 1961 in the South Los Angeles area, the overall

death rate was about 22 per cent higher than that for the
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remainder of the city. Death rates among infants in the area

were about 40 per cent higher, fetal deaths 49 per cent

higher, and neo-natal deaths 37 per cent higher than for the

rest of the city. Since low income and limited access to

medical facilities restrict contact with physicians and other

medical personnel in poverty areas, the real incidence of

diseases may well be greater than that reported in the

statistics.

But the statistics on diseases and death rates do

not tell the entire story of the adverse impact of ill health

on the city'spopulation living in poor areas. Ill health has

a particularly adverse effect on pre-school and school-aged

children. It retards the development of strong bodies, and

it also poses serious obstacles to effective learning. Among

adults, lingering illnesses reduce the ability to compete for

steady jobs, and they greatly restrict efficiency.

A vigorous campaign is necessary to improve the

health of the population living in the poverty areas of

South Los Angeles. Some of the suggestions to be considered are:
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1. New programs in maternal health, childhood
health, tuberculosis control, venereal
disease control, and chronic disease control.

2. Psychiatric out-patient clinics and resident
patient centers.

3. Well-rounded school lunch and milk programs
to improve nutrition among school children.

4. Improvement of methods of surplus food
distribution and food budget supplementa-
tion such as by a food stamp plan.

5. Expansion of school medical facilities, both
to improve general health and to treat health
problems which cause educational problems.
For example, a larger number of physicians
and nurses would permit examination of more
students as an adjunct to remedial reading
classes.

6. Clinics in strategic locations in the area to
facilitate dissemination of information to
assist low-income parents who ask for help in
planning the size of their families.

7. Establishment of treatment facilities for
alcoholics and narcotics addicts.

From most locations in the area, residents must travel

a considerable distance (perhaps as much as ten miles) to the

nearest hospital. The construction of a large modern hospital in

the area may well be considered. Medical clinics are needed

throughout. Moreover, the operation of such institutions would

greatly expand job opportunities for semi-skilled adults.
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D. Physical Environment

The physical condition of any community has a

significant impact on the minds and spirits of the people who

live there and on their images of themselves. This is as

true in the Watts and South Central areas as it is on Park

Avenue. Much has been made of the fact that Watts does not

look like Harlem and the congested Negro areas of other large

cities. This is certainly true. It is also true, however,

that there are few other places in this country where the

contrast between the appearance of the areas inhabited by

the "haves" and those inhabited by the "have nots" is as

dramatic as it is in Southern California. Nor is the leisure

time of the "haves" as widely publicized any other place as

it is in Southern California. The sun, sand, surf, and the

view from the hills make up no part of life in Watts.

The dominant impression one carries away from a

visit to South Los Angeles is that it is primarily a

community of small single homes with small lawns, many of them
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attractive. But, many of the dwellings in Watts and South

Central Los Angeles are dilapidated and deteriorating. Many

of the buildings in the commercial areas are poorly constructed

and badly maintained. Many are dirty and badly tended. Some

streets are littered and the pavement is broken. The area

contains many people who have just left rural areas of the

South and are unaccustomed to urban life. Despite these

factors, however, there is also clear physical evidence that

the area contains many people who want to live in dignity and

in an attractive community.

The task is to make of the area a place where

people want to live. Some of the steps to be considered

are:

1. Facilitating low cost loans for home purchases
and improvements.

2. Providing additional low cost housing to
decrease the population density in the area,
and distributing such housing to areas which
are not now predominately Negro or Mexican
American.
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3. Developing attractive commercial, social
service, and recreation centers.

4. Encouraging the formation of merchants'
associations which, in addition to promoting
fair commercial practices, would also promote
better maintenance of commercial properties.

5. Developing, by both public and private
agencies, programs to help newcomers from
rural areas make the transition to urban
life.

6. Encouraging greater neighborhood involvement
by landlords who do not live in the area.

7. Assuring fair enforcement of health codes
and zoning and building ordinances in slum
areas.

8. Providing incentives for landlords to maintain
their premises, to make rentals competitive,
and to eliminate oppressive collection techniques.

9. Developing urban renewal techniques which
encourage balanced distribution of the rich,
middle class and poor, and of the whites and
minority races.

10. Mobilization of the youth for neighborhood
clean-up, fix-up, paint-up campaigns.

11. Provision of funds for major cleaning and
beautification projects.

12. Rent supplement programs.
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E. Community Participation
and Communication

To a very considerable degree, the people of the

poverty areas are non-participants and voiceless in community

affairs. Property owners, business operators, and persons

working in the better-paying jobs in the area tend to live

beyond its boundaries. Public assistance and welfare programs

are administered from outside. Community development is

deterred by lack of involvement of residents, and understanding

of community problems is burdened by inadequate communication

between the segregated societies.

Even before the riot, the Negro and white communities

in Los Angeles were drifting apart, and the riot has accel-

erated the pace. The riot itself was in large part an

expression of a deep feeling of alienation. The property

destroyed or damaged by the rioters belonged for the most part

to absentee owners or proprietors from the other community.

The reasons for the increasing separation of the two

communities are numerous and complex. De facto residential

segregation over the years has had much to do with it. Middle
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class business and professional Negroes have had, and continue

to have, day-to-day contact with their white counterparts.

However, there has been virtually no communication between

Negroes in the low-income category and white people--aside

from the purely official encounter, and the latter in many

cases did little to enhance mutual respect.

With the passage of the major pieces of civil rights

legislation, some feel that Negroes have achieved the primary

goals for which they were struggling and that the time has

come to shift the expenditure of energies in other directions.

On the other hand, it appears that for most Negroes in

Los Angeles the traditional goals of the civil rights movement

have not been particularly germane--public accommodations

have been open to them, they have had the right to vote,

and state laws did not require segregated schools. Yet they

feel they have real grievances--grievances about restricted

job opportunities, discrimination in employment, and inferior

educational and social services. And a deep frustration seems

to come from the belief that they are not included in the

making of decisions which affect their own future.
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There is a critical need for greater understanding

on the part of both Negroes and white people of the

major trends reshaping the conditions under which they are

both living. There has been communication between white

leaders and Negro leaders in the past. Such communication is

continuing. But it is vital that the white community realize

that a new type of leadership has emerged in the Negro

community, a leadership which is new, untested, and rela-

tively unknown. These are the people who have been thrown

up by the new departures in the drive for full participation

in the main stream of society. These are no longer the

middle class and professional leaders who have grown up with

the established churches and the traditional civil rights

organizations. Instead, they are people who are emerging

increasingly from the ghettos themselves. While they may not

be well trained or particularly skilled in the techniques

of communication and the management of social change, they

do seem to enjoy the trust and confidence of the masses in

whose name they speak. It is a matter of the greatest im-

portance that these new leaders be understood,
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because increasingly it is through them that the restive

minorities in our major cities will be reached.

The importance of participation in community affairs

and of effective communication with government and civic

leadership can scarcely be underestimated. Among the matters

to be considered are:

1. Strong community action programs, struc-
turing the people of the slums into
effective action organizations.

2. Strong area Chambers of Commerce, Better
Business Bureaus, and merchant associ-
ations, communicating with the people.

3. Advisory groups of local residents to
government agencies dealing extensively
in poverty areas.

4. Newspaper and communications media coverage
of attitudes, needs, and activities in
poverty areas.

5. Recognition and consideration of leadership
and people in poverty areas by public and
private interests involved in the area.

6. Greater church and social organization
activity in slums.

7. Utilization of local groups at grass-root
levels for grants for community development.
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8. Education of people in the slums on how to
qualify for and receive benefits from social
security, public welfare and assistance,
and related government programs to assure
their participation and exercise of rights.

9. Expansion of the channels of communication
between the white and Negro communities with
increased effort to understand emerging new
leaders and their opinions.

10. Development of programs for training youth
in leadership in community affairs.
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F. Crime and Delinquency

Crime and delinquency are major problems in the

Negro community. They have a corrosive effect on the whole

community, and in Los Angeles, as elsewhere, the toll for

the Negro slum is particularly high. The statistics on

Negro crime show dramatically that Negroes themselves suffer

severely from crimes committed by other Negroes. They suffer

as the victims of crime, they suffer from fear of crime, and

their children suffer in a wide variety of ways from the

insidious effects of growing up in an atmosphere where crime

is prevelant.

There are many reasons for the high crime rate among

Negroes. Clearly the strong feeling of alienation from

society held by many of the minority poor, and the feeling

that society's rules, laws, and customs are designed to

oppress them do little to encourage respect for law or for

property. Certainly joblessness and idleness among adult and

juvenile males are significant contributing factors.

Need, hopelessness and the failure to feel a sense of human

dignity are also contributing factors.
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But understanding the causes of Negro crime does

not explain it away or lessen the urgency of attacking it.

Implementing the suggestions contained in other sections of

this report will go a long way toward alleviating this

problem -- for crime has as many sources as there are socio-

logical and psychological ills in the slum.

An exhaustive study of this subject is being made

by the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice. At this time, we only note some

of the more apparent needs observed by the Task Force in

south central Los Angeles.

A. Among suggestions to be considered are:

1. Vigorous, but humane and understanding,
enforcement of the law in low income areas
with a substantial deployment of uniformed
Negro officers to this task.

2. The creation of more neighborhood centers
and settlement houses in Negro areas, and
vigorous total community financial and
volunteer support for such enterprises.

3. Extension and intensification of youth
activities--boys clubs, scouting, police
athletic league programs in core city areas.
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4. Additional constructive Neighborhood Youth
Corps projects for deprived minority youth.

5. Community action programs within the slums
by indigenous leaders, by churches and by
other groups within the area to develop work
projects, recreational programs, and other
activities which can challenge and engage
the youth.

6. Improved correction systems with better
supervision on probation.

7. Tighter control of traffic in guns.
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G. Riot Prevention

We cannot tolerate riots. While eliminating their

causes, we must protect society from their occurrence. But

riots will occur when conditions conducive to rioting exist.

The arrests of August 11 were only the spark that

ignited a highly combustible environment. In one part of a

city, a murderer can stab a woman to death while 30 people

observe and no one calls the police. In another, a riot starts

over what may be a quite commonplace arrest. Had the same

incident occurred in Beverly Hills, a riot would not have been

possible.

Among the matters to be considered in riot control

are:

1. Thorough riot control training throughout
the police force and auxiliaries.

2. Planning and coordination between all local
law enforcement officials and state police.

3. Planning and coordination with National
Guard units.

4. Liaison with the United States Department
of Defense.

5. Development of better techniques of
gathering information in riot-potential
areas and groups.
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6. Development of the best riot control
equipment and trained personnel.

7. Intensive human relations counselling and
discipline in all police personnel.

8. Cultivation of programs designed to provide
broad and frequent social contact between
citizens and individual policemen, such as
speaking assignments, school activity partici-
pation, and civic and social organization
activity by the police.
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H. Public Administration

One of the major impediments to the effectiveness of

public programs to assist the poor is the excessive fragmenta-

tion of responsibility for their administration. City

government administers urban renewal plans, county govern-

ment welfare programs, state government employment services,

and the Federal Government social security. A city-wide

governing body separate from the city government operates

the schools. Medical services are divided between several

governmental units. Programs for the disadvantaged cut

across all of these and involve scores of agencies at all

levels of government.

The ordinary channels of political action do not

provide sufficient sustained impetus for serving the im-

poverished. They are a minority whose voice is relatively

small. The lack of organization and effective leadership

keeps the small voice which might be raised from being

heard.
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The stratified structure of civil service offers

another impediment to effective programs. There are many

advantages in a strong civil service structure, but responsive-

ness to the needs of the poor is not necessarily one of them.

The remoteness of the decision-makers from the daily operation

of programs can lead to an insensitive and often uninformed

decision-making process. Control by regulation with narrow

areas of discretion is a normal bureaucratic method of operation.

In addition, promotion policy of a service can tend to accentuate

rigidity in the system. Where entry at the lowest level of a

particular service is the rule and lateral entry into the

hierarchy is very unusual, diligent attention to regulations

handed down through the system becomes the guarantee to

advancement.

The net result of high strata decision-making and

rigid promotions from within is an administrative structure

remote from the day-to-day needs of the people. Administrative

housekeeping rules will then displace substantive goals as the

primary motivation for agency action.
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The absence of government service facilities within

the ghetto area of Los Angeles is a matter of concern. The

employment service, which is almost completely funded by

federal monies, did not, prior to the riots, have any counselo

in the poverty-stricken areas. Public welfare had no offices

or workers in the affected area. There is no federal Social

Security office in the area.

The tasks to be performed to improve the administra-

:ion of programs for the impoverished areas are neither elusive

nor impossible. Among the matters to be considered are:

1. Establishment of a central clearing house,
including all branches of government, for
services to the poor. This group should
review on a regular basis the goals of
various programs and the degree to which
they are being achieved.

2. Establishment of offices within easy reach
of the people to be served, including
experimentation with local "supermarkets"
of government service.

3. Emphasis at all levels of administration of
the attitude that programs are to serve the
people and not to provide employment for
government workers.
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4. Wherever possible, recruiting of administrative
personnel from among the poor neighborhoods
served.

5. Creation and nurture of devices to insure a
constant flow of information from the people
to the decision makers on a first-hand basis.

6. Institution of experiments in satisfying the
basic needs of the people which shortcut the
government hierarchy and provide direct aid
through local administration. Though fiscal
safeguards must be maintained, they should
be designed with sufficient flexibility to
permit an imaginative approach to the needs
of the people.

7. Training of administrative officials and all
others who deal with the public in the fun-
damentals of human relations, and emphasis
in performance evaluation on the manner of
dealing with the public.
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I. Human Relations

In Los Angeles, as in most other major urban areas, the

improvement of human relations is a matter of considerable urgency.

The general American understanding of and involvement in

the problems of poor people--particularly poor Negroes--is very

limited. The problems of the slums and of the minority groups

are not yet considered, generally, as real issues for all the

people. The task of thinking of the minority poor as a vital

and important part of the national scene and treating them with

the dignity and decency they deserve as people--American people--

must be mastered if we are to succeed in dealing with the problems.

This effort must be undertaken by all segments of American society--

by individuals; by private business and by the whole range of

private organizations,churches, labor unions, fraternal organi-

zation; and by all levels of government. And it is critical that

those governmental organizations which touch the poor most often

and most significantly--the school system, the welfare adminis-

trations, the anti-poverty agencies and particularly the police

departments--make great efforts in this regard.
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One need not be in Los Angeles very long to detect wide-

spread criticism of the Police Department by Negroes at every

economic and social level. Without trying to judge whether

this criticism is justified or unjustified, the criticism

exists. For all who are interested in the long-run stability

of human relations in the City of Los Angeles, it is vital

that the nature and sources of this criticism be understood.

The Police Department is the dominant representative of

government in the slum areas. The police station is the most

visible office of government there. It is imperative that

there be a mutual respect betweenthe police and the people

of the slums. Now there seems to be reciprocal distrust and

fear.

In the Negro community the police are widely accused of

looking upon Negro areas as hostile territory to be kept in check

by a continuous show of force. It is reported that contacts

with the police are frequent and are believed by many to be

unnecessarily brusque. The charge of police "brutality" is a

dominant theme of conversation and editorial comment in the

Negro community. Still other observers say that even if physical
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mistreatment is not involved, the police are unnecessarily

impolite and even insulting in their dealings with Negro citizens.

Again, while it is difficult to characterize the attitude

of police, it appears that a great many policemen, at all levels

of leadership in the department, feel that they are being unjustly

criticized because of their persistent effort to surpress the

high crime rates in the Negro community. Apparently, many of them

also feel that such criticism serves mainly to increase disrespect

for law and order and thus makes the job of the police even more

difficult.

Whatever the merit of these conflicting points of view, it

is obvious that the police and the Negro community for some time

have been on a collision course.

The problem faced by the Los Angeles Police Department is

not unique. In fact, police departments in most major cities face

the same set of dilemmas, and intensive training in human relations

is a necessary part of every police program. Skills in this

difficult field need refining.

The need for comprehensive human relations training is

by no means limited to the police. As with the police, there are
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many dedicated government workers, employment counselors, welfare

workers, teachers and school administrators, and others who under-

stand and treat the poor and members of minority groups with com-

passion. But the overall impression is to the contrary. The

long-term and persistent image of a typical government employee

is that of a narrow and secure civil servant who has no empathy

with the poor, no understanding of their search for a place in

society, and no desire to aid them in their quest. There is

resentment and hostility toward government representatives in

slums. It seems to stem in large measure from the inaccessability

and the negative attitude of too many public servants.

The development of understanding and compassion which will

make public employees in the ghetto a part of the life of the

people rather than intruders is a long-term task. The time which

it will take makes more urgent the commencement of the effort.

The following tasks should be considered:

1. Greater efforts by civic organizations, churches,
social groups, police departments and individual
policemen should be considered to provide police:

a. Frequent contact with minority groups
and young people in situations other
than that of investigation or arrest.
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b. Knowledge and history of ethnic groups
and their present problem in urban
communities.

c. Knowledge of how a department establishes
contact and communications systematically
and harmoniously with minority groups.

While such training cannot guarantee a reduction in
the conflict between police and all segments of the
Negro community, experience shows that it can make
a contribution to the lessening of tensions and
increased respect and support for police.

2. Elimination of demeaning treatment, whether by
language or action, toward the poor and the
minorities by representatives of authority--
whether police or administrators.

3. Extension of human relations awareness to busi-
ness, labor, private groups, education, all levels
of government and the public, and particularly
those who come into daily contact with the poor
and citizens of minority groups.

4. Encouraging recognition of the poor for their
human worth, their actual and potential con-
tribution to the good of the overall community,
even though they may be temporarily unemployed
or the recipients of public assistance.

5. Simple courtesy by all our people, with a
good starting point being recognition that
every man feels that to remain always nameless
is to lose human identity.
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CONCLUSION

Riots such as the one experienced in Los Angeles are

manifestations of defects in our development as a democratic

society. The very real, immediate, and immense problems of

urbanization, discrimination and poverty must be faced and

resolved by the nation. The complexities of urban growth

and poverty are a compound of critical national problems.

There is no easy solution. The problems will not go away.

Your task force, reflecting a broad variety of back-

ground, training and experience, talked with virtually every

element of public and private interest and responsibility in

the Los Angeles area. We do not purport to have all the

answers. Necessarily, our study has been exploratory and

our conclusions are tentative.

We would say first America faces a challenge it will

not be able to meet unless it has the understanding, con-

cern, initiative and action of all our governments, of all

our public and private organizations, and of all our people.

We--urgea careful survey, and.coordination- of --poLiee

capabilities-in--t-he- major mtopolianaxa.h- 4

to-asutdriot prevention-and-riot contft 61 IWtPMh-.
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We.. urge-an intensification-of--the war ov-povert-y

and-a careful tailoring of its proven capabilities-to--meet

urgent urban needs.

We urge a redoubl-ing of -the efforts presently-under

way-to- prepare. a major-program-to--attack th problems of urban

America. New and bold and expeditious remedies are needed.

( 1 1/ 1r )i _' 7 7
We urge- study by all federal agencies involved of the

A 
'I / /suggestions in Section IV of this report for--adoption if-fenasible

and stimulation by.these agencies of all interests with whom they

deal to full participation in and support for their efforts.

We urge the refinement of governmental and private

techniques of improving the economic vitality of the nation,

of--providing incentive and-motivation-to-the poor to help. them-

selves, of developing and-utilizing all of the human an& natural

resources of America.

We urge full cooperation and support by all agencies for

the -work--ofGovernor-Brown-!-Gommission-to.asure its success.

There are presently under active development and

consideration some thirty-five projects and project grants

in addition to the forty-nine approved by the President on

September 2, 1965. These cover the entire spectrum of

needs outlined. They are designed to assist all sections of
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Los Angeles in need of help. They are in line with projects

and grants available to other cities under existing federal

programs and will not exceed an equitable share of all

projects and funds available for the nation. We recommend

that development of the projects continue on an expedited

basis and that they be acted upon by the agencies involved

as they become ready.

The recommendations set forth in the introduction

to this report - the appointment of a principal federal

officer with a supporting inter-agency task force, the

development of riot prevention programs, and the detailed

analysis of the riot area - are steps designed to facilitate

comprehensive long-range attack on the problems revealed by

the Los Angeles riots.

In closing, we express our deep gratitude to

the many public officials of State and local government

in California, to the hundreds of citizens who gave of their

time, and to the representatives of the federal government

who worked tirelessly to make this report possible.

Ramsey Clark

Andrew F. Brimmer

Jack T. Conway
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Task Force Agencies:

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Forest Service
Marketing and Consumer Services

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Corps of Engineers

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Bureau of Census
Community Relations Service
Economic Development Administration

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

United States Children's Bureau
Welfare Administration
Public Health Service
Office of Education
Social Security Administration
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Attorney, Los Angeles

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Manpower Administration
Office of Manpower, Automation and Training

Neighborhood Youth Corps

HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
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APPENDIX

PROJECTS APPROVED BY
THE PRESIDENT

Attached are descriptions of 49 projects recommended

by the Task Force and approved by the President on September 2.

Illustrative of the projects included are:

1. To increase employment opportunities and training,
the Manpower Development Training Program will be ex-
panded, on-the-job-training programs will be increased,
and the opening of a number of Youth Opportunity Centers
will be accelerated.

2. To give economically distressed adults the chance to
help themselves, the Los Angeles School System will open
6 vocational centers for nearly four thousand people.

3. To improve the job capabilities of unemployed adults,
a variety of adult education projects involving the
extension of higher adult education programs into poverty
areas for both evening and day classes will be initiated.

4. To provide general services to the area, two Small
Business Development Centers will be established and a
legal aid program will be expanded to serve 15,000 people.

5. To improve the quality and content of education in
poverty-stricken areas, the Los Angeles School System will
hire more teachers, establish more remedial reading classes
and construct new kindergarten and secondary classrooms.

6. To assist needy children and their mothers, the Los
Angeles School System will expand its child care center
operations.

7. To provide greater health services for deprived children,
additional nurses, medical technicians and doctors will be
hired to conduct regular and special examinations.

8. To support the basic educational efforts and to give
dimension to the lives of slum children, the Los Angeles
school system will offer a wide range of intensive remedial,
cultural, vocational and health projects to benefit more
than 20,000 students, from preschool through high school age.



1. Expanded Manpower Development Training Program

There are 78 manpower development training classes
now operating in Los Angeles with a total of 1,568
trainees at a cost of approximately $2,054,000 for
training allowances and instructional cost. An
additional nine projects for 1,337 trainees will
be approved by mid-September at an estimated cost
of $2,630,000.

2. Youth Opportunity Centers $1,105,935

On August 26, 1965, the Department of Labor made
an advance grant of $2,475,000 to the California
Department of Employment for the purpose of
accelerating the opening of Youth Opportunity
Centers in Los Angeles. These Centers are
designed to provide intensive job counseling and
placement assistance and will include screening and
referral to Job Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps,
and manpower training for unemployed youth. Three
Centers are planned for South Central Los Angeles,
with a total staff of 97 counselors, placement inter-
viewers and youth advisors at a cost of approximately
$1,105,935 for the balance of the fiscal year. Tar-
get date for opening is October 2, 1965.

3. Employment Service Office in Watts District $ 150,000

On August 27, 1965, the California Department of
Employment opened a special employment office at
10223 South Central Avenue to provide a more con-
venient point of service for job development and
placement to unemployed residents of South Central
Los Angeles. A staff of 12 placement interviewers
were transferred from other offices in Los Angeles.
It is anticipated that the staffing of this office
will be doubled within the next several weeks and
that the cost of the additional staff will be paid
through a grant from the United States Department
of Labor of $150,000 to cover the balance of the
fiscal year.

$2,630,ooo



4. On-The-Job Training

Youth and adults, lacking skills being sought by
employers, suffer high levels of unemployment.
There exists the need to match available manpower
resources with available jobs and to utilize train-
ing to bring about the match. To achieve this
objective for the disadvantaged youth and adults
of the Los Angeles area, the Manpower Administra-
tion of the United States Department of Labor has
contracted with the Los Angeles Urban League to
carry on a job development and placement activity
designed to uncover unfilled jobs, recruit trainees,
and work out on-the-job training arrangements with
employers so that needed skills can be developed in
new employees. The Los Angeles Urban League, work-
ing with additional staff from the California Divi-
sion of Apprenticeship Standards, will place a total
of 600 trainees at an estimated contract cost of
$365,826. The monies for the additional staff to be
reimbursed to the State will be made available by a
grant from the United States Department of Labor.

5. Assistance to Needy Mobile Migrants $ 202,976

This will be operated by Travelers Aid Society and
will provide 24-hour service through use of a mobile
unit on the major entry highways of the city.

6. Multi-Service Centers - Northeast Valley $ 133,783

This involves two multi-service centers for San
Fernando and Pacoima. They will provide standard
multi-service center services. The participating
agency is the Joint Venture of Northeast Valley.

7. Pacoima Kindergarten Enrichment Program $ 32,054

A supplemental kindergarten program of two classes
involving a high adult-child ratio, run in proximity
to the Pacoima Elementary School. Participating
agency is the Valley Child Observation Group.

8. Three Centers Pre-School Project $ 101,685

A pre-school program to provide enrichment in educa-
tional experiences for children ages three to five and
their families in two centers and one ongoing center
in Pasadena's deprived area. Participating agency is
the Pacitic Oaks College.

$365o826



9. Extra-Curricular Program in Reading and Language $ 104,591

A reading program to provide remedial and enrichment
activities in reading andJanguage arts in six
centrally located Catholic high schools in deprived
areas of Greater Los Angeles outside regular school
hours open for all in the areas whether in public
or parochial schools. Participating agency is Los
Angeles Catholic Archdiocese.

10. Day-Care Project for Youth on Probation $ 176,399

A day-care demonstration project for boys and girls
on probation to be conducted in four separate centers
combining teachers of remedial education with inten-
sive counseling and control environment. Participat-
ing agency is the Los Angeles County Probation Depart-
ment.

11. Consumer Education $ 57,465

This program will train a corps of low income con-
sumers who will instruct other citizens in the areas
of consumer counseling cooperative and credit unions
and to establish an information counseling service
center in the East Los Angeles area to help residents
better utilize their income and increase purchasing
power. Participating agency is the Los Angeles Con-
sumer Education Project.

12. Small Business Development Center Complex $ .257,163

Two SBDC's will be established, one in South Central
and another in East Los Angeles, each staffed with
five business advisers, a supervisor and three
secretaries. The advisers will solicit, help pre-
pare and process loan applications, advising on
developing business proposals,nake background survey
on applicants, make referrals to available manage-
ment training programs, and provide any necessary
follow-up management counseling to successful appli-
cants. The participating agency is the Los Angeles
Area Economic Development Agency.

13. Medical Examinations for Neighborhood Youth Corps $ 77,520
Participants

This will provide medical examinations for 5,168 out-
of-school trainees for the neighborhood youth corps.



Coununity Action Program Office

A component to provide staff for coordination and
administration of the community action program at
the elementary, secondary, and adult-education
level in the Los Angeles City schools.

15. Pre-School Program $ 730,220

Thirty pre-school classes in poverty areas in the
city for children ages three to four. Each class
will be staffed by one specially trained teacher,
one parent-education helper from a neighborhood
adult participation project, and five volunteer
adult aides.

16. Extended Day Program $ 550,803

After school classes held in 70 city elementary
schools in poverty areas to provide remedial
and enrichment experiences in reading, arithmetic,
language arts and library use.

17. Saturday School Project $ 368,596

The Los Angeles City Schools will maintain 45
Saturday schools to supply instruction through
84 teachers. Teaching aid stresses individual
assistance in remedial reading, arithmetic
improvement, language arts, and use of library.
Playgrounds at the Saturday school are also
maintained.

18. Reception Room Program $ '470,754
Classes designed to provide an orientation vehicle
for enrolling children in the Los Angeles City
schools in low income areas when information about
students is missing or inadequate,

19. Counseling Program to Prevent Drop-Outs in the Los $ 387,657
Angeles City Schools

A group counseling project in the Los Angeles City
schools located in five junior high and five senior
high schools in poverty areas designed to assist
potential drop-outs in achieving success in academic
areas and making social adjustments.

$1971136



20. Student Achievement Centor $ 651,638

Program emphasizes "reading centered" approach to
help students in four junior high and three senior
high schools in poverty areas in the city of Los
Angeles get help needed to achieve school success.

21. School Opportunity Centers $ 330,345

Classes in four junior and three senior high schools
in poverty areas to provide enrichment in educational,
vocational and cultural areas conducted outside regu-
lar school hours in the ,Los Angeles City schools.
Interest areas will include classes in reading and
study skills, library use, and business and industry.

22. Gerontology Program $ 88,132

Twenty-five classes designed to assist senior citi-
zens requiring greater personal understanding,
economic improvement and social adjustments. Twenty-
five community aides will be employed and teachers
experienced in group work and working with senior
adults will conduct the classes.

23. Home Management Program $ 157,357

Twenty-five home-management classes in apartment
settings for homemakers in low socio-economic areas,
to develop skills and techniques in housekeeping
activities, improving buying power and advancing
standards of heth and appearance; twenty-five child-
care helpers and 25 indigenous aides will be employed.

24. Pre-School Child and Parent Education $ 174,890

A program to provide adult education classes with both
the pre-school child and mother to develop attitudes
and behavioral patterns with the mother, so the child
will undergo positive experiences in home and school.
Ten parent-education helpers will be employed from
residents of the communities to be served.

25. Adult Counseling and Guidance $ 213,957

Ten adult counseling centers in the adult school
program located in poverty neighborhoods to increase
the productive ability of individuals through
specific counseling techniques which emphasize voca-
tional awareness and choices.



2o. Pareant School Coordination Program $ 65,553

Twonty-five classes for parents of students enrolled
in schools in poverty areas in Los Angeles to
acquaint them with efforts expended for their
children and ways they can help their children.

27. English Classes for Foreign-Speaking Adults $ 59,827

Four classes for non-English speaking adults who
because of their lack of English must seek employ-
ment in low income jobs although trained for pro-
fessional or semi-professional jobs. Special
emphasis will be placed on the vocabulary needed by
the skilled professional.

28. Office of County Superintendent of Schools $ 95,202

A coordinating body for economic opportunity programs
in Los Angeles County. The primary role will be to
provide leadership, consultive and supportive services
for the approximately 35 individual school districts
with economic opportunity programs.

29. School Enrichment Program $ 123,161

Two pre-school classes, four continuation of "head
start" classes and special enrichment classes will
be offered in poverty pockets in East Los Angeles
(Los Nietos).

30. Reading Program for Juvenile Court Wards $ 134,469

Small corrective reading classes for 13 different
juvenile camps in Los Angeles area with a low teacher-
pupil ratio. The program is designed to help improve
social behavior gained through improvement and success
in academic achievement. Individual educational
counseling with students, follow-up of students
returned to community schools and development of
instructional materials is included in the program.

31. Community Program for Education $ 428,086

Three projects in poverty areas of the Compton School
District - a project to improve reading skills; a
social adjustment project; and a tutoring study center
will be located in five junior high schools and senior
high schools with high indices of poverty. The
tutorial program will utilize 125 students as tutor
aides in the study halls.
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32. Stonthenincg Communication Skills Project

A Ubrce-phase program to strengthen communication
skills of children from kindergarten through sixth
r10c, to correct and enrich reading skills of
children grades three to six and to develop better
communication techniques between school, home,
community and related agencies in nine school
districts with widespread poverty.

33. Developing Community Relations Through Outdoor $ 43,397
Science and Conservation

A program designed to improve relations in low
income areas where conflict between children of
different racial groups and within racial groups
exists through an outdoor education program. Out-
door experiences will focus on field trips, a
resident outdoor school for 20 classes of 35
children each, and a summer enrichment program.
In-service courses for teachers to learn to use
the out of doors as a training resource is
included. Trainees in the neighborhood youth
corps will be utilized as library helpers and as
student assistants.

34. The Los Angeles Neighborhood Legal Services, Inc. $ 333,129

This will provide legal offices in East Los Angeles-
Montebello, Watts-Willowbrook-Compton, and Venice-
Ocean Park. In each of the first two areas, the
staff will include four attorneys and supporting
staff. In the last area there will be one full-time
attorney and three part-time attorneys including
retired attorneys and female attorneys who are
presently inactive. In addition to keeping the
offices open during evenings and weekends, emergency
24-hour service will be offered. Close liaison will
be maintained with the Public Defender lawyers
stationed in the areas. Civil and criminal cases
not handled by the Public Defenders will be handled,
as well as administrative proceedings. Area law
schools will be involved in providing educational
programs to local lawyers,as well as to neighborhood
groups. Law students will also assist in the offices.

35, Training Program of State Department of Youth $ 286,179
Authority

This is a program to train 182 young people selected
from economically and culturally handicapped areas of

$926, 523



41. The Los Anoeles City school system will hire 32 addi- $ 660,000
tional community coordinators and 32 new neighborhood
aides to initiate a joint project of school-community
cooperation to determine both school and home-related
problems of poor pupil attendance and performance.
Coordinators will be certificated personnel; neigh-
borhood aides will be adults from local neighborhoods.

42. The Los Angeles City school system will expand one
existing child-care center and open four new centers
now and eight new centers later in the year to accom-
modate a total of 1,500 additional children of pre-
school and primary age and will hire some 150 new
aides to man the centers. This will enable some
1,00 parents to hold full or part-time jobs and
will provide pre-school learning experience to
deprived children whose early formal education will
thus be substantially advanceland improved.

$2, 000,000

43. The Los Angeles City school system will hire 38 child $ 519,000
welfare and attendance supervisors and 3d indigenous
aides to work with volunteer and other community
agencies in "changing neighborhoods" to alert schools
and agencies to pending and emergent problems and
produce solutions in terms of school-community co-
operation.

44. The Los Angeles City school system will establish
an in-service training program in cooperation with
local universities to orient teachers in problems of
racial understanding and to enrich their knowledge
and preparation for teaching about minority cultures
and history. This will facilitate the incorporation
of new textual materials in the school curriculum
of poverty areas.

45. The Los Angeles City school system will hire 55
nurses, 55 nurse's aides, and 23 doctors to conduct
regular and special health examinations of children
in deprived areas, thus detecting medical and health
needs and providing a basis for early correction of
defects, and for improved school performance of
children.

46. The Los Angeles City school system will sponsor a
one-day (September 8th) orientation seminar for
7,000 school teachers in deprived areas to acquaint
them with facts and scientific information about
racial problems and tensions. This project will
facilitate the normal resumption of school programs

$ 100,000

$ 870,000

$ 150,000
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nurses, 55 nurse's aides, and 23 doctors to conduct
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in deprived areas, thus detecting medical and health
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on September 13th. Program will be conducted by
ETV channel to selected school auditoriums and
teachers will be encouraged to attend at stipend
rates of $15.

47. The Los Angeles City school system will construct
some 80 new kindergarten classrooms and some 80 new
secondary classrooms to initiate new programs of
instruction in poverty areas, thereby adding to
educational opportunity of educationally deprived
children.

48. The Los Angeles City school system will initiate a
variety of adult education projects involving the
extension of higher education programs into poverty
areas for both evening and day classes and to ini-
tiate or expand some 10 skills training and counsel-
ing centers to improve job capabilities of unem-
ployed adults and to conduct employment surveys to
create feedback for educational preparation of
secondary and adult students.

49. The Los Angeles City school system will augment
existing arrangements for college work study pro-
grams and expand opportunity for off-campus employ-
ment to permit college attendance by some 200 or
more students from poverty areas who need such
employment to permit college attendance. Seven
junior colleges will participate.

$4,800,000

$1.3 million

$ 200,000
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Area

Size and Population of

Total

Total City

Curfew Area

City

Watts

County

Remainder of City
Outside Curfew Area

2,713,200

575,873

449,644

34,600

126,229

2,263,556

the Curfew Area Compared with Total

Population Negro
Caucasion

(Non-Latin)

1,882,153 434,114

236,811 316,535

164,115 264,736

4,287 30,101

72,696 51,799

1,718,030 169,378

City of Los Angeles,

Other
(Including

Latin)

396,933

22,527

20,793

212

1,734

376,140

1965

Square
Miles

458.8

46.0

34.4

2.1

11.6

424.4

Table 1

Population
Density

5,914

12,519

13,071

16,476

10,882

5,333

Source: Los Angeles City Planning Commission
Population projected from 1960 Census



Characteristics of the Population of the Watts Area of Los Angeles by T

Negro Population
Pop. per HH

Census Tracts,19066

25 yrs. over, Median Income Male:percent
Population Under 18 yrs. Med. yrs. of Families of civ. labor
Total Liv with par. school comp. Familiesre.undiv.for. unemp.

2,597 2,577
4,146 3,514
4,526 3,637
5,400 5,235
3,254 2,438
2,404 2,327
4,071 3,337
4,600 3,741
4,433 4,247
3,133 2,968

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census

Census
Tract

Total
Pop.

2421
2422
2423
2424
2425
2426
2427
2428
2429
2431

3,720
4,388
3,277
1,549
2,087
5,863
4,049
2,097
2,565
4,406

3,651
3,508
2,793
1,543
2,009
5,775
3,352
1,416
1,571
3,962

5.44
3.83
3.59

4.35

3.60

4.63
3.82
4.10
4.50

4.44

2,511
1,693
1,260

717
931

3,767
1,499

611
866

2,404

1,213
1,203

873
428
521

1,736
991
350
510

1,182

9.9
8.9
9.7

10.7
9.3

10.1
8.9
8.8
9.3
9.8

18.3
17.2
13.4
12.1
16.4
29.0
13.1
13.5
16.6
9.8

Table 2



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 4, 1965

Joe:

Ernie Freizen who works for Ramsey
Clark sent in the attached status report for
the 49 Los Angeles projects.

My understanding was that Ramsey was
obligated to report to Hawkins on these
projects and that we have already fulfilled
our part of the arrangements by your talking
to Hawkins on other related matters.

Should Ramsey report directly to Hawkins?

Yes No



OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
WASHINGTON, DC

MvEMORANDUM TO: Lawrence E. Levinson
The White House

FROM: Inest7C. Friesen, Jr.
Assistant Deputy Attorney General

Per your request with regard to the projects approved
by the President to be released September 2 are the following:

1. The aploytmenService has established a function-
ing office as a part of the joint State agency operation.
Because of space limitations, it is currently staffed
with 13 employment service personnel providing intake,
counseling, testing, selection, and referral activity
for jobs, MDTA training, NYC work experience, etc. A
new 40-man office is now planned to service the South
Central area.

2. A grant of $1,105,935.00 was made to the California
Department of Employment to establish 3 youth opportunity
centers in South-Central Los Angeles. The first center
opened October 1 with 52 staff members at 1011 West Pico
Boulevard. The Avalon district branch will open at 3916
South Broadway on November 1. The Florance-Graham branch
has been delayed pending location of suitable facilities.

3. Thirteen Manpower Development Training Acr institu-
tional projects providing for the training of 887 indivi-
duals have been approved at a cost of $1,226,039.0O.Starting
dates for these classes range between September 6 and
November 8. Recruitment oE trainees Eor these classes,
serving the entire Los Angeles area, is centered in the
Watts area.



4. The contract with the Los Angeles Urban League
for job development and working out arrangements for
on-the-job training has been initiated. Seven job
developers are now working in the Watts area matching
available men to available jobs and on-the-job training.
The expended program will provide 600 job slots with
training. The basic contract and the training sub-
contracts are funded to $365,826.00. The contract
proposal for 720 on-the-job trainees with the Los
Angeles Joint Custodial Maintenance Council is now
in final processing in the BAT regional office in
San Francisco. 1

5. EYOA/YOB Action has been taken to extend the
OMAT contract for the South-Central Los Angeles project
to October 31, 1965. The contract extension is funded
at $97,915.00. Negotiations continue with OEO for their
take-over on November 1. 1

6. Westminister Neighborhood Association -- The proposal
for a demonstration project to serve 1,000 youth in the
Watts area is under development jointly by the Manpower
Administration of the Department of Labor and Community
Action Programs of the Office of Economic Opportunity.
The Labor Department is ready to fund; OEO has indi-
cated its interest but has not reached funding agre-
ement at this point in time. We are exerting full
pressure for completion. When completed, it should be
funded at a level of $1,100,000.00.

7. Recruitment for Neighborhood Youth Corps projects,
subcontracts of the EYOA/YOB prime NYC contract, has
resulted in an increased intake from the Watts area,
from a level of 140 per week to 250 per week.

8. The Assistance to Needy Mobile Migrants has selected
staff and facilities.
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9. Joint Venture of Northeast Valley do not have
funds and therefore are not operational.

10. Pacoima Kindergarten Enrichment Project has
selected staff and facilities.

11. Day Care Project for Youth on Probation will be
operational on November 1.

12. Extra Curriculum Program in Reading and Language
Skills is not in operation for they are in planning
stages for implementation into the school system.

13. The consumer Education Project has selected
personnel and facilities.

14. The Mb~cal Exams are being given.

15. Three Centers Project has one center in operation
and two centers being formulated.

16. The Small Business Development Center has been
hiring staff and will begin operation shortly.

17. The training proposals to the California Youth
Authority and to UCLA (Berkeley) are in the process
of hiring staff and will be operational shortly.

18. The remainder of the programs are school programs
and are in operation.

The funds on all projects except numbers 1 through 8
have not been released at this time because the grantee, The
Economic and Youth Opportunities Agency, have not met all the
requirements of the Office of Economic Opportunity. Examples
of these requirements are the assurance that previous effort
will be maintained, that all participating agencies have filed
civil rights assurance forms, and that personnel standards set
forth by OEO will be followed.



THE i.JNDER S7CRTARY OF COMM.RCF
WASnINGTON, D.C. 20230

October 8, 1965

I-,

-~

iIonOralDle J Obephi A. CaliranO, Ur.
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20501

Dear Joe:

The attached editorial was published in the Los Angeles

,Timesyesterday (October 7) and is self-explanatory.
Mr. John McCone, who is heading up the Governor's
investigation, gave this to me today and said that as
he understood the facts the criticism against our OEO
people is valid.

This seriously undermines much of the effort we made
in Los Angeles. We left the people hopeful that the
new board arrangements that we worked out would bring
an end to the bickering over the sponsorship of local
programs.

Is there anything specific we should do from this end
to show good faith support of our hand avik?

Sinck-rely,

LeRoy Collsns

Enclosure



OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC

October 26, 1965

It

~

MEMORANDUM TO: Lawrence E. Levinson
The White House

FROM: Friesen, Jr.
Assistant Deputy Attorney General

RE: Los Angeles 6 49 Projects Released
September 2, 1965,,

/ e'e

1\

The $29,000,000 announced as expedited for theLos Angeles area by the President on September 2t, 1965was made up of 49 specific projects to be funded bythe Office of Economic Opportunity ($81t 8,963)Health,Education and Welfare ($16,559,000) and Labor ($4,251,761).
At this date the status of these monies

H.E.W. -- Letters of Credit to the
California Department ofEducation

$11,559,000

O.E.00 -- Vouchers for Payment to
Various Agencies in the
Los Angeles Area

e\',1 LABOR-- Grants to the California
Department of Labor and tothe Urban League

Of theprojects approved on Septembe r 2,
svnwere not in operation on October 23, 95iv 

1965.,(' 4~~ v it

I :V /tl IV A/

;~? '.\ I

7,40,9,~

2,481,935

$21,4423274

~: 
~

follow is as

TOTAL



L j November 2, 1965

JOE: -

re: The-Gal-14ernia Proposal to reduce hard core unemployment

This is a quick summary of the attache dproposal developed by Governor
Brown's Resource Agency Administrator to cope with the unemployment
problem in California.

1. The problem in California -- and in the rest of the Nation --

despite all the welfare and poverty programs is the relatively large
number of unskilled adult males who still can't find jobs.

2. The solution is not more welfare programs but augmenting
these programs by directly providing jobs to these people. This would
be done by singling out the 12 most poverty stricken areas of California
and putting 50, 000 people to work in jobs financed by the Federal Govern-
ment. The cost would be $250 million for California. (If applied nation-
ally, the cost would be $2. 5 billion)

3. As part of the package, the state would (a) develop a public
job inventory through special task forces, (b) establish one stop centers
in the 12 areas to fill the jobs and provide other social services and
(c) create the post of coordinator for the program who would report
directly to the Governor.

4. The jobs would not be make-work, but productive and mean-
ingful and with built-in opportunities for training. The jobs would be

in the land management and conservation fields, and at the subprofes-

sional level in mental hospitals, schools, child care aides, recreation,

social work, and probation.

5. The funds would come in part from existing Federal programs
like OEO but substantial new funds would be needed. Note that 50, 000
jobs at $4, 000 each ariadunts to $200 million plus an additional $50 million

for supervision and administration, giving you the $250 million annual

figure.

6. Copies of the proposal have been sent to Shriver and Wirtz
for comment by Irv Sprague.

Larry



DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
1725 K ST, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D C.

October 26, 1965

ftMr. Joseph Califano
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Joe:

Following the Watts riots the Governor set up a task force to
create a new approach to job development in the State. The
results are now in and I have asked Willard Wirtz and Sargent
Shriver to analyz"the proposal and evaluate its merits.

Enclosed is a copy of the memorandum.
Yt~

Sincerely,

Irvine H. Sprague
Deputy Director

Enclosure

It~

(v ~
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-REVENUE AND MANAGEMENT AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN, Governor



October 22, 1965

The Honorable Robert Sargent Shriver, Jr.
Director, Office of Economic Opportunity
1200 Ninteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Shriver:

Enclosed is a copy of the Poverty and Job Development proposal
that Governor Brown discussed with you. He asked me to deliver
the copy to you.

May I suggest the best procedure would be for your people to analyze
the proposal and then we could meet to discuss it in a week or ten
days. We have also given a copy to Labor Secretary Wirtz.

Hugo Fisher, Administrator, Resources Agency, State of California,
is prepared to come to Washington to discuss the proposal in
detail at your convenience.

Best Wishes.

Sincerely,

Irvine H. Sprague
Deputy Director

cc: Hugo Fisher
Winslow Christian
Joe Califeno



October 22, 1965

Mr. John Leslie
Specual Assistant to the Secretary
Department of Labor
14th & Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear John:

Enclosed is a copy of the Poverty and Job Development memorandum
that we discussed yesterday. Governor Brown has already talked
to Secretary Wirtz about it.

Suggest the most useful procedure would be for your people to analyz
the proposal then we can set up E meeting to discuss it in detail
in about a week or ten days. Hugi Fisher, Administrator, Resources
Agency, for the State of California, who headed the task force that
prepared the proposal, will come to Washington to discuss it with
Secretary Wirtz and whoever you feel is appropriate.

Best wishes.

Sincerely,

I:vine H. Sprague

cc: Hugo Fisher
Winslow Christian

Joe Califano

Enclosure



*State of California

Memorandum

To Honorable Edmund G. Brown Date 2October 18, 1965*
Governor of California
State Capitol File No.:
Sacramento, California

Subject:Poverty and Job
Development

From Office of the Administrator

In keeping with your charge, 1 have co:Cpisted a general review
of poverty programs in California and their relationship to the
rapidly developing social crisis. facing our Stat&.j/

Existing support, service, anJ traiz. program" -.A intained
minimal living standards and coaif cd chosands :I'r D . lied
work. Existing nationwide econi-ac measures have d in
the longest peacetime expansion in history and have
millions of jobs. Yet, these programs, although be: z1
have had, little effect on the >eart of the problem --

concentrations of large number; of unskilled adult males >o
still cannot find jobs.

For the unemployed in Watts anc similarly depressed areas, five
years of prosperity and "wars o- povercy" ave only meant the
frustration and despair of see:ng the gap between themselves
and their more prosperous co cerymen wid-n.

I find that these people want Lok -- full time proucive wa:
which pays enough to live dec c.ly and assure seLres:cs for
the head of te household. I ar convinced that to cix ols va
lies in augmenting existing proam.s by directly orovidi icoL.

Specificall>, I recommend thz- -Le federal government fini:ce
50,000 socially useful jobs ' The inszkilled in the 12 most
poverty-stricken areas of Calornia2/ as part of a nationwide
program to providework for Ic chromally unemployed. A program
to provide these jobs would 5c3t $2503,,00 in California.
State should develop a public job invcntor:y and should establifh

/ A resume of poverty procra -- is attached in Appendix A.

2/ An inter-agency committc -:.s designated the 12 areas in the
State with the highest i:...icators of unemployment and poverty.
They estimated that 50,033 unskilled-unemployed in these areas
could participate in the program. See Appendix B.

THE RESOURCEI- AGENCY



multi-purpose centers in each of these areas to fill these jobs

and provide other social services.

I believe that offering a job to all those who want to

work would substantially break the cycle of poverty in these loca-

tions. These jobs would not only offer income now but also elements

of training leading to work in the regular job market; they would

open up new career opportunities for the unskilled.

I wish to emphasize -- at these jobs must not consist of

make-work. Ironically, while substantial number of unskilled

persons seek employment, unskilled workers could perform many

long-term socially useful a -that remain undone ue to lack of

funds. For example, in the field of land management and conserva-

tion, federal-state-local coop-eration has identified projects that

would employ 30,000 unskilled persons now (Appendix C). These

projects would be undertaken in future years anywv y if funds become

available. The jobs would last for a period of kv, y ears and for

the most part, would be within commuting distance of he most criti-

cal poverty areas. In other fields, estimates show that state, local,

and nonprofit agencies in California could productively use scores

of thousands of unskilled aides in the fields of mental hygiene,

education, probation, recreation, public health, and social wJlfare.

This labor would enable existing agencies to markedly improve their

service.

No state, on its own, possesses the resources to finance

a significant amount of work for the unskilled unemployed. California



has already strained her resources to the breaking point in provi-

ding schools and services to a rapidly growing population and taking

care of other social problems of the poor.

Moreover, this failure of an expanding national economy

to substantially reduce large pockets of unemployment in California,

emanates from such nationwide causes as the revolution in automa-

tion and technology, the vagaries of defense spending, and the

huge migration of the unskilled and uneducated to California.

For example, the uncaployment rate in California hovers

around 6 percent, which is 33 crcent higher than the national

average. Furthermore, a very high proportion of the uremployed

in our state were born elsewhere. In one area of Los Angeles

about 80 percent of the unemployed Negro and _exican American men

were born outside the state./

Over 39 percent of t. residents in East Los Angeles

and over 26 percent of the residents of South Central Los Angales

who are 25 years old or over nave not completed the eighth grade.

California is paying the price of the paucity of education facili-

ties in other areas.

Since we have inherited national problems, we must seek

national remedies.

Eight arguments support our efforts to convince the federal

government of the merit of this proposal.

1. The problem of providing lobs for the unskilled is one of the
gravest facing the nation and rates top priority in the Adminis-
tration-'s program.

/ Hard-Core Unemployment and Poverty in Los Angeles. U. S.
Department of Commerce, August 1965. Pg. 162

My

Vvy



I do not think we need document the harm to the

individual, his family, and society which stems from an

inability to find work. The employment of the adult male

is the key to maintaining the basic family unit in these

areas. Nor need we document the dangerously high level of

frustration of these unable to participate in our growing

prosperity. These condition pla c this problem at the

head of any list of outstJfncn problems facing our country.

Thus, we should address ou main arguments to the fiscal

and monetary issues involv. and to the most efficient

method of providing these obs.

2. AlthouIS this proc ram willcst 2.t billion a yeaZr!aZion-
wide, Federal revenues w ill be available.

We need not shrink from figures of this magnitude.

The Council of Economic J, soro estimates that federal

government revenue at ca -Lt taxation rates will increase

about $7 billion each year. iBy 1970, the federal revenues

will be $35 billion higher.

The President must make some disposition of that

revenue merely to maintain the balance between how much is

taken out of the economy and how much is returned. Reducing

the national debt will not be economically feasible because

of the deflationary effect of placing money in the hands of

those with a low propensity to spend. Thus, the President

must either increase expenditures, return the funds to the
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states, or cut taxes.

To cut taxes and give the employed more income at a

time when a significant number of persons are not receiving

any income would be manifestly unfair. If the money must

be spent, it should be expcnd1ed on alleviating this critical

unemployment while also securing the beneficial effects of

their labor for society*

The President could adopt a small variation of the

"Heller Plan" of returning some of these increased revenues

to the states by tying the mone Lto jobs for the unskilled

and then allowing the stan 1o use this subsidized labor to

solve their other most pressing state and local problems.

Alternatively, each state could present to a federa. agency

for approval a state plan listing the mosc useful unskilled

jobs and the most critical locations.

Of course, the ui;imabe cost would be less than

the initial expenditure. ::;ome reduction in welfare and

unemployment costs will occur. These reductions, however,

will not be as large as c-i m-ight expect. In California,

only about one-half the unemployed receive unemployment

insurance. However, thic crcontage drops drastically

among the unskilled in pockets of poverty. Discrimi-

nation and low skills c:. -;a less stable employment pattern

in these areas. Many yourfs have never had a job. A higher

number of persons can find only sporadic work. A higher
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percentage of low skilled jobs are not covered by employment

insurance. The policy of last hired and first fired has

resulted in much more long term unemployment.

Few able bodied males receive welfare payments.

About 13,000 able bodied males receive an average payment

of $210 a month under the AFDC-U Program. Providing jobs

for half these recipients ,ould cost $32.5 million but

would save $16 million in Hf c rcenditures, which comes

to an offset of about halu t e cost of providing the job.

Finally, there uld be savings from che reduc-

tion in crime and other in ividual and social dest.ruction.

Although most experts rce to reuce the relationships

of crime and unemployment : a imle one with predictive

value, they do concede a t ;orrelation wereby giving

a man a regular job certaivl makes him less crime prone.

For California, >ping individuals from a life

of crime is indeed an 2- : to consider for we know that

the crime career of eac .1t :eon arrested will cost the

public agencies an avera.- of $K,000. There is an average

cost to the State of $2200 a year f-or each one sent to prison.

Juveniles are even more expense and renresnt an annual

incarceration cost of about $4,000 a year.

3. if funds are not available for a full scale national oroarac,
s small number of areas in California wih dangerously high

unemployment should immedictely partLciiate in an initial
decmonstration project.



Strong argumenLs support California as the site

for this demonstration:

a. We will have done the preliminary work of compiling

an inventory of socially useful jobs and solving per-

sonnel and administrative problems.

b. The very fact thac California offers such widespread

governmental servi :-< means that we possess the

medium to use the la'or oe productively than any

other state. Any 4gr n C-liornia would be

less likely to and up as a "make work" project.

C. California suffers ore chan any other state from

unemployment. A5 evidence of California's special

problems during he -ast record peacetime economic

boom, the national unemployment rate dropped from

over 6 percent to 4.4 percent. California ---- '

has remained about 6 percent. In the twelve most

poverty-striken areas the rate has remained above

10 percent. In the past five years, we have created

180,000 jobs a year, but have 195,000 new people each

year looking for work. As of Septemiber there were

353,000 identified unemployed. Of the unemployed

who were insured, 44 percent were unskilled or semi-

skilled workers.

d. The tremendous migration to California adds to the
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problem of unskilled labor. We receive 350,000

migrants a year. Admittedly, most of the migrants

possess enough skills to qualify for the existing

job market. But, a substantial number are unskilled

workers from the poorer parts of our country where

education and government service are limited. These

people move into a reception center area like Watts;

because the existin- job :rket doC3 not require any

more unskilled lisor> unemployment rctes reach figures

as high as 30 perc:u.

4. Deficiencies of existing :L- sur-:-

Existing measure &o combat poverty fall >oto two

broad classifications.

The first cons2is of those :monetary and fiscal

measures, 3uch as the inco ano excise tax cuts taken to

stimulate the economy by inceasing aggregate dema nd, hereby

increasing production and providing more jobs in t-he private

sector. These measures ht. been an unqualified success.

We are now ente,:ing our 56th month of expansion,

the longest peacetime expansion in our hisLory. Since the

beginning of this period, the gross national product has

grown approximately 25 percent over 5 percent a year, which

is well above our long terra rate. From an average utiliza-

tion of capacity in our factories of approx-imately 80 percent,

we are now utilizing over £0 percent. Since 1961, this
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expanding economy has cr ncil over 6,000,000 jobs. From

July 1964 to July 1965 alone, we added 2,400,000 jobs. The

nation has reversed, at least temporarily, a decline in

manufacturing employment, and as a result, large numbers

of unskilled jobs have been created. But, after this unbe-

lievable record of growth, we are still left with a 4.4

percent unemployment rate racionally, and according to the

Council of Economic Adviscrs, there is little hope of low-

ering the rate below 4 percent in the near future.

More importantly, unc:2ployment falls unevenly.

Among certain groups such as youths and minorities, and in

certain corLmunities, the o:Aploy:::et rate is two to four

times the national rate. In Aucjust 1965, for example, na-ional

unemployment rates for non-wnrites were 7.9 percent, more than

double the 3.7 percent rate for whites. RegreLuably, California's

overall unemployment rate has r.named about 6 percent, and

rates for youth and minorities are undoubtedly higher than

national rates. A disproportionate share of this unemployment

occurs in the designated twelve areas.

Thus, although lhe measures to stimulate the economy

worked as well as anyone dared expect, it seems our economy

can operate at near-full capacity without utilizing large

numbers of unskilled persons. To bring them into productive

use in the near future, we maust search for a more direct

approach.
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The second set of governmental measures to combat

poverty include all the traditional and recent specific

poverty programs. These programs either provide limited

amounts of income, public services, or work at upgrading

the skills of the individuals.

There is no questLion that these programs contribute

to a better economy and society; they are simply not designed,

however, to directly create additional jobs for the unskilled.

a. Training oram o atter how cficiently operated

or beneficial in individual cases, these programs

standing alone affect buz a small percentage of the

unskilled in these areas. Many of the unskilled in

these pocket arc ca:nno -profit by classroc.i :raining.

b. Unemployment insr e and welFare, when appl--able,

merely sustain incous at fairly low levels, but do

not provide the higher income and feelings of self-

sufficiency associadcJ with work. Additionally,

coverage is limited.

c. Engineering and Public Works Projects. In comparison

with 30 years ago, these projects have become a fairly

inefficient means o' creating jobs, especially for

the unskilled. A substantial percentage of the expendi-

tures for heavy consc-truction and buidling do not go for

labor. Furthermore, only a small percentage of that

I
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labor is unskilleL. On the Oroville Darm project,

only one job was c:cated for every $26,000 of expenditure.

Of the average 6 .persons working on this project last

year, 17.2 were c.: ifed as unskilled. At Oroville,

it cost $100,000 to create one unskilled job; our pro-

posal costs only $5,000 per unskilled job.

5. Government can Drofitablue unskilled labor.

Pilot projects L): our state and In other parts of

the country demonstrate that unskilled persons can appreciably

raise the quality of service offered by governmen-.=

In the land managinent and conservation field, this

proposition is readily demotrawle. Unskilled labor offers

the opportunity to clear and maintain more areas of p)-_lic

lands -- work which would noc otherwise be funded. Our state

and county resources agencies and an informal President's.

Committee on Emergency Work programs organized. by Dr. George

Mehren, Assistant Secretary of grculture, which included

Charles Connaughton and Uiliam.Drosser of the United States

Forestry Service, and myself, have developed over 30,000

unskilled job possibilities in California in land management

and conservation alone (Appendix C). Most of these jobs

could be ready to go within 60-O days after approval, and

are within commuting distance of the worker.

1/ See Pearl and Reisman, Now Careers for the Poor, Freedom House
(1965).

1,, WINlog
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In addition, opportunities to use hundreds of

thousands of unskilled man and women in permanent long term

jobs exist in state and local social services

a. As subprofessionals to relieve professional and semi-

professionals' of routine duties and free their time

for higher quality services; and

b. 'assisting prof essionals in communicating with their

clientele and vico vrsei

Actually, the rcy of professionals caused by

the State's provision of an servicess to a growing population

forces a more rational c of pxizting professional time.

Professionals should not peCrorL Lasks that person with lesser

skills could accomplish jun, az easily. The sul-pr-cissional

worker performs these ea icr tasks and allows each professional

to spend his time more preluctively. Moreover, the on-the-job

training received by ti a,-professional will allow him to

qualify for the nect skIil level in the particular field.

Thus, the use of sub-professioals -opens up new careers for

the poor.

In a demonstration project for our Scate Ofa.icof

Economic Opportunity, the new Careers Development Project has

documented the productive use of tz' : unskilled in:

a. Mental hospitals -- at Stockton 40 psychiatric techni-

cians trainee aides have had remarkable success in
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improving care at the hospital;

b. Schools -- teachers' aids allow the teacher more time

to concentrate on teaching; large scale use was success-

ful in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. Also, many school

districts in our own state have used aides.

c. Child care and pre-school aides -- successfully used

in Project Head a

d. Rehabilitation wo-rk - che vocational reha-

bilitation profeonal.

e. Homr nker service -- this worker provides information

about maintaining a home and available co-munity ser-

vices; assists the social worker.

Other areas in which skilledd persons were beneficial

include: corrections and probation, recreation, and social

work.

Unskilled persons from the community can also assist

the professional in coXiunicating with those persons he serves

who sometimes distrust government or have difficulty coramuni-

cating across class lineS. in one project, a public health

aide who spoke Spanish explained the purposes of TB examinations

to the community, and convinced over 50% of the people to

undergo X-rays. Previousl, thi> ;-nit had not been able to

check 10 percent of the community. Similar positions have

helped in employment, poli'y-comrunity relations work, and in

social work.
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The Office of Economic Opportunity project has

also compiled a dictionary of over 400 job categories in

state and local government. They have attempted to

pinpoint and solve soic of the administrative and super-

visory problems associatdC with creating classes for these

types of jobs. Members of thc Percsonniel Board are currently

working on this problem. fcel within a short time, using

the techniques developed this project, we could compile

a substantial numbQof a coific requests from state, local

and non-profit agencies.

The following t illustrates the potential

magnitude of the use o ..-illed labor. This lis is

based on estimates in 0: certain categories; there are

many others which could be developed:



A. Initial Response from State Agencies on the Use of Unskilled
Labor

Conservation -- Federal-State-Local
(State Conservation)

Agriculture -- County fair maintenance; noxious
weed control.

Mental Hygiene -- Aides in state mental hospitals.

Youth Authority -- Aides for ward rehabilitation.

Corrections -- Parole and probation aides and
aides for rehabilitat-ive work in prison.

Employment -- Youth ermloymen-kt adviser aides.

-Rehabilitation -- Two aidos :per counsellor.

Sub-total:

B. Local Estimates Based on Demonstration Project

Teacher Aides -- One aide in 2/0% of the classrooms.

Social Welfare -- Homemker - One homemaker serves
- five families; onIe-K;:ird of recipients
estimated to need tis help.

Welfare -- Caseworker -ides - for social welfare
workers. There are 1S,300 workers each with a
minAmum caseload of GO. A team of one social
worker and two non-professional aides has
improved service.

Public Health -- Aides in county health departments.

Child Care and Pre-School Aides -- An estimated
80,000 poor children could benefit from pre-
school. One aide for each four children to
work with the pre-school teacher.

Law Enforcement Aides -- Police - community relations.

Recreation -- City and county playgrounds, leagues
and camps.

Sub-total:

30,695
(9,768)

6,800

500

1,000+

1,000+

100

400

40,495

25,000

25,000

25,000

1,600

85,600

GRAND TOTAL:
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6. I-1 further expansionary methods are necessary, directly
hiring thce unemployed provi s the most efficient method
of bringing both unused men and facilities into productive
use.

Expansionary fiscal measures such as the tax cut

are designed to bring unused man and plant capacity into

productive use by the indirect method of placing more money

in consumers' hands. The consumerss will then spend a part

of that money for goods an1 services. The effort to meet

this increased demand wil use additional plant capacity and

labor.

If the objective is to reduce unemployment, why

use this inefficient rounaa~out method? Why not concentrate

any expenditure on directly hiring the unemployed? This

method results in a triple benefit. In contrast to a tax

cut of which none of the initial expenditure is used to hire

the unemployed, under this proposal 80 percent of the original

expenditure supplies wages for Le unskilled. Secondly, our

proposal is a more efficient way of stimulating the private

sector to hire the unemployed. The unemployed have a much

higher propensity to consume than the beneficiaries of a tax

cut. Thus, placing money in the hands of the unemployed will

result in a much higher percentage of the initial expenditure

actually being translated into increased demands for goods and

services. Finally, unlike a tax cut which is given for nothing,

this proposal results in society receiving socially useful

labor in return.



7. Similarly, directly hiring the unskilled is a more efficient
method of creating unsiillcd iobs than increasing expenditures
for specific government programs, such as education, housing,
and Medicare. Only a small percentage of these latter expendi-
tures end up as wages for the unemployed, unskilled who are
congregated in the poverty pockets.

As demonstrated earlier, little of the expenditures

for construction projects C'nds up in the hands of the unskilled.

Likewise, most of the over $1 billion in the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act will be used to provide jobs for

professionals (although somae of the money will go for hiring

teachers' aides).

We are dealing, of course, with two competing

considerations: To the extent chat the highest priority

problem is unemployment among the unskilled in certain poverty

areas, directly hiring these people is obviously the most

meritorious program; to the extent that increasing specific

services such as education, heaLth, and housing, rates top

priority, obviously diroccly providing money for those

services is the best approach. Our contention is that the

inability of the unemployved to participate in society presents

the top priority problera.

Furthermore, in attaining the goal of raising the

quality of social services, the difference between directly

providing the services and hiring the unskilled to help

provide the services is slight; whereas, in attaining the

goal of employing the 'unch:illed, the difference between directly

hiring them and providing money for governmental services is

considerable.
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8. The on-the-job exnerienco of this program offers the best
method of qualifying the hrd ore unskilled in the skills
and attitudes necessary -i:or the existing job market.

This point has been discussed earlier. Individualized

classroom training can only benefit a small percentage of the

unskilled in the poverty areas. The work habits, motivational

changes, and skills learned froma actually working at a pro-

ductive job offer the best method for training these individuals.

To capture the full benefits from thiS type of training -- to

ensure that these jobs arc a conduit rather than a cul-de-sac --

we intend to build into fhe program an intensive system of

follow-up whereby individual workers are placed in the regular

job market as soon as possible.

It must be stre ed that these jobs will be treated

like all other public jos.L The employee will be expected

to be punctual, to show uo for work regularly, and perform

up to standards. Those who do not will be replaced by others

more willing to work.
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The following are my recommendations as to the action

you should take to put this proposal into effect:

I. Designate the 12 most critical pockets of poverty

in which this program will be applied.

I recommend that, as a first step, you designate

the following areas:

South Central Los Angeles; East Los Angeles;

West Oakland; San Francisco Western Addition;

Central Long Beach; Downtown and South San

Diego; Central and South Bakersfield; San

Bernardino - Riverside; Venice - La Playa;

Central Pasadena; East Oakland; South and

East Stockton.

These areas were_ identified by an interagency

committee representing the Departments of Employ-

ment, Social Welfare, FEPC, and the Office of

Economic Opportunity. Their attached memo

(Appendix B) contains statistical data and

criteria for monitoring changing conditions in

these areas.

II. Seek federal funds Lo finance 50,000 socially

useful jobs in these locations which can be per-

formed by unskilled labor.
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This program will be tremendously expensive and

depend primarily on federal financing. It will

be necessary to influence disposition of the

limited existing appropriations as well as make

a strong case for new federal funds. To provide

50,000 jobs in California annually will cost

$250,000,000, or S5,000 a job. Wage costs at

$4,000 a year would amount to $200,000,000 based

on the Federal Wage Board Laborer rate of $2.00

an hour. Supervision and administration would

-amount to at least another 25 percent or $50,000,000.

This would amount to a $2.5 billion program nation-

wide for 500,000 jobs.

Several sources of federal funds could be used

to finance a number of these jobs immediately.

a. A recent fmendment to the Economic Opportunity

Act authorizes conservation jobs for unemployed

adults. The State of California could act as

a community for the 12 areas and the 10 percent

matching ;ould be in kind supervision by the

employing neency. As yet, regulations have

not been drpwn, nor have wages been established.

We should request that $15,000,000 from Title II
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be allocated to provide jobs for 3,000 men.

b. The Public Works and Economic Development Act

of 1965 offers $500,000,000 nationally for making

grants for public construction and development

facilities in depressed areas. A state or

local entity must match to the extent of

20 percent -co 50 percent of the cost. In

some instances they can obtain loans for their

shares.

We should attempt to finance some public service

jobs with these funds although there are several

large obstacles to overcome. In the first place,

the act would not even apply to Los Angeles and

San Francisco under traditional application. Since

the Secretary of Labor has some discretion we must

move fast to get the poverty pockets of Los Angeles

and San Francisco included. Secondly, the act

mainly envisions the heavy construction and engineering

type of public works projects such as ports, industrial

parks. se ers, and other public facilties. Construc-

tion of that sort does not require large numbers of

unskilled workers, nor does it insure that they

come from the poverty areas.
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Existing sources of revenues, however, cannot

finance a program of this magnitude. New federal

funds must be budgeted.

III. Appoint a coo rdinaorof poverty programs reporting

directly to the Governor.

This position would be responsible for statewide

coordination of &11 programs to reduce unemployment

-and poverty. He would supervise the directors of

the state service centers, and insure cooperation,

assistance, and coordination among all state

agencies administering programs relative to poverty.

Hre would also be in a high enough position to work

closely and effectLivly with key federal and local

representatives1, a joint effort to pull together

the myriad of programs which are now going -heir

separate ways throughout the state. The two main

purposes of this effort would be to simplify the

system so that : intended recipients can reasonably

make use of it, A, to eliminate unnecessary overlap

and duplication of programs through provision of

such services as join communication systems,

common housing, and so forth.

The coordinator of poverty programs would also be

responsible for the job development program of creating
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public jobs as outlined in this proposal. In

addition, he would coordinate existing retraining

and job development programs aimed at private

employment.'

IV. Establish a lob development task force to inventory

and rate potential new job categories and to

recommend allocation of funds among-the designated

areas.

This should be an ex-officio group headed by the

coordinator of poverty programs, and including

the State Planning Office, Director of Finance,

Executive Officer of the State Personnel Board,

Employment Relations Administrator, and the Health

and Welfare Administrator. Staff work could be

provided as needed by existing employees of the

state agencies concerned.

Starting immediately, the task force would develop

a public job inventory by working with federal,

state, local, and non-profit agencies to determine

unskilled jobs which need to be performed but have

been put off fo* lac'k of funds. The task force

would also provide technical assistance to agencies

and organizations in this effort to develop jobs.
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Undoubtedly, job requests will add up to more than

the total. number of positions that can be funded.

The task force vould determine priorities by

weighing each type of job requested, using the

following criteria:

Which jobs are the most socially useful;

Which jobs have the highest proportion of

money going into wages vs. administration,

supervision, and capital outlay;

Which jobs best provide skills leading to

employment in the regular labor force.

This group would also be responsible for continuous

monitoring of employimant conditions throughout the

State in order to keen current the list of areas

designated for special atcention.

The product of this work would be the establishment

of priority recomene tons to the federal govern-

ment as to how and where federal job development

funds should be spent .i thin the state.

V. Establish service cefcrs which are in easy access

to people living in each of the designated areas

of poverty. These centers will facilitate the
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channeling of newly created Jobs, assist in the

development of jobs anoropriate to community needs

and resources, and provide a wide range of social

services.

Full range services should be provided in the 12

designated areas by a service center containing

units from federal, state, and local service

departments (Small Business Administration,

EmploymentsSocial Welfare, Public Health, Housing

and Community Development, Community Action Pro-

grams, etc.) wiTh assistance from members of the

communities in which the centers are located.

Personnel working in the centers should include

experts in techniques of interviewing, counseling,

assisting, and referring job applicants, and

people who have a thorough working knowledge of

governmental processes.

The staff of the centers should be able to

agressively stimulate and encourage community

acceptance anci u-nse of the centers, develop coopera-

tion and coo::cdination with local industry, labor

unions, and unemployed members of the community.
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Precise components to be included in each center

should be established on the basescf the particular

needs of each community. Some of the basic considera-

tions and guidelines to be used are outlined in

Appendix D.

In conclusion, I would like to state thaL it seems

absurd to me to allow the socil deterioration caused by hard core

unemployment while we have work Lhab needs to be done and resources

to pay for it.

The most cherished beliefs of our democratic system

express concern for the freedom, dignity, and well-being of the

individual. The test of these beliefs is whether our failure of

will or lack of interest shall consign a significant portion of

our society to poverty, degradation, and dependency, while the

rest of us reach new peaks of prosperity.



Appendix A

EXISTING SERVICE AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

AS THEY RELATE TO PROBLEMS OF
HARD- CORE UUEMPLOYPENT

(FISCAL YEAR 1965)

1. Unemployment insurance is designed to sustain income for a limited

period of time. It does not help those who have never been employed

or employed only sporadically., It is of limited duration and provides

limited income.

2. Welfare --. This program is available to only a few of the unemployed.

Only a tiny percentage of those on welfare are able-bodied and can

work. The level of monthly income is low.

3. Economic Develonment Act -- These measures aim at encouraging private

industry to enter specific depressed areas. As our recent experience

demonstrates, increases in production do not necessarily result in

significantly draining the unskilled labor pool among specific groups.

4. Employment -- Job-finding accivi'cy and placement services help fill

jobs that are available but cannot fill jobs that do not exist.

5. Training Programs --

A. Apprenticeship programs need complete overhaul to have an

appreciable effect on the -coup that needs help the most.

B, Manpower Development and Training Act

(1) Institutional -- 26S,800,000 for classroom "training

stations". In tens of the hard-core unemployed, en-

trance requirements for this program skim the cream

from the unemployed, leaving a residue of those most

poorly equipped to find jobs for themselves.
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(2) On-the-Job Training -- $3,400,000 for 6,400 positions.

This program provides one of the best sources of help

for the unskilled; even though many cannot learn in a

classroom setting, they can learn by paid, on-the-job

experience.

(4) for a limited state expenditure, we might
add two development consultants in the
Division of Appren. Standards

(b) some lesseniag of the Federal'Administration
is desirable; we should recommend this to the
Federal. government

C., SB 20 -- Training for the Unemployed -- $11,900,000 for 3,600

individuals. Samd comments as for MDTA - Institutional.

D. -Welfare Training -- two training programs in Welfare -- AB 59,

which spends $15,000,000 and enrolls 8,600 trainees, and Title V

of the Economic Opportunity Act, which spends $7,500,000 and en-

rolls 3,000 -- are short-term programs which offer training but

not income.

Economic Opportunity Act --

A. Title I.A. -- Job Corps -- Short term basic education and training

for youths. Not applicable to heads of households.

B.* Neighborhood,Youth Corps -- Title IL. -- Spends $19,100,000 to

provide short-term work experience for about 10,000 in-school

youths and 5,000 out-of-school youths in socially useful jobs.,

While this program comes closest to actually paying for work,

it is youth and training oriented; in-school programs are limited

to 15 hours a week; out-of-school to 32 (Los Angeles County limits

these to 20 hours a weck)..

.



APPENDIX B

FE0RANDUM

TO: Hugo Fisher September 25, 1965

FROM: Roche, Howden, Keffer, Locher, Parker, Watts

SUBJECT: Critical Pockets of Poverty

We have reviewed the available statistics uhich bear on the identification and
definition of the principal pockets of urban poverty in California, and measure
their criticalness. We recommend the following list, in the order listed, as
in most urgent need of attention:

Proportion of
families with Present

Aprox. Pop. under 83,000 tension
Identification 1960 income level

1. .South Central Los Angeles 545,000 25% 2
2. East Los Angeles 228,000 23 1
3. West Oakland 77,000 34 1
4. San Francisco Western Addition 61,000 27 1
5. Central Long Beach 79,000 30 1
6. Downtown and South San Diego 98,000 28 2

7. Central and South Bakersfield 51,000 31 1
8. San Bernardino - Riverside 107,000 26 1
9. Venice - La Playa 37,000 24 1

10. Central Pasadena 31,000 23 1
11. East Oakland 38,000 25 2
12. South and East Stockton 74)000 31

We considered a number of different statistics, but believe that those given above
are most appropriate for the present prpose. The rankings and the entries under
Tension Level are necessarily a composite of judgments which reflect the best
information available to, and the opinions of the agencies represented on the
Task Force. A notation of Il" indicates a serious level of tension; "2" indicates
the presence of tensions.

A description, and a profile of the salient characteristics of the population
in each area will be supplied in the next few days.

These are not the only pockets of poverty in the State, but the others do not
appear to warrant inclusion in the list you requested. It is our belief, however,
that East Palo Alto (6,000 pop.), Richnmond (21,000 pop.), and Hunter Ts Point
(22,000 pop.) have a nearly equal need for services.



MEMORANDUM

TO: Hugo Fisher September 24, 19 65

FROM: Roche, Howden, Keffer, Locher, Parker, Watts

SUBJECT: Critical Pockets of Poverty: Supplemental Memorandum on Routine
Monitoring of Conditions.

We have reviewed the available information with respect to the most critical
pockets of poverty identified in our memorandum of this same date, and the
flow of routinely gathered information which could be made available to
measure changing conditions in thesu areas over time.

I. It would be possible, at relatively little expense, to derive some pertinent
information about conditions in these areas from routine administrative reports
about the activities of state and local government agencies serving people in
them. At the present time, however, no agency gathers information specifically
related to any one of these areas.

We recommend that arrangements be made to gather the following information
on the critical areas:

1. Unemployment Insurance Claims. It is possible for the Department of
Employment to use the zip codes of claimants to identify claims filed by,
and payments made to residents of areas which approximate the critical
areas. This information can be made available on a monthly basis.

2. Aid to Families with Dependent Children Case Load. These data can be
gathered by the Department of Social Welfare, although special arrangements
will have to be made with each County Welfare agency serving a critical
area. Again, the zip codes of the beneficiaries could be assigned and used
for this purpose. Alameda County has its beneficiaries identified by Census
Tract of Residence, and this would be a more exact identification.

3. Selected Law Enforcement Statistics. The Department of Justice has a routine
crime statistics reporting program from which it would be possible to derive
a few statistics reflecting the temper and morale of the community. Again,
special arrangements would be required to get these statistics on the basis
of areas smaller than a county or city jurisdiction. Local authorities appear
to have data identified for such areas at present.

4. Disciplinary Action Involving Public School Students. Each school keeps
daily records about disciplinary action of the principal during school hours.
These can be useful to measure the level of community tension. It would be
necessary to identify the schools which serve critical areas, and to makd
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arrangements to gather and interpret these statistics in a central place.

The above administrative statistics, while relatively easy and cheap to gather
routinely, are all indirect measures of poverty or tension. They can be affected
by administrative factors, so that it is essential that someone familiar with
these factors evaluate the data prior to use . The principal advantage of collect-
ing them is that they are routinely available and, consequently, can provide a
measure of changes in the situation over time.

II. It is our opinion that formal statistics are inadequate to measure tensions.

We recommend that channels of communications be opened up within all agencies
providing service to and in contact with these areas, to make sure that
information about tensions, apparently available to everybody in close
contact with tension-prone areas, is forwarded at intervals to a central
place for evaluation and action. Agencies frequently in contact with these
areas (such as Office of Economic Opportunity, Department of Employment,
etc.) should systematically review and evaluate what is known about them
at least once a month, but every agency should understand that it has a
responsibility to forward any intiualuon that tensions are changing in severity
to a central place which has been assigned continuing responsibility for
securing and evaluating this informal information relating to tensions.

Appropriate personnel in the Departments which are in a position to detect
and provide such information should be adequately instructed and sensitized
to this end.

III. It would be possible, but quite expensive, to conduct sample household
surveys directly measuring the conditions of poverty. No such data are
available for most areas since 1960, although we believe that the 1960 data
(except for East Oakland, and for Logan Heights in San Diego) give reasonably
sound enough measures of present conditions to make program decisions. It
would also be possible, by repeated surveys, to measure changes in conditions
as the poverty program is carried out. The sampling variability attached to any
survey would make it necessary to use quite large samples to get information
firm enough to measure with certainty any changes which might occur, or any
failure of the poverty programs to accomplish expected changes in the conditions
of poverty.
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We recommend that adequate sample household surveys be undertaken to
measure the conditions of poverty in at least several of the largest areas
identified .

IV. A number of State agencies, from time to time, make sample surveys for
transportation, public health, and other purposes, and it might be possible
to take advantage of these occasional surveys to secure a limited amount of
information pertinent to the poverty program. The Department of Public Health
is willing to make available the data from its recent statewide public immuniza-
tion survey if these can be brougnt to bear on the problem of measuring poverty.
The Bay Area Rapid Transit Study now unaer way is another possible current
source of basic information. Lac'~ of coordination of the State's statistical
operations may make it difficult -o find out about future surveys in time to
derive any benefits from them for :--easurnng poverty, but steps could be taken
to minimize the risk. Under any circumstances, the results of these surveys
will be inadequate for poverty program purposes, even though informative.
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SOUTH CENTRAL LOS ANGELES

Description of Area: In general, tho area lying between Olympic on the
Artesia on the South, Alameda on the East, and on
Van Ness,Manchester, Vermont, 121st, and Figueroa

North, and
the West
(see maps.

Pnulation and Labor Force

Total Population ............

Negro ................

Spanish Surname ....

-. migrants since 1955 ......
Immigrants from South ......

Less than 8th Grade
Education andover.Age.25..

Population Aged 15-24 Years.

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Total......................
In Labor Force...........
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force) ............

populationn Agod 14 and Over,
*ale0......................

In Labor Force .........
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)............

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Fcnale.....................

In Labor Force............
UnempOloyed (percent of in
labor force) ...........

?verty level

Families with Under $4,000
IncomeT.........

South Central
Number

542,200

333,600

100,700

80, 400

71,800

383,300
223,900

22,600

181__200
138,500

14,500

202, 00
85J 500

47,600

Los Aneles
Percent

Los Angeles
County

6,042,400

61.5%
11.5

21.2
7.0

26.4

13.2

58.4

10.1

76.4

10.5

42.3

9.4

State of
California

15,720,900

7.6%
9.5

21.3
3.2

13.2

12.4

4,375,600
58.3

5.6
9.1

3.6

14.7

11,185,100
57.5

5.7

2,099,300
80.3

5.7

2,276,300
38.1

5.9

36.0

5,526,000
79.5

5.5

5,659,100
36.1

6.6

19.1 21.4

aTber of Dwelling Units ...
ar:er not "Sound".........
*utor occupied ............
abor with Over One Occupant

0 r Room ..................

193,900
30,500

187,000
15.7
93.6

2,142,100
7.8

93.9

25,700 13.8
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WEST OAKLJUD

Luoe ntion of Area: In general the area lying between Berkeley City Limit, 52nd Street,
59th Street, and 40th Street on the North, Oakland Estuary on the South,
San Francisco Bay on the West and Alice Street and Broadway on the East.

Item West Oakland
Number

Uou(tion and Labor Force

Total Population ....... ...

Ne gro ..... . . . .

Spanish Surname.........

,Inngrants since 1955 ......

Immigrants from South

Less than 8th Grade
Education and over Age 25

Population Aged 15-24 Years

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Total........................

In Labor Force ............
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)...............

Population Aged 14 and Over,
1 a*e*..... ..... 0... .........

In Labor Force ...............
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force) .............

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Fer:ale.......................
In Labor Force...........
Unemployed (percent of in

_abor force).....

Povertv Level

F11lies with Under $3,000
InComea......................

Housir e

1,amler of Dwelling Units......
H~urier not "Sound"

:.mber Occupied...............
Nunier with Over One Occupant
Per Room .....................

77,100

48,300
4,000

11,500
3,300

15,300

8,800

55,500
30,100

4,500

27,600
19,600

3,100

27, 800
10,500

1,400

6,100

31,500
8,800

28,700

Percent

62.6
5.2

16.9
4.8

33.3

11.4

54.2

15,0

70.9

15.7

37.6

13.8

34.4

28.0
91.0

4,300 14.8

Alameda

Coint

908.9200

12.3%
7.5

16. o
3.1

15.0

13.6

657,200
57.6

6.1

318,000
79.2

5.6

339,200
37.3

State of
California

15,720,900

5.6%
9.1

16.5
3.6

14.7

13.3

11,185,100
57.5

5.8

5,526,000
79.5

5.5

5,659,100
36.1

7.0 6.6

13.6

310,300
9.9

95.2

8.3
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WESTERN ADDITION - SAN FRANCISCO

Description of Area:

Item

Population and Labor Force

Total Population ................ 0

Negro
Spanish Surname ***************

Immigrants since 1955
Immigrants from South

Less than 8th Grade
Education and over Age 25

Population Aged 15-24 Years

Population. Aged 14 and Over,
Total
In Labor Force
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force) ...............

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Male
In Labor Force
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Female ..................... *.

In Labor Force ..............
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force) ...............

Poverty Level
Families with Under $3,000

Income .......................

Housig
NumDer of Dwelling Units .....
Number 'not "Sound" .. &...0.. .....
Number Occupied
Number with Over One Occupant

Per Room .....................

In general, the area lying between Oak Street, California Street, and
0ryFarrell Street on the North, Weller Street, Buena Vista Terrace,
Duboce Avenue and Market Street on the South, Baker and Stanyan Streets
on the West and Van Ness Avenue on the East.

San Francisco-West
Number

61,300

26,500
2,400

13,300
2,600

8,400

7,300

48,400
31,600

3,600

23,800
18,800

2,300

24,600
12,900

1,400

3,800

28,600
6,200

26,800

Addition
Percent

San Francisco
County--

740,300

43.3
3.9

24.4
4.9

20.7

11.9

65.4

11.5

78.9

52.3

10. 7

26.8

21.8
93.4

State of
California

15,720,900

10.0%
7.0

5.6%
9.1

12.7
2.4

16.7

12.3

591,200
62.2

5.9

287,700
78.6

6.2

303,500
46.7

5.3

16.5
3.&

14.7

13.3

11,185,100
57.5

5.8

5,526,000
79.5

5.5

5,659,100
36.1

6.6

13.5

310,600
9.9

94.0

14.1

2,600 9.6

.4
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SOUTH CENTRAL LONG BEACH

In general, the area lying between Arlington and Willow on the
North, Long Beach shore line on South and Los Angeles River
and Cherry Street on East and Santa Fe St. and Los Angeles River
on West.

Description of Area:

Item

loculation and Labor Force

Total Population............

-egro.....................

Spanish Surname

Immigrants since 1955
lamigrants from South

Less than 8th Grade
Education and over Age 25....

Population Aged 15-24 Years..

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Total ... .. ... .. ..
In Labor Force
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Male .......................

In Labor Force
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)..............

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Female ......................

In Labor Force......
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)............

.overtv Level

Families with Under $4,000
Income...................

usingg

Number of Dwelling Units..
NumbLer not "Sound"....*
Number Occupied ...........
Number with Over One Occu-

pant Per Room..........

both Central Long Beach
Number Percent

78,800

8,500
3,000

22,400
5,000

8,400

10,600

6o,6oo
28,400

2,300

27,500
17,300

1,400

33,100
11,100

900

10.7
3.8

320
7.2

17.1

13.4

46.9

62.9

8.3

33.6

8.0

43.08,800

38,100
5,300

34,100
13.9
89.5

Los Angeles
County

6,042,400

7.6%
9.5

21.3
3.2

13,2

12.4

4,375,600
58.3

5.7

2,099,300
80.3

5.7

2,276,300
38.1

5.9

19.1

State of
California

15,720,900

5.6%
9.1

16.5
3,6

14.7

13.3

11,185,100
57.5

5.8

5,526,000
79.5

5.5

5,659,100
36.1

6.6

21.4

2,142,100
7.8

93.9

3,100 9.2 8.3
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DOWNTOWN AND SOUTH SAN DIEGO

Dcs riotion of Area: In general the area lying between Upos, Juniper, Market, and Euclid
on the North, San Diego Bay on the South, Laurel on the West, and
Sweetwater River, and National Avenue on the East.

Note: San Diego data heavily affected by naval personnel stationed
probably no longer valid for Downtown and South Area.

Item

Population and Labor Force

Total Population...........

Negro .... .........

Spanish Surname ............... 0

Inmigrants since 1955 ..........
Inmigrants from South ......

Less than 8th Grade
Education and over Age 25

Population Aged 15-24 Years

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Total ............... ........ 0

In Labor Force..............
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force).................

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Male..........................
In Labor Force ............... e
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)..............

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Female ......................

In Labor Force..........
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force).................

Poverty Level

Families with Under $3,000
Income.........................

Housing

Number of Dwelling Units........o
N.r:ber not "Sound" ...........
Number Occupied.
Number with Over One Occupant
Per Room .....................

Number

98,200

24,400
16,300

29,300
7,500

12,700

15,300

69,000
37,500

4,200

34,400
25,800

2,700

34,600
11,700

1,500

6,700

39,700
8,600

35,600

Percent

24.9
16.6

34.9
9.0

24.2

15.6

54.4

11.2

75.0

10.3

33.8

13.0

28.0

21.6
89.7

in area. Most data

San Diego
County-

1,033oOOO

3.8%
6.3

33.4
8.0

11.0

18.0

735,700
60.0

State of
California

15,720,900

5.6%
9.1

16.5
3.6

14.7

13.3

11,185,10C
57.5

6.5

390,900
83.9

6.2

344,300
32.5

7.0

5,526,000
79.5

5.5

5,659,100
36.1

6.6

15.1 14.1

339,400
9.2

89.9

5,300 14.8

DowntoiTn &, South San...PiLepo

10.6
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CENTRAL AD SOUTH BAKERSFIEID

DescripTdion of Area: In general, the area lying between Golden State Highway, Alta Vista
Drive and Columbus on the North, and Brundage Lane, Planz Road,
Buena Vista Blvd and Mountain View on the South, and Union Avenue,
Chester Avenue, A, C, E and F Streets on the West and Fairfax Road,
State Highway 143, Sunset Road and Mount Vernon on the East.

Item

Population and Labor Force

Total Population ................. 0

Ne jro ** ****** ******* * *
S~pa.nish Surname ************

Inmigrants since 1955 *********
Inn.igrants from South

Less than 8th Grade
Education and over Age 25 .....

Population Aged 15-24 Yearso.

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Total ....................
In Labor Force
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force). ......... 0

Po -ulation Aged 14 and Over,
R',le s........................
in Labor Force
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)

FoDulation Aged 14 and Over,
Famnale.............
,n Labor Force

Unemployed (percent of in
labor force) ...........

Fove r'V Level

lies with Under $3,000
Inc ome ....... .. ... ............ **0

-b er of Dwelling Units ........
:Der not "Sound" .............

.xce Occupied .........
'-aber with Over One Occupant
,.-r Room .......................

Central & South Bakersfield
Number Percent

51,100

11,600
11,800

8,000
1,400

8,300

7,300

34,000
17,600

22.8%
23.1

17.9
3.1

32.3

14.3

51.6

10.4

16,600
11,900

1,200

17,400
5,700

600

3,700

16,800
4,900

15,300

71.3

10.4

32.8

10.4

31.0

29.4
91.4

Kern

292,000

5.7%
10.0

21.6
4.8

21.1

13.8

195,900
56.1

State of
California

15,720,900

5.6%
9.1

16.5
3.6

14.7

13.3

11,185,100
57.5

7.2

98,800
78.9

6.6

97,100
32.8

8.8

5,526,000
79.5

5.5

5,659,100
36.1

6.6

18.6 14.1

97,600
22.0
87.7

2,900 18.9 15.2
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"AN BERNARDNO-RI\JERSIDE

Descrintion of Area: Parts of Riverside City, San Bernardino
and Fontana.

City, and areas around Norco

Item

Ponulotion and Labor Force

Total Population ..................

Negro..........................
Spanish Surname ..... ....

Inmigrants since 1955 .........
Inmigrants from South ...........

Less than 8th Grade
Education and over Age 25 ......

Population Aged 15-24 Years.....

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Total..........................
In Labor Force.................
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force) ...........

Population Aged 14 and Over,
ilalo........... ........... 0
In Labor Force................
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force).................

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Female..........................
In Labor Force .........

Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)..................

Povert-T Level

Fmai-ies with Under $3,000
Lrcome ........................

Hou s-n

1:mocr of Dwelling Units ........
Number no U"Sound"..............
umobr Occupied .................

Nu,,,,,r with Over One Occupant
for Room......

San Bernardino-Riverside
Number Percent

107,200

8,500
26,200

23,300
4,000

14,600

15,800

75,200
38,700

4,000

36,500
26,600

2,700

38,700
12,100

1,200

7,000

39,700
7,900

35,500

San Bernardino
Riverside

SMSA

809,800

7.9
24.4

24.9
4.2

25.2

14.7

51.5

10.2

72.9

10.3

31.3

10.2

26.1

19.8
89.4

3.7%1
11.9

26.6
4.5

15.5

13.6

563,400
54.8

State of
California

15,720,900

5.6%
9.1

16.5
3.6

14.7

13.3

11,185,100
57.5

6.6

281,500
76.6

5,526,000
79.5

5.5

281,800
33.0

7.5

5,659,100
36.1

6.6

18.5 14.1

309,100
12.8
79.3

4,777 12.0 11.9
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EAST OAKLAND

Kssriptaon of Area: In general, the area lying between Alice
North, 94th Avenue on the South, Alameda
East 14th Street on the East.

Item .cbOakland
ItNeubrcent

)--Ilation ancd Labor Force

iotal Population ....................

Negroa .............................

Spanish Surname ...........

iZigrants since 1955 .............
liaigrants from South

37,600

9,0CO
/

6, 00
1,200

ss than 8th Grade
i ucation and over Age 25 ........ 6,100

Fo ulation Aged 15-24 Years ....... 4,0O

' action Aged 14 and Over,
0d*al .... .............

n Labor Force.... ... ...
employed (percent of in
labor force) .......

Po-ulation Aged 14 and Over,

In Labor Force .................. 0
Lneaployed (percent of in

labor force) ................... 0

26110

14,700

1,700

12,700
9,600

1,100

23.9%
16.9

20.7

3.8

29.5

12.8

563

6.4

75.8

8.5

Street and Fifth Avenue on the
City limits on the West and

Alameda
County

908,200

12.3%
7.5

16.o
3.1

15.0

13.6

657,200
57.6

318,000
79.2

State of
California

15,720,900

5.6%
9.1

16.5
3.6

14.7

13.3

11,185,100
57.5

5,526,000
79.5

5.6 5.5

violation Aged 14 and Over,
Foaale .................... 13,400

In Labor Force .................. 5,100
Unemployed (percent of in

abor force) ................... 600

o 2v Level

-ies with Under $3,000 Income.. 2,300

Io.er of Dwelling Units .......... 13,100
1oir not "Soundoo.................2,800

oar Occupied ........ .......... 12,300
.!r with Over One Occupant

2,000

37.7
339,200

37.3

4.4

24.6

21.3

93.9

16.1

7.0

5,659,100
36.1

.6.6

13.6 14.1

310,300
9.9

95.2
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SOUTH RED JAST STOCKTON

In general the area lying between the Stockton Channels, Park
Street and Cherokoo Lane on the North, Bowman Road, French
Camp Road and Weber Road on the South, the Stockton River on
the West and Jack oas Road on the East.

Item

-c ,ulation and Labor Force

11 al Population ...............

Spanish Surname.......

inmigrants since 1955 ********
Inmnigrants from South ********

Less than 8th Grade
Education and over Age 25 ...

Population Aged 15-24 Years

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Total 0.... a* .......... 0

In Labor Force
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force)

Population Aged 14 and Over,
1ale ...................
In Labor Force........
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force) .....

Population Aged 14 and Over,
Female .....

In Labor Force ...........
Unemployed (percent of in
labor force).....

Poverty Level

Families with Under 03,000
Eiccme..................

Kumber of Dwelling Units
Number not "Sound"
NUMbe4r Occupied .........

Number with Over One Occu-
pant Per Room..............0

0 and East Stockton
Percent

10, 500
14,000

12,300
1,300

15,300

9,500

50,600
26,600

3,4)00

26,900
19,000

2,400

23,700
7, 600

1,000

5,200

25,800
8,400

23,400

14.2
18.9

19.0
2.0

38.3

12.9

52.5

12,7

70.7

12.6

31,8

13,0

31.0

32.5
90.5

San Joacuin

250k000;

4.7
12.2

2243
1.7

26.1

13,5

96,700
54.4

69,000
7406

State of
Cal if ornia

15,720,900

5.61
9.1

16.5
3.6

14.7

13.3

11,185,100
57.5

5,526,000
79,5

7.4

27,700
32.5

9,7

18.8

5,659,100
36.1

06o

14.1

80,697
19.4
92.5

4,200 18.1

;criptionof Area:

11.8
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To 1 Mr. Hugo Fisher Date a October 11, 1965
Administrator, The Resources Agency
1416 Ninth Street File No. A-10-11I
Sacramento, California

Fr a Deparmen of Conservation-Division of 2x0ro.

S* ods STATE OFFICES
Governor's Office
Anti-Poverty Program
Employment for Conservation of

Natural Resources

In response to your request the De cx'tments in the Resources Agency have
developed a proposed work program fo: the employment of disadvantage
citizens and for the conservation nIid development of natural resources. The
total proposal by the Resourcc& -cy for all of California would m oy a
peak of 9,768 men at a cost o- 935000 for five years. The Regio:al
Forester of the U. S. Forest So is assembling the statewide program for
all agencies. The State of Cali ornia has worked in close cooperation with -

the federal government in this employment proposal.

At the present time the figures have not been received from the Bureau of
Land Management. Also in Northe.-n California the Counties have not been
contacted. With these exceptions The total proposal for California is a
peak employment of 30,695 men at a five-year cost of $1,973,822,042.

The cost proposed by the U. S. Forest Service was considerably higher per
man employed than that of other agencies. I believe this is due co the
fact that they considered more outlying camps with the accompanying cost
increases for construction and operation. Also the Forest Service included
the construction of many Ranger stations and other structures. In the
Resources Agency about two-thirds of the proposed total cost goes toward
the hiring of disadvantaged citizens. The attached table gives a breakdown
by agency of peak employment and total five-year cost.

The work proposed falls into a variety of categories. -Typical work is
listed as follows:

1. Fish and game habitat improvement.

2. Labor for the operation and maintenance of fish hatcheries.

3. Debris clearance to allow fish to proceed upstream to spawn.
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4. Park campground construction and maintenance.

5. Construction and maintenance of park trails.

6. Restoration of historic buildings.

7. Tree planting around reservoirs.

8. Maintenance of grounds at field stations.

9. Construction and maintcencc of firebreaks.

10. Construction and maintcco of fire access roads.

11. Reforestation of burne s

12. Timber stand improvenu.

13. Blister rust control work

14. Control of forest insect epidemics.

15. Reserve crews for forest fire suppression.

-Most of the work proposed is possible under a commuting system; i the
workers can live at home and commute to the job and back each day. However,
in some of the remote forested areas it will be necessary to construct camps
since comnating would be out of the question. A limited number of such*
camps have been proposed.

Lewis A. Moran
Chief Deputy State Forcster

15

-2-MrW. Hugo Fisher



State of California

Los Angeles County

San Bernardino County

Riverside County

Bureau of Reclamation

National Park Service

Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Bureau of. Reclamation

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

U. S. Forest Service

Soil Conservation Service

Peak Emploment

9,768

7,375

320

660

518

218

1,000

30

10,776

30

30,695

5-Year Costs

$ 317,935,000

476,914,000

12,647,000

34,905,000

36,872,000

21,039

16,003

702,000

1,090,810,000

3,000,000

$ 1973,822,042



APPENDIX D

SERVICE CENTERS

MISSION:

Service Centers, established in each of the 12 designated areas of poverty,
will be responsible for:

1. Establishing a working cooperative liaison with the local
community to foster accepcace_ and ce of the center.

2. Maintaining a "service-o ,-d aird
3. Promoting, developing, and :. Lth, where possible, com-

prehensive programs aimed .:0cucii- poverty which include,
but are not limited to, s Wovices in the following areas:

a. Employment *
b. Social Welfare
c. Vocational Rehabilitacic
d. Housing - location, ri:n.'_-ag, and improvement
e. Public Health

4. Providing counselling in:

a. Small Eusiness Adminicra:tion regulations and procedures
b. Business and personal liconsi::g
c. Consumer education
d. Money handling
e. Personal credit
f. Legal matters

5. Stimulating private industrys D:ra'Lcipation in creating jobs.
6. Matching manpower resources o dury 's naeds.
7. Managing the Job Develop==a; 2:ogra.
8. Establishing an on-going to .cu and evaluation of the community's

needs and the center's abil 'yo cost and solve these needs.
9. Conducting an effective follow-up of the center's efforts through

interviewing applicants counselled, surveying training needs o-
the community labor force, and dctemining the impact the center
has had on the community in terms of reduced poverty, better
skills, reduced unemployment, reduced welfare rolls, and a
markedly lower incidence in crime and arrest rates.

STRUCTURE:

1o carry out these responsibilities, each center should be organized

as follows:

Director

Responsible for the overall administration of the center's activities.
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He reports to the Coordinator of Poverty Programs, and has sufficient
delegated authority from each participating parent department to ensure
effective teamwork and coordination among the service units manning
the center. He should be an i1.ndcpendent agent, responsible only to
the Coordinator of Poverty Programs.

Service Units

Service agencies of federal, state, and'local origin should acsign
units to the service contce which are fully capable of providing the
range of service available o" a eglc clke 02 the parent depart-
ment. These units would !c. L.Cisnce>aLy rep ible to the parent
department, but functionally .:a osle to the director of the center.
Service units from such do :ts as Employmenu, Socal Welfare,
Public Health, Consu:er CoucKl, 110acin and Con-mmunity Development,
Comunity Action Croups, etc., should man the centers,

Personnel of these units shouIL be cpert in techniques of interview-
ing, counselling, assisting, a, d rezerringapplicants.

Aides

Community residents should 2 atili.c &horever possible as paid
aides by ,articipating unit Xi tha cz.,re. Those residents can
be used to perform clerical -I az a n, act as sources
of information and feed bc .: :oot c.:::.-nity acceptance ana
usage of the centers. Th4 Id cU0so i crc al in breaking
the barrier of "authority" .i tiwates against effective rapport
between the people and the box'nmenC.



EXECUTIVE

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

10:45 pm.
March 15,

Tuesday
1966 IL

MR. PRESIDENT:

Here is the latest report on
as of 10:10 pm. our time.

the Watts situation,

Ramsey Clark reports that the disturbance is
confined to a relatively small area near the
Jordan Junior High School where the trouble
began this afternoon. The police have closed
in the area. The situation appears to be
under control for the moment -- so much so
that the police did not sweep the streets.

Governor)Brown is due in Los Angeles at
A8:00 their time tonight.

Larry Levinson
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December 18, 1965

Honorable John A. Mc Cone
612 South Flower Street
Los Angeles 17, California

Dear John:

The President asked me to thank you
for your letter of December 7 and the report
of the Governor's Commission on the Los
Angeles Riots. As you know, his schedule is
very pressing at this time in preparations for
the forthcoming session of Congress and with
the stream of international visitors. He regrets,
therefore, that he will be unable to sit down with
you and discuss it but he does very much appre-
ciate your sending it to him.

The President asked me to send you
his warm personal regards.

Sincerely,

Joseph A. Califano, Jr.
Special Assistant to the President

N

I/I>
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Dear John:

The President has asked me to thank you for your letter of

December 7, 1965 and the copy of the Brown Commission report

on the Los Angeles riots which you enclosed.

I know that developing the report has consumed most of your

time for the past several months; but once again you have responded

to a public calling h and have served your State and Country.

The report is a constructive and provocative document whose

recommendations and implications deserve careful study by Federal,

State and loca 1 officials and others concerned with the causes of

3adx last summer's tragic violence and the remedies to prevent such

outbursts.

The President fully appreciates your efforts and your sentiments

for his speedy return to full strength.

If you plankto be in Washington in the near future, please let

me know so that we can arrange to get together to discuss the report

and other matters> of mutual interest.



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

1 45 p.m., Friday
December 17, 1965

FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM Joe Califano

Attached is a letter from John McCone with a copy of the report of his
Commission on the Los Angeles riots. The report recommends a host
of programs, some of which are very expensive, involving Federal,
state and local money. We are reviewing those now.

McCone would like to see you about the Watts report and report to you
directly. In line with your general policy of staying out of this situation,
I would recommend that you not see him. Mc Cone will understand
becauseI had lunch with him Saturday about Watts and he realizes how
busy and pressed you are. If you agree, I will acknowledge receipt of
his letter on your behalf, tell him we are having the Director of the
Budget look into the proposals in the Watts report and that your schedule
between now and the opening of Congress is such that it will not be
possible for you to get together with him.

He has also asked that we send someone like Ramsey Clark to meet
with him and Governor Brown and him and Mayor Yorty (two meetings --
Brown and Yorty will not meet together). I propose to tell him that we
think they should handle their state and local problems and that I do not
think the Federal government should get involved. Mc Cone will understand.

Agree_ I
Disagree

Attachment



JOHN ALEX MC-/CONE
612 SOUTH FLOWER STREET

LOS ANGELES 17

December 7, 1965

Dear Mr. President:

Attached is a copy of the report of the Governor's Com-
mission on the Los Angeles Riots, which I chaired for only
one reason and that is because you persuaded me that it was
the thing to do. I did not realize when we discussed the
matter last August that you were committing me to 100 days
and nights of work -- but it turned out that way.

The report makes specific and important recommendations
in fields of employment, education and police-community re-
lations. We also make recommendations which we consider
of lesser importance in areas of health, housing, transpor-
tation and welfare.

I am convinced that the implementation of these recom-
mendations, costly as they will be, will go a long way to
solving the crisis in our city and this same crisis exists in
every city in the United States. The accomplishment of these
programs demands sacrifice and unselfish work on the part
of all segments of society -- state, county and local govern-
ments, business, labor, social and philanthropic organizations,
educators, and most indispensably, the Negroes themselves.
With respect to the latter, it was the Commission's view that
all we recommend will be for naught unless the Negro is
resolved to do his share.

I should like to discuss with you several observations
which I developed during our study and investigation, and I
hope that your busy schedule will permit me to call on you in
the not too distant future.



December 7, 1965

Turning now to another subject, I have followed your
recent illness, first with deep concern and now with both
relief and happiness. I arn delighted it all turned out so
successfully. From my own experience, I know it takes a
longer time to recuperate than one is inclined to admit. I
only hope that you are pacing yourself with this in mind and
are passing on to others some of the burdens that will retard
the full restoration of your strength if you attempt to do them
all yourself.

With warm personal regards and best wishes to you and
Lady Bird, in which Theiline joins me.

Cone

President Lyndon B. Johr

White House
Washington, D. C.

bb

Page 2
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JAC:

Mr. Valenti sent this in to you
saying "perhaps you will want to regret this'"--

Toi

I ')

MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 4, 1965
Monday - 3: 00 p.m.

,/,~ /
/

MR. PRESIDENT:

Governor Brown has suggested to John McCone that

McCone report to you at an early date on the progress

of his Commission for the Investigation of the Los Angeles

Riots.

Mr. McCone will be in Washington Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday, October 8, 9 and 10,

Do you want to see him?

YesNo

Shall I ask Joe Califano to see him?

YesNo

Jack Valenti



Oct. 4

Mr. Valenti:

John McCone would like
to see the Pres. when in

town Oct. 8 to 10.

He says he has also written

you and Joe Califano so

perhaps it is already set up.

H. C.

JOHN ALEX MG CONE

612 SOUTH FLOWER STREET

LOS ANGELES 17

October 1, 1965

My dear Mr. President

A few days ago I received from your office some
excellent photographs and a very warm and friendly letter
addressed to Theiline and rne. The photographs were taken on
the occasion of the very generous and hospitable reception
that you gave to Theiline and me the evening before our
departures from Washington. I cannot tell you how much we
both appreciated the letter, your expression of friendship,
and the photographs which we place among our most highly
prized possessions.

All of this brought back in vivid perspective
Washington with its pleasures and its problems, but most
particularly the feeling of closeness and friendship which
both Ty and I hold for you and your lovely Lady Bird. We
have always been deeply appreciative of your friendship,
your consideration and your warm hospitality extended so
frequently both at the White House and at your home in
Johnson City.

I have been spending my time... . day and night....
on a penetrating investigation of the Los Angeles Riots and
I feel that our Commission may come up with some conclusions
and recommendations which auite possibly will be helpful to
the local situation here and perhaps to other cities in the
United States. Governor Brown has suggested that you might
be interested in a review of what we have found out so far.

With this in mind, I have written to both Jack Valenti
and Joe Califano, advising them of my plan to be in Washington
this coming week end, October 8 to 10, for the purpose of
attending Bob McNamara's Supersonic Transport Committee
Meeting the morning of Saturday, October 9. It would be a
great pleasure to see you, as it always is, and to tell you of



our findings (although we are far from a conc ensus or conclu-
sions or recommendations) and also to discuss other matters
of mutual interest.

With warm and affectionate regards to you and
Lady Bird, in which Theiline joins me.

Sincerely

John-A. McCone

President Lyndon B. Johnson
The White House
Washington , D. C.



JOHN ALEX MC-CONE

612 SOUTH FLOWER STREET

LOS ANGELES 17

October 1, 1965

Dear Joe

Just a note to tell you I will be in Washington the latter
part of next week. I will arrive either Thursday night or Friday
about noon and will be remaining until Sunday. The purpose of
the trip is Bob McNamara's Supersonic Transport Committee
Meeting scheduled for Saturday morning. However, there are
other matters I have on my mind, some of which I am sure will
be of interest to you, and therefore hope to see you.

Governor Brown feels I should talk to the President
concerning our Los Angeles riot study and I have written Joe
Valenti as per the attached letter. The Governor told me he
talked with you on the telephone. I would like to see the
President about this and other matters if his time permits.
However, I know he is very busy and I am loathe to impose
upon him and, furthermore, he may be down at his home in
Johnson City. However, if he is around and does have a little
time, I would like to talk with him and hope you will pass the
word on to him.

This, however, should be "off-the-record' as a call at
this time might create some speculation.... however far fetched

. . . . that the President might in some way be influencing our
investigation and our report. Also, it is easy for me to see the
President "off-the-record" as I have done it now for a number
of years. Let me know by telephone: residence #MU 1-7220;
office #629-3631..... or drop me a line.

With warm personal regards.

Sincerely

John A. IcCone
Mr. Joseph A. Califano
The White House
Washington, D. C.

OCT 3 1965enclosure
bh



JOHN ALEX MG CONE

612 SOUTH FLOWER STREET

LOS ANGELES 17

September 30, 1965

Dear Jack

Yesterday morning I reported to Governor Brown
of the progress we have made to date with the Commission
for the Investigation of the Los Angeles Riots. He sug-
gested that I give the President a report at an early date.
This I agreed to do, although I hesitate to impose upon the
President's time, knowing how extremely busy he is. It
happens, however, that I will be in Washington on October 8,
9 and 10. I am coming back to attend some meetings of
Bob McNamara's Commission on the Supersonic Transport,
and these meetings are scheduled for Saturday, October 9.

You might mention the Governor's suggestion to the
President and if he would like to spend a few minutes dis-
cussing our progress and any other subjects, I, of course,
would be delighted to call on him at his convenience. Would
you be good enough to let me know by letter or a telephone
call at Area Code 213, MAdison 9-3631

Warm personal regards.

Sincerely,

John A. McCone

The Honorable Jack Valenti

Assistant to the President
White House
Washington 25, D. C.



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 17, 1965

JAC:

John McCone called from California while you were in
the Budget meetings. He left the following message and
asked that someone phone him back if you had any sugges-
tions:

On December 23rd I have a scheduled meeting with Warren
Christopher and one or two members of the Commission
with Governor Brown for the puppose of making a report
on the situation out here. Probably on the same day there
will be a meeting with Mayor Yorty also -- but the Governor
and the Mayor will not be meeting with each other -- they
met several weeks ago.

I think somebody from the Federal Government ought to sit
in to listen to our problems and to know what is being considered
and the extent to which Federal programs are involved. The
Federal Government programs are centered in several depart-
ments and I would propose that someone sit in on these meetings
independent of the operating Departments -- maybe Ramsey
Clark who was out here before or someone else.

As an example, the city and county and state are willing to do
a lot of things but they need to be worked into existing measures

The morning papers carry a statement that the City of Beverley
Hills turned down an offer from the Poverty organization for
$78, 000 which was to go to educate the disadvantaged children
in Beverley Hills. The School Board of Beverley Hills by a
vote of 5 to nothing voted it down. They said there were only
about a half dozen children in Beverley Hills in this category
and they could easily take care ,f them and turned it down.
There is a very serious question, community-wise, on how this
money is to b: directed and secondly, it is the feeling in the
disadvantaged areas that the money is not being used where it
is really needed and if s )meone from the Federal Government
could be here, possibly we could work something out in a co-
ordinated fashion.

Having served in Washington Mr. McCone knows what a busy time

it is here and he doesn't want to impinge on your time but asks if
y u could have someone call him as to your reaction to the above
as well as with any suggestions you may ha-vC. TOI



NDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

11:10 pm.
March 15,

Tuesday
1966

MR. PRESIDENT:

Watts

Hale Champion, Pat Brown's man in Sacramento confirmed Ramsey
Clark's report that the situation in Watts now looks 'fairly encouraging. "

The troublemakers are confined to a 3-6 block area and are quieting
down.

Alvin, Texas

Attached is a UPI ticker item summing up the situation. This is
substantially in accord with the information that I have gathered
throughout the evening.

Larry Levinson

Attach.
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.,,,,MO)RANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

9:25 pm.
March 15,

Tuesday
1966

MR. PRESIDENT:

Ramsey Clark has
situation.

been in close touch with the FBI on the Watts

His report is that 250-350 Junior High School students in the Watts
area gathered this afternoon, shouted, and threw stones at some
passing automobiles.

The crowd grew to about 500.

In the process a truck driver was pulled from his vehicle and stabbed.

Control has not been established over the crowd.

Ramsey has set up a "command post" at Justice and is watching the
situation.

Frank Dryden is also getting reports from his Regional Director.
One report from Los Angeles police inspector is that a white man
has been shot through the head and another one injured

Joe Califano talked to Hale Champion who is the Director of Finance
and Brown's number one man. Champion said that he would get in
touch with us immediately if the situation began to worsen.

Joe Califano is at Cy Vance's house for dinner. There is a White House
phone there. He can be back here in about ten minutes.

Larry [evinson
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Wednesday, March 16,
4:15 p. m.

EXECUTIVE

19/ 6

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Mr. President:

Bill Moyers

Al
I am told that Roger Vilkins prevented another and more
serious riot in Watts yesterday by intervening in a case
in which a Negro was fired on the picket line and the
company had refused to bargain. It was getting close to.
exploding when Wilkins stepped in and got people to talking
with each other.

Maybe you should have Wilkins over, give him a little
mandate to keep his eye on Watts and to report back to
Califano. The picture would be good, the interest in
Watts desirable, and it might even help renew the effort
to move Community Relations to Justice.

Would you like Wilkins to come see you?

YES

NO

March 17, 1966

TO: MARVIN WATSON

FROM: Bill Moyers

I have asked Joe Califano to
on this.

follow through

Nothing else sent to
Celt-rJ Files as of

P ECT-I VED
MAR 9,3 1q6

C I NTR I I-Fl ES

/tp
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PRINCIPAL FEDERAL OFFICER

The principal Federal officer
bilities in the Los Angeles area:

will have the following responsi-

1. To work with state and local government officials, who
have the primary Government responsibilities, to assure them
full Federal support in performance of their responsibilities.

2. To coordinate and expedite Federal services and programs,
beginning with the 49 self help projects authorized by the President on
September 2, 1965, and additional projects approved by the President
or under development as a result of the Task Force report of
September 17, 1965.

3. To make certain that the Federal services are conveniently
available to all the individuals and state and city organizations that
need them.

4. To simplify and streamline Federal operations in the
area.

5 To work and consult with the Governor, the Mayor and

other state and local officials.



I want to announce today that I have decided to appoint a seven

member commission of distinguished Californians to make an objective

and dispassionate study of what has happened in Los Angeles these

last five days.

I will put no limits on the scope of the Commission's inquiries.

I will ask only that it probe both underlying and immediate causes

and recommend means to prevent reoccurrence. It is essential that

all of us try to learn whatever can be learned from these tragic events

here in Los Angeles and the lesser incidents in other California

communities. The immediate struggle is between the forces o law

and order and criminal elements of the Negro community but that

struggle is taking place in a far more complicated context. These

occurrences have greatly changed the efforts of all men of good will

to build a strong web of community relationships between the large

and growing Negro populations of our city and the other residents

of those cities and within minority groups themselves. We must

understand as precisely as possible every aspect of what has taken

place, and we will grope ti/fr/rtA/1 o' 1// our way into the future,

fearful and uncertain because of ignorance and confusion about the

past and present. The Commi ssion will constitute not only a panel

of distinguished leaders, but a paid staff of the greatest competency

and integrity. , I have been assured that the Commission can draw on

the talents, experience and knowledge of experts in the national

government to supplement our own very substantial state and local

As"aw",



capabilitiesxfor the difficult task ahead. The Commission and its

staff will need every available asset in making their assessment

and in conveying them to the public. I do not intend to bind the

Commission members in advance in anyway. They temselves

must determine what is relevant and what is not without regard to

demands made upon them by any public or private individual group

or agency.

There have been discussions of legislative inquiries and of demands

for this or that kind of investigation in every AUi# level of government.

There have been premature and unproved statements of every kind,

including criticisms and efforts to fix individual and collective

blame for what has happened. It is my strong convi tion that only

the most dispassionate and impartial evaluation possible made entirely

out of the political arena and apart from any of the persons involved



3

ievo4'ved will gain public confidence and give us a fifo'basis for

future action. I intend to proceed carefully and swiftly in the

selection of the members of the Commission and will announce

their names quickly as possible. I have one other announcement in
4

order to facilitate the re=establishment of lines of communication

and cooperation in this community. I intend to ask Leroy Collins,

the former Governor of Florida, who has established an emminent

record in this field to meet and &# advise me and Mayor Yorty here as

soon as we are satisfied law and order have been adequately

restored. President Johnson assured me Governor Collins will be

available for such a meeting.



LOS ANGELES PROJECTS

1. Small Business Development Centers

. OEO administers the program. The President mentioned SBDC's in his
September 2 announcement as one of the approved projects.

. Funds have been committed, but Sarge Shriver has not yet issued the
check (called a "letter of credit"). He is still waiting for EYOA (the Los Angeles
community action group which will handle the program) to submit certain
compliance certificates (e. g. covenants not to discriminate in use of facilities,
etc. ) required by law.

2. Small Business Training Programs

. OEO administers this one also. Funds have not been corruitted yet
because OEO is still trying to determine what kind of courses and how much.

. OEO hopes to get the program in shape at the end of next month. There
will be a training program.

3. Compton Area

The EYOA has been recognized by OEO as the single community agency
to handle all of the proverty programs for Los Angeles. Collins trip finally
established EYOA as the agency.

. The Compton group (headed by Reverend Williams and supported by
Hawkins) has not been recognized as a separate entity by OEO because:

(1) There is a policy of having only one community agency per community,
and Compton is basically part of Los Angeles.

(2) This 'one agency"' policy is designed to make administration easier,
cheaper, and better and gives to one agency the visibility and power needed to
bring off poverty programs.

.OEO, however, has been working with the Compton Group to get their pro-
posals into shape for submission to EYOA (and then to the OEO Regional Director

and finally to Shriver for approval). These proposals should be ready "in the

near future".

Shriver has written to Hawkins about Compton, taking the position outlined

above.



Aside from the "one agency per area only" the Compton Group doesn't
qualify now as a recognizable entity because it is not broadly based (consists
only of Reverend Williams and 11 housewives).

4. Broadway Manchester Business Club

. The complaint is that insurance premiums for businesses in Watts and
other affected areas are getting unconscionably high and that some policies are
being cancelled. This was set out in a telegram to the President dated
September 17, 1965.

. Ramsey has this, but has not acted.

5. Youth Employment Programs

. Labor runs these on an experimental basis, and then turns them over to
OEO once they are on-going.

. The program for South Central Los Angeles (Watts) runs to October 31
as does the Eastside Los Angeles (Mexican-American District) program.

. OEO and Labor are now in process of negotiating an OEO takeover. This
should be accomplished before the end of October. If not. Labor will extend
the programs until an agreement is reached.
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(5) The image of City Hall in Los Anpeles is at

an all-time low among minorities in the poverty areas. Oth

inept police relations and a city administration ui.'ornular

among minorities and the roor nave bru hed o4f o Ine poverty

program, toe control of which is centered, with FederLI'

help, in the city government. Tne policy of "public

controlling t-e program must b ;eighed as to tne w-' £4 it<

of creating. t monopolistic-Lureaucrati c n nc . C'

Conressional nearings and recent events in Los

Angeles have revealed operational 4eaxnesses in the Economic

Opportunity Act in that area whion if not corrected can have

widespread adverse effects not only on Los Angeles but

nationwide. Findings indicate:

(1) Exclusion of true representatives of poverty

areas by systematic planning which is producing unrest and

hostility in minority communities.

(2) Inordinate delays in programs even after

"acceptance" h1ss been assured.

(3) Congressionai hepresentatives in effected

areas are being ignored.

(4) Proposed investigations of the la uoc Committee

of the Louse Education and Labor Committee are most likely

to pit Congressmen against our own federal ofCiciali in

interpretations and implementation of tne law witn PeFerl

officials favoring local offic a3s and Congressmen insistin

that tne "poor must be involved" more substantially at

policy level.
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of mountain, pressure from co-:un1t- rouos tnat weant !nI will

demand innovative, creative and self-lelp programs.

(b) A political nac!:ine -s on thp make i. Los

Angeles that .3il1 further weaken t.e rror;ressive adminlstrati on

of -rovernor _roIn ano nis re-elect ion chances as well as

some Con:ressnen. §rni machine is mrovin7 into the Xeirzbor-

hood bdult Lverticination (NAF) project of the OEO, the

indizenou- leacer3hiF program of ociverty neighborhoocs, a

nighiy aesiracle -art of the war on overty out that nart

wnio; is most susceptiole to -olIticai anuse.

(7) There exists verw.telmine ,entiment, _c; is

mounting , in tne thirteen ueil-definrea povertv areas in Los

Angeles Countv for resident involvement ana self-determlnation,

a parochial spirit of hostility to "outsiders" wno "feel

themselves too good to live In tne poverty areas" et seekin;:

to run te affairs within these areas. Tnis trend is iely

to become more nationalistic in nature if' I:-norej or not

handled constructively. it I:; not inherent in thie cro rsn

nor a true indication of tne people's feelings but nas oeen

stimulated by an approach tnat has ignored tne admonitic:

expressed in OEJ guidelines.

ecommerncations:

(1) immediate tiuilin'- of nore inaiinenous leader-

anil_ tnroun continuation of t0 .i'nuor'oo Adult 'artlci-

pation as a project independent of politiQal control. Tnis

contemplates funding of tni project independent of thle I.-cal

Community Action Agency. Logically, it should be sonsoren



by the Federation of Settlements and Community Centers, a

"grass roots" federation of private non-profit, community-

based organizations close to the people. This Federation

was used for the Summer Teen Programs when all other groups

in recent controversies could not obtain approval. Both

precedent and popular acceptance dictate its selection as

tne sponsor.

(2) Kore involvement of actual residents at tne

policy level aith democratic selection instead of appointment

as now contemplated. Election machinery in Los Arigele3 maxes

t:,is feasible.

iMisuse or abuse of such concepts as democraticc

processes," "maximum fea-Ible naiticipation," and "mobilization

of resources," as called for in the law and OEO guidelines

create tensions and distrust as well as inefficiency in the

programs. eitherr the concepts should be abolished altogether

or observed. The OEO guide books are being widely read and

cited oy spokesmen in the poverty areas in support of their

protests against "being left out."

(3) Immediate approval of long delayed Small

Business Development Corporation under the Los Angeles

Economic Development Ag.ency; and utilization of this non-

profit corporation for housing, developments.

(4) Tiecogni:tfon of other Community Action agencies

ir. Los Angeles Coudty with -.roper standards as to sufficient

size and scope. ,os Ang;eles County is too large and complex

to permit only one octopus Size Co"rmmunity Action

. 11 1 t 411"WOWNWIM
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(Comoetition Ill inure ore honestyy nd less politics.)

(3) Lecog;nition of single-purnose agencies that

can mount strong, creative programs with broad community

support and potentially self-sustaining or capable of

obtaining private support. (The recently signea agreement

in Los Anxgeles contains a provision which provides for sub-

revional screening'. This can be used to screen out many

acceptable and worthwniile proposals without ade-uate

consideration.)



Yorty Aide

'P roil

Charged
Councilman El nai Bei

nardi charged today paololl,
padding' ui a new rnnoi ,-
office appointment

Willard Murray. 34, < ur
rently field deputy to Coun-
cilman Billy G. Mills, was I
appointed by Mayor Samuel
W. Yorty as executive as-
sistant at a salary of
$17,028 yearly He currently
makes $10,968 annually

Yorty said Murray will serve
as liasion with the Economic'
and Youth Opportunities
Board which governs the 10
cal war against poverty pro
grarn.

After extensive debate in
the City Council session, Mur
ray's appointment was sent
back to committee and Mills.
who heads the personnel corn
rnittee, said another hearings
will be held tomorrow

Bernardi charged that the
way in which the matter
was handled is a "rather
blatant and very flagrant
disregard of our obligations
and responsibility"



Yorty's Office Accused
of Padding City Payroll

Bernardi Raps Appointment of Mills Aide
to Poverty Post Paying $17,000 a Year

9-2. 2-6 ABY ERWIN BAKER i
Times Staff Writer

Mayor Samuel W. Yorty's office "\as accused Tues-r
day of a flagrant attempt at payroll padding through

'f the appointment of an aide to Councilman Billy G. Millsle
s to a $17,000 a year anti-poverty post

d The charge was made at al
stormy City Council ,os;ion!

t. by Councilman Ernani Ber-1
' nardt, who also accused the!
- mayor's office of t ving to

'il change council procedure in
e- seciing the appointment ofi
n, Wilaid Murray Jr to thel

2, -Economic and Youth OppoI-1
e- tunity Agence
etBernardi did not inention

the mo or by name, hut li-I
le mited his criticism to thel
Ut inavor's office

M(11Murray. 31. form aero-1
!h space engineer. now a $10 -
re68 a ear field representa-
of ti\ e for Mills, would he an
'r executive assistant to the

ifmal t i \ith diliez as rep-
esentti e to the EYOA and!

related agencies

/' Not in City Budget
Bernardi noted that the

position would be a new one
not contained in the city I
budget

"This ought to point up to!
-d us the incongiuitv of the
n structure of government on
l the local level that fosters 1

r- and encourages this t\pe ofj,
pa- zoll padding." the coun-

scilman said
(,The cou ncil, hy a 12-2 xote
I 2 ordered the appointment re-
1us ned to its three-membei
pl pei sonnel committee for a
,n puhe hearing
d Mills, one of the three city
a-Imembers on EYOA, ,aid the

enmmittee will take up the
r- appointment at its regular
mee tingig at 2 pn today.
to1 TBernardi changed that in
c, the new post Murra would
d be merely a "$17,000 a Near,
W messenger ho\ " hetw\ een the!

mavor's office and the EY-
ly OAI
P" ie changed that a equest
inbv the mavoi 's office to hv-

pa-s the counal and refer
athe appointment diectlv to

Please Turn to Pg. 23, Col. I

BERNARDI
Continued from Third Page
the personnel committee
"i as a rather blatant, and
very flagrant, disregard of
the authority, responsibility,-
and obligations that we
have."

Council minute clerk Momy
roe B. Wilson, backed by
council president L. E. Tim.
berlake, said such referrals
were not unusual.

Mills, a member of the per-
sonnel committee, warmly
defended Murray as a talent-
ed and gifted graduate en-
gi.eer who had taKen a
sizeable cut in salary as an
engineer to join his staff.

Mills denied the implica-
tion that "there was some-
thing peculiar in the manner
In which the committee first
considered M u rr a y's ap-
pointment."

The councilman said the
appointment was approved
by another personnel com-
mittee member, Councilman
Marvin Braude, at a special
meeting.,

The third member, coun-
cilman John S. Gibson Jr.,
said he was not present at
the meeting. but later went
alo'g, with the recommenda-

isonmoved that the ap-
po treent be returned to the
committee because the ac-
tion "reflected on the com-
mittee."

Basis of Controversy
'The controv*isy was born

with a message from the
mayor to the council on Sept.
14 naming Murray to the
post.

,Previously, the council
ha4 approved creation of a
civti service position, paying
bewt en $9.828 to $12,240 an-
nually, of ma\ or's reprehen-
tative to the Youth Opportu-
nities Board, predecessor of
the EYOA.

Mills ,aid the maNor feli
Ihe responsih cities of the
EYOA. loh were sufficijnth%
broad to warrarit the $17,000
a nnual salary.

The YOA position was not
filled before heiag supplant-
ed by the EYOA pot, which
. exempt from civil service

p



Yorty Denies Charges I
of Padding City Payroll(

ites County and School Board Appointees
in'Defense of Salary for Anti-Poverty Aide

my ~ R' ERWIN BAKER
9 Tims SIaff Wrter

"'Charges of "payroll padding" in appointment of ail
city anti-poverty aide at $17,028 a year were branded

e "loose and irre-sponsible" Wedresday by Mayor Sam-
uel W. Yorty.

The charges had been
made by Councilman Ernani
Rernardi in connection with
the appointment of Willard
\Mu'rr Jr, a field represen-
l it e tor Councilman Billy

IG Millk
Niuriav was named an ex-

ecilli ts assistant to the may-
or to serl P as the city's liai-

ron iepresentative to thel
Economic and Youth Oppor-l
tunity Agency His paN
would he einreased mor
than $6,000

Yorty said the cit and!
county school boards and thel
county already had such re-1r
presentatives on the Youtth
,Opportunties Board inow:
the EYOA1 and that the
county representative is be-
ing paid "about $18,000."

Salary Figures
Records show, however,

that the city schools repre-
sentative receives $17,952,
while the county probation
department representative
gets $14,832 and the county 8
schools representative $14,-
040

At his weekly news con-
ference, Yorty said the city is f
the only one of the four pow-
ers that has not been repre-
sented and has already
'Wasted" several years in
which its interests should t

have been protected.
He claimed the appoint-

nment was help for earss'
by Mrs Rosali4MW\i man, a
longtime 16rty'foe who was,
defeated for re-elet ion toi
the council earlier this year

The job has been undei
consideration for two _,ears,
but Ljust a few weeks ago wasi
approved by the council as a

l('nil Service position with al-
kalarv range of $9q,28 to $12,-
:240 The new position as ad-It
!ministiatile assistant pays1
Ihe $17,028 and is ( iil1Ser-
vice exempt

YoyV however, disputed',
Rernardi' claim that the inh'

pleased Murray had agreedI YO RTYto accept "at my urging" and
lContinued from Third Page expressed confidence he will

wa; not in the n vor's budg- look after the city's interests

et. Not only is it in the budg- in "a big job
et, You I v said, hut half of the Later in the day, the coun-
salary n ill be paid by the fe- cil's personnel committee un-

deral government under animously recommended ap-

te ms of the Economic Op- pointment of Murray to the
post of executive assistant, Iti

portunity Act now goes before the full
He added that he doesn't council

think the job should be un- The (oninttee, comprised
ider Civil Service, because of((ouncilmen John S. Gib-

-'-taff aide; for the mayor and son Jr Marvin Braude and
the council are not 11ill<, hoard Murray de-

"'Tm sorty about this loose scribed as "one of the bright
chargee" Yorty said. "It's the young scientists of our
I sort of thing I thought was times' bc1 joseph M. Quinn,
'Ibehind us in the council." IspeciAl assistant to the may-

Says Murray Reluctant
But he added that he1

doesn't think the "honey-
moon ti over," because "one
irresponsible charge doesn't
label the whole council." He
teamed the council a "good

lone" and said he hopes to
continue working with it.

Yorty also echoed Mills'
statement that the council-
man (lid not want to lose
1iurray, and added that
even Murray was reluctant
to take the job.

The mayor said he wasl

On another subject, Yorty
saul he wva applying for fe-
deral funds bor public works
pioject in nme designated
poverty a eas of the city.
Such funds previously were
not available because the ci-
ty as a whole did not have a
6o unemployment rate, he
said

He said the federal assis-
tance will permit doubling of
projects and that the city's
one - third mitchmg funds
ai aalable
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GTS sly MILLION
FOR RENEWAL JOB

U.S. Antipoverty Funds to
Finance Project Giving
Employment to 16.000 -1 Arms Movement eporee

ti The police said they had been
- met by gunfire when they went

By GIADWTN TIlr.i i to investigate a report of arms,
special to The New Your Tmes being trucked to the headquar-

LOS ANGELrS. Aug 18- ters oi the militant Neguracst
Gov. Ednund G, Brown an- 1 po g..--
nounced tonight that $1,770 000 e federally financed rehab-
in Federal antipovertv funds 1Ultation program will operate in
would be applied immediately ,Ipubli- areas - widely uttered
toward rehabilitatlrn of the 45- with wreckage as if struck byf
square-mrle site of Negro riot- a tornado -and also private
ing here. properties constituting a hazard

Under a "work experience - o public AtMA
training program" already ap- Priority in etarg w ore
proved for Los Angeles County, rl given to wetare relptents and
the Governor said, up to 16,000 1 people of low ioome econorm-
men and women will be em- cally hurt by the devastatIn.
ployed-. The county's suprintendent1

Mr. Brown's announcement of charities, William Barr, said e
came after the fir.t night with- . today that activity had been
out a curfew in the rot area fairly light at three offices ofxn
since Saturday. A total force of . the Bureau of Public Assistance
15,000 National Guard troops - In the riot area. Social workers t
and law-enforcemeut' officers1 assigned to the area have en- d
maintained reducca patrols in Icountered few dire situations, b
the Negro area m suthwestern such as food shortage, he said.
Los Angeles centering on the 4rrss Top 5,800
Watts district.

Only one major clash occurred I The total of persons arrestedIsI

following the lifting of restric- since the disorders erupted last ti
tions on ight-itrne movement eWednesday night reached morel
on the streets. f than 3,800. The death toll re-d

An early-ntoming battle be- maIned at 33.
tween 50 policemen and a nui-I The arraignment of prisoner
her of Black Muslims t their 'by the hundreds, on charges
Vhosque led to thearre't of 59 e ranging up to murder, continued

fersonshand h - at the Lincoln Heights jail Pre-
frss and fr tie liminary hearings were sched-

t uled to begin tomorrow

Anti-poverty funds
approved for L. A.t

- Dr. Ellen Winston U S with a limit of $500 materi-
y Commissioner of Welfare. als cost per house
nt Department of Health, Edu- The California Depart-
,_cation, and Welfare, has au- ment of Social Welfare is

thorized anti - poverty workithe State agency responsible
experience and trainingifor the Ls Angeles work ex-

. funds and workers to beiperience and training proj-
used for emergency cleanup,,ct The $1 7 million p r o j-

vjrepair, and food distribution~ect was originally approved
s in the riot - stricken areas early'in l45 by Dr. Winston,

0 ')R 4"aeles under Title V of the Donom-
The action permits m en Improve the ability to work

and women taking part in the of some 5 600 unemployed
existing Los Angeles w o r kic ()pIunity Act of 164.

r-experience and training proj- The project's objective is to
ect to help restore the area'and other needy parents.

3 Following emergency esen -i Dr Vinston's authorization
f-iices have been approved for use of these men andI
r ,Cleanup of public pioper-!momen in riot emergency
-ty work extends until Seern-

Cleanup of private p r 0 p- her 30, and stipulates the ue
erty when there is a threatof only persons physealyl

r to public health able to perm the asdgned
VPackaging and distribution duties and gives priority to
of surplus food in family- area residents on public wel-
size quantities. fare
Alepair of riot-damaged

P homes owned by general and0 public assistance recipients,



U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. JOSEPH CALIFANO

ON: Department of Labor Activities and Projects in Los Angeles

Here is a listing of specific activities under Labor Department programs
which can be redirected, enlarged or expedited, or launched quickly

to ease unemployment pressures in Los Angeles, particularly in the
Watts district and other parts of the city's South Central area.

These are activities which can be financed within FY 1966 budgets,

although several would require reprogramming of funds from possible

activities elsewhere.

Unemployment Compensation

Unemployment insurance claims have increased because
of the recent destruction or shutdown of business establishments.

These claims will be processed quickly to provide payments to eligible

unemployed workers.

Extra employees have been assigned to handle the greater

load. Temporary additional offices will be opened if necessary. The

California agency plans to be as liberal as possible in permitting

backdating of claims and excusing of late reporting, so that eligibility

of claimants is not impaired by inability to report during the riot periods.

Employment Service

The Watts district is now served by Employment Service
offices in other areas. A temporary new office can be opened quickly
in the Watts district to facilitate and step up recruiting, screening,

referral and placement services (for both training and employment
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opportunities) for residents of that area.

Youth Opportunities Board

The YOB is an ongoing indigenous Los Angeles organiza-
tion providing counseling, basic education, work experience programs,
referral to training and jobs, and other services to 17 to 21 year old
youth under contracts from the Labor Department's experimental and
demonstration program. (Its funds come also from the President's
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
as well as private foundations and other sources.)

One of its contracts under the experimental and demonstra-
tion program, focusing on the East Los Angeles area (largely Mexican-
American population), is due to expire at the end of October. A second
contract, concentrating on the South Central area (including Watts and
a heavy Negro population), is now being continued on a month-to-
month basis.

Consideration can be given to extension of these two
contracts to the end of the year to meet immediate current needs in
both these major LA areas.

Consideration can be given also to temporary broadening
of the age group it serves in the South Central area to include young
adults age 22 to 30 . This age bracket has a high unemployment rate
and includes a large number of those arrested during the riots.

Neighborhood Youth Corps

NYC projects (for which the YOB is the sponsor in
Los Angeles) could provide additional work-experience opportunities
for youth from the Watts district and could be used to meet part of
the forthcoming task of restoration of the riot-shattered area.

There are now some 13,200 enrollees in NYC projects in
LA: 8,000 are in-school youth on two projects due to terminate at
the end of September; almost 5 ,200 more are out-of-school youth in
a project extending to the end of December. (About 1,800 of the
enrollee total are from South Central Los Angeles.)
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In addition, there are some 1,500 unfilled positions for
in and out of school youth for which funds have already been allocated
until the end of September for various community service tasks.

The NYC program could be directed specifically to the
Watts area in three ways:

(1) It could stress recruitment of Watts area residents
(by YOB, ES, and a planned Youth Opportunity Center) for
the unfilled positions and could extend their work for a
period beyond September. (This could be done within
present budget allocations for Los Angeles.

(2) It could redefine the work to be performed by
enrollees in the now-unfilled positions to cover riot-area
restoration rather than the other community service tasks
now designated. (This too could be done within present
budget.)

(3) It could establish an additional project, with
emphasis on enrolling of Watts youth, expressly for
restoration activities. (This would require reprogramming
of funds within the anticipated overall California allocation.

Youth Opportunity Centers

Plans for a network of these centers in Los Angeles were
announced earlier and funds for them have already been approved.

One YOC is scheduled for location in the Watts area.
Its tentative site was destroyed in the riots, but another site is being
sought. It can be staffed quickly, both by assignment of supervisory
and experienced personnel from within the California employment
security agency and by trainees soon to graduate from three "CAUSE"
training projects in the state.

The YOC would recruit and screen Watts area youth for
NYC projects, the Job Corps (about 100 LA youth, including 40 from
the Watts area, have already been referred to Job Corps camps by the
Employment Service), other training opportunities, or specific jobs,
and would provide specialized counseling services.
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On-Job Training (OJT) Under MDTA

Three established and one possible significant new OJT
activities are relevant:

(1) A new contract with the Urban League of Los Angeles
was signed in July to develop 400 OJT training slots.
This effort can be sped up and enlarged . The Employment
Service is ready to recruit larger numbers of trainees;
additional Urban League personnel would have to be
arranged for increased job development efforts.

(2) The YOB is already conducting a sizable OJT program.
An estimated 500 positions are being directed to South Central
area unemployed. This will be carried forward as rapidly as
resumption of normal business activities permit.

(3) There are several major nationwide OJT contracts
underway with national organizations such as the American
Hospital Association. They could be urged to emphasize
in the period immediately ahead the development of their
OJT activities in the Los Angeles area.

(4) A new community-wide OJT program could be initiated,
along lines newly developed in several cities, including
San Diego and Oakland. This requires direct participation
of the Mayor, other community officials, and leaders of
minority groups and other private organizations.

A program for such training for 1,000 unemployed persons
in Los Angeles is a reasonable initial target.

The contract for this program would provide funds, not
only for training, but for the contractee (either the city or
other organization or group it designates) to hire a staff of
local job developers to work with the employer community
and to negotiate the desired OJT sub-contracts with individ-
ual employers in L.A. OJT has the advantage of putting
unemployed persons on the job at the very start of training,
and with high assurance of continued employment on completion
of training: Well over 90% of those in OJT programs are retained
by the employer upon finishing their training.
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Institutional training under MDTA

There are now nearly 60 MDTA institutional training projects
in progress for over 900 trainees in Los Angeles. (It cannot readily be
determined how many are from the South Central or Watts area.)

Another 8 projects are starting up in the latter half of
August. They are putting another 350 persons into training.

In the last two weeks, 16 more projects for over 1, 200 more
unemployed persons have been funded, but recruitment, arranging of
teaching facilities and instructors, and other preparatory work will
ordinarily require at least several weeks and in some cases a good deal
longer before the course is actually started.

Finally, another 35 potential projects for 3,500 additional
persons are being developed but have not yet reached the final review
stage.

It would be possible to (a) expedite the start of projects
already approved, (b) speed up processing of those already identified
as possible projects , and (c) intensify recruiting and selection from
the South Central areas where the nature of the project makes this
feasible.

A new MDTA activity recently launched in Los Angeles
could usefully be stepped up, also with particular stress on South Central
area residents. It provides institutional training, without establishing
a full class or project, by referring individuals to ongoing courses con-
ducted by approved educational institutions of all kinds; unemployed
workers so referred are eligible for MDTA training allowances while taking
such a course.

Temporary agricultural employment

Recruitment from the South Central area can be increased to
meet forthcoming demands for temporary farm work, particularly for the
tomato harvest. At least 16,000 tomato pickers will be needed shortly;
some 4,000 will be needed by the first week of September and another
4,000 the second week.
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Additional staff resources

Over 100 Californians are completing next week the CAUSE
training program classwork to become counselors and community workers.
After Labor Day, they are due to begin 4 weeks of on-the-job training in
YOB and Employment Service activities. Most of them can quickly be
made available to serve as additional youth-worker resources in the South
Central area.

There are three distinct groups: Some, with masters' degrees,
have been in training in San Diego to become counselors. Others, with
bachelors' degrees, have been in training at UCLA to become "counselor
trainees" . The third group, with no college degree, have been in train-
ing at the YOB to become "community workers"; of 25 Californians in
this group, 5 are from the Watts area.

Secretary of Labor

- ------ ---- .... .... ........



p THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Material dictated by John McCone.

Mr. McCone may be reached in
Los Angeles at 629-3631, if
needed.

MCC



Governor Brown charged the Commission on the Los Angeles riots

with specific areas which he wishes them to investigate. They are:

1. To prepare an accurate chronology and description of
the riots and attempt to draw any lessons which may be
learned from such a study. These should include:

a. Circumstances surrounding the arrest which
touched off the riots.

b. The performance of law enforcement, the

National Guard, and its effectiveness.

c. The performance of individuals, both white and
Negro, in attempting to control the riots.

d. Why the riots continued, why they spread, and
possible outside stimulation, if any, behind them.

e. The circumstances surrounding deaths, injuries,
property damage.

f. The weapons used, how they were obtained, and

where such sinister devices as Molotov Cocktails

came from.

2. The Governor asked the Commission to probe deeply into

the underlying causes of the riots including:

a. The sociological and physical conditions in the

area.

b. The opportunities for Negroes in employment,

education and recreation in the troubled area and

the attitude and awareness of the Negro community

regarding those opportunities.

c. Public and private welfare programs available in

area and the extent to which they are utilized.
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d. Pertinent facts regarding the individuals involved

including age, education, family status, habits,

family situation and associations.

e. Attitude of rioters toward the community and law

enforcement officials.

f. Significance of looting in stimulating and prolonging

the riots.

3. The Commission should develop recommendations for action

designed to prevent a recurrence of these tragic disorders

and prescribe what additional can be done by any level of

government or by private citizens to prevent a repetition

of riots and bloodshed.

The Governor expressed hope that the Commission studies would assist
in solving the problems in Los Angeles, in other cities in California,

and in cities throughout the Nation. He asked that the report be
completed by December 1.

Mr. McCone stated that the Commission was determined to make a
study in deptb of the problems outlined by the Governor. He said that
the Commission was agreed that objectivity is of the greatest importance
and the Commission will not tolerate prejudice on the part of the
Commission or its staff.

A series of questions from the press developed the fact that the Commission
will be independent of any State, county, city or Federal agency, but they
utilized to the fullest extent information and statistics developed by such
agencies or by private institutions, educational institutions or foundations.



Taken on the typewriter by phonefrom John Perry in Los Angeles.

Suggested telegram to be sent to the OEO by representatives of each
of the 4 Joint Powers

The Joint Powers have met and agreed to incorporate the following
agreements in a new Joint Powers statement which will then be forwarded
to our respective agencies for ratification. In light of this agreement
and in accordance with commitments made by representatives of the

OEO we ask for immediate approval of all pending Los Angeles proposals

under'itle 2-a.

1. There will be organized a new joint powers board to include A2 16
representatives from the public agency sector, 10 representatives

from the groups and areas to be served by the program and 5 representatives

from the private agency sector.

2. The 10 representatives from the groups and the areas to be served

will be democratically selected in accordance with a plan to be developed

by the American Arbitration Association. This plan shall be developed

and implemented in a period not to exceed 6 months from date of

telegram. It is our understanding that the total cost of this procedure
will be paid for by the OEO.

3. An interim representation from the groups and areas to be served

shall be named for a period not to exceed 6 months. This representation

shall be selected in the following manner:

(a) 4 nominess from the Mayor's Committee for Economic Opportunity

(b) 4 nominees from the Los Angeles Anti-Poverty Committee

These nominees shall be resident in the City of Los Angeles and shall

in each case be equally divided between those who are negro and those

of Mexican-American descent. The Mayor shall appoint two interim

representatives from each of the four nominees, so as to give equal

representation to the negro and Mexican-American communities.

Two additional nominees shall come from the organized negro community

and two from the organized Mexican-American community. From each

of these the Mayor shall appoint one interim representative, thus

assigning to the City of Los Angeles 6 of the 10 representatives of the

groups and areas to be served. Two nominees shall be presented to the

Chairman of the County Board of Supervisors from the organized Anti-

Poverty Screening Boards in Pasadena, Long Beach and Compton-Willow

Brook-Enterprise. From each of these the county shall select one

interim representative. Two nominees shall also be presented to the

county by the organized Mexican-American community and these shall

be resident in an area outside the City of Los Angeles. From these
latter two the county shall select one interim representative, thus
giving the county a total of 4 representatives from amongst the groups
and areas to be served, The interim representatives from both the
caiy and county shall not be eligible to succeed themselves as first-term



permanent representatives.

4. Those communities desiring to establish area screening boards

for the purpose of recommending program shall have a majority of

their membership from the groups and areas to be served. These
representatives shall be chosen in a manner to be devised by the
American Arbitration Association. Interim representation on
area screening boards shall be established in a manner and spirit
similar to the process described in paragraph 3 above. Area
screening boards when established shall also have representation
from organized ethnic groups, where most groups constitute a
significant portion of the population to be served by the program
in that area.

5. ThisexofferxctrocDisaffirmation or removal of any member
of the new Joint Powers Board or any area screening board shall
be made only upon action of two thirds of the membership of that
board.

6. It is our understanding that the new proposals for Title 2-a
funds, other than those already submitted, will not be considered
by the OEO until the above agreements have been ratified by the
Joint Powers and the interim representatives from the groups and
areas to be served have been seated and have had the opportunity
to participate in the review of programs.
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

6:20 p.m., Wednesday

May 18, 1966

FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM Joe Califano

Here is a brief report on the situation in Watts which I received

from Winslow Christian, Governor Brown's aide, on this matter.

Two days ago, a Negro motorist was killed by a L. A. city policeman

on the highway. Since then, statements by the city police have been

confusing and contradictory and have offered no valid explanation

for the shooting.

At 5:30 last night, a crowd of 500 policemen assembled in a park
in Watts. The crowd was steamed up by several Negro clergymen,
and identified members of the DuBois clubs there. The crowd by
acclamation passed some sort of resolution demanding reformation

of the police department.

The crowd then went to a police station but left it before any damage
was done. There were a couple of liquor stores looted and some

reporters from Newsweek were badly beaten. However, eventually
the crowd was dispersed by a group of all white policemen.

There will be an inquest tomorrow in a large public hall concerning
the shooting of the Negro motorist by the policeman. The District
Attorney in the area, Mr. Younger, has selected this optional
procedure to give immediate visibility to the wheels of justice. He
also has representatives of the slain man's family assisting him to
prepare for the inquest and suggesting questions. The recommenda-
tions coming out of the inquest is advisory only. At the end of the
inquest, unless Younger and Governor Brown's people are caught
by surprise, Younger plans to announce that he is taking the case to
the grand jury.

Winslow Christian told me that the city and state police are alerted,
and that various other preparations have been made (including
contingency preparations for the possible use of the National Guard
under State auspices, if necessary). They believe that this method
of handling the case will cool things off.
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While they are particularly concerned about the extreme leftist
elements involved, their overall judgement now is that there will
be no riot in Watts either tonight or tomorrow night, but that the
situation will be tense.



EXECUTIVES

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH INGTON

May 31, 1966
3:20 p.m.

Mr. President:

Mayor Yorty called and said the Coroner's
verdict should be announced today. (You
will recall this is the incident where a

policeman shot a Negro man who was carrying

his wife to the maternity ward of a hospital.)

The Progressive Labor Party, which is
Communist controlled, is trying to incite a

riot. The Mayor said he wanted the President

to know this is a very tense situation and

Federal help might be needed. The Mayor
said he thought it would be wise to have troops

quietly move into Fort McArthur.

The Mayor further said that Internal Revenue

Service has notified him they want to audit

his 1963-64 returns. He believes this is

politically motivated.

Marvin

Information passed to
President, Joe Cal ifano
and Harry McPherson.

Marvin Watson- requested Harry and
Joe to meet and to con-
tact Katzenbach and/or

Nothing els 6ent to Ramxsey Clark.
Central Files as of



WATTS 5/31 HC
URG ENT
2ND DAY LD WATTS 116A

BY WILLIAM MCKIE
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

LOS ANGELEES (UPI)--ta CORO51ER'S INQUEST INTO THE POLICE SLAYING
OF A NEGRO MOTORIST, WHICH IGNITED DEMONSTRATIONS AND OUTBURSTS OF
VIOLENCE IN THE RIOT-SCARRED 'WATTS AREA, WENT f0 r. JURY TODAY.

DEP. CORONER CHARLES LANGHAUSER INSTRUCTED THE P-ANEL OF EIGHT
MEN AND ONE WOMAN 10 DETERMINE WHETHER LEONARD DEMDWYLER wAS KILLED
ACCIDENTALLY OR "BY CRIMINAL MERNS."

THE JURY, WHICH INCLUDES ONE NEGRO AC, RECLIVED THE EMOTION-
CHARGED CASE AFTER EIGHT DAYS OF TESTIMONY iY POLICE ND WITNESSES
CONCERNING THE SHOOTING MiY 7 il' THE END OP A HIGH-SPED CHASE.

THiE FINAL WITNESS, HOMICIDE SGT. CH/1RLEb HIDBIE, TESTIFIED
NEGROES WEARING BLACK MUSLIM INSIGNIA ATTEMPTED TO INCITE fHE CROWD
THAT GATHERED AFTER DEDWYLER WAS KILLED w HILE ALLEGEDLY TAKING HIS
PREGNANT WIFE TO A HOSPITAL.

HIGBIE SAID OFFICERS WERE UNmBLE TO PHOTOGRAPH THE DLDWYLER
VEHICLE, WHICH WAS UP ON a SIDEWi-LK AFTER A WILD CHASE Al SPEEDS UP TO
85 MILES AN HOUR, BECAuSE OF THE INTERFERENCE.

HE SAID A NUMBER OF WIfNESSES WHO VOLUfqTEERZD ACCOUNTS CF IHL
INCIDENT COULD NOT SUBSEQUENTLY BE LOCATED !"ND THEiR -DDRESSES ND
TELEPHONE NUMBERS TURNED OUT TO BE F.'LSE.

ANOTHER CLOSING WITNESS WiS - HiEN KbIO OPERATOR, LEk HANDLLY,
WHO SUPPLIED A TAPE OF THE POLICE COMMUNICATIONS DURING THE CH SE.
AT ONE POINT ON THE TAPE, POLICE VEHICLES WERE WARNED NOT TO AlfEMPT
TO BLOCK THE ONCOMING DEiDWYLER VEHICLE BECAuSE If HAD TRIED TO
SIDESWIPE ONE UNIT.

THE JURY WAS TO BEGIN DELIBERATION afTER A LUNCH RECESS.
THE INQUEST Wi-'1S INFORMED LOS .. GELES POLICE - RE STRAINED TO POINT

THEIR REVOLVERS AT SPEEDING CARS CONTAINING FELONY SUPjCT0 OH DRW
THEM WHEN THE VEHICLE IS STOPPED.

PICKUP 2ND PGH 1169: INSP. JOHi\j
R&JY1237PPD



7:05 pm. , Saturdlay
June 1l, 1966

fOR T H P CILENT

WiF1viv, Joe Califano

tackedd is a confidential Ienort Charlie Schultze has received on
the watts situation. It shows that programs we sent in there after
the riots are not going well, largely because there is no one
directng the over all effort.

it is riot necessary for you to get into the details of the 3 page
coeort, but I have marked the conclusions at the beginning.

I recognize the problems witu a Presidential coordinator in the area
and I have explained them to Charlie Schultze. Short of that, I
think it is licumbeat unon us to do something to make sure the Fed -

eraJ programs operate effectively, especially with the summer upon
uS.

I recommend that -chultze and I get together with Labor, HEv,
Poverty and JUL to agree on a single individual to make sure the
programs are operating effectively and are well coordinated. He
would not be a Presidential representative, but a coordinator
agreed upon and designated by the four agcncics involved. I think
this woula avoiD problems which concerned us whena we were thinklag
in terms ofARCI Raeylak or omeone else sent out by the wv white
rouse.

po)rovea ~ Ls a oroved

NoLhing eLcsa sec-
Cent rail Fai 1es as i
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To: Director

From: 1,-LC

Sufbje ct: 2-revzntive Action in Los Angeles

Atrllyr of FedErerl por targeted on 'he WI'atts-Zast L..

situationS Sho-.s that r-_os to-,'hem re in trouble. Taken toget_--Uhe-, \
tec Us and shortalls can cont ributt

anotCher Leneral brawl.

In a good number of cases,imrdaeaconihtmka
difference.

Wle do not hav3 a-ny macanary in -uhe LA area to f ocus
on the total sizegation and wr out solut-ions. The Federal 3xa1,cutiv1Je
Board is not gettin-g do-::n to spnecif*Tics. Nobody is "in charge" ixn
a crisis sense.

I belie-ve -- and I am-, not alone in thi - hat the situation
warrants the iim-mediate assiLn--ent of a f-ull-tine, ve ry aole
ind-iJvidual to Los Ang;eles as an Epdie:to hav- Presid'en'ial
backi-ng, to cuut red tapoeto k,8-,-)trac7k of 0projcts -3being -sat up
and to rep-ort --llen 1he cannot resolve a 2stal 1e :-ue. It ,,ould be
impuossible to kCep thiJs Cuiet, but th-"n-,abr n-tve aucre

Here is aru-om based on informnationIhveotid
inorlyand u-noff:.:i cially.

LosAnlscahrors

37 l - jo u i

- - - - -DTA - i stiuti na - raiing - 44412.44444 4 million' -4,. 44 ,

-- 5CO riiapstinbu ny 4C

4-operatica (2c traneas),oher cnestyn

<-;*sc 4 . -44.'b0 MnsAAAA-



S status

IDTA-Cn-Job-Training ---
4,700 elots a-roved for istts,
but only 1,500 filled. Lack of
entry jobs for hard-core. Defense
contractors reed pushing. In trouble

ES - Youth Cpotuityr Centers --

Six of these ca:ters. ET.plo ne
Service hes set u nle: offTicas in the
problem areas. problem is lack of jobs for
hard core.

Health, ducaticn and welfare

Title I, ESZ -- a15 million for !A,
with $1.2 million for summer pro-rars.
Very little information available as to
what the targ-et area prograris are. School
board very conservative/

Naternal and child health.. .LA is the only
one of 10 :-2jor cities unable to formlate a
proposal for K- . Conservativ local health
people, bad co..unication :th USC.

Dental program -- not :oving. Participating
dentists in ::ron places. I'o transportation
availscle. S't'ge of scientists.

Health Centers Project- unable to gt started
since AuUst 195 . Rsstanc fro:t 1 0cal mt'ical
fraternity, and local health authoHities aren' t

pushig.

;Ielfare programs: lack of :-elfse o:aces in niost
nefy arzs. o1 c st ioible 2cr es 1o eacs

Special training i oLk i --

authorized, 3 in operation. Capacity for L&O t rins
only 1 ' 0 Si i:- . 2 accim oice st:is :Cr lac-
of a nbuin.

Traiin une:-=dlo;ed hds o- f: ilies
'1.7 million -- 20193 trainees. being c t to 1,l0

In trouble

Unclear

In trouble

In trou' le

In trouble

.n U

I-

programm
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Status

Day Care Training Centers --
Capacity to train 130 persons in child
care. 27 positions filled. 2 of 4 centers
in operation. Tro others stymied by lack of
local approval of buildings or sites. No
transportation for children. In trou'cle

Office of Econo-ic %Crortunity

$2.c millionn available for LA suner youth
programs. CAA propose als very poor. C0 Eand
City Hall have differences. .Time running. out.
Civil Service sticky about hiring vbuths uith
police records.

Headstart -- sites -;era picked 7jithout orior
inspection. Most of them need repairs. City
authorities insist on meethin building codes.
City Council has asked C30 for million for
repairs before permits are issued.

Regular CSC programs -- 27.5 million
provided in 1536 to LA. Friction ;ih City
Hall, locJl action agency, ard the noor. Local
agency unable to sainiisr program. 759 of
poor not being reched b- nrogra-s.

be operation Chsrp (fitne.) -- 3'0 youths to
be a :loye, u7 iil Srice stic ' onh

Housing and Urban Dvelo-)-ent ?0 ans

In trouble

In trouble

In trouible

In trouble

.sna plans for sot5 sn3:' st LA funded
by s"-11 grants, u for stu y ad:1 lazzing
only. ealicible sur:::r impact,

getinvlved in local tansions.

Lo-- Icoe Ere:-ousinu Deonstrticc Grant eclic o
receiva1L for 1 i11r-uni-: Yats acar ::u.:t > il s o
rehaboilitation. Srall in scoe, little overall 1r::oic,

an~-C V 2c:c rfr o.et'r

- -- ~ -I--F zc u - u20'

F? sen t hveti1~~n credit -peli c-,r f or

7k,_,7777771, 77 7

Program

'I-- -!- -1 , "

in



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS III N TO N

July 5, 1966

Marvin Watson

FROM: Clifford L. Alexander, Jr.

Re: Letter from George Knox Roth

SIALEUTIVE

411:c25

C:

I would agree with Roth that the calls for 'Black Power" represent
a very serious problem for the country. I would disagree, however,
with his suggested solutions. First of all, to draw more attention to
Watts, in my opinion, would only serve to underline how little has
been done in this area. The basic condition of the Negro in that part
of Los Angeles, from what I understand, is fundamentally unchanged
since the riots.

Secondly, while we should attempt to emphasize the positive, it would
be necessary for the President to indicate specific programs when
talking about improving the condition of the Negro in America. The
responsibility for these programs must rest more and more in the
private sector and with State and local governments. The establish-
ment of a NationalCenter for the Appreciation of Negr..QQntribu-
tions to American Life is a little esoteric, in my opinion, for dealing
with pragmatic problems. Perhaps in the near future the President will
want to say something about those who irrationally cry for Black
Power. Watts, however, is not the place to make such a speech.

Within the next few weeks we should have the follow-up machinery
for the Conference "To Fulfill These Rights'" moving. At that
time, the President might want to talk about some practical programs
that the Federal Government, and more importantly, State and
local governments and the private sector, could undertake to improve
the lot. of minority groups in this nation.

'o"hinL elso sent to
QQnAraj FILQ5a 3a OC

(

TO:

/ J~



JOHN ALEX M9CCONE e ,

612 SOUTH FLOWER STREET

LOS ANGELES 90017

August 17, 1966

Dear Joe:

x
Attached is a letter that Warren Christopher

and I have just delivered to Governor Brown, together
with a copy of a Staff Study on actions taken on the
recommendations of our Commission Report. I
am sure this will interest you. When you have
finished with it, you might pass it on to others who
have a particular interest in progress in this area.

You will note that some things are good, some not
so good, but I am inclined to "call a glass of water

half full and not half empty. "

I will look forward to receipt of the infor-
mation you are gathering up to send to me. I deeply

appreciate your help. For your information, I have
agreed to make a major speech at the Advertising

Council Dinner in New York on December 14th and
intend to deal with certain aspects of the problems

in our city. I11 need your help!

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Jo nA McCone

Mr. Joseph Cali
The White House

Washington, D. C.

11 A

4' r, 

LR LUE



GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION

ON THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS

STAFF REPORT OF ACTIONS TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT THE

RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE COMMISSION'S REPORT

August 17, 1966.



STATE OF CALIFORNIA EDMUND G BROWN, Governor

GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS
P 0 BOX 54708, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90054

CHAIRMAN
Mr. John A NcCone

VICE CHAlPMAN
Mr Warren M Christopher

MEMBERS
Judge Earl C Broady
Mr. Asa V Call

August 17, 1966 The Very Rev Charles S Casassa
The Rev James Edward Jones
Dr Sherman M Mllinkof
Mrs Robert G Neumann

Governor Edmund G. Brown
State Capitol
Sacramento, California

Dear Governor Brown:

We transmit herewith an inventory prepared by
the staff of the Commission of the action taken on the
principal recommendations contained in the Report en-

titled, "Violence in the City, an End or a Beginning,

which was transmitted to you on December 2, 1965.

I.

In our December 1965 Report, we observed

that at the core of almost every major city in our nation,

conditions of life are marginal, and law and order have only

a tenuous hold. Sadly, the accuracy of this observation has

been confirmed by news of riots by Negroes in a list of

places that reads almost like a glossary of American cities

Bakersfield, Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Lansing, New

York, Oakland, Omaha, San Bernardino, San Francisco,

Washington, D. C., and far too many more. Against this

background of riots and disorders which fill the headlines

almost daily, are there any who can now doubt that this

sickness in the center of our cities is our nation's number

one domestic problem?

II.

There has been no major disturbance this
summer in the South Central area of Los Angeles. Never-
theless, tension has continued to be high. An outburst of
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violence on May 15, 1966, took two lives but was brought
promptly under control by a combination of efficient police
work and the efforts of many people in the area to support the
law rather than the lawless. The Leonard Deadwyler incident

on May 7, 1966, produced a very intense reaction from the
community but responsible action by public officials and many

citizens of the community prevented escalation. And, through-
out the year, there have been a succession of violent incidents
between law enforcement officers and gangs or groups of
youths, which serve as a reminder that there is no room for
complacency about this problem.

III.

We are encouraged, but far from satisfied, by
the progress made since last December in dealing with the

problems identified in our Report. The staff inventory which
we are transmitting shows that significant progress has been

made on all but a few of the recommendations contained in the

Commissions Report.

IV.

Improveme nt in the educational achievement of

the Negro is of fundamental importance to the solution of the

whole spectrum of problems of race relations. That judgment

was the foundation of our Commission's recommendations in the

field of education. The items summarized below indicate that much

effort has been expended and a commendable start made, but never-

theless, that a larger commitment of resources is essential.

The $189 million Los Angeles school bond
issue, which was passed last June by an

overwhelming margin, will provide funds

to end double sessions, although it will

take some time for the construction of the

necessary facilities to achieve this goal.

A substantial improvement has been made
in library, cafeteria, and counseling facili-

ties in schools in the South Central area, and

many additional facilities are programmed.
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(Regrettably there has not been a comparable
improvement in these facilities in schools
in the Mexican-American areas, and we
sound a sharp note of concern on this point.)

There has been a sharp increase in the number
of Headstart and other pre-school programs
in the disadvantaged area, but the programs
have been hampered by the inadequacy and
uncertainty of support, with the result that
only a minor fraction of the three and four
year olds in the affected area are partici-
pa-ting in the programs (and a diminished
federal contribution will apparently require
a reduction in the number of classes in
the fall of 1966).

The "Emergency Schools" program which
we believed last December, as we do now,
to be absolutely essential for areas of
substandard educational achievement has
not been adopted, although the 1966
California State Legislature provided
assistance for reduction of class size
and for supplemental reading programs.

The problem of attracting teachers to the
South Central area, which has been
aggravated in the last eight months, adds
to the urgency of adopting an "Emergency
Schools" program which will provide a
more satisfying classroom situation for
teachers in the disadvantaged areas and
thus aid in recruitment of teachers as it has
in the More Effective Schools Program in
New York.

The absence of greater achievement on the Com-
mission's education recommendations does not stem from any
lack of agreement regarding their merit; indeed, there seems
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to have been no serious dissent from the Commission t s analysis
of the problem or from the validity of the recommendations.
Rather, budgetary considerations have kept the Federal, State
and local governments from further implementation of the
recommendations. We recognized in our Report that the
recommended programs would be costly, but we believed
then, as we do now, that it may be much more expensive in
the long run for our society if the programs are not promptly

adopted. It is our conviction now, as it was then, that we are
taking an unnecessary and dangerous risk with our national
destiny if we do not make a massive effort to raise the educa-

tional levels in disadvantaged areas.

V.

In the field of law enforcement, it is encourag-
ing to find that there have been new and promising initiatives

by the law enforcement agencies in their relations with

members of the minority communities and in their efforts

to recruit officers from those communities.

At a time when there is much divisive controversy
over civilian review boards for law enforcement agencies, Los
Angeles has the advantage that civilian control of the police
department was long ago established by our City Charter. We

believe that the civilian Board of Police Commissioners can

play a vital and constructive role in police-community relations

if it will fully exercise its authority under the Charter. Al-
though there are some signs of greater activity by the

Commissioners, we continue to doubt whether the Board, which

meets but once a week, with compensation fixed at $10 per

meeting, is fully responding to the opportunity and the res-
ponsibility contained in the Charter.

The Police Department, with the approval of
the City Council, has established an Inspector in Charge of
Citizen Complaints, as recommended by our Commission.
However, our recommendation that the "Inspector General"
be "properly staffed with sworn officers and civilian personnel'
so that civilian complaints could be investigated independently
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and outside the chain of command has not been followed. If
the failure to provide the Inspector General with the recommended
staff assistance is an economy move, as we have heard suggested,
we think it is a false economy.

VI.

Impressive results have been achieved in the field
of employment and training. Because of the mobility of our
population and the inexactness of community boundaries,
precise figures are difficult to obtain. It appears, however,
that jobs have been found in the last year for more than 10, 000
residents of the curfew area by the State Employment Service
working in conjunction with the Management Council for Merit
Employment, Training and Research, and aided by the cornmen-
dable cooperation of hundreds of employers in the Los Angeles
area.

In the field of training, there are perhaps as
many as a dozen separate training programs under way,
supported by Federal, State and local resources as well as by
private contributions. We are advised that these programs,
when in full operation, will train several thousand men and
women each year. Negroes are playing important roles in
both the motivational and training aspects of these efforts.
The pursuit of the training efforts, carefully coordinated with
industry needs, offers promise that employment problems in
the South Central area will be solved as training progresses.

In our Report, we emphasized that the ultimate
success of the employment and training programs is dependent
upon the motivation of the Negro to enter into training pro-
grams and upon his ability to compete for employment and
advancement. As we said, unless he can shoulder his
responsibilities in those respects, no amount of money, no
amount of effort, no amount of training will be successful.
We continue to believe that this is a basic fact of our com-
petitive economy, and cannot be ignored by any segment of
our society.
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VII.

Perhaps the most encouraging single development
since the publication of our Report has been the emergence of
community efforts to improve conditions in the area and prevent
a recurrence of strife. In our Report we stated that no amount of
outside effort would be successful without the constructive
assistance of the members and leaders of the Negro community.
A beginning of such constructive community action has been
evidenced by such organizations as Community Pride, Inc., by
the recent Arts Festival on the anniversary of the riot, and by
the several job training and placement efforts mounted in the
community.

In this letter we have made general observations
on programs in the fields of education, employment and training,
and in law enforcement, the three areas of greatest concern to
our Commission. The attached report treats these three subjects

in greater detail and also reports on the welfare programs,
consumer problems, transportation, health problems, housing
and urban development, the city human relations commission,
news media and certain recent state legislation.

With the constructive assistance of the community
itself and with a new resolve to carry out programs recommended

and planned for that area, we hope for an enhanced prospect that

there will be an end to violence and a beginning of a new era of
harmonious relationships between the races in Los Angeles.

Respectfully,

John A." McCone
Chairman

Warren M. Christopher
Vice Chairman



EDUCATION

The Commission considered education as
"holding the greatest promise for breaking the cycle
of failure;" however, based on its in-depth study of
the quality and results of public education offered in
minority communities, the Commission concluded that
"the reading and writing level of students in the dis-
advantaged areas is far Loo -w for them either to
advance in school or to function effectively in society."
The Commission further concluded that the "schools in
the disadvantaged areas do not provide a program that
meets the unique educational needs of culturally dis-
advantaged children."

The Commission strongly advocated "a new,
massive, expensive, and frankly experimental onslaught
on the problem of illiteracy," and propounded a series
of recommendations "to strike at the heart of low
achievement and break the cycle of failure."

Commission's Recommendation

Elementary and junior high schools in the dis-
advantaged areas which have achievement levels sub-
stantially below the city average should be designated
as "emergency schools." In each of these schools, an
"emergency literacy program" should be established,
consisting of a drastic reduction in class size to
a maximum of 22 students and additional supportive
personnel to provide special services.

Status

Important steps have been taken to provide
more aid to the schools in disadvantaged areas, but
the Commission's specific recommendation for an emergency
literacy program has not been fulfilled. A sharp re-
duction in class size and concentration of experienced
personnel in schools in poverty areas has not been
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accomplished, even on a pilot basis. Despite sub-
stantial aid from federal and state agencies, piece-
meal efforts to implement new programs have not been
effective in meeting the unique educational needs of
the culturally disadvantaged, described in the Commission's
report.

The 1966 California Legislature has appro-
priated millions of dollars for various school aid
bills. The $40 million Unruin School Aid Bill gives
financial assistance to low-wealth school districts,
and provides for the eventual reduction of class
size down to 30 or 31 students.

The Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act provides
for reading specialists in the primary grades, and the
McAteer Act (Senate Bill 28), for compensatory education,
provides for a reduction in class size to 25 students
in elementary schools in poverty areas. Under the
provisions of this bill, school districts, to be
eligible for funds, must demonstrate efforts to eliminate
de facto school segregation. Los Angeles City Schools
just received $13 million under this bill, not suffi-
cient to launch the massive educational reform called
for by the Commission.

The More Effective Schools program for
disadvantaged children in New York City provides for a
drastic reduction in class size plus greatly increased
supporting services and materials. This program continues
to attract experienced teachers because it offers them a
more professionally rewarding assignment. In Los Angeles,
the problem of securing teachers to fill vacancies in
the schools in disadvantaged areas has become more
serious since the beginning of this year. There has
been a 38% decrease in the number of teachers applying
for teaching positions, and 317 tenured teachers have
requested transfers from 67 schools in the dis-
advantaged areas. Several factors appear to account
for the growing teacher shortage. First, teachers
have been going to other areas where there is less
possibility of racial tension and less frustrating
teaching conditions. Second, the new state credential
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requirement for a fifth year of college has discouraged
many college students from entering the field of ele-
mentary education. As a temporary measure, the State
Board of Education has agreed to allow provisionally
credentialed teachers to work in Los Angeles City
(and 239 other school districts) in order to alleviate
the impending severe teacher shortage.

Professional teachers' organizations in Los
Angeles are on record as favoring the Emergency Literacy
Program, and they have stated that if such a program
were put into operation it would attract experienced
teachers to teach in disadvantaged areas.

Commission's Recommendation

A permanent pre-school program should be
established throughout the school year to provide educa-
tion beginning at age three. Efforts should be focused
on the development of language skills essential to pre-
pare children to read and write.

Status

Operation Head Start and other federally
financed pre-school programs aimed at breaking the cycle
of educational deprivation for the disadvantaged, have
been launched throughout poverty areas in Los Angeles.
In addition, a new state program of pre-school compen-
satory education for children who are recipients or
potential recipients of public assistance provides
for $12 million in federal funds and $4 million in state
funds for the combined Los Angeles County program, the
largest in the nation.

The pre-school programs have not been in
operation on a permanent school year basis, as recom-
mended by the Commission. Uncertain federal funding
and delays in pro]ect approval have hindered the stability
of the programs and discouraged the long-range planning
necessary if projects are to have a lasting effect upon
school achievement in poverty areas.
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The Commission recommended that pre-school
education begin at age three, but it is estimated that
less than twenty per cent of the four-year-old children
and less than eight per cent of the combined three and
four-year-olds in disadvantaged areas have participated
in these programs.

Commission's Recommendation

The Board of Education should consider whether
double sessions can be lessened by arranging for children
whose school is overcrowded to attend nearby schools
with unused classrooms.

Status

There has been no reduction in the number of
double session classes in Los Angeles City Schools
since December of 1965, nor has the Board of Education
utilized empty classrooms to alleviate overcrowded schools.

A significant step has been taken to implement
long-range plans designed to eliminate all double sessions
within three or four years. The $189 million Los Angeles
school bond issue, passed in June, provides funds for
construction of new schools and classrooms. However,
the Board of Education has not yet alleviated the current
problem of overcrowding in schools. Despite 328 unused
elementary school classrooms with space for more than
10,000 children, over 27,000 children were still attending
double session classes at the start of the 1966 spring
semester.

A proposal to reduce double sessions by a bus
transportation plan was presented to the Los Angeles
Board of Education in May, 1966. This proposal, inspired
by the Commission's Report, was based on a computer analysis
by Rand Corporation scientists and modeled after a parent
sponsored program that has been in operation in Los Angeles
for over two years, with 208 children participating.
This proposal, to transport 2,160 children from crowded
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elementary schools to schools with empty classroom
seats at an estimated annual cost of $260,000, was
defeated by the School Board by a 4-3 vote.

Commission's Recommendation

Action should be taken to provide cafeteria
facilities in the schools in disadvantaged areas and
free or reduced-price meals should be provided for
needy students in these areas.

Libraries should be provided in all schools.

Status

Cafeterias have been reactivated in three
schools in South Central Los Angeles since the beginning
of this year. Twenty-three new cafeterias are scheduled
to be constructed with 1966 school bond funds in exist-
ing elementary schools in disadvantaged areas. No
action has been taken on providing free or reduced-price
meals for needy students in disadvantaged areas.

Libraries have been established or are now
being established in most of the schools in disadvantaged
areas. In addition, trained teacher librarians have
been placed in fourteen schools.

Commission's Recommendation

Counseling and special services for students
in the disadvantaged areas should be augmented.

Status

The student caseload for high school counselors
has been reduced 21% in the Watts area and to a lesser
extent in all disadvantaged areas. There has also been
some augmentation in counseling services at the elementary
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level, however, counselor loads are still considered to
be too high.

Commission's Recommendation

Adequate special provisions should be made for
all academically talented and gifted students to attend
advanced courses, and where necessary, transportation
should be provided to other high schools or universities
for that purpose.

Status

Implementation of this recommendation has been
limited to summer honors classes. Honors classes and
enrichment workshops were offered to students who have
shown high competence and potential in the academics
and fine arts. Classes were held in six schools in
the southwest area with students providing their
own transportation.
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EMPLOYMENT

The Commission considered employment as "the
most serious immediate problem" facing the members of
our minority communities. Unemployment and the conse-
quent idleness was depicted as a major cause of despair,
resentment, frustration, loss of human dignity and male
stature, family disintegration, and anti-social be-
havior.

The Commission expressed its concern in a wide
series of recommendations covering the military, all
levels of government, business and labor leaders,
training and placement, job opportunities, discrimina-
tion; and urged a combined, coordinated, massive attack
on unemployment.

Commission's Recommendation

The Rehabilitation Committee of the Chamber of
Commerce, in conjunction with others, should continue to
operate in South Central Los Angeles and should estab-
lish joint counseling and employment functions in that
area.

Status

The Rehabilitation Committee of the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce continues to operate in the
south central area of the city. It formed a non-profit
corporation called the Management Council for Merit
Employment, Training and Research, funded by the Haynes
Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the aerospace in-
dustry. In an effort to implement the recommendation
of this Commission, the Management Council has brought
together available jobs and unemployed people, and has
provided assistance and direction for training unskilled
people for jobs now available and to be available.
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The Management Council, working in conjunc-
tion with the California Department of Employment,
estimates some 10,000 of the 25,000 Negroes who were
unemployed one year ago, have been placed in industrial
jobs. The Management Council's contribution to this
progress included a direct appeal to the top manage-
ment of hundreds of locally based corporate employers
to assist by immediately hiring qualified but unemployed
members of minority communities who live in disadvan-
taged areas. To date some 260 corporations are partici-
pating with the Council in this program.

In an effort to provide an answer to the oft
asked question, "Train for what?" the Council has
secured from its participating corporations an inven-
tory of the skills needed now and in the immediate
future.

On June 1, 1966 the Council's Manpower Devel-
opment Committee held a meeting with the numerous
organized units active in manpower development and
training programs in the Los Angeles area. This Com-
mittee compiled details as to the type and extent of
vocational and other training offered by each organiza-
tion, characteristics of the group for which training
is intended, and post-training services such as place-
ment, ]ob development and on-the-job training that each
one provides. Information on the various training pro-
grams was distributed to each participating organization.

The Council is assisting in matching the
training programs with the needs of industry.

Commission's Recommendation

A job training and placement center should be
developed immediately in the curfew area through the
combined efforts of Negroes, employers, labor unions
and government.
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Status

A number of job training and placement cen-
ters have been developed in the past year in disadvan-
taged areas, and most of them are in the early stages
of operations.

1. An Opportunities Industrialization Center
has been opened in Los Angeles. It has received
$450,000 from the Ford Foundation, and it has been
organized and staffed by Negroes. The fundamental pur-
pose of OIC is first to motivate the unskilled, un-
trained, unemployed adults and then to train them for
employment opportunities on equipment and machinery
provided by industry. They anticipate that in the next
year they will provide basic educational and pre-voca-
tional training to some 1,575 persons, and that they
will train some 590 persons in needed occupational
skills.

2. The Los Angeles County Bureau of Public
Assistance has been federally funded to train 3,019
adult recipients of public assistance for job place-
ment through the Community Work and Training Program
in the next year. They have also been federally funded
to train 480 adults who are not eligible for any public
assistance at four different locations in the county
through the Project for Adult Training in the next year.

3. The California State Employment Service in
conjunction with the Los Angeles School District and
West Coast Trade Schools has been federally funded to
train 5,705 adults and 3,480 youths at four different
locations in the county through the Multi-Occupational
Skill Development Centers, in the next year.

4. Economic and Youth Opportunity Agency of
Greater Los Angeles has been federally funded to train
3,234 youths, age 16-21, at three locations in the
county in the next year.

5. The California State Department of Rehab-
ilitation has been federally funded to train 3,150
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persons through their Adult Training and Counseling
Project in the next year.

6. The Los Angeles Urban League has been
federally funded to place 1,000 unemployed adults in
on-the-job training projects with employers in the
next year.

7. The Equal Opportunity Foundation has been
federally funded to place 400 unemployed persons in
on-the-job training projects with employers in the next
year.

8. The Westminster Neighborhood Association
has been federally funded to provide basic pre-vocational
training to 356 youths in the next year.

9. Operation Bootstrap has been privately
funded and anticipates training some 100 persons in
the next year.

These programs anticipate training a total of
16,375 adults and 6,714 youths in the next year.

Commission's Recommendation

Federal and State governments should develop
new facilities and additional means of communication to
seek to insure that maximum advantages are taken of the
many government and private training programs and of
the available employment opportunities in the disadvan-
taged communities.

Status

There are a number of different training pro-
grams now in existence throughout the disadvantaged
areas of the county.

Since April of 1966, The President's Committee
on Manpower has had a three-man "task force" made up of
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representatives from the Office of Economic Opportunity,
the Department of Labor, and the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare in Los Angeles. Their purpose is
to assist local officials to improve coordination of
federal manpower programs, to review federally funded
job development programs in this county, and to assist
in placing the hard-core unemployed in industrial jobs.

The Management Council has also been active in
coordinating training programs with job opportunities.

Commission's Recommendation

Employers should re-assess job qualifications
with a view to considering whether it is feasible to
increase employment opportunities for persons with
arrest records, and blanket rejection of such persons
should be discouraged.

Status

In response to President Johnson's message to
Congress in March 1966, the federal government has been
reviewing and re-examining its security requirements
with the view of reducing prohibitions to employment
for persons with minor arrest records. The U. S. Civil
Service Commission on August 15, 1966 announced that it
had eased hiring requirements of many federal agencies
by eliminating questions regarding arrests from some
federal employment forms.

The Management Council of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce is actively urging its hundreds of
participating corporate employers to re-assess their
hiring practices, distinguish between arrest and con-
viction, evaluate the severity and frequency of the
offense, and consider the age of the person at the time
of the incident and the amount of time that has elapsed
since the incident.
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Commission's Recommendation

Legislation should be enacted requiring em-
ployers with more than 250 employees and all labor unions
to report annually to the State FEPC the racial composi-
tion of their work force and membership.

Status

No such legislation has been enacted as of
this time. Legislative action during the 1967 session
is anticipated even though the bill is not as yet drafted
or prepared.

The Fair Employment Practices Commission
strongly advocates that such legislation be enacted,
and it suggests that the enabling legislation cover em-
ployers with fewer than 250 employees. In the event
that this law is enacted, the FEPC is preparing pro-
cedures to make the law effective without being unnec-
essarily burdensome and duplicative.

Commission's Recommendation

The "California Proposal" for 50,000 jobs
should be tested on a pilot basis before any massive
program is launched.

Status

A modified proposal for a planning grant is
presently pending before the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity for funding.

The California proposal for a national program
estimated to cost the federal government 2.5 billion
dollars annually which would provide some 50,000 jobs
in California and a proportionate number of jobs else-
where throughout the nation was rejected in Washington.
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Meetings between California officials and federal
officials resulted in a proposal for federal funding
of a pilot program for 2,000 socially useful jobs in
California that would pay $4,000.00 per year per em-
ployee. It was submitted to the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity on April 18, 1966. In June of 1966, this
proposal was rejected with a suggestion that a new
proposal for a two-month planning grant be submitted.
This suggestion has been followed and such a proposal
was submitted and is presently awaiting action.

Commission's Recommendation

The standards of selective service and re-
cruitment for the Armed Forces should be reappraised
to determine whether they are unnecessarily restrictive
with respect to Negroes.

Status

The standards for acceptance into military
service have not been revised. In July 1966 the Presi-
dent created the National Advisory Commission on Selec-
tive Service to review the entire selective service
system and military recruitment policies and standards.

Since 1951, military records omit reference
to race, color and creed, and selective service officials
are under orders to disregard race, color and creed.

Examinations and evaluations of candidates for
military service are standardized nationally and disre-
gard race, color or creed. The three criteria are men-
tal, moral and physical, with Armed Forces Examination
and Evaluation stations bound to minimum standards set
forth in Army Regulations as revised and published in
1961. Mental evaluation approximates the 6th grade men-
tal level. Moral evaluation is based upon the candidate's
individual record of civil offenses, subjecting him to
rejection if his civil record shows himn as a potentially
disruptive influence beyond his productive potential in
the service.
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WELFARE

The Commission was "profoundly disturbed by
the accelerating trend of expenditures" of welfare funds,
particularly "during the present trend of unparalleled
prosperity for our nation and state;" and while pointing
out problems relative to obtaining, accepting, and admin-
istering welfare and expressing the hope that the welfare
studies completed, initiated and contemplated would
resolve these problems, the Commission still made several
recommendations directed toward assisting "welfare recip-
ients to become independent of public aid."

Commission's Recommendation

There should be a closer coordination between
welfare and related agencies in seeking means which may
provide avenues of independence.

Status

The 1966-67 budget for Los Angeles County
Bureau of Public Assistance is $413,473,194, which is
ten times the total amount of War on Poverty funds for
Los Angeles. Administrative budget projections are
up 26.5% over the previous year, and Aid to Families
with Dependent Children is up 26.2% over the prior year.
In 1966-67, a total of $135,843,508 in payments to
families with dependent children was budgeted by the
Los Angeles County Bureau of Public Assistance.

Two training programs were funded by the
federal government for the California Department of
Social Welfare in 1966. These programs are intended to
help recipients or potential recipients of public
assistance to become self-supporting.

The first is a grant for $1,893,606, received
in May, to continue existing community work and training
programs for persons who are recipients of certain
public assistance funds. The Bureau of Public Assis-
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tance contracts with private industry and private
vocational schools for employment training. Local
school districts and the State Department of Educa-
tion cooperate in providing needed educational
services, and the State Department of Employment
assists in job placement upon completion of the
training. At the end of July, 1966, 963 persons had
participated in the program.

The second is a new program funded by the
federal government in January, 1966, for $1.8 million.
It is known as the Project for Adult Training (PAT) and
provides training for chronically unemployed adults be-
tween the ages of 22 and 35 who are not eligible for pub-
lic assistance. Single adults and married couples with-
out children are eligible to receive financial grants
for living expenses while in training. The program
provides work training in cooperation with private
industry and public agencies with assistance of the
Department of Employment and local school districts.
Four adult training centers have been opened since
April, 1966, and are located in South Central Los
Angeles, East Los Angeles, Venice and Pacoima. Two
additional locations will be added. The total project
is staffed to handle 480 trainees at a time. It is
estimated that 720 persons will be trained during the
year.

It is anticipated that these new programs
will assist welfare recipients and potential welfare
recipients to become self-supporting, thus reducing
future welfare expenditures.

In an attempt to bring welfare services
geographically closer to the residents in disadvantaged
areas and improve the quality of services offered, the
Los Angeles County Bureau of Public Assistance has been
conducting an experimental program (Public Welfare
Project No. 220) in conjunction with local universities
for the past two years. Teams of welfare workers have
been located in three housing projects, Jordan Downs,
Pueblo del Rio, and Marvilla, to give immediate personal
attention to the needs of the local residents. This
new approach to the integration and decentralization
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of welfare services is expected to provide an oppor-
tunity to develop neighborhood participation, establish
closer relationships between the community and the
service center, and experiment with intensive case-
work services.

Recent legislative action in California
provides for the "one-stop" or service center concept
that combines at one location representatives of several
state agencies. The first of these service centers
was opened in Watts on August 27, 1965. Multiservice
Centers are intended to reduce dependence on welfare
through job training, placement and related programs.
Agencies cooperating include the Departments of Social
Welfare, Department of Employment, Fair Employment
Practices Commission, Apprenticeship Standards Division,
Department of Rehabilitation, Department of Corrections,
Public Health Department, Office of Economic Opportunity,
Youth Authority, and Department of Mental Hygiene. Present
plans call for the establishment of another center in
East Los Angeles. Twelve centers throughout the state
were approved for establishment during fiscal year
1966-67.

In June 1966, State Social Welfare Board awarded
Space-General Corporation of El Monte a $225,000 contract
for a system analysis of welfare operations in California.
The study will focus on the Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children program. The nine-month study is expected
to result in recommendations for improving the welfare
system in the state and a master plan for welfare in
California.

Commission's Recommendation

Use of child care centers to free heads of
families for employment or training should be emphasized.

Status

A federal grant of $471,500 was funded in
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October, 1965, for the establishment of four Day Care
Centers in Los Angeles County on a pilot basis. The
Day Care Centers are professionally staffed to train
parents who are on welfare, while providing care for
their children. The parents are to be trained in ten
occupations related to the operation of Child Care
Centers: teacher's assistant, cook, custodian, gardener,
clerk typist, bookkeeper, maintenance man, administra-
tive assistant, housekeeper and nurse's assistant.
In one year the four centers are to train 267 parents
on public assistance and care for 336 children.

The Day Care Centers are contracted by the
Bureau of Public Assistance with school districts or
with private agencies. Two centers have been opened.
The Henderson Community Center of the Second Baptist
Church opened in April, 1966, and the Willowbrook Chil-
dren's Center opened in June, 1966. The Enterprise
Children's Center is scheduled to open on September
12, 1966, and a fourth center is to open in East Los
Angeles in the near future under contract with the
Foundation for Mexican-American Studies.

This program is administered by the Los
Angeles County Bureau of Public Assistance, and if they
are successful, a total of thirty Day Care Centers in
Los Angeles County will be requested. These centers
are the first of their kind in the United States.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

The Commission's focus in this area was on
the relationship between law enforcement and minority
communities.

The Commission's recommendations were directed
to the leadership responsibility of law enforcement agen-
cies, particularly in reference to citizen's complaints,
community relations and minority recruitment, in order
to promote the "mutual respect and understanding" between
law enforcement and the community it serves.

There is new leadership of the police depart-
ment in Los Angeles. The continuing problems of police
-- community relations offer a most significant oppor-
tunity which that leadership and the community it pro-
tects and serves cannot afford to reject.

Commission's Recommendation

The Board of Police Commissioners should be
strengthened so as to enable it to discharge its City
Charter responsibilities.

Status

The Los Angeles City Charter is unique in
that it provides for a civilian Board appointed by the
Mayor and confirmed by the City Council, to be the head
of the Police Department, charged with the responsibil-
ity of establishing policies, supervising and managing
the Department, and seeing to it that its policies are
followed. There is no limitation on the number of
meetings the Board may have in fulfilling its duties.
Its compensation and staffing are regulated by the
City Council and Mayor through ordinances and budgeting.

After 16 years as Chief of Police in Los
Angeles, William H. Parker died on July 16, 1966.
Deputy Chief Thad F. Brown was appointed Chief to serve
until a permanent successor is selected.
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The following changes have taken place in the
makeup of the Board of Police Commissioners: Mr. John
Ferraro, who was president of the five-member Board in
1965, resigned on May 24, 1966, and was selected to
fill a vacancy on the Los Angeles City Council. Mr.
Elbert T. Hudson, a member of the Board, was elected
by the Board on May 25, 1966, to its presidency. He
was re-elected president of the Board on July 27, 1966,
for the current term. Mr. Hudson is a Negro and is an
attorney. On June 6, 1966, Mr. Emmett C. McGaughey was
confirmed by the City Council as a member of the Board
to succeed to the position vacated by Mr. Ferraro's
resignation. Other members of the Board are Mr. Frank
Hathaway, Mr. Michael Kohn and Dr. R. J. Carreon, Jr.

The Police Commission continues to meet for-
mally only one day each week. Their sessions have been
lengthened in recent weeks to encompass more than a
half-day. The Commission members individually are
devoting additional time and effort. They are taking
an active interest in the community relations policies
and accomplishments of the Police Department, and are
currently reviewing the administrative programs of the
Department.

Commission's Recommendation

The Board of Police Commissioners should act
on all complaints against police officers to determine
whether the complaint is or is not sustained.

Status

The Board accepts all complaints filed with
it by citizens. The Board's secretary acknowledges the
complaint by letter to the complainant. Personnel
complaints are processed, investigated by the Police
Department, reviewed by police officials and the re-
sults are furnished to the Board. The matter is re-
viewed by the Board, and the complainant is notified
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by letter from the Board's president as to its disposi-
tion.

Complaints filed with divisions or other offi-
cials of the Police Department, and investigations con-
ducted thereon, are summarized weekly for the Board,
including the dispositions made. The complainant in
these matters is informed by letter from the Commanding
Officer of the Division as to its disposition.

Discipline of police officers remains the
obligation of the Chief of Police, and in some instances
a Police Board of Rights, under the City Charter.

The full file of the Police Department on any
personnel matter is available to the Board of Police
Commissioners on request.

Commission's Recommendation

An adequate hearing process for the citizen
complaint should be made available at some point in the
[police] procedure and he should be informed of the
action taken on his complaint.

Status

The Board of Police Commissioners has a proce-
dure for assignment of a Hearing Officer, who is a
civilian independent of the Police Department and the
Commission, to conduct hearings on matters referred to
the attention of the Commission.

The Board of Police Commissioners has never
utilized Hearing Officers on citizen allegations of
police misconduct.

A complainant unsatisfied with the disposition
of his complaint may appeal to the Commission for a
hearing, which the Commission may permit or deny. If
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a violation of law is alleged by the complainant, he
may lodge his complaint with appropriate city, state
or federal prosecuting officials.

Commission's Recommendation

An "inspector general" should be established
in the Los Angeles Police Department under the authority
of the Chief of Police but outside the chain of command,
the inspector general to be responsible for making
investigations and recommendations on all citizen com-
plaints, whether filed with the Board of Police Com-
missioners or the Police Department.

Status

The Los Angeles City Council established a new
position in the Police Department designated as "Inspec-
tor -- Administration of Discipline."

Inspector James B. Gordon was appointed on
March 2, 1966, to the position. This position is out-
side the chain of command in the Police Department, and
is responsible directly to the Board of Police Commis-
sioners and the Chief of Police. Duties of this office
are to supervise the reception, processing and disposi-
tion of all complaints against police personnel received
from the public, and to insure the integrity of the
reception, reporting and investigation of these com-
plaints. He receives a copy of every citizen complaint.
He has the authority to require full investigation of
any complaint, although he has no staff.

Actual investigation of complaints against
police personnel are conducted and reported by the staff
of the Internal Affairs Division of the Police Depart-
ment on matters considered to be of unusual significance
including all incidents involving police action where a
discharge of firearms results in injury to any person;
where personnel of more than one division of the depart-
ment are involved, or where the complaint is such that
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it is deemed impractical for the investigation to be
conducted by the concerned commanding officer. The
Internal Affairs Division is outside the chain of com-
mand in the department.

Other complaints are investigated and reported
by or under direction of the commanding officer of the
accused employee. These reports are reviewed by the
Internal Affairs Division, which has authority to order
additional investigation or to reinvestigate the entire
matter. They are also reviewed by line commanders in
the department division in which the accused is em-
ployed.

Following these steps the Inspector - Adminis-
tration of Discipline reviews the reports and may order
additional investigation before he forwards the results
to the Chief of Police, who may also order additional
inquiry before he makes the final decision as to dis-
position of the complaint, including possible discip-
linary action.

The Inspector - Administration of Discipline
is supervisory and has direct access to the Board of
Police Commissioners. This office has been assigned
a portion of the supervisory duties formerly assigned
to a Deputy Chief of Police in charge of Administration.

The concept of "inspector general" recommended
by this Commission to the Los Angeles authorities is not
in operation. There is, however, considerable informa-
tion indicating the discipline level of the Police De-
partment is effective.

Statistics for the period from August, 1965
through May, 1966 show that battery and felonious
assaults against Los Angeles police officers increased
31.4% over a like period one year earlier. During the
year 1965 in the five Pacific states, assaults on police
officers were at the rate of 10.8 officers assaulted per
100 officers. The assaults are not limited to any par-
ticular ethnic group, and reflect a general attitude of
intentional aggressiveness toward police officers.
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While these assaults on police officers have
been increasing, so also have complaints increased
against police officers. During 1965, the complaints
against Los Angeles police officers by citizens in-
creased 51.5%, rising from 412 in 1964 to 624 in 1965.
The total complaints against officers from all sources,
including those from within the Department's supervisory
staff, increased 38.1% rising from 709 in 1964 to 979
in 1965. And, in 1965, 45.4% of all complaints were
sustained, showing the department's investigation
developed evidence indicating the accused employee had
committed all or part of the alleged acts of misconduct,
and disciplinary action was taken.

During 1965 officers of the Los Angeles Police
Department made 198,293 arrests and issued 1,605,255
traffic citations.

Commission's Recommendation

Programs to improve relations between the
Police Department and the various minority communities
are a basic responsibility of the Police Department and
a greater effort is necessary.

Status

The Police Department and the Police Commission
have substantially increased their efforts to improve the
police -- community relationship.

The Los Angeles City Council authorized an in-
crease of 150 additional policemen; new authorized
strength, 5,410 officers. This increase includes ten
lieutenants who are to be assigned to work in community
relations, and at least six additional staff members
have been added to the community relations administra-
tion under Inspector James Fisk. Additional personnel
have been assigned to work exclusively on community re-
lations in the field at the divisional level.
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The Board of Police Commissioners and Chief of
Police Thad F. Brown have taken an active interest in
police -- community relations and are personally partici-
pating in the development of new programs. Plans to
reinstitute the Deputy Auxiliary Police (DAP) program
are presently being considered.

Each field division located in a minority com-
munity is engaged in a community relations program that
includes neighborhood meetings with the police personnel
in the police facilities and personal contacts with local
businessmen, local organizations and youth groups, and
visitation programs to the schools.

The Police Department has recognized that the
success of effective community relations rests on the
uniformed officer who is constantly in contact with the
public, and continuous training for officers is provided.

This community relations effort requires con-
siderable preparation not readily visible at the outset,
aimed at both short and long range accomplishments. The
efforts are producing positive results for the Police
Department, and officers assigned exclusively to this
work are generally very optimistic toward its potentiali-
ties, both for the Police Department and the community.
Personal effort of these officers is sincere and com-
mendable. They deserve community cooperation and sup-
port. The police attitude toward improvement of police
-- community relations is considered a positive factor
in preventing several small scale incidents from esca-
lating into more extensive disruption of the community.
Responsible citizens in the community, by their attitudes
and actions, also were positive factors in protecting the
public order in times of stress.

When the City Human Relations Commission be-
comes operative, the Police Department can be expected
to establish liaison and full cooperation with it, and
utilize its assistance in every way possible, including
training and field assistance.

The use of non-government professionals in com-
munity relations training also should be encouraged.
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Commission's Recommendations

The Los Angeles Sheriff's Department should
follow the Report's suggestions regarding the processing
of citizen complaints to the extent that they may be
applicable to its procedures.

The Sheriff's Department should introduce com-
munity relations programs as recommended for the Police
Department.

Status

The Sheriff of Los Angeles County has a stan-
dard operating procedure with reference to the accept-
ance of complaints against personnel of his department.
All complaints lodged are received and investigated by
or under the supervision of an Inspector not in the chain
of command. Complaints against personnel are not inves-
tigated by officers in the chain of command. Results of
these investigations are reviewed personally by the
Sheriff and he makes the decision as to disposition of
the matter. All complainants are notified in writing
as to the disposition of the complaint.

Citizen complaints against Deputy Sheriffs
are also initiated through the Los Angeles County Human
Relations Commission, which has established effective
liaison with the Sheriff's Office for the prompt pro-
cessing of citizen complaints.

There is no hearing process as such for the
hearing of citizen complaints and no provision for hear-
ing officers.

The Sheriff, as an elected official, is direct-
ly responsible to the electorate and not to any board or
commission. In some cases, the Los Angeles County Human
Relations Commission is of great assistance in being
able to assure the complainant that his allegations were
filed, investigated, and ruled upon.
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The Sheriff's Department has stepped up its
community relations programs.

Sheriff Peter J. Pitchess has an inspector
assigned to his immediate staff as the Community and
Human Relations Coordinator. In December of 1965, the
Sheriff's Department requested authorization for six
additional sergeants to work full time in the police --
community relations field.

The Sheriff's Department utilizes the staff of
the County Human Relations Commission, where abrasive
situations relating to the execution of legal responsi-
bilities of the Sheriff can be anticipated, in an effort
to avoid misunderstandings and unwarranted resistance.
Initial contacts by the Human Relations Commission staff
with citizens affected by prospective legal action pro-
duces an understanding of the process and is reported
by the Human Relations Commission staff to have a sub-
stantial and favorable reaction with persons involved.

This coordination is possible through an
established liaison between the Sheriff's Department
and the Human Relations Commission staff.

The Sheriff's Department activities are re-
viewed and subject to the elective process every four
years. Beyond doubt, this requires community relations
programs on a county-wide basis. Sheriff Pitchess was
re-elected in the June 1966 elections to a new term of
office.

The increased use of the County Human Relations
Commission's staff in both training and in the field
operations, as well as non-government professionals in
community relations training, should be encouraged.

Commission's Recommendation

The Police and Sheriff's Departments should
take steps to increase the number of sworn officers who
are Negro and Mexican-Americans.
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Status

Some steps are being taken to recruit Negro
and Mexican-Americans to enter local law enforcement
agencies. The Police Department and the Sheriff's
Department each have several hundred existing vacancies
for officers and deputies.

Both the Police and Lhe Sheriff's Department
have joined their respective Civil Service Departments,
who are directly responsible for the individuals appear-
ing on their eligibility lists, in initiating innovations
and relaxing certain standards to accelerate recruitment.
Both programs are just now being implemented and have
not progressed far enough to produce statistics for
comparison with past performance. The changes being
effected by both entities are expected by authorities
to attract a higher ratio of acceptable recruits from
minority ethnic groups, particularly Negroes and Mexi-
can-Americans.

The Los Angeles Police Department recruitment
programs include:

1. Immediate recruitment of junior college
students to work part time in the Police De-
partment and who will eventually apply for
police duty when qualified.

2. Modification of medical standards having
to do with vision, teeth and weight.

3. Complete review of medical standards by
specialists with a view toward further modi-
fications without sacrifice of quality.

4. Extension of the upper age limit for en-
trance to 35 years.

5. Joint Civil Service and Police study of
positions in which other than sworn officers
might function.
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6. An increased public relations campaign.

The Sheriff's Department recruitment programs
include:

1. Modification of medical standards relative
to teeth and weight.

2. Creation of seven examining boards to
screen applicants on evenings and Saturdays,
thereby being available to employed men.

3. Screening teams to be available on sched-
uled visits to substations for on-the-spot
examinations.

4. The written examination has been reviewed
and condensed to sixty comprehensive questions.

5. An increased public relations campaign.

The increased effective community relations
programs of both departments will materially assist them
in their recruitment by removing antipathy toward the
profession of law enforcement.

Many qualified Negroes and Mexican-Americans
are not attracted to law enforcement careers. As more
members of the minority communities are promoted within
such agencies, it is anticipated that law enforcement
careers will become more appealing.

Non-governmental agencies and civil rights
groups that have expressed concern with police problems
should be called upon for constructive assistance in
securing qualified candidates for police careers from
the minority communities.

The U. S. Department of Labor in July, 1966,
made available $938,715 in federal funds to the Cali-
fornia Department of Education. These funds are for a
project to furnish pre-training for jobs in protective
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services and law enforcement agencies in Los Angeles
County under the Manpower Development and Training Act.
The program is directed to concentrate for a period
from six months to a year on improving basic education
skills. Local law enforcement agencies should not
overlook this allocation of funds in their quest for
recruits.

Commission's Recommendation

Law enforcement agencies and the National
Guard should develop contingency plans so that in future
situations of emergency, there will be a better method
to assure the early commitment of the National Guard
and rapid deployment of the troops.

Status

Contingency plans for alerting, calling and
utilizing the National Guard in times of emergency have
been studied, prepared and disseminated to law enforce-
ment agencies.

The National Guard has prepared and published
Standing Operating Procedures for Activation and Employ-
ment of State Military Resources in Natural Disasters
and Civil Emergencies. Alerting procedures, activating
and command regulations are included therein for immedi-
ate reference and utilization. Liaison representatives
have been appointed by military and law enforcement
agencies in preparation for meeting their responsibili-
ties in natural disasters and civil emergencies. These
arrangements are kept up to date.

The State of California has developed and re-
fined procedures whereby the state: (1) is alerted to
possible emergencies or disasters, (2) investigates the
alert, (3) takes preliminary steps for mobilization in
the event it becomes necessary, (4) attempts to head
off the emergency by utilizing other state agencies,
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(5) prepares to mobilize and commit the National Guard
and the resources of state agencies such as the Cali-
fornia Highway Patrol.

Members of law enforcement agencies, the
National Guard, the California Highway Patrol, and the
State Disaster Office have studied the Los Angeles riots
and the riots in other American cities and are now
better prepared and equipped to meet and handle civil
emergencies.

The understanding and conclusion reached by
the various agencies have not yet been reduced to writ-
ing. Many technical details have been studied and pro-
grammed, but more have to be worked out. Being prepared
for civil emergencies of varying proportions and degrees
requires flexibility and also a continuous effort to re-
main knowledgeable relative to personnel, equipment,
transportation, communication, supplies, and procedures.

The local law enforcement agencies and the
state agencies appear to be alert to their responsibili-
ties in this regard and they are endeavoring to always
be in a position to fulfill these responsibilities.
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THE RULE OF LAW

The Commission found and recognized many con-
ditions "that underlay the gathering anger which im-
pelled the rioters" to escalate an isolated incident
into six days of violence. The Commission stated:
". . . Yet however powerful their grievances, the
rioters had no legal or moral justification for the
wounds they inflicted. Many crimes, a great many felo-
nies, were committed. Even more dismaying, as we studied
the record, was the large number of brutal exhortations
to violence which were uttered . . . All this nulli-
fied the admirable efforts of hundreds, if not thous-
ands, both Negro and white, to quiet the situation and
restore order .

Three significant legislative enactments were
signed into law in the past year:

1. The Anti-Riot Act, which provides that
"Every person who with intent to provoke a
riot . . . does an act or engages in conduct
which tends to incite a riot, at a time and
place under circumstances which produce a
clear and present danger to the public peace,
is guilty of a misdemeanor."

2. The punishment for possession of a Molotov
cocktail has been increased from a misdemeanor
to a felony.

3. The punishment for battery against a
police officer was increased from a mis-
demeanor to a felony.
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CONSUMER PROBLEMS

The Commission observed that the consumer
problem for many members of minority communities "has
the double bite of poverty and race," and "result
from the traditional interplay of economic forces in
the market place, aggravated by poverty conditions."
Although the Commission was proposing solutions that
would alleviate consumer problems in its recommendations
on employment, education, and welfare, the Commission
also made a series of recommendations specifically ad-
dressed to this subject.

Commission's Recommendation

Public and private agencies which exist
to help and protect the consumer should be adequately
staffed, financed and publicized.

Status

The Los Angeles Neighborhood Legal Services
Center has opened offices in Watts, East Los Angeles
and Venice. They are federally financed with a current
budget of $333,000 and a projected budget of $585,000
for the next fiscal year, which will permit them to open
two additional offices. Each of these offices provides
free legal advice and counsel for persons of low income
and are able to alleviate some of the problems of the
impoverished consumer. These Neighborhood Legal Service
Centers last year received 4,850 applications for legal
advice and assistance. Of this number, 3,497 were
accepted. The considerable use of these legal services
offices indicates their availability is well publicized
in the communities they serve.

The Better Business Bureau has not opened a
branch office in South Central Los Angeles nor has the
Civil Division of the Public Defender's Office expanded
its services in the curfew area by opening branch offices.
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Commission's Recommendation

The County Health Department should increase
and improve its inspection program for the markets in
all disadvantaged areas of the City.

Status

In December, 1965, the State Food and Drug
Department conducted a survey of the retail grocery
establishments in Watts and two other areas in California.
They estimated that there were 160 retail grocery stores
in Watts and inspected 100 of them as part of their
survey. This inspection included the food for sale and
the sanitation of the premises. Of the 100 markets
inspected, 67 were smaller than 200 square feet and 11
were larger than 20,000 square feet. As to the condi-
tion of the food, 4 stores had overripe vegetables and
fruits, two stores had unfit canned goods (a total of
17 cans), two stores had some spoiled meat, three stores
had some old but wholesome dry foods, and five stores
were found with questionable sanitation conditions.

In March of 1966, representatives of the
County Engineer, Building and Safety Division, Forester
and Fire Warden, Fire Prevention Division, and the
Health Department, Bureau of Environmental Sanitation,
met and developed a procedure for making inspections,
improving communications and processing referrals. Five
additional sanitarians were assigned to part of the
curfew area.

Since April of 1966, the Los Angeles County
Health Department has increased its number of monthly
inspections in part of the curfew area, and in a
three-month period: made 1,063 original inspections,
issued 1,183 notices for corrections, issued 677 notices
regarding rubbish and trash, posted 177 vacant dwellings
as unfit for human occupancy, made 2,144 re-inspections,
obtained 675 abatements, and made 393 referrals to
other departments. There is also a stepped up program
of inspection in other parts of the community. These
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programs are to continue.

Commission's Recommendation

Businessmen in the curfew area should show
greater interest in the community where they work;
also make more energetic efforts to acquaint the
community with what they are doing.

Status

The recent Watts Summer Festival was an excel-
lent display of community interest and pride, not only
by community leaders and agencies but also by the
participating local businessmen.

The South Central Los Angeles and Watts Chamber
of Commerce has been formed and has opened an office
at 11165 South Central Avenue. This office coordinates
and disseminates information to the various businessmen
in the area and community. The Management Council for
Merit and Employment Training and Research has been
assisting the businessmen in the community.

The Los Angeles Small Business Development
Center under the sponsorship of the Economic Develop-
ment Agency has opened two offices, at 311 West Man-
chester Boulevard and at 5112 East Whittier Boulevard.
These Centers provide workshop classes and management
counseling as well as assist new and existing businesses
to obtain loans from the Small Business Administration.
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TRANSPORTATION

The Commission observed that "the inadequate
and costly public transportation currently existing
throughout the Los Angeles area" restricts, handicaps,
isolates, frustrates, and compounds the problems facing
the poor. The Commission distinguished between the need
for an adequate and economical public bus transportation
system which is presently obtainable, and a new mass rapid
transit system that is still in the planning stage; and
made a series of recommendations aimed at immediately
achieving the possible.

Commission's Recommendations

A public subsidy in one form or another should
be provided to give the Southern California Rapid Transit
District (SCRTD) financial ability to provide an ade-
quate and reasonable bus transportation system through-
out the Metropolitan area.

The SCRTD should acquire the existing small
transportation companies which now complicate and in-
crease the cost of transportation in the Los Angeles
area.

Transfer privileges should be established
in order to minimize transportation costs.

With respect to the Watts area in particular,
immediate establishment of an adequate east-west cross-
town service as well as increasing the north-south service
to permit efficient transportation to and from the area
is recommended.

Status

SCRTD has made a number of changes and improve-
ments in its service since the Commission's recommenda-
tions. Line 3, which formerly terminated at Slauson and
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Central Avenue, was extended along Central to Manchester,
thus bridging a gap on Central Avenue. A rerouting of
Line 29 via Avalon and Florence improved service in
that area. Service on Line 33 was improved with the
establishment of additional stops on Avalon Avenue and
San Pedro Street. There were changes in scheduling
to coordinate arrival and departure times of buses
connecting with the Atkinson lines. (SCRTD officials
stated that since these scheduling changes, they have
not received a single complaint.) SCRTD has added a
substantial number of trips from downtown Los Angeles
to the General Hospital.

The federal government has provided chartered
buses to transport adult trainees and members of the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps from the area where they live to the
schools and training centers. There are no existing
public bus facilities that could accomplish this.

On May 26, 1966, the United States Department
of Housing and Urban Development made a $2.7 million
grant to the State of California to establish the Trans-
portation Employment Project, a research project to deter-
mine and test the relationship between a public trans-
portation system and job and other opportunities of low
income groups. This project, which is to be carried out
over a period of twenty-four months in South Central
and East Los Angeles, is a combination of research
and experimentation while providing additional funds to
subsidize and create new transportation facilities. A
comprehensive list of research and study programs
regarding transportation will be undertaken as part of
this project which is to be supervised by a seven-man
staff at 8512 South Broadway in South Central Los
Angeles and an advisory committee.

On July 1, 1966, a new bus line on Century
Boulevard from Watts to Los Angeles International
Airport was established by SCRTD under a two-year
subsidy provided by the Transportation Employment
Project.
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HEALTH PROBLEMS

The Commission concluded that residents of
disadvantaged areas are generally in poorer health and
that the "facilities to provide medical care are insuf-
ficient;" and made a series of recommendations to
immediately alleviate this situation.

Commission's Recommendation

Immediate and favorable consideration should
be given to a new, comprehensively equipped hospital in
this area, which is now under study by various public
agencies, and to that end we strongly urge that a
broadly based committee be appointed to study where
such a hospital should be located and to make recommenda-
tions upon various technical and administrative matters
in connection with the hospital.

The Los Angeles County Health Department
should increase the number and services of public health
and preventive medical facilities in the area and a
similar program improvement should be undertaken by the
Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, the
Visiting Nurse Association of Los Angeles, and other
voluntary health agencies.

Status

The county hospital bond issue failed. On
June 7, 1966, 62.5% of the voters of Los Angeles County
approved the $12.3 million bond issue to finance the
county's share of the $21.4 million cost to build a 438
bed hospital in South Central Los Angeles, but such an
issue requires the approval of 66-2/3% of the voters.

After the failure of the bond issue, the Board
of Supervisors of Los Angeles County budgeted for the
fiscal year 1966-67 $1,014,000 for architectural fees
and $90,000 for the purchase of 30 acres for the hospital
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site. Alternative financing plans have been presented
to the Board of Supervisors in an attempt to raise Los
Angeles County's $12.3 million share of the cost of such
a hospital.

On January 10, 1966, the University of Southern
California proposed a program to the Office of Economic
Opportunity to construct and operate a Family Neighbor-
hood Health Services Center in South Central Los Angeles.
This program has been funded for $2.4 million, and the
Center expects to be ready to provide medical care
twenty-four hours a day, beginning in January of 1967.
A new 55,000 square foot air conditioned building will
be built, and it will be staffed with thirty-three
practicing physicians, twelve dentists, and supporting
personnel from the local community whenever possible.
A Community Health Center Council, composed of local
residents and representatives from locally based agen-
cies will be responsible for policy making, will assist
in the operation, and will eventually assume the respon-
sibility of running the Center; it will be assisted by
a professional advisory board.

The Center will provide a complete range of
out-of-hospital medical and health services, including
preventive medicine, diagnosis and medical treatment,
physical therapy, drugs, dental care, family planning
services, prenatal and child care, mental health and
personal health counseling. The Center will not be a
hospital, and cannot take the place of a much-needed
hospital.

Under the Economic Youth Opportunity Act and
Operation Headstart, medical and dental attention has
been proposed for nearly 9,000 pre-schoolers. Medical
and dental societies along with related private and pub-
lic agencies have combined to provide initial medical
and dental examinations and the education of parents
regarding preventive techniques.
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HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

The Commission traced the growth, development
and size of both the Negro population and the Negro
neighborhoods in Los Angeles, and expressed its "parti-
cular concern" that a serious deterioration of the areas
where minority communities are located was in progress.
The Commission made a series of recommendations directed
at reversing this trend.

Commission's Recommendation

There should be an implementation of a continu-
ing urban rehabilitation and renewal program for South
Central Los Angeles.

Status

Visually, little new construction has taken
place in South Central Los Angeles since the August, 1965
riots, which damaged more than 600 buildings by burning
and looting, of which more than 200 were destroyed by
fire. One new building under construction at the time
of the riots has been completed, the Doctors Building
at 1637 East 103rd Street. The northwest corner of
43rd and Central, the site of a former chain drug
store, has been cleared and a new drug store is being
built. A gas station is being erected at the corner
of Wilmington and Imperial Highway. At 46th and Central
Avenue, a building which had been partially destroyed
is now being rebuilt. On the corner of Vernon and
Central Avenues, several partially destroyed buildings
are being repaired.

The Los Angeles City Planning Department in
June, 1966, completed its revised planning report for
the Watts Community Plan. This plan provides for the
complete physical development of the area, including
modernization and improvement of existing industrial
areas, housing, playground and public facilities, and
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a pedestrian mall. This plan has been recommended for
adoption by a committee of the Los Angeles City Council
and is expected to go before the full City Council for
approval in late August, 1966.

Major industrial corporations have evidenced
interest in the redevelopment of the core of the city.
One such proposal is that prepared by the Southern
Pacific Company for a modern industrial redevelopment,
extending along both sides of the existing rail network
in Central Los Angeles. This development plan calls
for broad streets, open park areas, landscaping, and
the redevelopment of approximately 1,330 acres of land
for an industrial project which would result in creating
substantial job opportunities. In August, 1966, this
plan was submitted to the appropriate agencies.

Insurance losses from the riots now totals
some $37 million and are expected to reach $40 million.
Immediately after the riots, the California insurance
Commissioner appointed an Insurance Industry Committee,
consisting of nine leading insurance men (increased to
nineteen in March, 1966) to assist the Insurance Depart-
ment in handling problems of cancellations and non-renewal
or unavailability of insurance in the disadvantaged area.
To date, this committee has received from the Insurance
Department over 620 problems relating to obtaining fire
and extended insurance coverage, and all but 100 of these
problems have been resolved.

Insurance companies will provide insurance,
but the rates will be commensurate with the risk. In
January, 1966, eighty insurance companies formed the
Insurance Industry Facility to provide fire and extended
insurance coverage for high hazard property when it is
not obtainable on the regular insurance markets; rates
average about two and one-half times higher than the
standard rates. As of August 1, 1966, the pool has
issued 266 policies and six binders for a total coverage
of $9,523,000. On August 8, 1966, the Facility's capacity
was increased from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000.
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Commission's Recommendation

Private non-profit organizations, such as
churches and unions, should be encouraged to sponsor
low-cost housing under Section 221(d)(3) of the
National Housing Act and similar statutes.

Status

No private non-profit organizations have
applied to the Federal Housing Administration (FHA),
Los Angeles, to sponsor low-cost housing under Section
221(d) (3).

A cooperative organization has presently
under construction a 50-unit project on South Normandie
Avenue near 111th Street, which is about 90% complete.
The FHS insured mortgage on this property is approxi-
mately $658,000. When the project is completed, each
of the occupants will pay for their apartments through
the purchase of stock instead of paying rent.

No other low-cost housing project under this
section has started.

One application for a 78-unit three-story,
walk-up garden type, one and two bedroom apartment
dwelling at Hoover and Arapahoe Streets, by a private
sponsor, a limited partnership, is being processed by
FHA. The mortgage amount being requested is $850,000.

There are pending with FHA several other
applications in the curfew area for low cost housing
projects but the negotiations are in the infant stages
and the applications have not yet been formalized.

Commission's Recommendation

One county-wide "data bank" should be created
to centralize and standardize the information and
statistics which numerous federal, state and local
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agencies collect concerning various areas of the
county.

Status

A county-wide data bank has not been created.
A number of agencies are currently using electronic
data processing techniques and other agencies are plan-
ning to use them in the near future; however, at present,
no coordinating unit exists.
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CITY HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION

Commission's Recommendation

The City of Los Angeles should create a City
Human Relations Commission, endowed with clear-cut
reponsibility, properly staffed and adequately funded.
The Commission should have special competence in the
fields of research, employment, housing, education,
law, youth problems and community organizations. The
Commission should develop comprehensive educational
programs designed to enlist the cooperation of all
groups, both public and private, in eliminating pre-
judice and discrimination in employment, housing,
education and public accommodations.

Status

The City Human Relations Commission was estab-
lished six months ago, and is still in the process of
getting organized, staffed and located. On February
1, 1966, the Human Relations Bureau for the City of
Los Angeles was established under the control and
management of a nine-member Commission with "the po er
and duty to engage in activities of a research, edu-
cational, advisory or assistance nature to promote
interracial or intergroup harmony compatible with
existing public law on a city-wide or neighborhood basis,
and to recommend to the City Council such legislation,
action or other programs not in conflict with state law
as are believed necessary and appropriate in carrying
out its function."

The Commission is composed of the following
persons: President, Taul Watanabe, banker and publisher
of a Japanese-American newspaper; Vice President, Mrs.
Carol Waters, civic leader; Commissioners, Wesley R.
Brazier, Los Angeles Urban League; Peter Robert Diaz,
sales executive; Norman B. Houston, insurance; Max
Mont, Jewish Labor Committee; Keith Smith, San Pedro
businessman; Ernest L. Stevens, Los Angeles Indian
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Center; and Jose G. Villarreal, attorney at law.

Appropriations of $5,348 for year 1965-66 and
$47,420 for the year 1966-67 were made by the City Council.

No office space had been found for the City
Human Relations Commission as of August 8, 1966, and a
staff had not been selected. Various persons have taken
civil service examinations for the five staff positions
available; one Executive Director, two advisors, and
two secretaries. The Commission expected to select an
Executive Director at its meeting on August 23, 1966.

On August 11, 1966, Mayor Yorty announced
the names of the 35 members of the Advisory Committee
who would work with the Commission. Each City Council-
man had named two of these members and the Mayor selected
five representatives.
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NEWS MEDIA

Commission's Recommendation

We urge that members of all news media meet
and consider whether there might be wisdom in the
establishment of guidelines, completely voluntary on
their part, for reporting of disasters and inflammatory
incidents.

Status

In response to the Commission's recommenda-
tion, an informal committee composed of seven local men
who are among leading figures in the various fields of
communication, devised a set of fifteen "suggestions"
for reporting civil disorders and other events which
may increase public tension. They are purely voluntary
guidelines of a practical nature, designed to avoid the
news media's contributing to the tension without sup-
pressing news. These fifteen guidelines were derived
in part from a code developed 15 years ago by the
Chicago Sun-Times, and from experience in various
cities, including Los Angeles. They have been offered
to newsmen in Southern California, and nationwide dis-
tribution is now also under way.

The first distribution of this code was to
many local groups in the news media from which the
reception has been generally favorable. It has been
featured in trade papers favorably and with detailed
paraphrasing.
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VIOLENCE IN THE CITIES CONTINUES

There have been recurring and persistent
rumors of impending riots in Los Angeles during the
past year, although the city has not experienced any
activity even remotely comparable in size, duration,
or destruction to the riots there in August, 1965.

On March 15, 1966, in South Central Los
Angeles, a rock-throwing incident of vandalism brought
an arrest, resistance to police, rumors and crowd re-
sponse. An innocent Mexican-American tradesman was
shot fatally without provocation. Additional arrests
took place. A few stores were looted and a few fires
were set. Police reinforcements for the area were re-
quired. Several other persons were injured and a Negro
bystander was shot to death. Some news media rushed
representatives to the scene. Police, with the assist-
ance of responsible citizens, restored order within a
very few hours and dispersed groups of youth who had
gathered in the area.

On May 7, 1966, Leonard Deadwyler, a Negro
motorist, was shot by a Los Angeles police officer
while in a policing incident in South Central Los
Angeles. Vast publicity followed. The Los Angeles
County District Attorney caused an extensive, televised
public Coroner's inquest into facts surrounding the
shooting. While community tension was very high, public
officials and responsible citizens of the community en-
gaged in successful efforts preventing further escala-
tion of the situation.

The community response in these two abrasive
incidents points to a recognition that rioting does not
provide solutions to recognized problems.

In other areas of California, civil distur-
bances have taken place this year. In July, a Negro
was shot by a San Francisco Negro policeman in a polic-
ing action. The officer was attacked by irresponsible
bystanders before he was rescued by fellow officers.
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During the same month, a group of Negro youth
in Menlo Park engaged in riotous activity, but were
subsequently controlled by law enforcement agencies.

Small-scale rioting occurred in Bakersfield in
early summer. Sporadic rioting was experienced for
three days in San Bernardino in July. Fires were
started, police officers and their vehicles were stoned,
and a number of arrests were made before the situation
was contained.

In other states, violence has been witnessed
this year. Various sections of New York City were sub-
jected to riots spanning several days, resulting in one
death and some injuries to residents, and injury to
five police officers.

In Chicago, Perth Amboy, Omaha, Cleveland,
South Bend, Lansing and Detroit, civil disturbances and
riots of varying intensity have occurred. In June, the
Puerto Rican section of Chicago was the scene of several
shooting incidents and attacks on police and their ve-
hicles by rioters which required a substantial effort
by law enforcement to restore order. In July, 3,900
Illinois National Guardsmen were called to active duty
in Chicago to aid in quelling a riot in a Negro area
covering approximately four square miles. Stores were
burned and looted by rioters. Several persons were shot
and injured, two Negroes were killed and hundreds of
persons were arrested. This riot began one week after
a marching technique had been commenced by Dr. Martin
Luther King in support of an open housing campaign spon-
sored by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Marches into Caucasian neighborhoods directed toward
real estate sales companies triggered rioting by Cauc-
asians against the marchers who were under police pro-
tection. Numerous Caucasians were arrested by police.

In July, 4,200 Ohio National Guardsmen were
called to active duty in Cleveland to assist in sup-
pressing a riot which extended for a week in a disad-
vantaged Negro area. Four citizens were killed and
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more than fifty were injured. Roving gangs vandalized
businesses and set fires, in many instances with Molo-
tov cocktails. Firemen and police were attacked by
snipers, and property damage was estimated at one-
quarter million dollars.

Omaha, Nebraska, was the scene in late July
of rioting in a Negro district, triggered by a police
arrest. Molotov cocktails were utilized by rioters al-
though no major fires resulted.

During July, Negroes in South Bend, Indiana,
threw debris at police and civilians in passing auto-
mobiles. Several persons were injured, including a
police officer.

About 200 Negro youths in Lansing, Michigan,
on August 8, 1966, engaged in a minor attack on passing
cars, throwing gas bombs at motorists. The following
day in Detroit, while police were making an arrest of
a Negro, the officers were attacked by irresponsible
bystanders.

Several incidents in Florida and in Mississippi
arising from public marches and other demonstrations
reached near-riot proportions. Civilians were attacked
and property was damaged. The most publicized incident
was the shooting of James Meredith by a Caucasian while
Meredith was on a march from Memphis, Tennessee, to
Jackson, Mississippi.

The Attorney General of the United States has
publicly discounted the speculation that riots and dis-
turbances in the various cities have been centrally
organized or have had common participants.

This Commission's report of December, 1965,
referred to riots which had occurred in seven eastern
cities of the United States during the summer of 1964.

Violence experienced by the various states
has occurred primarily at the core of large cities
where the members of minority communities live, where
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conditions of life are marginal, and where educational
accomplishments are low and unemployment rates are high.
In these respects, complaints of residents of the areas
in which riots have occurred are remarkably similar to
those encountered in Los Angeles in 1965.
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ER Ol September 29, 1966 /

Honorable John F. Shelley
Mayor of San Francisco
San Francisco, California

The President has received and read your telegram of September 29.

At his direction, I have met with top officials of the Department of

Justice, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Office

of Economic Opportunity, the Department of Labor, the Economic

Development Administration and the Department of Housing and Urban

Development to review the situation in San Francisco and the federal

programs that are available there.

We are deeply gratified with the reports that law and order have been

restored. This is the only environment in which planning and

constructive action can go forward.

We are anxious to be of whatever help we can and to cooperate with

you. In line with this, these officials have asked Mr. Daniel Luevano,

Director of the Western Region of the Office of Economic Opportunity,

to meet with yo to discuss federal programs, which are presently

available and authorized by Congress, as well as state, local and

private programs in the San Francisco area.

APPROVED FOR DISPATCH
Joseph A. Califano, Jr.

Special Assistant to the President



THE WHI E HOUSE

WASH I NGT6N

September 29, 1966
12:30 p.m., Thursday

FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM Joe Califanov

Attached is a telegram Ramsey and I have
drafted in accord with your instructions.

If you approve it, I will read it to Mayor
Shelley, and Dan Luevano and then dispatch
it.

Whether we release it from here or not,
I think we should assume that Shelley will
release it from San Francisco.

Do you want to release it from here?

Yes

No

IM: 1
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THE PRESIDENT

DELIVER AT ONCE THE WHILE HOUSE

SAN FANCISCO IN DIRE NEED OF EMERGENCY FEDERAL FUNDS TO ALLEVIATE

CRITICAL UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION AMONG NEGRO YOUTH IN THIS COMMUNITY,

WHICH HAS RESULTED IN AN OUTBREAK OF VIOLENCE AND RIOTING ENDANGERING

THE PERSONAL SAFETY AND PROPERTY OF OUR CITIZENRY. POLICE

CHIEF AND I IN CONFERENCE TODAY WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF NEGRO

YOUTH RECEIVED THEIR COMPLAINTS AND THEIR EXPRESSED INDIGNATION

OVER JITHDhAWAL OF tiDIA FUNDS FROI SAN FRANCISCO AND THE LACK

OF A PHOGRAPi THAT IS IN ANY WAY ATTUNED TOWARD GIVING THEN

HOPE OF FUiURE ASSISTANCE. ALL POLICE HAVE BEEN CALLED TO DUTY

A6 weLL AS 350 STATE HIGHWAY PATROLMEN AND SEVERAL HUNDRED

NATIONAL GUARDSMEN. RIOTING IS SPREADING THROUGHOUT THE

CITY. AS MAYOR I HAVE DECLARED THE EXISTENCE OF A STATE

OF LERGENCY AND HAVE INVOKED A CURFEW. GOVERNOR BROWN

IS ON HIS WAY TO SAN FRANCISCO FOR PERSONAL COOPERATION

WITH MIE IN THE EVENT WE MUST DECLAkE A STATE OF MARTIAL LAW

TO PREVENT ANOTHER WATTS, AS ONE WHO HAS BEEN A LOYAL SUPPORTER

OF THE JOHNSON ADIIINISTHATION AND THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY, I PLEAD

IN THE NAME OF uOD AND ALL HUMAN DECENCY FOR IMMEDIATE EMERGENCY

FUNDS TO ASSUAGE THIS SITUATION. RESPECTFULLY

JOHiN F ShELLEIY k 1NAYOA OF SAN FRANCISCO.

10A
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Mr. Califano:

Jack Howard, Director of the Neighborhood Youth Corps, dictated
the following paragraph for the telegram, as requested by Ramsey
Clark:

"I am sure you realize there has been no withholding
of funds for Manpower Development and Training Act
programs. At the moment, there are approximately
1900 persons in training in San Francisco, and an
additional 2600 training opportunities are being made
available for the coming year. We share your interest
in this program, and we are grateful for your recognition
that training for jobs is a major need in America's cities
today.

Lora -- 9/29/66

Jack Howard
110/5324

<~
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON

September 30, 1966

TO: Joseph Califano
Special Assistant to the President

FROM: Bill Welsh ,
Assistant to the Vice President

SUBJECT: San Francisco Riot

As a follow-up to Watts the Vice President met this
year with a select group of defense contractors in the
Los Angeles area. He urged them to find ways of
directly employing hard-core unemployed from Watts.

Marion Parsons of the Department of Labor has been
assigned in Los Angeles to follow up on these efforts.

To date three defense contractors: Aerojet General,
Northrop and North American have come forward with
proposals that are potentially very useful. They
are currently being evaluated and reworked by Labor,
DOD and the contractors.

Aerojet proposes construction of a plant in Watts and
establishing a subsidiary operation under a Negro
management firm.

Northrop proposes to bring some 50 hard-core unemployed
out by bus to their plant.

North American has a proposal for refurbishing air force
owned electronic test equipment in or near Watts.

Each proposal would be backed up with OEO and MDTA funds
for training programs. DOD has been cool, but we are
pressing there.



I call this to your attention since I have been
following each proposal closely since joining
the Vice President's staff, and John Stewart
(who has gone for a year's leave) was on this
before.

It is quite possible that these formats will have
some usefulness in San Francisco, and there may
be enough defense based industry there to try and
stimulate the same interest. If I can help, please
let me know.



October 3, 1966

To All. 'Veads of Federal Agencies
Operating in the San Francisco Bay Area:

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to a Presidential instruction which I received
September 29, 1966, I have convened a San Francisco Bay
Area Task Force. To immediately iraplement this instruction,
I have asked the Federal Executive Board's Critical Urban
Problems Steering Committee, comprised of the heads of
several Federal agencies In this region, to function as
the Task Force.

The unfortunate disturbances which occurred in thfi city
last week have indicated once again that greater efforts
are required by the several levels or government, as well
as by business and labor, to develop meaningful employment
opportunities for all.

On behalf of the Federal Government, ho Task Fcorcc is
undertaking the fol lowing functions:

i. A survey oi present employment opportunities in
the various Federal agencies which immediItely
could be made available to econoically disad-
vantaged people. A miechanism gill be established,
in cooperation with state and local officiclS, to
mviatch employees to available jobs.

2. Acsessment of the nature and scope of all (ederally
funded programs which are directed explicicly
toward the elimination of various orm; o< dun)i



vation In our society.

. Gnralzdcoordiation of ail Federal efforts
with activities which r being undertaken by lcal

ofci::sI and by business and labor.

in ecection~ with the immaeditate efort to provide employment in

Federal agencies, you may ;e contacted in the next several days-

if you have not been already -- to provide comprehensive infor-

mation regarding jobs uhicb your agency nigbt be able to provide.

A1l inquiries, suggestions, or Lformatin should be directed to

Jane Taylor, Ceral Services Administration Institute, 49 4th
Street, H. 3. 5, San Francisco, California. Her telephone

ntunber is 355-6525.

Regarding I en 3 above, il ma imun effectiveness is to be achieved,

it is essential that the activities of all Federal agencies be

fully coordinated through the Task Force. This is particularly

true o$ invediatc eorts to provide jobs no, If my contacts

have already been made -- either with private agencies or with

state or local government offIcials -- those contacts should be

reported immediocely to this office. Any future contacts should

be undertOae though the Task Force. MAL inquiries, suggestions,

or information regarding lnter-organizctional activities should

be directed to Richard J. Smrt, Regional General Counsel, Office

if Economic: Opportunity, 100 ;c li luster street, San Francisco,

California His telephone number is 556-3307. I h -m designated

sir. Smraart staff coordinator for the Task Force.

Mr. Tor Torlnd of the Department of: Labor, '50 Golden Gate Avenue,

Room 100, San Francisco, Calitorana, has been designated Public

Affairs Officer for the Task Force, Agenzies desIring to make public

statemrets regarding activi tio discuCc hCnrein ,a-y contact

Mr. Torland.

Your full end incediate cooperation ica-winticl.

Lcerel~y yur ,

Daniel 14, LutvCno
rask Force Chairman

Regional Director
i~fce of Economic Opportunity

cc~uonorable John F. shx:;ey
fIX. JcophJ~ ;. Cairano, Jr.
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October 4, 1866

FOR Alex Greene ,'

F ROM Joe Califano

Please send a set of this material to
Dan Luevano in San Francisco.

A

Attachmnent



Revised
9/30/66

SELECTED FEDERAL PROGRAMS IN SAN FRANCISCO
(Dollars in thousands)

Agency Summary ,966 Obligations

OEO....
Labor..
HUD. . . .,
VA.....
SBA....

EDAl 1 ..
DO% ..
HEW...

Total......................

San Francisco Metropolitan Area.
Excludes $266,000 grants to State

f ied by locality.

$ 6,579
4 ),663

24,302
89,700

902
150

1,135T,700
223,186

$1,485,182

agencies not identi-



FEDERAL PROGRAMS IN SAN FRANCISCO
(Dollars in thousands)

Cumulative
obligations

1966 obliga-
tions or
commitments Grantee or agency

Technical assistance

C.A.P.

$150

6,022
(since 1965)

N.Y.C. (Labor)

Adult Basic Education

Work Experience (HEW)

VISTA

Total OEO

2,200

$150

3,964

1,698

493

378

Plan of Action Committee
(PACT)

Economic Opportunity
Council

School District, Public
Utilities Commission,
etc.

State

State

46

6,579

Pre-vocational training for "hard
core" unemployables

1966 Program
-- 5 neighborhood centers
-- Job development program, 2500

beneficiaries
-- Health component, upward bound,

compensatory education, foster
grandparents legal aid

-- Summer hcadstart only, 1530 kids
-- Summer employment crash program:

1200 14-16 year olds
150 16-24 year olds

-- CAP employment 255 (219 poor)

1966 program
--in school 400 youths
-- out of school 565
-- summer 1400 "

total2365
cumulative total since 1965 3296

yout-hs
4,594 participants 

Y

Number of beneficiaries not avail-
able

14 volunteers

Agency Activity

EDA

OEO



Activity
Cumulative
obligations

Compensation and
pensions

Readjustment, voca-
tional rehab.
Insurance
Administration
Medical programs

Total VA

Civilian payroll

Summer employment

Military payroll
Defense contracts

Total DOD

1966 obliga-
tions or

commitments

$6o,6oo

900

11,500
3,900

12 800
89,700

395.,700

186,000
554,000

Grantee or agency

Veterans, Survivors,
Dependents

Veterans

Survivors

Veterans

Federal installations

Military
Various private firms
and institutions

1,135,700

45,000 living veterans

18,000 widows, orphans, other
dependents

Average daily patient load 400

51,516 employees--large expansion
(5,000) in 1966

908 summer employees could be car-
ried year round.-No training pro-
grams for youth.--Commuting average
1- hrs.

40,618 personnel.
$167,000 increase over 1965
oriented toward large employment
industries, e.g., transportation,
ship repair, etc.

I/ Data for metropolitan area only.

Agency

DODVI



Cumulative
obligations

1966 obliga-
tions or

commitments Grantee or agency

HUD College housing

Mass transit
Housing for elderly
Urban renewal
Public housing
Open spaces
Low income housing

Total HUD

LABOR--Employment Service
Youth Opportunity

Centers
Calif.Employment
Service Offices

M.D.T.A.
Institutional

On-the-job

Exper. and Demonstration

Total M.D.T.A.

Total LABOR

$18,289

22,555
446

105,362
63,646

114
24

210,657

916

N.A.

6,159

N.A.

$4,000

20,302

(13,000 reserved)

24,302

818

2,324 State agencies

977

463

812,591

Not available

Not available

Not available

(1,521)

4,663

1966 program 880 student acconmoda-
tions. Cumulative 3817 student
accommodations.

4 projects.
32 units.
8 projects.
26 projects. 5,974 units.
2 acres.
1 project.

5 YOC's.
2 Employment Service offices, 1 Un-
employment Insurance office, 1 Farm
Labor office

410 job slots in 1966; 3554 cumula-
tive.

1047 job slots in 1966, to expand to
1800 in 1967.

610 job slots in 1966; 4318 cumula-
tive.

Activity

d
'4



Cumulative
obligations

Business loans

1966 obliga-
tions or

commitments

$902V

Grantee or agency

--71 loans made--since 3/65 72 loans
totalling $392 have been made to
applicants referred by PACT. These
are made on loosened credit
standards.

-- 2 management counselling courses
in Negro areas are now scheduled
for Fall 1966.

103,112

97,64

Social security pay-
ments

Public assistance
payments

Education assistance
for Federally af-
fected areas

Health professions
education assistance

Hospital and medical
facilities construc-
tion

605

581

760Higher education
facilities construc-
tion grants

Cooperative research
in education

Community service and
continuing education

410

547

Individuals

State welfare agency

School Boards

Construction of facilities at
3 professional schools (U. Calif.,
U. of the Pacific, Calif. Podiatry
Coll.)

Grants for construction to 2 hos-
pitals (St. Francis Memorial
and Franklyn) and 1 Public Health
Clinic (Sunset district)

University of Califor-
nia

Coordinating Council
on Higher Education

Various project grants

For training of adults to assist in
solving community problems

L/ 1965 Calendar Year

Agency

SBA

Activity

HEW



Activity
Cumulative
obligations

Water Pollution control
Training teachers of

the handicapped
Chronic disease and

health of the Aged
Community health

research grants

Nurse training and
traineeship

Educational TV

Undergraduate Instruc-
tional equipment

Juvenile delinquency
control

NIH--Medical research
Subtotal HEW

1966 obliga-
tions or

commitments

4o8

392

315

255

347
189

125

107

16,16
222,695

Grantee or agency

San Francisco State
College

Bay Area educational
TV Association

San Francisco State
College

Three grants

Various projects for research
and training

Construction of facilities

To colleges and universities for
purchase of equipment

For training of youth

Various projects

Note: $226,000 of additional HEW grants are made to State agencies. The portion of these funds allocated to
San Francisco cannot be identified without further extensive research.

Agency

HEW



JOHN ALEX Mc CONE

612 SOUTH FLOWER STREET r
LOS ANGELES 90017

July 25, 1967

Dear Joe,

I am now getting to the point where I will draft my final interim
report to the Governor on the situation in South Central Los Angeles.
Obviously the recent events in Newark and Detroit will have an
important bearing on what I say.

Some weeks ago you promised to send me an interdepartmental
report on South Central Los Angeles prepared by representatives of
Labor, HEW and OEO. Perhaps you overlooked this. If such a
report is available I would greatly appreciate your sending it to me --
and if it is "confidential", I will respect it as such.

Also, you had a personal representative out here for a few

days. He was to prepare a memorandum on his observations. I

arranged for him to talk with Chad McClellan, to sit in on a meeting
with one hundred employers and to visit skill centers and adult

training centers. His views would interest me greatly and would

bear on my final judgments of the progress being made in our negro

districts.

The violence of Detroit seems to indicate a new phase of

the negro problem and one which is infinitely more serious than the

riots of 1965 and 1966. I am hopeful that Los Angeles can keep things

under control, however, the situation remains explosive.

With warm personal regards,

Sincerely,

Mr. Joseph Califano
Special Assistant to the President

White House
Washington, D. C.

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

Nothing es1 sent to
0~40a1 Ial ilbwa P-4
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UNII) STAT[IIS COVE R'MNTIjNI

TO Joseph A. Califano, Special Assistant to lAII:June 30, 1967
The Presil1nt? The White House

TROM :Daniel 1k cji1 1- .LKf,. tt
Chairman, San Francisco Task Forco

SUp1CT: San Francisco Task Forco - Brief Outline of events

Fol)owing the Hunters Point ri ots in San Francisco of Scptemiber 28
and 29, 1966, Mayor John Sheliley appealed to 011 agencies, federal, state
and Ioca I for aid t-o prevent futhor rnob violence in the city Responding
to the recuest President Johnson appointed Daniel. M. Luevano to head a
San Francisco Task Force. In order to carry out the assignrent, Lucivano
reques ted Lh regional heads of the Federal Agencies most dirCeLIy con.-
corned with urban probl oiLs (Th Office of Economic Opportunity; Department
of Labor; Department of 11ealth, Educaton and Wlfare; and the Dpartnont
of Housing and Urban De'velopmnt) to assist in working closely with the
Mayor and other local and state agencies, At the outset. it was recognized
that there was on i niediato need for a full-scale hunt for jobs as the
strongest course of action to p-event further disruptive rioting Drect
contact with young man front the riot arn indicated chronic unemployment
and the existence of barrers to oconoil c opportunities for minority youths
and adults as continuing sources of irricatlon and recentament.

In convenin, the Task Force three iviedi te undorlyinrg assu:pt ion
dictating the nauro of its op-,rations are followed. c Tse assunpticOs
vere: (1) the wiCdly accepted interpretation of the causes of the riots,
and the direction taken thereafter by the Mayor, indicated that a specific
Federal response would be o1)th functionally worthwhile and politically
acceptable; (2) the Federal resoone should not involve crash commitments
of new money; and (3) tih fc!ral response must show concrete result directly
related to alleviation of depriv'ti on of minority ghettos0  It was aprent
that any responsive Federal Action should be undertaken through a central-

ized agency rather than an agency by agency approach Implicit in this

approach vas the idea that any response to this crisis situation should
ill1uminlte a carefully plnned reaction motivated by Presidential concern0

In approaching the cmployment and poverty problems in San Francisco,
the Task Force asked two fundamental questions0  First, what can the Federal
establish nt do to achieve an ir ediato ioct to alleviate the problems
o f San Iracisccs dlisjdvantaed minorities? And, second, what long runge
contribution can it make to the poverty probl3e.1s in the city? While these

uotLioens posed an approach oriented to area problems, the Task Force was

also invoked in the equally important role of setting a precedent for the

response by the Federal Government to any similar emergencies and problems
in other cc:rtuni ties.



Auguetl1, 1967

4:45 p. m.

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT T z

FROM: Fred Panzer

SU:BJECT: Los .Angeles Riot Study

Attached is a copy of a study on the Watts riot of 1965. It was
prepared by UCLA at the request of DE '.

X
One finding supports your request that more than "conventional
wisdom" be applied to the search for the truth about civil
disorders. That is:

it'"ur data contradict the common notion that tLose
persons who are the most deprived will sense the
greatest frustrations and express the highest levels
of discontent. Instead, they support the other
common contention that those most aggrieved are
those who have begun to overcome traditional barriers
but who are impatient with the yet-existing constraints
placed upon them. This point of view is well expressed
by Pettee:

'The consciousness of repression leads to
discontent only when it is felt unnecessary.
This is the reason why a rising class, which
is actually becoming constantly better off
objectively, generally rebels most readily,
and why the most severe repression has 6o
often failed to cause a revolution. '

This finding suggests that ect nomic and social remedies will not
stop riots in and of themselves. Indeed they will have the opposite
short-range effect. Thus the first priority must g.. to anti-riot
prevention and control efforts of local pclice and state guard units.



Of course, announcement of police and economic remedies should
be made simultaneously.

-he conclusions of the study begin on page !i marked with red tag.

JAI! al


